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Abstract
Organisational citizenship behaviour has been an active field of research for over three
decades with research typically focusing on helpful and sportsmanlike behaviours or,
conversely, examining destructive or criminal acts. Between these two is the frequently
ignored civic virtue which includes questioning, making suggestions and challenging
organisational norms. Civic virtue is the least researched, least performed, and the least
popular organisational behaviour with it often being deemed an act of deviancy. Yet
importantly, in terms of the transforming public service agenda, it is also the organisational
behaviour that links most closely with organisational improvement.
In pursuing this under-researched field, interpretivism provides a salient philosophical
framework for the operationalisation of the thesis which utilises an in-depth qualitative
approach to explore the lived realities of public servants, and seeks to advance the limited
knowledge of civic virtue, set against the backdrop of public service citizenship.
Using the lens of symbolic interactionism the thesis contributes an incremental advance in
research method; specifically projective image elicitation, by using the metaphorical power of
contextualised cartoon images to explore individuals’ perception of the workplace and their
place within it.
The thesis proposes a contribution to theory in recommending that public service citizenship
promotes a predilection to bifurcate behaviours demonstrated by others and self into the act
and underpinning values. Within public services this interpretative process gives precedence
to the underpinning values; and promotes an environment where disdained behaviours are
pardoned if the underpinning values are deemed honourable. This concept is termed value
governance.
Drawing on value governance, a model emerged which indicates that public servants
predominately enact civic virtue when they perceive their values are seriously contested;
otherwise their collectivist tendencies are dominant.
The discovery of value governance is significant in informing the conception of a dialogic
public service citizenship; a citizenship which has its foundation in publicness but which is
also able to face the challenges of civicness.
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1Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 The Importance of the Present Research
The changing form of public services has at its heart the removal of barricades, the stripping
away of hierarchy, the emergence of partnerships and an increased community involvement
which it is extolled, by government policy makers and various scholars (Budd, 2007;
Lowndes & Skelcher, 1998; Rhodes, 1996), will free public services and its inhabitants from
the shackles of the past. But these developments are built on the considerable implicit tenet
that these barriers are external to the individual.
The Conservative / Liberal Democrat coalition government in 2010 is promoting the Big
Society as its flagship social policy to transform communities, improve public services and
stitch the considerable hole in the public purse. The policy necessitates public servants
moving from civil service to civic service from traditional civility to active civicness with a
corresponding increase in participatory citizenship (Big Society Not Big Government, 2010).
Authentic citizenship demands an enabling environment where civic virtue, speaking-up and
constructive challenge are the norm, part of the psychological contract (Aristotle, 2000);
where differing and conflicting views are the stimulus for the creation of new norms and new
understandings (Simmel, 1955). But this can only be achieved where citizenship perceives it
has a voice (Bennett, 2010; Fuller, et al., 2007; Marsden, 2007).
1.2 The Research Context
The present research is focused on exploring public servants’ perception of civic virtue within
public service organisations. Specifically, the research focuses on examining the effects of
the public service psychological contract and the organisational environment on the
perception of civic virtue and the perceived discretion of public servants in speaking-up
(Premeaux & Bedeian, 2003). The research stream from which this study has developed has
its origins in organisational citizenship behaviour (Organ, 1988), which has been augmented
with consideration of the influence of the public service environment and the literature of
employee voice and employee silence.
Civic virtue and challenge were once hailed as organisationally beneficial, providing a spark
to the development of practice (Butler Jr, 1973). However, in orientating their studies to the
desires of organisational management the research emphasis, and resulting practice, altered
2from expression to suppression, from being challenged to being managed; promoting the
‘general view that peace is good and conflict bad’ (Thompson, 1960, p. 389). This view has
more recently been subject to criticism that in their instrumental form the public service
behaviours of altruism, reciprocity and helpfulness (Rainey & Steinbauer, 1999; Wright &
Pandey, 2008) have led to behavioural norms which have a negative effect on organisations
and result in conformity and employee silence, which together lead to a lack of progress
(Perlow, 2003).
The present research seeks to explain what it is about public servants; their experiences and
their values that shape the way they perceive their organisational domain, and the
behaviours displayed within it, both by self and others. This research seeks to explore how
their perception impacts on public servants’ understanding of the rights and responsibilities
of public service citizenship, and their perceived ability to influence the future public service
ethos; the values of tomorrow’s publicness. The research is set within Wales, and will make
specific reference to public service policies that exist within Wales.
The development of this research stems from a personal desire to explore what it means to
do public service, and to elucidate the process of constructing apposite behaviour in the
context of public service organisations. On the surface the explanation is provided by the
power of hierarchy, the guiding hand of officialdom and the comprehensive power of the
machine (Morgan, 1983); in this process organisations appear as objective structures able to
constrain and influence its members. Alternatively, the literature of public service motivation
includes the examination of dispositional, cause-and-effect psychological drivers towards
public service (Perry, et al., 2010); where doing public service is considered a ‘static trait’
and not a ‘dynamic state’ (Wright & Grant, 2010, p. 697).
However, in considering organisations as sites of employee ‘sensemaking’ practices, Weick
et al., (2005, p. 409) indicate that organisations represent a social psychological setting
linking both the cognitions and the social structures. Tannenbaum (1966) declared that
‘hierarchy is a basic organisational characteristic, but it has profound psychological
implications for the individual members’ (p. 45). Thus indicating the relationship between the
context and the individual, and the mutuality of their interaction, in promoting apposite
behaviour is an act of social constructionism (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). It is for this reason
that the present research firmly focuses on the socio-psychological perspective as a social
antecedent of behaviour.
31.3 Background to the Research
Whether large or small, statistically driven or citizen focused; re-aggregated or
disaggregated (Talbot & Johnson, 2007), the ongoing relationship between change and
public service delivery seems hard to break (Bovaird & Russell, 2007; Kelly, 2007).
However, the inhabitants of bureaucracy and administration have long memories and this
tradition casts a looming shadow over the change agenda (Ashworth, et al., 2009). These
traditions exist within individuals; a complex interplay of work ethics, ‘a belief system – a set
of attitudes, values, and attendant behaviours’ (Kirkcaldy, et al., 1992, p. 83). The present
research aims to provide an understanding of the three interlocking influences on public
services; the organisation, the behaviours and the values, and the conflated dominance they
have on public servants’ perception of their public service citizenship.
1.3.1 Public Service Organisations
The definition of public services is revealed by looking at the organisational task, the
organisational purpose, or its mission; these are the distinctive pieces sought in solving the
publicness puzzle (Downs, 1967; Moulton, 2009). There are several reasons why an
organisation is considered public including: the services they provide are of general public
value; provided by an authoritative and disinterested organisation; are free to all citizens; or
are part of social welfare (Vandenabeele, 2008). Drache (2006) in his study of public domain
holds that ‘‘the public’ denotes state services accessible to all; the institutionalisation of
shared common social concerns’ (p. 76); a collective drive for the wider good (Chaharbaghi,
2007). The late 1960s and early 1970s provided a period of growing concern about the
effectiveness of public policy and governance. A speech by James Callaghan at Ruskin
College, Oxford in 1976 encapsulated the spirit of change where he noted education policy
would no longer be a ‘secret garden’ of an autonomous professional community detached
from public scrutiny.
This represented a paradigm shift as ‘public services became publicly accountable’ (Ranson,
2003, p. 459). There followed an increase in the employment of research staff to evaluate
policy effectiveness and formulate alternatives which focused on three areas: policy
analysis, evaluation and organisational studies (Heclo, 1972). This evaluation found that the
journey from policy report to front-line practice, the actions as opposed to the words, resulted
in significant variations; this is shown in Pressman and Wildavsky’s (1984) work
Implementation but commonly known as ‘How Great Expectations in Washington are
4Dashed in Oakland’ or ‘Why it’s Amazing the Federal Programs Work at All.’
Concern shifted ‘from the ‘what’ of policy outcomes to the ‘why’ of the perceived policy
failure’ (Barrett, 2004, p. 251). This led to a widespread recognition across the UK, and
internationally, that policy implementation and service delivery had to be greatly enhanced in
the public sector and resulted in a major policy drive in the UK aimed at improving the quality
of public services (Hodgson, et al., 2007). These rising expectations called forth new forms
of ‘activity and behaviour’ within public services (Wolman, 1986, p. 159). However, this
improvement paradigm has yet to provide any consensus on the term improvement in
relation to its measurement, its relevance or its definition (Boyne, 2003; Marsh & McConnell,
2010a). Nevertheless, in the UK, the Local Government Act 1999 made public service
improvement a statutory requirement.
1.3.2 Public Servants: Public Service Behaviours and Public Service Values
Organisational improvement is often accompanied by the requirement of a change in
employee behaviour, which signifies new acts of citizenship at an individual level (Pfeffer,
1994). The study of behaviour within organisations has a long history dating back to William
McDougall’s (1908) examination of motivation, goal setting and social psychology. Following
this time organisational behaviour began to be studied by a wide range of scholars including
Maslow, Mayo, Katz & Kahn, Weber, Taylor and Vroom among many others; this
voluminous body of work consistently identified the importance of employee behaviour, their
acts of citizenship, to the effective running of the organisation.
Organisational Citizenship Behaviour (OCB) is defined as discretionary employee
behaviours performed for the benefit of the organisation or co-workers that exceed nominal
job requirements and are not formally recognised by the organisation (Organ, 1988).
Conceptualisations of OCB commonly used in literature list five factors: altruism, generalised
compliance or conscientiousness, sportsmanship, courtesy and civic virtue. Previous
research has identified a range of behaviours from cooperation, punctuality, helping others,
volunteering, not wasting resources, sharing ideas and representing the organisation
favourably. Turnipseed and Rassuli (2005) in reviewing studies of OCB from its conception
in 1983 to 2003 state ‘the main conclusion of these studies was that citizenship behaviours
are positive for organisations, and that they simultaneously benefit employees and
managers’ (p. 232), they continue that given these advantages organisational managers
should design strategies for maximising these behaviours.
5Explanations for the exposition of OCB behaviours vary. Research has identified that public
servants have the prevalent values of fairness and reciprocity (Kernaghan, 2000) which
points to a predisposition for altruism and sportsmanship in public services. However,
research by Coyle-Shapiro et al. (2004) found that subjective identity alone failed to
adequately predict OCB suggesting that external influences also contribute. Alternatively,
Kidder and Parks (2001) indicate that a combination of work role and self-identity provide a
link; with another view provided by Peelle III (2007) who points to OCB being contextually
created within the organisational environment. These diverse views highlight the continued
lack of knowledge within the field of organisational behaviour of the influences on individuals
in undertaking acts of OCB.
Four of the five factors of OCB; altruism, generalised compliance or conscientiousness,
sportsmanship and courtesy, could be subsumed under the general umbrella of ‘cooperative’
behaviours. These helpful, passive behaviours are typically valued by managers (Turnipseed
& Rassuli, 2005) and are particularly treasured in public services (Bourantas &
Papalexandris, 1999; Bright, 2005, 2009; Moynihan & Pandey, 2007; Perry & Hondeghem,
2008a; Perry & Wise, 1990). Deutsch (1948) in developing his interdependence theory
studied the relationship between organisational outcomes and the behaviours of its
employees, he states ‘it seems evident … that greater group or organisational productivity
will result when the members or sub-units are cooperative rather than competitive in their
interrelationships’ (p. 105). This view became more widespread and given the perceived
connection between helpfulness and performance, the model employee die was cast; and in
public services the principle of obedience to superiors and regard for position, status and
structure was fixed in the public servant mindset (The Good Governance Standard for Public
Services, 2004; Professional Standards in the Public Service, 1972).
In studying status within groups Brown (2000) found that ‘high status implies a tendency to
initiate ideas and activities’ (p. 73). Status labels have been shown to provide a cognitive
short-cut to behavioural expectations, both for the labelled and the labellers; these
‘situationally evoked expectations … affect behaviour during social interaction’ (Hysom,
2009, p. 1623). The matching of one’s own cognitions to those perceived to be characteristic
of the cognitions of the group, is a pervasive phenomena described as self-stereotyping
(Turner, et al., 1987), an act which results in the internalisation and habituation of those
characteristics. This self-sealing reciprocity leads individuals to conform to their own self
construction, their own label, and furthermore to perform in consideration of their place in the
group structure (Festinger, 1954).
6Yet, inherent within many improvement agendas is the demonstration of creativity and
innovation, and these practices require fresh ideas, the questioning of base assumptions,
challenging the norm (Berg, 2006; Hood, 1991). Are these cooperative behaviours?
Matching the expectations of public service? Contesting the self-stereotype of a public
servant? Merton (1972) bemoans the abandonment of some intellectually powerful concepts,
organisational development and new thinking when individuals forsake the opportunity to
question, highlighting the ‘reality that it neglects’ (p. 39). This lack of an effective review of
current practices signifies that the more established a team and the more embedded a
decision; the lower the likelihood that a current decision will be challenged and an innovative
suggestion aired. This increases the hold of traditional ideas and practices within
organisations who have firmly established employees; a tendency which exists in public
services (Millard & Machin, 2007). An innovative idea requires passage through a system to
enable its transformation from idea into movement; this process Rogers (1983) describes as
diffusion, defined as ‘the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain
channels over time among members of a social system’ (p. 5). But since hierarchy also
restricts communication between individuals at each level (Festinger, 1950), the ‘channels’ in
public services are beset with hurdles of status, cooperative sportsmanlike behaviours
(Wright & Pandey, 2008), containing self-constructions and the values of collectivism.
In sum, prior research suggests that habitation in the public service environment promotes
dutifulness (Rainey & Steinbauer, 1999) and limits the mechanisms with which public
servants challenge the norm. This context results in public servants being ‘those who obey
the directives of ‘higher authority’ with loyal and trusting responses, which is to say, ‘no
questions asked’ (Gawthrop, 1998, p. 41).
1.3.3 Civic Virtue
Due to the desire to maintain a stable self-image, repay the prior investment in behaviours,
and hold the illusion of control, individuals tend to persist in the same practices instead of
using their abilities and energy to explore new, more effective, ways (Janssen, 2003). Within
the workplace this defence mechanism is moderated by the psychological contract which
integrates the individuals’ perception of the agreed reciprocal relationship that exists
between an employee and employer; it serves to shape behaviours (Rousseau & Tijoriwala,
1998). The maintenance of the known self, and matching behaviours to values, helps to
restrain cognitive dissonance and stabilise the image of self (Festinger, 1957). The revision
of workplace behaviours as part of any successful organisational change agenda therefore
7requires an adjustment to the existing psychological contract whilst also seeking to enable
employees to maintain an integrated self-image.
Successful organisations benefit from a variety of forms of employee behaviours which vary
in impetus (Katz, 1964). Podsakoff and MacKenzie (1994) report that employees are
motivated to perform OCB when they perceive themselves part of an organisational
community; community-minded behaviours include dependable task accomplishment, work
group collaboration and civic virtue (Graham, 1991). Civic virtue (CV) is variously defined
(Graham, 2000), it encompasses an active participation, its features include keeping
informed about organisational issues, giving decision-makers timely information and input
about organisational policy, questioning practice and providing reasoned arguments,
challenges for proposed changes (Graham, 1995). Within this thesis the definition used
relates to behaviours which are demonstrative of active participation in the organisation,
where ‘someone challenges existing organizational practices or policies, voices critiques or
objections’ (Organ, 1988, p. 24).
Participation is both a reciprocal citizenship action and a citizenship outcome; where agency
helps individuals to acquire the skills to undertake an active role within a wider social and
political network, which then further facilitates such interaction (Vangen & Huxham, 2003).
Policies to encourage participation help individuals and groups to develop skills and
knowledge (Landy, et al., 1993) and creates a feedback mechanism to further improve
organisational services (Wichowsky & Moynihan, 2008). Barber (1984) reported that it is
through active participation that individuals learn to deliberate and look beyond their own self
interest, to view their role and others’ needs from a range of vantage points. Aristotle (2000)
argued that shared decision-making leads to the increased wisdom of the collective
compared to autocratic or oligarchic governance. Citizens, Aristotle argues, are those who
obey and are loyal, but also participate and create. Those who are encompassed by rule but
do not participate are less citizen than subject. Good citizens are those who exercise that
power for the common good, it is therefore the exercising of political power that is the act of
citizenship (Graham, 2000).
Globalisation and the corresponding increase in the study of cross-cultural governance and
its organisational outcomes has seen the perceived success of Asian management
practices, and the nature of its accompanying organisational citizenship, filtrate to the West
(Goncalo & Staw, 2006). This filtration has seen a rise in the active promotion of employee
participation; in the form of team based tasks, group activities and partnership working, both
in the private and public sector, with Beyond Boundaries being an explicit public services
8partnership policy from the Welsh Assembly Government (WAG, 2006a). Beyond
Boundaries includes the promotion of partnership working between public sector
organisations, together with the inclusion of third sector and citizens unifying in a pluralistic,
network approach to the provision of public services.
This network approach is presupposed to be an antecedent to improvement; where the
inclusion of variability within teams, reaching beyond the confines of the in-group, and
challenging the norms, can develop ‘sound and fruitful ideas’ (Merton, 1972, p. 28). Yet,
increased pluralism in those delivering public services is likely to increase the complexity of
service provision; resulting in ‘a model quite different from those traditional bureaucracies’
(Liddle, 2007, p. 425), involving stakeholders with a wide range of experiences, knowledge
and norms. In these diverse and complex environments ‘leaders are dependent on their
subordinates for good information, whether they want to hear it or not’ (Bennis, 2003, p.
179). Consequently, in this pluralistic context the exposition of CV behaviours becomes
increasingly salient; in contesting current practice but also utilising a constructively
challenging voice to develop and integrate future practice.
However, CV contests the ‘good soldier’ (Organ, 1988) self-image of collectivist citizenship
that encompasses the public servant; who are acutely aware of status and the correct
channels for the expositions of voice. Follett (1941) talks about the dangers inherent within
hierarchies as groupism; ‘the pathogeny of the group’ where group members fear to go
against its accepted wisdom and challenging its traditional ways (Emomoto, 2003 cited in
Graham, 2003, p. 244). In group dynamics, those individuals reported as most popular
continue ongoing activities rather than suggest new ones (Putallaz & Gottman, 1981). Within
teams ‘innovative behaviour [is] positively related to conflict with co-workers’ (Janssen, 2003,
p. 354) and challengers are typically not well regarded by peers (Brown, 2000; McKinlay &
Wilson, 2005); with the result that group behavioural norms tend to persist. Consequently,
the public service sphere represents a difficult socio-psychological context for policy makers
and government strategists who aim for a Big Society; where civicness encourages
employees to enact behaviours of CV, and with it lead the transformation of public services.
In sum, the organisational ‘climate focuses on how an organisation functions, what it
rewards, supports, and expects’ (Schneider, 1987, p. 448), with its ensuing organisational
norms constraining behaviours (Ashworth, et al., 2009; Lan, 1997; Tinsley & Brett, 2001).
The tough times facing public services (WAG, 2009) compounded by increased pluralism,
hailed as the method of delivering improved public services, requires the elucidation of
innovative ideas, questioning practices and challenging the hierarchical applecart (Zuboff,
91988); acts of CV. However, given the influence of the behavioural norms, the constructions
of self, and the perceived structural constraints, noted above, research suggests this
transformation requires a revolution in the nature and form of publicness. The present
research seeks to increase the understanding of public service citizenship as an integral part
of perceived publicness.
1.4 Outline of the Research
1.4.1 Aims of the Research: The Development of the Research Question
This basis of this research has developed over the past twenty years, albeit non-consciously,
as a public servant considering the fundamental nature of what it means to do public service.
Of particular interest has been public servants’ construction of apposite behaviours within
public service organisations. The research started with this broad topic but narrowed in light
of the changing form and function of public services, as discussed in the preceding section,
and is now explicit with the following research question being of pertinence:
 How do Public Servants Perceive the Notion of Civic Virtue?
Subsumed within this question are two broad objectives. The present research aims to:
 Increase the understanding of public service citizenship, examining what it means
to public servants to do public service.
 Explore how public service citizenship impacts on public servants’ perception of
apposite behaviour including the enactment of civic virtue.
This research focuses on the perception of public servants with regard to their public service
citizenship; and as will be demonstrated in the chapters that follow, the values of the
psychological contract and its impact on the perception of self are key aspects in the
exploration of what it means to do public service. While the present research seeks to
develop and explore extant theory, the context within which the research is set, the shifting
public service environment and its call for participatory civicness, provides instrumental
evidence of its value-in-use.
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1.4.2 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter One and Chapter Two provide the foundation for the thesis, in which the rationale
for the research is discussed and the extant literature reviewed. Through the examination of
the current and emerging public service context, along with the exploration of the behaviours
and values which accompany public service citizenship, the need for further research is
identified. This further research specifically relates to the perception of CV which is an
under-researched area in the field of organisational behaviour; and yet is considered to have
important ramifications for organisational improvement.
Having, in Chapter Two, identified a requirement for the consideration of the impact of the
public service environment on the perception of acts of CV, in Chapter Three the research
philosophy is presented; along with the design, methodology and methods which
operationalise the research. Using interpretivism, and specifically symbolic interactionism
and social constructionism, the chapter describes the research strategy including the
rationale for the semi-structured interview approach. This approach is augmented with the
inclusion of an incremental advance of research method. The method uses contextualised
cartoon images as an image elicitation stimulus; and given it is an advance on current
methods the background and process of the development of the method is fully discussed.
The chapter is brought to a close with details of the procedures which surround the data
collection and data analysis, and finishes with the importance of ethical considerations in
research.
Chapter Four discusses the research findings; and includes narrative accounts from the
participant interviews. The participant accounts are shown using symbolic discourse analysis
(Du Bois, 1991) with the aim of maximising the tone, rhythm and appreciation of the
responses. The chapter then moves to provide the responses to, and conversation that
emanated from, the image elicitation method. The interpretivist lens used throughout the
present research calls for the participant responses to be accompanied by an initial
discussion, blending the voices of the participants with the theoretical knowledge gained
from Chapter Two, providing a richer story on which to build.
Chapter Five deepens the discussion from Chapter Four and highlights the salient themes
which surfaced from the research data. The amalgam of which is the emergence of a
concept termed value governance. Value governance is the process whereby the behaviours
of self and others are bifurcated into behaviours and their underpinning values. Within the
public service environment, values eclipse behaviours and as a result those behaviours
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deemed to be determined by esteemed values, even if the behaviours are disdained, are
more easily accepted. The consequence of value governance and its influence on the
perception of public service citizenship, specifically CV, is fully discussed. The chapter then
constructs a model of the public servant, drawing on value governance, which amalgamates
the learning from throughout the thesis. Next, Chapter Six reviews the research process and
summarises the insights that have built throughout the thesis, and leads to the presentation
of the contribution to knowledge that the thesis offers. Finally, the limitations of the study are
discussed and the chapter concludes by signposts areas for future research which have
been highlighted by this study.
1.5 Concluding Remarks
The Big Society policy aims to transform communities and improve public services; it aims to
replace publicness with civicness, public service with civic service, encouraging active
participation and challenging the norm. The policy is set against, and embedded in, the
backdrop of the tough economic climate for the public sector which calls for the challenging
of the current modes of public service provision (WAG, 2009); acts of CV.
Despite the wide-ranging research in the field of organisational behaviour, and OCB, there is
a limited knowledge of the concept of CV; despite its reputed positive impact on
organisational outcomes (Graham & Van Dyne, 2006). Public services is another rich source
of research whether; culture, reform or management but despite this there is no research
which amalgamates the two, and explores public servants’ perception of CV in public service
organisations.
Consequently, central to the present research is the development of a model of public
service citizenship which elucidates our understanding of the meaning public servants
attribute to doing public service, and how this influences their enactment, and perception, of
CV. Of interest to public service professionals will be an increased understanding of the
public service psychological contract; the underpinning values and behaviours, and how this
shapes the perception of, and execution of, CV. Knowledge of which could directly inform
organisational development and improve public services.
In sum, the present research provides an opportunity to further theoretical knowledge in the
oft overlooked field of CV; and to increase understanding of public service citizenship within
the community of practice. The next chapter provides a review of the underpinning literature.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This literature review is divided into two main parts. The first part explores the nature of
public services; the organisation, the behaviours and values, along with the psychological
contract which these interlocking factors promote. The second part considers the underlying
principles and values at the root of acts of civic virtue which includes an examination of the
cognitions and perceptions that result from, and lead to, voice and speaking-up (Premeaux &
Bedeian, 2003) and, conversely, acts of silence. Figure 1 below maps the literature review.
Figure 1. Mapping the Literature Review
2.2 Public Services
2.2.1 The Public Sphere
The ‘open sewers, stagnant pools of liquid refuse, insanitary privies, and overcrowded
tenements’ that accompanied the Industrial Revolution of the 1830s led social reformers to
drive for change, insisting that the country needed an educated and healthy population
(Manning & Birley, 1992, p. 27). The first step toward the development of a public sphere
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responded to this call with The Public Health Act of 1848. The public sphere encompasses a
‘web of values, places, organisations, rules, knowledge and other cultural resources’, held in
trust by government and other public institutions for not just the current but future
generations (Benington, 2009, p. 235). Three sectors make up the majority of public services
in the UK, they are: central government and the civil service; the National Health Service;
and local government and the police forces. Together these three sectors maintain the public
sphere, providing services that are a ‘fundamental good’, ‘the necessities of life and not
optional commodities’ (Chaharbaghi, 2007, p. 319).
2.3 Public Service Organisations
2.3.1 Background
Public service organisations have a ‘multi-dimensional character’ (Hodgson, et al., 2007, p.
356); their aim is to bring about positive outcomes for those who use their services, as well
as providing value for money for taxpayers; they have to balance the general public interest
with the needs of their regulators and, in the case of local government, pay due regard to
their democratic role in meeting the needs of the amorphous citizen (The Good Governance
Standard for Public Services, 2004). The unique circumstance of public sector organisations,
with their interdependence and accountability to other public institutions and to the public, is
distinct from private business due to: its breadth of scope, the impact of its decisions, an
emphasis on pluralistic service, and its fundamentally political character.
The democratic legitimacy of public service organisations has its foundations in the
confidence citizens have in its stewardship (Higgins, 2005; Shulock, 1998). Organisations
looking to gain legitimacy from its stakeholders often contort into a labyrinth of policies and
regulations (Scott & Meyer, 1983), which results in a proliferation of rules, specifications and
controls (DeHart-Davis, 2009; Rainey & Bozeman, 2000). This quest for legitimacy as a
means to the development of the social good is a central aim of the ideal bureaucratic
organisation, whose governance would exhibit key features such as: hierarchy, procedural
regulation, maintenance of files and records, impartiality and impersonality (Weber, 1947).
This aim towards accountability and democratic legitimacy also means the bureaucratic
community is orientated; first, towards insulating skills from dilution by influences from
outside and corruption from within the organisation; and second, grouping and specialising
those skills (Harmon & Mayer, 1986). However, this Weberian bureaucratic and monopolistic
existence presents few opportunities or ‘few incentives to innovate or improve’ (Athanasaw,
2003, p. 1169) and has led to public organisations, with no market alternative, having an
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increased propensity to the ‘measurement of performance by reference to criteria of
conformity to a higher authority’ (Rainey, 1983, p. 209).
No discussion of organisations, and specifically the behaviours witnessed therein, can
commence without mentioning culture. Within the discourse of public governance the issue
of changing public service culture is highlighted (Driscoll & Morris, 2001; Mascarenhas,
1993; Pollitt, 1993). Schein (1992) suggests culture exists on three levels; on the surface as
artifacts; resting on values, defined as intrinsic social principles; supported by assumptions
or taken-for-granted beliefs. The literature on the origins, definition and development of the
nebulous nature of organisational culture is plentiful and ever-moving and will not be added
to here but its behavioural effects, its ‘patterned behaviours’ (Schneider, 1987, p. 438), and
the values that underpin them are of clear interest especially when noting that ‘members of a
particular culture, when faced with the task of skinning a cat, may think of only one of all the
possible ways: the particular way that is current in that culture’ (March & Simon, 1958, p.
32). Hence, organisational culture, and its fusion with organisational structure and resultant
behaviours, is of direct relevance to the present research and so its impact will be explored.
2.3.2 Functional – Traditionalism
The influence of the organisation, and the process by which the predominant values of its
range of stakeholders interrelates with the behaviour of its employees has links with social
exchange theory (Blau, 1964). Brightman and Moran (1999) liken the process to one of
geographical immigration and naturalisation; a part of the process of schooling within
cultures (Lin, 2001). Bourdieu (1977) suggests that individuals’ perform a calculation before
action, determining what is desirable and acceptable within the organisational community.
With individuals being conditioned by the wider social organisation in which their actions are
embedded (Shibutani, 1986). This role taking is further compounded by the meeting of task
demands, operating procedures and observance of rules contained within the expectations
that accompany an employee - organisational relationship (Oberfield, 2009); with these
expectations often being enveloped within the organisation’s human resource policies
(Harmon & Mayer, 1986).
With the awareness that the success of an organisation is increasingly dependent on its
human resource policies, this area has been subject to significant research (reviewed by
Pfeffer, 1994; 1998). But, despite this thorough examination, an increasing number of
scholars have reported that the outcomes of these policies do not meet expectations (Guest,
1997), due to the host of interlocking mechanisms (Tsui, et al., 1997) as signified by their
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description as the ‘black box’ (Purcell, et al., 2007, p. 1). Despite this lack of understanding,
the employee - organisational relationship within public services is reputed to lead to an
adherence to social control (Gawthrop, 1998). Within hierarchies it has been found that ‘the
internalisation of rules, and the decreased search for alternatives combine to make the
behaviour of members of the organisation highly predictable … they result in an increase in
the rigidity of behaviour’ (March & Simon, 1958, p. 39). However, consistency and equity,
along with fairness and transparency, demonstrate accountability to the community which is
a key and important component of publicness (Bovens, et al., 2008). But these factors also
mean the discretion to flex to specific circumstances is often lost; presenting obstacles in the
exploitation of new behaviours oft called for within the schools of ‘paradigm of public
administration and management’ reform (Osborne, 2006, p. 377).
New behaviours and organisational reform were key in scientific management, an approach
which extolled the requirement to maximise prosperity for both the organisation and
employee by efficient practices (Taylor, 1911). Taylor emphasised the need for open
discourse as an integral part of a successful reform process within organisations. During a
speech in 1947 Taylor displayed this passion for dialogue in stating ‘we know at least what
we believe to be a good method for you to follow; and then after you have tried our way if
you think of an implement or methods better than ours, for God’s sake come and tell us
about it’ (cited in Harmon & Mayer, 1986, p. 199). However, despite the original
communicative approach, Perrow (1986) notes that during its implementation managers
were threatened by the shift of power from the owner / manager to the operational experts
due to their increased knowledge of procedural tasks, ‘it reduced their discretion, placing it in
the hands of technicians; it implied that the management’s failures to utilise the skills of the
workers was the reason for the worker’s inefficiencies and restiveness’ (p. 57).
The implementation of management regimes within organisations have often taken a
different form from their dialogic, democratic origins and morphed into that of a conforming
and cooperative construct with the latter behaviours being demonstrated by the employees
only (Davies & Mannion, 1999). Harmon and Mayer (1986) note the sad irony of this strategy
which has had the result of enhancing ‘impersonality in the workplace’, being made
acceptable due to its ‘scientific repute’ (p. 94). Ray (1986) suggests these rule-bound
management techniques have been shown to lead to the potential breakdown of
organisationally preferential behaviour experienced, and demonstrated, by employees;
where the ‘notions of job satisfaction and employee empowerment no longer feature’
(Howcroft & Wilson, 2003, p. 5).
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The need ‘to insure efficiency in bureaucracy can also generate a pathology of its own in the
form of indifference’ (Weber, 1930, p. 180). This, it is suggested, can chronically develop into
Barnard’s (1938) ‘zone of indifference’, or Simon’s (1973) ‘zones of acceptance’, with their
representative participative and communicative inaction. Weber (1968) proposes that these
factors result in a context which reduces knowledge transfer and egalitarian interaction by
presenting employees with just the ‘possibility of appealing in a precisely regulated manner’
(own emphasis) (p. 957). This rigidity in the dialogic path means that tacit knowledge is not
aired in traditional hierarchical organisations (Inkpen & Beamish, 1997). Tacit knowledge
represents the know-how and understanding that employees hold ‘which is not recorded,
shared or effectively used’ (McAdam, et al., 2007, p. 43) but is often vital to the effective
running, and improvement, of the organisation. The difficulty, therefore, of transferring these
unknowns into knowns becomes a significant challenge.
Failure to successfully meet this challenge restricts employees in transforming service
provision; and has significant impact on organisational citizenship (Wichowsky & Moynihan,
2008). A reduction in organisational citizenship and civic participation, and the withering of
egalitarianism, gives way to bureaucratic process (Beetham, 1987); thus creating a
functional, circular and inflexible self-fulfilling state. This inflexibility in the communication
channels which airs tacit knowledge has three major consequences for organisational
stakeholders; it satisfies the managerial demand for reliability and control; it increases the
defensibility of individual actions by applying the values of equity and fairness, much sought
after within public services (Farrell & Morris, 1999), but March and Simon (1958) found it
also increases the amount of difficulty with, and for, clients of the organisation and
complicates the achievement of client satisfaction - a near universal organisational goal.
2.3.3 New Public Management – Managerialism
With the aim of addressing the issues of inflexibility and rigidity within public service
organisations, seen as typical of the traditional public administration environment, the late
1980s saw the advent of new public management (NPM); a doctrine in which the
bureaucratic machine-like approach maintained by rules and roles, was to be replaced by an
entrepreneurial, business-like style honed by competition, targets and managerialism (Hood,
1991). The NPM agenda was accompanied by calls for Government to be reduced or to
improve by doing more with less (Osborne & Gaebler, 1992) and to strive for ‘Best Value’, as
encompassed within the Local Government Act 1999, and within that process to review
service provision to enhance effectiveness and efficiency. The evaluation criteria by which
public service improvement is gauged are uncertain and complex, beset with problems of
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quality and transparency (Fryer, et al., 2009); and the mismatch between productivity and
effectiveness (Linna, et al., 2010). The evaluation mechanisms frequently exclude a whole
series of issues which should be integral to public service such as equity and social impact
(Pollitt, 1986), and are therefore ‘fraught’ with definitional problems (Jackson, 1993, p. 9).
Boyne (2003) provides a working definition of improvement as ‘a closer correspondence
between perceptions of actual and desired standards of public services’ (p. 223). But the
research of Hodgson et al., (2007), drawn from the literature surrounding over fifty studies of
the development of public service improvement, identified this basis makes the concept
context specific, based on the perception of stakeholders, and therefore using these varying
criteria makes it difficult to assess overall improvement or decline. Unsurprisingly, the results
of the research by Hodgson et al. ‘do not provide overwhelming support for any one
improvement determinate. Rather, suggesting that the question ‘what works?’ needs to be
broadened to ask ‘what group of triggers work in what situations, and why?’ (p. 378). The
‘triggers’ to improvement they identified were leadership, operational change, quality
management and participation; all influenced by the politics of the day.
Paradoxically, the political environment of local government which is typified by short-term
tenure of public officials looking for short-term, highly visible results, which also represent
low risk, tends not to lead to significant change (Currie, et al., 2008; Roessner, 1977).
Although this was addressed in Beyond Boundaries which states ‘there is a need to
encourage appropriate risk taking … risk aversion can stifle improvement’ (WAG, 2006a, p.
60). In practice, Wright (2001) found that in public service organisations it is often perceived
as ‘easier to constrain employees from doing anything wrong than to motivate them to do
something right’ (p. 567). Pollitt (1993) noted that the managerialism that was an integral
part of NPM encompassed a number of the principles of rigid, conforming scientific
management which he found, ironically, impairs the challenging behaviour which results in
change. These findings highlight: the gulf between rhetoric and practice, the inherent
differences between public and private organisations (Ashworth, et al., 2009), and the
challenges which faced the NPM improvement agenda which purported to enable and drive
the reform of public services (Grimshaw, et al., 2002).
2.3.4 The Third Way - Pluralism
Latterly, the critics of NPM claimed it was eroding the principles of public service, and
having ‘essentially died in the water’ (Dunleavy, et al., 2006, p. 468), with the political
influence again evident; in 1998, NPM was replaced by New Labour’s Third Way. The
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concept of the Third Way is between left and right, and between state and market
(Benington, 2000); themed by ‘what matters is what works’. The Third Way aimed to
maintain the responsive, business-like orientation of NPM but with a professed reduction in
procedural conformity (Lund, 2008). The Third Way emphasised a partnership approach and
an increased attention to responding to stakeholders needs to drive the required change;
promoting an increasingly pluralistic approach to the provision of public services. In Wales
this was encompassed in legislation; the Wales Programme for Improvement maintains that
accountability and engagement with ‘workforce, service-users and partners’ is to be a central
responsibility for the public services in achieving the required improvement’ (WAG, 2005, p.
17). But with an increasingly pluralistic assessment of public service improvement, where
causal effects, political interests and differing dimensions are implicated (Marsh &
McConnell, 2010a) and evaluation frameworks challenged (Bovens, 2010; Marsh &
McConnell, 2010b), this presented a context of ‘complexity and mess’ (Boyne, 2003, p. 220).
This complexity results in a definition of improvement which is subjective, contextual,
relative, circumstantial and dynamic - a criteria minefield with the pliability for infinite
interpretation. The desire to manage this contextual minefield was demonstrated initially
within NPM, and enhanced within the complex and pluralistic Third Way, by a proliferation of
performance management, performance indicators, quality assurance and other generic
forms of performance measurement (Cutler & Waine, 2003). The emphasis on measurement
resulted in a ‘re-bureaucratization’ (Morris & Farrell, 2007, p. 1585) where officers were met
with increased ‘marketization’ report an increased perception in red tape and ‘rule-bound
bureaucracy’ (Brewer & Walker, 2010a, p. 435). The ironic result of which is reported to have
stifled modernisation and led to the much used adage that what gets measured gets done
(Hood, 2007a) with little opportunity for organisational change in response to stakeholder
demands (Macalpine & Marsh, 2008).
The increasing demand, increasing expectations and the increasing complexity of the
relationship between public services and its diverse stakeholders resulted in three main
interconnected issues which constitute the main problem areas for public services in Wales:
culture, capacity and complexity (WAG, 2006a). In Making the Connections: Delivering
Better Services for Wales (2004) WAG published its vision for public services in Wales,
embracing the Third Way approach, in reporting that the ability to work more closely together
in partnership across organisational communities was the route to improved services. The
definition of an organisation typically includes ‘a collection of elements [that] requires the
demonstration of interdependence among those elements’ (Greenwald, 1980, pp. 608-609).
In the public service environment this interdependence, the overlapping and interconnected
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use of information, is thought to be ‘essential to effective performance’ specifically in relation
to environmental management, health care, emergency response and criminal justice
(Dawes, 2008, p. 593).
Revealed within Beyond Boundaries is the clear desire to embrace the ‘what matters is what
works’ philosophy with a heightened response to local needs, the report states ‘central
government has to let go of the detail, to unleash this creativity at local level’ (WAG, 2006a,
p. 58); it continues that micromanagement is hindering development, culture change and
innovation. The definition of innovation is the subject of debate; whether the activity or idea
should be new to the sector, the organisation or the system, and also whether it is required
to be a radical and not an incremental change to qualify. Downs Jr. and Mohr (1976) provide
a simple description ‘as the adoption of means or ends that are new to the adopting unit’ (p.
701); as do Amabile and Kramer (2007) with their definition, novel and useful ideas.
However, the continued focus on scientific management techniques, with rigid lean
processes and business process reengineering still popular in public services in 2010
(Kumar & Bauer, 2010; Martin, 2010; Seddon & O'Donovan, 2010), has cast a shadow over
the suggestive freedom of innovation and creativity.
2.3.5 The Citizen’s Way - Communitarianism
In the public service context, creativity and de-bureaucratisation are central to a number of
discourses of change (Budd, 2007). Budd notes a collaborative network approach is one
way by which the required complex interactions can be addressed; a mode which
encourages the development of post-bureaucracy (Klijn & Koppenjan, 2000). Jessop (2002)
defines the post-bureaucratic environment in pragmatic terms, he suggests it represents a
move from the Keynesian influenced state to a communitarian Schumpeter (1909) view. The
Schumpeter viewpoint is encompassed by four key features: a) competition and innovation;
b) a reduction in dependency; c) a rise in local multi-level, decision-making, providing
community driven solutions to local problems and finally, linking with this localism is d) the
increased importance of collaboration, negotiation, consultation and other forms of ‘reflexive,
self organisation’ (p. 460). A range of these communitarian features are encompassed within
the burgeoning Big Society policy.
The aim of serving and responding to a heterogeneous community, together with the
collaborative multi-agency delivery, symbolises a significant operational change for
bureaucratic organisations (Liddle, 2007); changes which are opposed to the traditional
norms (Thompson, 1967). Norms ‘specify rules … and are the basis for mutual expectations’
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(Brown, 2000, p. 56); they are pervasive and consequently their amendment represents a
significant challenge (Hogg & Terry, 2000). The philosophy aimed to tackle this challenge, as
part of the Improving Public Services agenda in Wales, is the requirement to focus on putting
the citizen at the centre of everything the public service does, and at the centre of every
policy decision that is made (WAG, 2006b). Gawthrop (1998) notes however, that the ‘vague
and amorphous character of the common good provides little practical utility in the day-to-
day operations of policy implementation’ (p. 131).
In practice, the ‘citizen model’ (WAG, 2006a, p. 3) requires public services to collaboratively
consider public policies, systems and processes; taking into account the implementation of
those policies, and assessing the outcome for the community as a whole. Collaborative
modes are thought to break down barriers where there is a division of labour and tasks;
circumstances under which organisations can be working at cross purposes (Athanasaw,
2003). However, Benington (2009) notes that ‘while the strength of partnerships and
networks is their flexibility and adaptability their limitation is their instability and volatility.
They are better adapted to change than to continuity, and present major challenges in terms
of steering (how to sustain clear strategic direction) and accountability (how to account to
multiple stakeholders, with very different mandates)’ (pp. 245-246).
Consequently, since community strategy, democratic legitimacy and accountability are key in
the administration of the public sphere; the collaborative approach is a balance between
integration and differentiation (Brandsen & van Hout, 2006). With their discernible benefits
being uncertain (Turrini, et al., 2010), due, in part, to the management of the inter- and intra-
organisational relationships, together with increased community involvement, being a ‘high
maintenance and inherently difficult activity’ requiring differing behaviours, taking time and
effort (Martin & Webb, 2009, p. 129). Nevertheless, increased central government funding
was, and continues to be, made available to promote various forms of shared service
delivery, leading to more public services being delivered collaboratively (Entwistle & Martin,
2005); using mixed mechanisms (Brandsen & van Hout, 2006).
2.3.6 Financial Assets
Collaboration in public services is seen as a way to do more with less (Andrews & Entwistle,
2010; WAG, 2007a), although this is contended due to high transaction costs (Connolly, et
al., 2008) and the cost of bureaucratic politics (Moseley, 2009). The carrot of financial
incentives to undertake partnership arrangements has been accompanied by the stick of
efficiency targets. In 2004, WAG set a target for local authorities to make year-on-year
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cashable efficiency savings of 3% per annum which were factored into their budget provision
(Gershon, 2004). These financial challenges have been greatly exacerbated by the
economic recession which started in 2008 which puts a major and ‘growing pressure on
public finances’ (WAG, 2009, p. 1). Although, the escalating complexity of this work context
demands increased flexibility it simultaneously allows less slack and, often, imposes
additional regulatory regimes (Grubnic & Woods, 2009). This leads to increased procedural
obligations and reporting requirements (McLean Parks, et al., 1998); breeding formalisation
(Bozeman & Slusher, 1979). It is of concern for the Improving Public Services agenda that
research has found scarcity of resources can leave public services and their inhabitants
demonstrating ‘maladaptive rather than innovative behaviour, becoming more rigid and
conservative in their actions’ (Wolman, 1986, p. 166), resulting in employees undertaking
cognitive shortcuts, imitating others and replaying past actions (Mooney, et al., 2007). This
steadfast conduct is directly opposed to those that support innovation and change, and
enable effective collaborative working in organisational communities (Pfeffer, 1994).
However, the broader challenge for public services is proposed by Downs (1967) who
argues, no change will occur until such time as ‘someone believes that a significant
discrepancy exists between what it is doing and what it ‘ought’ to be doing’ (p. 191). The
difficulty for those within the public service community, with their heterogeneous
stakeholders, is the lack of the likelihood of any consensus on what they ‘ought’ to be doing
or ‘ought’ to behave.
2.4 Public Servants: Public Service Behaviours
2.4.1 Community Assets
Social capital theory proposes that there are considerable resources embedded in the social
relations that exist between actors in communities (Lin, 2001). Definitions of community are
as diverse as communities themselves. MacQueen et al. (2001) suggests a simple
description as a group of individuals ‘who are united by social ties, share common
perspectives, and engage in joint action’ (p. 1). Social capital is defined by Lin as ‘the
resources, real or potential, gained from relationships’ (p. 23), his research suggests that the
collective assets of individuals within networks provide resource opportunities more than the
sum of their parts. WAG (2004) recognised this resource, ‘staff are the most important asset
in delivering public services irrespective of their status as public servants. Their skills and
abilities will be even more important in the future’ (p. 33). The structures that surround these
networks, whether open or closed, inclusive or exclusive, and the behaviour choices they
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allow and promote, are a key part of social capital theory.
The collective social influences within networks are more consequential for the enactment of
behaviours at work than are individuals’ needs or other characteristics, with the power
contained in formal and informal organisational social cues giving them an ability to override
intrinsic or externally sourced behaviours (Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978). Harmon and Mayer
(1986) take this further when they propose that due to: the focus on task, distorted
communication and hidden agendas, that employees are often ‘oblivious to the pathologies
embedded in the ways they act’ and they suggest these pathologies are reinforced by the
rational organisation (p. 215). In public organisations the ‘built-in organizational stabilizers
often generate strong resistance to change’ (Painter, 2006, p. 144); enhancing
cohesiveness, exerting pressure on members to orientate their behaviour, internalise
collective values and exhibit a high degree of behavioural uniformity; and to act in an
acceptable manner (Vardi & Wiener, 1996).
Social interaction and the behavioural orientation towards others, within communities or
organisations, can only be understood when its actors’ intended meaning, intrinsic beliefs or
values are revealed. Weber (1930) distinguishes four possible orientations of social action,
they are: a) traditional, shown in habitual behaviour; b) affectual, reflecting emotions; c)
value-rational and d) instrumentally-rational, with means and ends cognitively considered.
He suggests these forms of social action are not exclusive but his classification also
highlights the possibility of tension between these orientations. This tension would result in
individuals having to decide on action or inaction with conflicting ideals; considering, for
example, heeding well regarded policies alongside new targets; or behaving with regard to
personal values against acting in a way considered to be organisationally rational. The drive
for public service improvement via NPM, the Third Way and the acts of civicness that are
being sought within the Big Society, therefore present a potential source of tension for public
servants in defining the ‘right’ behaviours.
2.4.2 The ‘Right Type’
Bureaucratic organisations, and the inbuilt observance of hierarchal positions, authority and
adherence to rules, promotes transparency, democratic and corporate accountability as part
of effective governance in public administration (Hood, 2007b). But they also present a
challenging paradox in the promotion of behaviours that enable ‘fierce conversations’ (Scott,
2003), in tackling the ‘wicked issues’ which are an inherent part of the change agenda
(Entwistle, 2006, p. 230). In hierarchical settings those in higher positions are given
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opportunities to interpret and be creative whilst those in lower positions are held to acting
consistently; formalised organisations tend to penalise openness and experimentation
(Argyris, 1961); with the result that ‘process, stability, order, and agreement [are] most likely
to prevail’ (Gawthrop, 1998, p. 9). The structure of bureaucracies, with its inequality in status
and ‘stifling of individual freedom’ (Beetham, 1987, p. 66), is shown in an satirical reflection
by Ackroyd and Thompson (1999), ‘my boss has vision whilst I lack attention to detail; my
boss’s disrespect for bureaucracy is my failure to follow procedure; my boss’s concern for
change and innovation is my lack of consistency’ (p. 12).
This reflection is echoed by Athanasaw (2003) who found that both politicians and top
management in public service organisations ‘told employees to follow orders, not to think for
themselves, and not to take independent actions’ (p. 1169). Kunda (1995) found questioning
behaviour was blunted when employees’ desired to progress in the organisation; the price of
advancement is the acceptance of the management outlook and with it a reduction in the
expression of one’s own opinion (cited in Ackroyd & Thompson, 1999). Argyris (1957)
studied recruitment biases, with reference to employee traits, and he found that bureaucratic
organisations often seek to ‘hire a ‘right type’, (also identified by Chapman, 1982). This type
is predisposed to being ‘quiet, passive, obedient, cautious, and careful’ (Argyris, 1957, p.
85), with in-depth interviewing revealed more latent characteristics of: firstly, a ‘strong desire
for security, stability and predictability’ (also identified by Bellou, 2007) and secondly ‘a
strong dislike of aggressiveness and/or hostility in themselves and in others’ (p. 85). Public
service employees need for, and expectation of, security, structure and passivity was
identified in research by Guest and Conway in the year 2000, suggesting the endurance of
these latent characteristics.
For a successful public service improvement agenda; an engaged workforce ‘may be
regarded as crucial’ (Boyne, 2003, p. 219). Public Service Management Wales, as part of
WAG, seeks to energise and inspire participation in senior managers; the citizen
engagement programme occupies a large part of the Improving Public Services agenda, but,
despite the rhetoric, operational staff engagement and participation, accessing the
knowledge and energies of those at the coal-face, has not received such high profile
attention (barring the MacLeod & Clarke, 2008 study). In practice, organisations are found to
often ‘forget the troops’ in their efforts to create citizenship (Brightman & Moran, 1999, p.
678). Gould-Williams and Davies (2005) suggest that involving employees in decision-
making processes, giving them opportunities to use their own judgement, combined with a
degree of freedom to decide on practices, has a significant effect on employee engagement
levels. However, their research found that management have so far failed in applying an
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integrated ‘high commitment approach’, consistent with the ‘perennial problem’ of their
reluctance to relinquish their traditional managerial role (p. 19).
The lack of attention towards operational staff engagement, and accompanying lack of
influence, fails to develop this joint approach and is often perceived by employees as a
demonstration of a lack of trust. This is seen as being typical of behaviours in traditional
hierarchical organisations; ‘low trust management is conventionally big management:
bureaucratised, rule bound, introspective and a slave to its history’ (Ackroyd & Thompson,
1999, p. 89); where managers fail to inspire, instead concentrate on correcting and
controlling employee behaviour (Seddon, 2005).
2.4.3 Organisational Citizenship Behaviour
Employee behaviour has important implications for organisations (Brief & Motowidlo, 1986;
Pfeffer, 1994), its study can be traced back to McDougall’s (1908) work on the importance of
employee motivation and the socio-psychological organisation. Katz (1964) defines
organisationally preferential behaviour at three levels: firstly, joining and staying in the
organisation; secondly, meeting or exceeding specified job requirements; and lastly,
cooperating with co-workers, taking steps to protect the organisation from danger, preparing
for higher levels of organisational responsibility and speaking favourably about the
organisation to outsiders. Importantly for organisations the last of these levels, considered
vital for organisational survival, is non-prescriptive and undertaken voluntarily by employees.
The study of these voluntary acts, described as ‘organisational citizenship behaviour’ (OCB)
(Organ, 1988), coincided with reviews of organisational commitment (Mowday, et al., 1982)
and job satisfaction (Bateman & Organ, 1983) and reflected a growing interest in the
influence of employees behaviour on organisational development and performance.
Constructs of OCB commonly used in research literature list five factors: altruism,
generalised compliance or conscientiousness, sportsmanship, courtesy and civic virtue.
Organ’s (1988) ‘good soldier’ image of OCB paints a picture of obedience, conformation,
cooperation and agreeableness. Moss (2008) in an article in Public Servant cements this
conciliatory view of OCB at the level of practice with his account of two key aspects of
employee values that make employees more likely to display OCB, reporting that this leads
to ‘the smooth running of the organisation’. He states that agreeableness (altruism, the
trusting of others and complying with rules) and conscientiousness (including tendencies to
be dutiful, to strive for achievement and to exercise self discipline) are traits that public
service leaders should seek, ‘by actively looking for employees who have these qualities you
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can improve your chances of seeing OCB in your organisation’ (p. 1).
In their study of performance perceptions of OCB at work, Turnipseed and Rassuli (2005)
found that whether high levels of obedience are desirable will be contextual but that typically
subordinate obedience is highly valued by managers. Employees who wish to gain approval
from superiors will therefore act in an organisationally acceptable manner, performing tasks
‘without trouble’ (Appelbaum & Shapiro, 2006, p. 17). The desire within public services to
maintain Moss’ (2008) agreeableness and passivity, and the accompanying appeal for
consistency and altruism, would make employees pursuit of acceptability in their behaviour
particularly strong, as identified by previous research (Bright, 2005, 2009; Moynihan &
Pandey, 2007; Perry & Wise, 1990). Bergeron (2007) found that some reward systems in
organisations are based more on obedience to tradition rather than what is needed to be
successful. Holt (1917) describes this as a ‘reflex arc’; a ‘path of stimuli received in
consequence of an activity’ with the experience providing a ‘self-creating coherence’ (cited in
Follett, 1924, pp. 59-60). The findings of Bergeron and Holt are operationalised in Kerr’s
(1975) classic concept that you get what you reward, and therefore these desired behaviours
are likely to be endemic.
The continued devotion to these what might be considered conforming behaviours is despite
Turnipseed and Rassuli (2005) identifying that strict adherence to rules reduces
organisational performance due to the restrain on risk taking and corresponding reduction in
innovation. Given organisational performance is best defined as being a function of
employees’ workplace behaviours (Dunlop & Lee, 2004), the optimising of these behaviours,
throughout the organisation and at each level, is a key task in the Improving Public Services
agenda (Chapman, 1994). These contextual constraints, together with risk adversity in the
public sector, has lowered employees’ perceptions of their ability to achieve their goals
(Perry, et al., 2006). The political and financial climate in 2010 is also driven by the need to
reduce the size of government, to do more with less. Given a large proportion of public
service expenditure relates to employee costs it is concerning for innovative, creative
behaviour that Lee and Allen (2002) report a correlation between employees who are
anxious or fearful about circumstances which surround their employment status, in relation
to potential redundancies and reorganisations, and an increase in their demonstration of
careful, prudent and ‘particularly helpful’ behaviours (p. 137). This is especially pertinent with
the ‘growing pressure on public finances’ (WAG, 2009, p. 1) and the promise of a significant
reduction in public sector spending.
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2.4.4 Participatory Citizenship
In the new governance era of results-driven, networked and customer focused organisations,
both public and private, there are four prevalent performance improvement paradigms:
employee incentives, job design, goal setting and employee participation (Durant, et al.,
2006). For the present research the improvement paradigm of employee participation is of
particular interest. Participation is encouraged by ‘a conscious and intended effort by
individuals at a higher level in an organisation to provide visible extra-role or role expanding
opportunities for individuals or groups at a lower level in the organisation to have a greater
voice in one or more areas of organisational performance’ (Glew, et al., 1995, p. 402).
Greater gains from participation come from the increased information and knowledge
sharing from individuals who might not normally do so, leading to more creative responses
(Durant, et al., 2006); with broader gains coming from the inclusion of employees at various
levels in the hierarchy (Wagner & Harter, 2007), where an increasingly participatory and
egalitarian dialogue facilitates a joint vision (Meares & Islam-Zwart, 2006).
In reviewing the link between employees’ participation and increased organisational benefits
Tjosvold, et al. (1986) emphasised the imperative for dialogue in the achievement of
engaged participation. Macey and Schneider (2008) summarise the state of engagement as
having distinct characteristics and ‘feel’. They suggest employee engagement is conceived
in three ways: a) as a set of motivating resources such as recognition from peers and
managers, performance feedback, developmental opportunities and circumstances to use
skills; b) in terms of commitment and extra-role behaviour linked with psychological state of a
vested interest, personal satisfaction, inspiration and affirmation, and finally, c) viewed
independently from job resources and organisational outcomes and sees it as a positive,
fulfilling, state of work well-being; the converse of job burnout (Maslach, et al., 2001). Macey
and Schneider’s (2008) research identified a salient link in the literatures of employee
engagement, they found that engagement overlaps conceptually with affective and energetic
components of job satisfaction but not with contentment and satiation. They note that
contentment, either organisationally or individually, to maintain the current state results in a
corresponding lack of desire to be an active participant. This is compounded if there is a lack
of encouragement within the organisation for employees to be active participants.
Of the two base drivers for action, losing or gaining resources, losing resources is a greater
mental and physical threat. Consequently expressive action, which seeks to retain
resources, and maintain the current state, takes precedence over instrumental action which
seeks additional resources and a change to the present state (Lin, 2001). Decision-makers
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are often found to engage in expressive action, reinforcing the community consensus with
the main aim of promoting and maintaining their own standing, with managers also having a
vested interest in retaining their power base and the status quo (Currie, et al., 2008).
Consequently, employees at all levels need to be encouraged to create, share and use
knowledge, as knowledge does not flow or grow by itself (Cho, et al., 2007). Knowledge is
often, in Von Hippel’s (1994) terms, ‘sticky’, referring to resources or information that are not
easily transported.
Factors, both organisational and individual, which affect discretionary participative
behaviours in organisations include: structure and culture, interpersonal trust, anticipated
reciprocal relationships, and the individuals’ sense of self worth (Cho, et al., 2007). The
influence and support of peers has also been linked to active participation (Brown, 2000) but
peers who seek to maintain the current state, via expressive action, are likely to impede
employee participation and the resultant transfer of knowledge and change in organisational
practices. The combination of these subjective and inter-subjective conditions severely
diminishes the likelihood of progress in organisations; demonstrating the importance of
championing a community of practice with a norm of active, engaged participation (Macey &
Schneider, 2008).
2.4.5 Shared Citizenship
In his work identifying factors that encourage the development of a healthy reciprocal
relationship between the employee and the organisation, Argyris (1957) notes a number of
important features, they include: reduced helplessness, decreased feelings of dependence
and subordination, and the presence of an active informal network. The drive to engage in
networks consists of two factors; firstly, extrinsic which relates to rewards, reciprocity and
subjective norms – defined as an individual’s perception that people who are important to
him think that he should or should not perform the behaviour (Ajzen, 1991); which acts as a
trigger for knowledge sharing (Bock & Kim, 2002). Secondly, the more powerful intrinsic
drive which occurs when an activity is valued for its own sake (Ko, et al., 2005). This
intrinsically driven behaviour more easily enables the transfer of tacit knowledge (Osterloh &
Frey, 2000) and is related to self-efficacy, personal values and the enhancement of
reputation within the referent group (Cho, et al., 2007). These self actualising factors link
with the work of Slater and Bennis (1964) who reject the rigidity inherent in the work of
bureaucrats suggesting it stifles autonomy, restrains challenging behaviour and discourages
the expression of ideas. The result of this rigidity not only adversely affects self-efficacy and
the individuals perception of self but also the views of others, as represented by the modern
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climate whereby ‘bureaucrat bashing has become the norm’ (Lan, 1997, p. 31); with this
perception remaining ‘stubbornly resistant to change’ (O'Donnell, 2010, p. 1).
The need to overturn the stifling current state, increase participation and harness the
energies of a variety of stakeholders was recognised by WAG (2007b) in electing A Shared
Responsibility as the title of its policy document aiming to progress the collaborative
approach in Wales. Inkpen and Beamish (1997) found that connections between partners
facilitates the creation and sharing of new knowledge; where parties learn about each other
and develop new skills (Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000); which leads to collaborative learning,
increased self-efficacy and knowledge transfer which together enhance the outcomes and
continuity of the alliance (Muthusamy, et al., 2007). However, these integrative partnerships
can also be organisationally and politically challenging and often involve the testing of
existing governance structures, work processes and policies (Martin & Webb, 2009).The rise
in partnership approaches within government over the last decade has seen researchers
and practitioners seeking a consensus on a definition and principle of partnerships.
The Involvement and Participation Association have proposed ‘four key building blocks of
the partnership principle they are: a) security and flexibility, b) sharing financial success, c)
developing good communication and consultation, and d) representation and employee
voice’ (Towards Industrial Partnership, 1997, p. 4). Partnerships are designed to give a voice
to stakeholders, to streamline agencies and to make the delivery of policies and services
more effective (Audit Commission. A Life's Work: Local Authorities, Economic Development
and Economic Regeneration, 1999). Shared responsibility was also a premise in a report
produced by The World Commission contained within it are what Jessop (2002) refers to as
neo-liberal themes, specifically societal rights and responsibilities, relating to ‘active and
productive citizens who will not burden the state or demand entitlements without accepting
corresponding responsibilities’ (p. 465). The form and success of shared responsibility and
accountability will, according to Jessop, be aided by education, informal self-help and active
participation; he states the encouragement within organisations to create these links will be
the key to survival and sustainability.
The importance of horizontal linkages are vital in the collective action of partnerships to
encourage the best use of available resources (Lin, 2001). The partnership climate with
distributed leadership and its reduction in hierarchical filters signals a change for typically
bureaucratic organisations (Buchanan, et al., 2007), and entails a transformation in the class
relations and hierarchy of officers (Rothschild, 2000). The Improving Public Services reform
agenda requires a ‘fundamental shift in thinking’ with managers needing to ‘see for
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themselves the dysfunctional consequences of their current philosophy’ and to accept a
changing role in organisations (Seddon, 2005, p. 23). The agenda therefore has the
potential to upset the hierarchal applecart due to managers being reluctant to share control;
where this agenda sees a clear shift in the locus of power (Van Wart, 1996; Zuboff, 1988).
The combination of challenging factors sets the scene for possible conflict in public service
citizenship. But irrespective of this potential structural and individual conflict, Athanasaw
(2003) states that ‘cross-functional teams in the public sector are here to stay; there is no
going back’, requiring managers to accept a changing role and to encourage team
participation at all levels, and for public service employees to accept and enact differing
behaviours (p. 1199).
2.4.6 Valued Citizenship
Yet, employee behaviour cannot be viewed as a simple reaction to an organisational prod,
an illusion of control and direction imposed by ‘them’, an ‘other’, the ‘management’ or an
ethereal ‘organisational culture’. ‘Individuals are created by reciprocal interplay’ (Follett,
1918, p. 19); where meaning is co-created between individuals in an intersubjective
‘symbolic interactionism’ (Blumer, 1969). Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1975) behavioural intention
theory reviews the link between intention and behaviour; proposing two factors which
determine individual behaviour: firstly, attitude or values; and secondly, subjective norms
with reference to the group in which the individual perceives themselves a citizen. In defining
their citizenship, public servants are stated to be driven to actions that are worth doing; that
is, valued. They are also said to have pervasive tendencies to think in instrumental terms as
determined by the needs of their environment (Harmon & Mayer, 1986; Oberfield, 2009). An
individuals’ subjective and contextual definition then merges into a self definition, a personal
construct which becomes representative of the view of self, it is often this theory of oneself
which creates and maintains self-image and influences behaviour (Epstein, 1973).
Employees are then simultaneously orientating their conduct to a conception of informal
norms, importantly their conception of the norms, and as a result are not only products but
producers of their environment (Bandura, 1982); driven by ‘social value’ (Harmon & Mayer,
1986, p. 101); disciplined not by the market or external sanctions but by their own identity
and subjectivity (Smith & Thompson, 1992). Mars (1983) in considering workplace
behaviours notes that attention must be given to the informal side of social institutions. The
informal organisation, which exists alongside the functional formal structures, allows for ‘the
communication of intangible facts, opinions, suggestions’, this subjective informality serves
as a powerful arena in which to maintain feelings of personal integrity, self respect and
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independent choice (Barnard, 1938, p. 225); and promotes behaviours which are largely
outside the control of the organisation but are driven by the combination of an individuals’
self perception and personal values.
2.5 Public Servants: Public Service Values
2.5.1 Introduction
‘Public sector bodies are supposed to advance outcomes that societies care about. Such
beliefs and values are often thought to be shared by those who work there’ (John &
Johnson, 2008, p. 105). An appreciation of the processes which form and sustain these
values, the public service community work ethic, and serve to drive employee behaviour, are
therefore vital in assessing the impact of doing public service on public servants. The
behaviour of the public servant is said to be ‘limited by his unconscious habits and skills, by
his values and conceptions of purpose’, a contextual phenomena described as bounded
rationality (March & Simon, 1958, p. 241). Perry and Wise (1990) attribute the desire to do
public service to range of factors they are: rational, sometimes serving self-interests;
normative, representing social values, and finally affective, the desire to help others.
The nature of public service is thought to demand a unique sense of loyalty on the part of
public service employee (de Graaf, 2010); attracting employees with an intrinsic over
extrinsic reward orientation (Houston, 2000); encouraged by altruism and public spiritedness
(Brewer & Walker, 2010b; Rainey & Steinbauer, 1999) and the benevolent wish to make a
difference (Ahmad & Broussine, 1993; Frederickson & Hart, 1985). Kernaghan (2000)
distinguishes public service values as: a) ethical values of integrity and fairness; b)
democratic values, impartiality pertaining to the rule of law; c) professional values; and d)
effectiveness, service to others. The concept of values and the definitional merging with the
constructs of beliefs, norms, traditions and attitudes has given rise to inconsistencies in the
understanding of the term values. Rokeach (1973) provides a definition which blends the
individual and social sources of influence in suggesting ‘a value is an enduring belief that a
specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an
opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence’ (p. 5). This definition notes
the influence of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors, the subjective and the intersubjective, on
individuals’ values and their combined impact on behaviour.
Brewer et al., (2000) offer four conceptions of behaviours grounded in public service values,
namely: a) samaritans who demonstrate compassion with a measured response, they
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expect recipients to contribute to their own improvement; b) communitarians who see
themselves as performing a societal duty; c) patriots, who are often willing to sacrifice self;
and d) humanitarians, individuals who are driven by social injustice with no self interest.
Taylor (2007) suggests that whilst the Brewer et al., and previous research studies, shows
that there may be an agreement between scholars that public service values broadly seek to
benefit society, the differences in ways and means of achieving this outcome remains
unclear. This lack of clarity adds to the need to understand these values and how they
influence the behaviour of those in public services, their perception of public service
citizenship, and consequently the impact on the performance of the organisation.
Hood (1991) offers three sets of core values in public management which separates the
ways and means of delivering public services; firstly ‘keep it lean and purposeful’ which
extols frugality, seeks to eliminate waste and uses money and time as its currency of
success and failure. This value set links closely with the doctrine of NPM, discussed earlier.
Secondly, ‘keep it honest and fair’ which applauds fairness and mutuality and disdains
unfairness and bias with its assessment of success being trust and entitlement; these could
be cited as traditional public service values. Lastly, Hood suggests ‘keep it robust and
resilient’ which seeks reliability and adaptivity and looks to avoid risk and breakdown and
judges success on security and survival, and seeks to avoid collapse (p. 11). This final set
requires a relatively high degree of slack resources and spare capacity, with a focus on
inputs and not outputs. This resource hungry style would appear against the austere outlook
for public services in 2010. But each set is not exclusive and each is likely to have a role in
influencing the nature of the values and behaviours demonstrated in public services.
2.5.2 Dichotomy of Ideals
Still, the public servant inhabits a paradoxical environment in which the apparatus of
government is said to need to be void of these intrinsic value-laden factors. There must be a
clear separation between the politics which surrounds the development of policy, and the
individuals’ political preferences given their role in the process of implementation (Laffin &
Young, 1985). The relationship between public service office and the public servant
represents ‘a devotion to impersonal and functional purposes’ (Harmon & Mayer, 1986, p.
70; O'Donnell, 2010). Work by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
identified fairness and impartiality as core values common to governmental employees
across much of the world (Box, 1999). Gawthrop (1998) affirms this notion with his reference
to the importance of administration being ‘conducted in a completely value-free context ...
with the exception of efficiency’, ‘efficiency was acknowledged as the absolute good’.
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Rationality, impartiality and neutrality when considered alongside the ‘value-loaded concepts
such as frugality, loyalty, obedience, subservience, impersonality, and certitude’, are a
hotchpotch of values which are said to ‘shape the public service manager’ (p. 4 & 5). This
miscellany of ideals represents a schizophrenic balance to be achieved in the pursuit of
public service citizenship, incorporating both impersonal and personal values and actions.
Executives in public services experience ethical and psychological challenges from this
dichotomy of ideals. Citizens, in considering leaders of public services, imagine they are
both ‘faithful agents of their political masters’, with the duty to be neutral and responsive, and
conversely an ‘independent moral actor’ with the courage of their convictions (Moore, 1995,
p. 294). These convictions are based on incorporating a range of views from stakeholders
(O'Kelly & Dubnick, 2006); citizens, politicians and those of employees; from upward,
downward and outward (Elcock, 1983). These present ‘tough moral questions’ for public
sector managers who need to take into account risk, accountability and responsibility all with
the aim of developing a substantive level of trust (Moore, 1995, p. 303). The level of trust in
political institutions is based on the demonstration of both of these paradoxical behaviours,
neutrality and courage; Moore suggests this is reconciled by citizens in their advocating that
voice be enacted before a decision is made, and with faithful implementation following the
decision. This post-implementation ideal of faithfulness to policy decisions and systemic
processes at the executive level is consequently likely to disseminate throughout the
organisation.
Hirschman (1970) studied ideals and their effect on behaviour in organisations, his analysis
presented three forms of action – exit, loyalty and voice which together encompass modes of
participative organisational citizenship (cited in Sharp, 1984). The exit option is any action
which terminates membership; loyalty involves remaining in the situation; with voice being
seen by Howcroft and Wilson (2003) as representing the key to influence sharing.
Hirschman's analysis is significant because it also broaches the interrelationship of these
options which are salient within the public service environment; does the oft cited
commitment and ideals, reminiscent of a calling, of public service employees to doing public
service contribute to heightened loyalty? (Vandenabeele, 2008) Does loyalty, along with the
contextual restraints (Moore, 1995), prevent the exercising of voice? (Graham, 2000) And,
how are individuals public service values assimilated into these interlocking modes?
The habitual nature inherent in many tasks within public service organisations, together with
procedural manuals, gives a ready guide to the question - What can I do? - but Gawthrop
(1998) remarks in public services the more fundamental dilemma centres around - What
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should I do? - and is answered by the ethical response to - Who am I? The response to this
final question is shaped by the values and behaviours constructed as part of the public
service psychological contract.
2.6 Public Servants: Psychological Contract
2.6.1 Introduction
Contracts are models that define the employment relationship. Psychological contracts are
individuals’ perceptions, or inferences, of promises that give rise to beliefs in the existence of
reciprocal obligations, typically between employee and employer as part of the employment
relationship (Rousseau & Tijoriwala, 1998); they are ‘subjective perceptions of workers’
which can be ‘crucial in shaping related attitudes and behaviours at work’ (Guest & Conway,
2000, p. 1). To understand employee behaviours, ‘it is necessary to understand their
perceptions – their reality’ (original emphasis) (McLean Parks, et al., 1998, p. 697), and the
integrating process of acclimatisation that occurs during the induction and subsequent
interactions with the organisation and its inhabitants. This perception develops a schema,
defined by Fiske (1993) as a cognitive structure that represents organised knowledge about
a person or a situation. Schema construction, and hence the burgeoning psychological
contract, begins before the employee joins the organisation with individuals forming
‘unconscious and conscious anticipations and assumptions about their future employment
relationship’ (De Vos, et al., 2003, p. 539). This is then combined with ‘the reality they
encounter after entry’, and together these ‘sensemaking processes’ allow employees to
function within their workplace (De Vos, et al., 2003, p. 538; Weick, et al., 2005).
Psychological contracts are thought to regulate behaviour through a range of mechanisms:
through social pressure, as a reaction to incentives, or through self-image as a promise-
keeper (Rousseau, 2001); adhering to a personal pledge.
2.6.2 Reciprocity Norms
Nicholson and John (1985) view the psychological contract as the ‘mechanism by which
collective influence was translated into individual behaviour’ (p. 398); based on reciprocity
norms (Gouldner, 1960) and social exchange (Blau, 1964). Should the psychological
contract contain signals transmitted by the employer that certain behaviours; for example
compliance, agreeableness, or politeness are customary then these values and behaviours
might reasonably be expected to form a significant part in establishing the employees’ side
of the psychological contract. The promises, inferred from actions between parties, increase
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in line with the duration of the relationship; and along with the observation of rewards given
to peers, such as bonuses or internal promotion, are then assimilated to form a stable part of
the employment schema (Rousseau, 2001). Rousseau & Tijoriwala (1998) define the
difference between a psychological contract and expectations as being the inference of
promises, with a powerful accompanying value emphasis. They note that psychological
contracts are not based on causation relationships, as often defined by the broader state of
expectations, such as ‘X causes Y ... poor performance causes a plant closing, hard work
leads to high returns’ (pp. 680-681). Psychological contracts relate to more implicit factors,
such as allegiance and reliance. The distinction between psychological contract and
expectation is of significance. Violating the obligation of the psychological contract
engenders more intense and emotionally salient reactions than does failing to live up to
other forms of expectations with reactions being more deep rooted because of the invocation
of intrinsic values (Robinson, 1996; Rousseau, 1989).
2.6.3 Organisational Identification
The psychological contract is also influenced by the values that employees perceive to be
part of the organisational culture (Guest, 2004). Schneider (1987) found organisations often
define themselves by what they reward, support and expect from employees. With traditional
bureaucratic psychological contracts often portraying the organisation as family (McLean
Parks, et al., 1998); in a parental role (Kissler, 1994) and, given administrators are perceived
as guardians of the organisation (Freidson, 2001), then these factors may contribute to the
strong attachment observed by many public servants to their organisations (Kim, 2005;
Moore, 1995). With the organisation providing a source of identification, individuals
experience a powerful sense of familial oneness with the organisation (Albert & Whetten,
1985). This strong social identification leads to individuals viewing themselves in
stereotypical terms; holding group goals, attitudes and values (Hekman, et al., 2009) and
behaving in a more prosocial manner (O'Reilly III & Chatman, 1986). Older employees and
those with a longer tenure also have a deeper connection with their organisation (Riketta,
2005), therefore the demographics of the public service in 2006, as identified by Millard and
Machin (2007) discussed later, indicates the likelihood of a pervading culture of deep-rooted
social identification in public service organisations. Hekman et al., (2009) found that
organisational identification processes mean that the perceived organisational climate
directly affects the reciprocal behaviours associated with the psychological contract
irrespective of the employees’ personal values or behaviours; specifically they note, these
identification processes ‘are strong non-dispositional moderators of the reciprocity dynamic’
(p. 520). With this strength being compounded, and made all the more powerful, if
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employees perceive a matching between the values of the organisation and their own values
(O'Reilly III, et al., 1991).
Psychological contracts can be arranged on a continuum of instability to stability;
transactional to relational, respectively. Within the relational contracts, those typical of
traditional public service contracts (Guest & Conway, 2000), ‘a greater emphasis is placed
on social and emotional connections’ often ‘characterised by trust and loyalty…and
mutuality’ (Lester, et al., 2008, pp. 193 , 194 ). Relational contracts often include features
such as job security from the employer and loyalty from the employee (Rousseau &
Tijoriwala, 1998), with security being a priority for many public servants (Bellou, 2007). In
their study of the psychological contract of public service employees, produced on behalf of
the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, Guest and Conway (2000) reviewed
the instances of self reported behaviours in the workplace. Those behaviours chosen in the
study as organisationally preferential dealt with ‘aspects of helpfulness’, the definition of
which included attending the workplace despite feeling unwell, showing loyalty, being polite,
working enthusiastically on unattractive assignments and working additional hours when
required (p. 40). The inclusion of these helpful and altruistic behaviours highlights the image
of the strongly committed, yet submissive public servant which still continues nearly a
decade later, see Moss (2008). The research of Guest and Conway incorporated the survey
of over 2,000 employees in a range of sectors including the National Health Service, local
and central government and, for comparability, private industry. They found a significant
difference in the matching of the psychological contract, and related job satisfaction and
employee motivation, in one sector of study; that of central government.
In reviewing the human resource practices within central government, often a predictor of job
satisfaction, Guest and Conway (2000) found central government employees experienced
the highest reported family-friendly policies, the highest training opportunities; they reported
feeling well informed about changes in the organisation and had the highest level of job
security. Yet, of the ‘content of change’ experienced by the variety of sectors; including
reorganisations, restructuring, and the introduction of new technology, there were two
features of change within central government which were experienced by employees in a
higher proportion than those working in the other sectors; those two features were culture
change and a variation in leadership or management style.
2.6.4 Customer Identification
The Guest and Conway survey was undertaken during the year 2000 which was
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encapsulated by the introduction of the doctrine of new public management (NPM),
discussed earlier, which aimed to introduce a business-like approach to the public sector. In
the United States, The Report of the National Performance Review, also known as the Gore
Report, commissioned in 1993 includes 214 appearances of the word “customer” with just 18
references to “citizen” (Gawthrop, 1998, p. 18) demonstrating the paradigm shift towards a
market ethos in the United States government which entered government language in the
UK with the advent of NPM. NPM was accompanied by techniques of managerialism which
incorporated the drive for the assimilation of corporate values within the public sector
including innovation, creativity and competition (Kernaghan, 2000). In addition the central
government sector was also subject to a series of initiatives and efficiency driven policies
which ‘challenged aspects of the public sector ethos’ (Guest & Conway, 2000, p. 2) and
which created a divergence in values (Kernaghan, 2000).
This divergence in values was not the reserve of the public sector employee, Sennett (1999)
reported that the drive for efficient business processes in a number of private sector
companies resulted in detachment and disconnection; symptoms representative of a breach
in the psychological contract. The wide range of professions within public services offers
numerous situations where divergence between professional and organisational values
could arise (Bunderson, 2001). For example, policy changes can violate employees
established psychological contracts (Rousseau & Tijoriwala, 1998); a health care
organisation with an emphasis on financial performance can be viewed as conflicting with
concerns over patient care for medical personnel whose established psychological contract
has a predominant professional ideology and which is deemed by them to be the dominant
value (de Ruyter, et al., 2008; Farrell & Morris, 1999). Gawthrop (1998) asks the question of
whether with many public servants working within public services seeing themselves as
‘operating in a holistic system of democratic values, virtues and vision … is it reasonable to
expect them to detach themselves from this teleological vision?’ (p. 43), and if the request
for change is made what will the effect be, both for the individual’s perception of citizenship,
their behaviours and the public services they provide?
2.6.5 Recalibrated Citizenship
Research on cognitive consistency and behavioural change has found that people act in
ways that maintain their prior perceptions, knowledge bases and memories (Greenwald,
1980); with stable schemas providing ‘a sense of order, structure and coherence’
(Rousseau, 2001, p. 520). Within a stable environment individuals are commonly in a state
described as discontinuous information processing, when in this state individuals ‘see what
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they expect to see ... and ignore a lot’, thus reducing cognitive pressure to evaluate and re-
evaluate new experiences (Rousseau, 1996, p. 51), thus maintaining their psychological
contract. The anticipation of career stability and structure in the public service was
demonstrated in a survey conducted by Guest and Conway (2000) which found that less
than half of all public service respondents reported that that they had a psychological
contract which included ‘interesting work’, of the central government respondents this
expectation was held by 49 percent. This is in contrast to 71 percent who anticipated job
security and 69 percent who felt a career had been offered (p. 20).
This expectation when compared to the Improving Public Services agenda which seeks
innovation and creativity, embracing the ‘wicked issues’ (Entwistle, 2006) and engaging in
‘fierce conversations’ (Scott, 2003), all within porous boundaries, represents a potential
breach in the psychological contract. Much employee behaviour is based on ideas of self
identity formed in distinction to other groups (Ackroyd & Thompson, 1999); and therefore a
transforming pluralistic environment, together with the response to the financial crisis, will
create a fundamental change in public services and for its employees. This contextual tilt is
therefore likely to create a sense of disorder and incoherence, where the erratic process of
attending to new information causes individuals to be driven to evaluate current knowledge,
to contest self-image, and view things afresh; increasing cognitive pressure and creating a
perceived personal and contextual instability (Kreiner, et al., 2006).
This setting requires the recognition of the recalibration that will be required between the
new organisational values and the employees’ values. To enable the shift within the
psychological contract requires the individual to be enabled ‘to process the discrepant
information more deeply than they would do otherwise’ to begin to develop a new schema
(Rousseau, 2001, p. 521). Barnard (1938) notes that employee interaction within the
organisation causes a complex morality in which organisational codes are added to
individual codes. He found this matching means ‘all is well so long as each code,
organisational and personal, is congruent with each other’ (p. 116); resulting in person -
organisation fit (O'Reilly III, et al., 1991). This is heightened in the public service environment
where the requirement for public servants ‘speaking, deciding, writing, declaring “in the
name of” all creates dissonance’ between their self-image and the organisation if
incongruence between the respective values, and therefore psychological contract, exists
(Harmon & Mayer, 1986, pp. 186-187).
Robinson (1996) found that the level of trust shown by an employee towards the
organisation will initially mitigate against the recognition of any breach in the psychological
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contract due to their intense desire to preserve consistency. Employees achieve this by
viewing the organisational change in terms of a one-off event, a temporary lapse or beyond
the remit of the employer, and thus the employee holds consonance by maintaining their
prior behaviours. However, a continued breach in the psychological contract results in the
employee experiencing feelings of disappointment and frustration due to the belief that the
organisation has broken its work-related promises (Morrison & Robinson, 1997). Research
has demonstrated that breaches in the psychological contract can lead to negative outcomes
such as reduced commitment and job satisfaction (Parzefall, 2008), along with a reduction in
citizenship behaviours (Feldheim, 2007; Robinson, 1996).
Citizenship refers, amongst other things, to involvement in public life, and generalised forms
of behaviour concerning rights and responsibilities (Citizenship Foundation, 2009).
Citizenship consigns these actions to a group, as part of a social exchange, which has
recognised membership conducts and sociological contexts. These behavioural expectations
are described by Barber (1984) as conveying moral obligations and responsibilities to
demonstrate a special concern for other’s interests above their own; as part of a covenantal
relationship. Graham (1991) notes several political theorists have used the term covenant to
describe the relational ties that connects citizens and their nation-states, often with a
reference to challenging and struggling. Vitally, in terms of the Improving Public Services
agenda, the emphasis on struggle is important; covenantal interactions are not conflict-free,
they can require members to release the energy needed for experimentation, with space for
disagreement, mistakes, forgiveness, and mutual learning (Graham, 1991).
Effective inter-functional teams demonstrate open dialogue with no signs of suppressing
conflict (Athanasaw, 2003); whichever label these citizenship behaviours are given, they are
encompassed by ‘challenging the status quo rather than passively adapting present
conditions’ (Crant, 2000, p. 436); and not ‘willing subordination’ (Gawthrop, 1998, p. 80). As
a result, the desire to seek passive behaviours would appear to be organisationally
misguided if transformation is required but paradoxically still sought as part of the public
service psychological contract (Guest & Conway, 2000; Moss, 2008).
Citizenship consigns personal responsibilities, which are commonly split into three
categories: obedience, loyalty and participation. Responsible citizenship requires a balance
of all of these behaviours; a ‘means of inspiring action’ (Juran & Gryna, 1993 cited in
Rothschild, 2000, p. 172), and within the context of the workplace, citizenship is identified by:
maintaining an interest in organisational affairs, keeping oneself informed of internal and
external issues, being willing to deliver bad news, questioning current practices and policies,
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and supporting an unpopular position to combat groupthink (Inkeles, 1969). These
characteristics bear a strong resemblance to the features of one facet of Organ’s (1988)
organisational citizenship behaviours (OCB), that of civic virtue (CV).
2.7 Civic Virtue
2.7.1 Introduction
Studies of organisational citizenship have emphasised the helpful ‘rather passive
behaviours’ (Parker, et al., 2006, p. 636), noted by Dennis Organ (1988) to be ‘modest,
some would say trivial’ (p. 6). Turnipseed and Rassuli (2005) found that some OCB
behaviours, such as loyalty and altruism, were not related to improved performance when
assessed by either managers or peers; and ‘do not always lead to positive outcomes’ or
‘exceptionally exceed normative expectations’ (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004, pp. 833, 836).
Most citizenship behaviours are commonly perceived as helping, sharing information,
assisting newcomers and tolerating mistakes. However, CV could be seen as antithetical to
this. CV is variously defined (Graham, 2000), but within this thesis the definition used relates
to behaviours which are demonstrative of active participation in the organisation, where
‘someone challenges existing organizational practices or policies, voices critiques or
objections’ (Organ, 1988, p. 24); it makes no claim toward the ethical virtuous pursuits of
MacIntyre (2007). But how does this questioning and challenge square with other OCB
features such as sportsmanship (tolerating inconveniences) and altruism (selfless helping
behaviours) much valued in Moss’ (2008) agreeable public servant?
2.7.2 Civic Virtue - An Act of Heresy?
CV may be seen as inconvenient or threatening to those who value smooth running
collaborative and cooperative behaviours (Graham, 1995); it pushes superiors to perform at
a higher standard and may therefore be viewed by managers as intrusive, manipulative, and
consequently not an example of OCB (Turnipseed & Rassuli, 2005). This perception of CV
within organisations is also reflected in the wider management literature where the
distinction between CV and workplace deviance is ambiguous. Ackroyd and Thompson
(1999) reviewed previous studies on organisational behaviour and found that behaviours
representative of CV, such as questioning and challenging the norm, are either relegated to
a single chapter on change management or ‘psychologised as part of a bundle of abstract
wants or drives’ (p. 9). Sociologists working in the early 1900s, viewed challenging behaviour
positively; ‘a fundamental and constructive part of social organisation’ (Coser, 1956, p. 18).
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But scholars from the mid 1900s, with their desire to see their research addressing
organisational issues, increased their direct links to organisations and their managers, and
with it orientated their work towards this audience. This emphasis on managerial need saw
the central theme of research into acts of CV and challenging behaviour flex from its
dynamic possibilities to its problematic effects; with the ‘shift from a reform-minded public to
an audience of stability-minded administrators and bureaucrats’ with sociologists moving
from social reformers to ‘trouble-shooters’ (Coser, 1956, p. 28&29). This modified emphasis
fed the view that CV is an undesirable behaviour, as seen by another of its definitions,
‘agitating’ (Snyder, 2004, p. 63); a behaviour which is motivated by antisocial values and
which demonstrates a lack of team spirit and deviance from the norm (Van Dyne, et al.,
2003). The outcome of this orientation resulted in CV being the least researched and having
the lowest number of publications of all of Organ’s OCB (Graham & Van Dyne, 2006).
Sociological literature provides four perspectives on deviance: a) statistical, differing from
average; b) supraconformity, excessive adherence or extension to norms; c) reactive,
behaviours encountering a negative reaction from an audience; and d) normative, a
departure from norms (Dodge, 1985). The connotation of challenging behaviour being a
departure from the norm, and situated in the bad form category, presents a psychological
conflict for employees. Despite the possible insertion of ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ before the
term ‘deviant behaviour’, the negative tone overrules with research often focusing on this
narrow, negative perspective (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004). Research studying the
occurrence of OCB behaviours, using both self and superior reported data, found that CV is
the least occurring of the OCB related behaviours due to this negative labelling (Khalid & Ali,
2005). CV is therefore suggested to represent the most controversial organisational
behaviour which Organ (1988) notes also makes it the most commendable. His observation:
‘That civic virtue may not be immediately appreciated by those in high office
does not disqualify it as OCB; indeed, the possibility that it carries the risk of
disapproval, hence some form of personal cost, arguably renders civic virtue
the most admirable form of OCB’ (Organ, 1988, p. 13).
Organ’s (1988) statement recognises both the subjective influence and the influence of the
contextual climate on the perception of, and acts of, CV
2.7.3 Civic Virtue - Subjective Influence
In reviewing the correlation between employee self-reported emotions, their cognitions and
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OCB, Lee & Allen (2002) refer to the employees’ own reflections on acceptable behaviour at
the workplace. Their research participants described behaviours such as making
constructive suggestions and developing oneself as being ‘in addition to helping behaviours’
(p. 132) (own emphasis). This reveals an implicit, but significant, nuance that individuals in
their study perceived behaviours that challenged current practice, making suggestions for
change, as outside the range of helpful behaviours. The research of Lee and Allen indicates
that an employee is unlikely to consider that these behaviours would enamour either peers
or managers when they inhabit an organisation where a preference for helpfulness and
altruism is perceived to exist.
Studies have found certain demographic factors affect the likelihood of individuals
undertaking behaviour outside the situational norm; those factors which increase the
behaviours are: male, younger employees, with short-term tenure and low educational
attainment (Appelbaum, et al., 2005; Baucus & Near, 1991). A study by the Office for
National Statistics, which reviewed the UK workforce in 2006, found the demographic of
public versus private sector to be made up as follows: twice as many women as men; 6 per
cent of employees are less than 25 years of age compared to 16 per cent in the private
sector; qualification data showed 48 per cent of public sector employees have a degree or
higher education level compared to 27 per cent in the private sector; and finally, within the
public sector 40 per cent of employees have been with their employer for more than ten
years compared to 28 per cent in the private sector (Millard & Machin, 2007, pp. 47-48).
Lengthy tenure has also been found to correlate to higher levels of involvement and
attachment to the organisation, with those employees with longer service demonstrating
lower levels of rule breaking (Hollinger, 1986; Sims, 2002), leading to an increased likelihood
that managers and employees will come to joint or more cooperative decisions (Rothschild,
2000). This demographic indicates that public services, in 2006, had a workforce
composition which may affect the perceived acceptability of its inhabitants’ demonstrating
behaviours outside the norm.
Utilising Costa and McCrae’s five-factor model, which considers broad intrinsic influences on
individual behaviour, namely: neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness and
conscientiousness, Moberg (2001) reviewed the underlying traits of these factors in an
attempt to uncover the relationship between the pursuit of public good and conflicting, or
challenging, behaviour. He expressed surprise under the heading “Unexpected Outcomes”
that conscientiousness, including dutifulness and self-discipline, did not positively relate to a
confronting style. He anticipated a desire for social right and group need would lead to
forceful and determined modes of confrontation. Conversely, however, he found that
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respondents who were concerned with public good were driven by their value orientations.
And those who were more strongly led by their values reported higher levels of altruism and
agreeableness; they preferred to handle conflicting needs by conceding and cooperating,
not via challenging behaviours that are representative of CV.
The difficulty within organisations of an inclination toward altruism and agreeableness is
summed up by Follett (1949) with the remark ‘we cannot be too careful of the power of
previous ideas’ and that which is existing (p. 135); and as a result encouraging employees to
create a climate where CV is acceptable, and then to enact CV may pose the greatest
challenge (Graham, 1995).
2.7.4 Civic Virtue - Contextual Influence
The climate represents the durable features of an organisational environment experienced
by its members, and which influences their behaviour (Denison, 1996). Argyris (1957)
argues that the ‘basic impact of the formal organisational structure is to make the employees
feel dependent, submissive, and passive’, with this climate inhibiting the growth of the
individual (p. 75). Contextual tradition and the past experiences of self and peers to the
enactment of challenging and innovative behaviours are key (Ackroyd & Thompson, 1999;
De Stobbeleir, et al., 2010) with these climatic norms making up the ‘value system that
serves to motivate and bound the action’ of individuals (Harmon & Mayer, 1986, p. 160). The
maintenance of these norms are compounded by the different working patterns, greater
subcontracting, disparate silos and dispersed work sites in many public service
organisations which has also been found to make it more difficult to ‘foster any kind of
coherent collective opposition to management initiatives’ with an increase in behavioural
consistency and the bonds with small local teams being strengthened (Guest, 2004, p. 543;
Rothschild, 2000).
In the public service context challengers are regarded as rebellious troublemakers, resulting
in those individuals being excluded by both colleagues and managers (Fay & Frese, 2001).
Put more forcefully challengers are treated as ‘suspect’ bearing the possibility of being
‘metaphorically “assassinated”’ (Moore, 1995, p. 307); Janssen (2003) agrees, he found
employees displaying behaviours representative of CV are likely to ‘be obstructed by
resistant co-workers who have an interest in safeguarding the existing paradigm’ (p. 347);
with this being particularly powerful when individuals have a heightened personal
involvement with their role; as research has identified in public services (Albert & Whetten,
1985; McLean Parks, et al., 1998).
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This series of personal and contextual influences present a challenge to WAG’s (2007b)
‘engagement systems’ (p. 71); and are likely to lead to a reduction in the acceptability of the
behaviours representative of CV being demonstrated in the workplace (Rothschild, 2000).
Inside an organisational setting this behavioural boundedness is amplified by a strong
adherence to group norms, the formalisation of work tasks and processes, and the
proliferation of targets which also serve to reduce autonomy and the opportunity to
constructively participate in acts of citizenship (Galperin, 2005; Osgood, et al., 1996).
2.7.5 Citizenship - Voice and Silence
The clearly inherent promise of citizenship, and with it empowerment, is to give employees
increased voice (Howcroft & Wilson, 2003); with the conditions which predict CV also
influencing contextual voice behaviour (Graham & Van Dyne, 2006). Along with CV, a
number of researchers have taken a similarly disruptive and deviant slant in the classifying
of employee voice; one of the main factors considered by Withey & Cooper (1989) in their
study of employee voice was termed the reporting of errors, not providing constructive
suggestions. Their study was preceded by the review of a range of research papers in which
employee voice was not regarded favourably but conceptualised as being firmly driven by
protest, grievance filling, dissatisfaction, perceived violations, active union participation and
complaining, which together serves to continue the connotation of the use of voice being an
anti-social deviant organisational behaviour.
Avery and Quinones (2004) describe two areas of voice research; the instrumental model
looking at the mechanisms which influence voice behaviour, and the relational model which
considers the influence of the social status and the social environment that the individual
inhabits. The relational model emphasises the importance of the situational context which
provides the, or the perception of the, environment in which the individual makes vocal
contributions. A series of studies has found voice is inhibited in the loyalty-led context of
public service (Mosher, 1968); Whiting et al., (2008) found voice behaviours are
‘fundamentally different from other varieties of affiliative OCBs such as helping and loyalty’
(p. 128); with loyal employees more inclined to respond to workplace problems with silence
(LePine & Van Dyne, 2001; Luchak, 2003). These findings lead to a reflection of the salience
of the interlocking influences of Hirschman’s (1970) modes of exit, voice and loyalty, and the
possible impact of public service citizenship on a prevalence of silence (cited in Sharp,
1984).
However, researchers dispute the origin of acts of silence. Silence is more a product of the
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forces within the organisation than within the individual (Morrison & Milliken, 2000; Withey &
Cooper, 1989); put more forcefully it is ‘undeniably a contextually embedded phenomenon’
(Premeaux & Bedeian, 2003, p. 1540). Meyerson (2001) regards voice, and therefore
silence, being the ‘outcome of a choice that employees make’ (p. 1454), with this concept of
choice being shaped by both the individual’s perception and the environment in which the
cognitions are undertaken; indicating an individuals’ subjective and contextual inter-
subjective action in the decision between voice and silence. Ogbonna and Wilkinson (1990)
identified two main subjective causes of employee silence; firstly, employees being fearful of
management which results in the suppression of their desires to speak out, this they
describe as resigned behavioural compliance; or secondly, the control or schooling is so
complete that even the tendency and self-efficacy to challenge is gone.
Role based self-efficacy is defined by Parker et al. (2006) as the extent to which employees’
feel confident in their ability to carry out a broader and more proactive set of work duties that
extend beyond those prescribed within their formal job role. The emphasis on ‘ability to’ and
not ‘allowed to’ or ‘actually do’ is salient, and points to the importance of employee
perception. Studies have found that individuals who lack self-efficacy will be sceptical
concerning their perceived abilities at the workplace, and will tend to avoid the voice
activities and the confrontation often associated with CV (Avery, 2003).
There are also significant differences in group behaviour demonstrated by an employee who
has the traits of altruism and helpfulness who, when faced with challenges, is more likely to
remain silent (Parker, et al., 2006; Scott, 1979). Milliken et al.,(2003) found fear of being
labelled negatively, and being seen as an outsider by their referent group, was the most
cited cause of employees remaining silent; termed by Rosen and Tesser (1970) as the
organisational ‘mum effect’. Morrison and Milliken (2000), along with Ogbonna and Wilkinson
(1990), note the key role of managers in what they term the ‘climate of silence’ (p. 708).
They refer to two management actions which contribute to the fundamentals of acts of
silence; the first being the dislike of negative feedback, thought to resonate most strongly
with managers due to their intermediary role, often achieving through others, and the
insecurities that this distanced relationship between activity and outcome brings (Argyris &
Schon, 1978). This links with another study of employee voice and individual assessment
ratings by Whiting et al., (2008) who found that challenging voice behaviours are more likely
to be valued, heard and accepted when accompanied by other organisationally acceptable
OCB. Meaning voice is often not welcomed by management unless it resonates with their
own (Luchak, 2003; Nikolaou, et al., 2008), resulting in those who voice opinions outside the
organisationally acceptable range being seen as being outsiders and subsequently
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remaining silent (Whiting, et al., 2008).
The second origin of acts of silence that Morrison and Milliken (2000) identified
encompasses a range of issues under the ambiguous umbrella term of ‘implicit beliefs’;
these beliefs are often ‘below the surface of consciousness’ but have a pervading role for the
individual and, consequently, for the organisation (Redding, 1985, p. 250). One of these
unspoken management beliefs is that ‘unity, agreement, and consensus’ are good ‘whereas
disagreement and dissent should be avoided’ (Morrison & Milliken, 2000, p. 710). Excluding
employees from the decision-making process, limiting the opportunities to express opinions,
and reducing CV, is, Morrison and Milliken suggest, a method managers use to maintain this
nonconscious consensus; which in turn silences challenging voice behaviours.
In researching both the organisational and sociological influences on employee voice
Milliken et al., (2003) found the largest proportion of respondents, 37 per cent, felt unable to
raise concerns about a colleagues’ performance, but this was closely followed by 35 per cent
who felt they could not discuss problems with processes and/or suggestions for
improvement for fear of being labelled as ‘complaining and not being constructive’ (p. 1461).
They found the influence to conform to perceived group norms was a predominant theme, as
was clearly expressed by one participant in stating ‘it is a consensus-orientated environment,
your power comes from whether people see you as agreeable and easy to work with. Being
a rebel is not embraced’ (p. 1463). This label can result in individuals’ experiencing social
exclusion within the workplace. This potential exclusion from the workplace group is said to,
in part, cause concern due to its impact on the ability of the individual to undertake their work
role, due to the loss of social capital.
2.7.6 Citizenship - Social Capital
Social capital is said to have its origins in ‘goodwill’ and ‘solidarity’ of the collective, a
relational structure with insiders having exclusive access with its loss having a detrimental
impact on the individual (Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 18). The study of collectivism traditionally
investigates the behaviour demonstrated by individuals from different countries, societies or
religious groups when undertaking group and individual tasks. This may take the form of
comparing participants from the East, traditionally viewed as collectivists, with those from the
West, who are regarded as largely individualistic (Lehmann, et al., 2004). The behavioural
norms that have been identified in collectivist contexts resonate with those the present
research has recognised within public services.
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Collectivist societies tend to reward joint achievements, closeness to and cooperation with
group members, show a desire for consensus and demonstrate higher compliance rates
(Triandis, 1989). Individuals within collectivist groups demonstrate behaviours reflecting an
aim ‘to maintain social identity’ (Tinsley & Brett, 2001, p. 363) and have a strong desire to
preserve harmony within the group (Wink, 1997). Studies have argued for the benefits of
collectivism in organisations; promoting the increased helpfulness and cooperation shown by
employees, and recognising the heightened social control that the management are afforded
(Goncalo & Staw, 2006). The literature also points to the negative affects of collectivist
societies, noted as; a reduction in creativity and innovation, anxiety of group exclusion, and a
fear of negative evaluations which together leads to a corresponding reduction in expressing
opinions.
The norms of a collectivist or individualist community are deep rooted; simply put depending
on whether one is inhabiting a collectivist or individualist context, ‘“uniqueness” can be
“deviance” and “conformity” can be “harmony”’ (Kim & Markus, 1999, p. 786). Argyris (1990)
observes the often self-sealing nature of collective norms, with behaviour that is perceived
as deviant being undiscussable and its deviance therefore being made all the more deviant.
In a study of the effect of collectivism versus individualism on group creativity and
innovation, a lower level of creativity was found within the collectivists despite this being
explicitly promoted as the group norm. This finding resulted in Goncalo and Staw (2006)
making a cautionary comment that barriers, and norms, cannot be easily surmounted by
demands for creativity or changes to contextually embedded behaviours; and points to the
requirement for a more fundamental, psychological metamorphosis.
2.7.7 Constructive Deviance
For an effective organisational metamorphosis ‘the employees - the organisation’s lifeblood -
must themselves change’ (Graham, 2003, p. 29). Actions and reactions within organisations,
amongst peers and managers, to behaviours demonstrated by others within the group are
vital in their continuation or their termination. Supportive reactions to CV, if encouraged
within the organisation, could lead to the outcomes of subjective well-being, long term
effectiveness and the evolution of organisational norms (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2003).
Constructive deviant behaviours, are allied to CV and employee voice, and include making
suggestions, taking initiative to actively change ones current job, being proactive and
integrative despite the perceived procedural restrictions within the organisation (Axtell, et al.,
2000). These behaviours have been found to be driven by personal values and initiative
(Frese, et al., 2007). Follett (1924) points to this as an evolutionary process and its clear
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opportunity to affect change, both in individuals and within teams, given that ‘through circular
response we are creating each other all the time’ (p. 62).
Enabling employees ‘to break out of stagnant mindsets to take a risk and try something
new’, is a feature of constructive deviance (Spreitzer & Doneson, 2005, p. 2); where non-
conforming employees can contribute to the process of organisational innovation (Galperin,
2005); within a context where employees ‘feel “free” to deviate from expectations, to
question’ (Nemeth, 1997, p. 60). Structured activities offer few opportunities to engage in
deviant activities, limiting an individuals’ growth and therefore reduces the development of
self-efficacy (Galperin, 2005); those employees who reported higher levels of self-efficacy
also demonstrated higher levels of CV behaviours. Galperin’s study showed that employees
who are actively encouraged to increase self-efficacy along with the facilitation of ‘greater job
autonomy will be more likely to engage in innovative constructive deviance’ (p. 6).
Constructive deviance in those with higher self-efficacy enacted CV behaviours regardless of
personal perceptions or feelings towards team members (Desivilya & Eizen, 2005),
indicating a self assurance within social interaction which is able to divorce the desire to ‘fit
in’, to conform and be a member of the in-group, from the responsibilities and needs of the
team task.
2.7.8 Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship
Rothschild (2000) in studying just and democratic workplaces found that democracy is
necessarily accompanied by the perception of the right and responsibility to dissent, to
undertake acts of CV, and is central to an empowering workplace. The point of employee
empowerment, Rothschild suggests, is to enhance a sense of ownership and control,
encouraging employees to break the silence, making employees feel more motivated and
responsible.
‘Creativity and innovation generally imply or require criticism and often the
tearing down of old ways of doing something. In addition, the intensification of
effort that comes when people feel they are truly being asked for their analysis
or for fresh ideas cannot come when people are asked to only ratify their
boss’s ideas’ (Rothschild, 2000, p. 200).
CV and participation, within citizenship in the societal sense, and within organisations as
OCB, confers the rights and responsibilities of challenging the status quo onto the individual.
These actions which, according to Graham (1991), are political rights are only likely to be
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exercised responsibly by those with strong covenantal ties, along with the moral motivations
which lead to actions which drive organisational change. Those individuals with only
instrumental ties are likely to be apathetic. Apathy in response to organisational change
suggests adaptability and passivity; features of the typical OCB sought by public service
managers (see Moss, 2008). These behaviours are in contrast to the CV behaviours of
challenge, questioning, and being instrumental as the catalyst to change. George Bernard
Shaw famously said ‘The reasonable man adapts himself to the conditions that surround
him... the unreasonable man adapts surrounding conditions to himself… therefore, all
progress depends on the unreasonable man’ (Shaw, 1856-1950).
The moral and developmental aspects of political workplace actions, according to Graham
(1995), leads from: level one, uncritical obedience in the pre-conventional stage; to level two,
the fulfilling of obligations due to effective interpersonal relationships in the conventional
stage. These two passive levels, on which rationally motivated aspects of behaviour sit, limit
the development of CV. Level three is an active and complex political morality which moves
the individual to engage in actions driven by independently discovered beliefs. This morality
counteracts the state of uncritical loyalty and moves towards a state where creative and
balanced analysis is used to solve dilemmas; acts of CV. Considering the impact of
leadership style on employees, the factors which Graham suggest may limit level three
morality include a management emphasis on: subordinate actions, a rigid path to goal
relationship, group helpfulness and strong interpersonal collaboration. The promotion of
these conditions, it is suggested, represents a contextually restraining framework, the
composition of which may curb the development of social conditions which allow CV.
2.7.9 Homogenous Groups
Lin (2001) examined two types of social interaction – homophilous and heterophilous – the
former reflecting relations between actors with similar resources including knowledge,
experience, power and skills, and the latter with dissimilar resources. Homophilous
interaction is often concerned with guarding and maintaining resources. When these
homophilous exchanges are part of an insular, insider group it represents less of a
psychological threat to the individual by providing affirmative feedback of the merits of their
values, decisions and behaviours. This confirmatory feedback sets the scene for powerful
group identification and collectivism, transmitted via the limited social network and
incorporated into the behavioural code, as noted by March and Simon (1958):
‘The propensity of individuals to see those things that are consistent with their
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established frame of reference is well established in individual psychology.
Perceptions that are discordant with the frame of reference are filtered out
before they reach consciousness, or are reinterpreted or rationalised so as to
remove the discrepancy. The frame of reference serves just as much to
validate perceptions as the perceptions do to validate the frame of reference’
(p. 152).
Inclusive groups therefore adopt the behavioural approach that is most compatible with their
personal values whilst also, crucially, reflecting the perceived demands and constraints of
their group norm (Brewer & Lam, 2009). The perceived organisational norms of public
services, discussed earlier, would construct the preferred group values in the lived reality of
employees. These collective values are then combined with personal values, public service
values, which are then reinforcing and self-perpetuating in these homophilous settings where
individuals who have a strong identification with the group, sharing values and behaviours.
Within this setting individuals are more likely to act in a cooperative manner, to select
cooperative alternatives to demands (Dewitte & De Cremer, 2001). Within public services
this inclusive context is also characterised by intense, frequent interactions with a climate of
reciprocity and obligation, demonstrating Granovetter’s (1973) ‘strong ties’. With these ties
also being developed and maintained by a ‘strong tradition of learning by ‘sitting by Nellie’’
(Elcock, 2005, p. 76), which serves to instil pervasive behavioural norms and reduce CV.
The preference for interactive styles reflect context and ‘disposition at the psychological
processing level’ (Moberg, 2001, p. 52), and are powerfully shaped and reinforced within
homogenous groups.
A homogenous group therefore has a tendency for challenge avoidance in an attempt to
maintain social order, and it may achieve this, but in addition it may also undermine
organisational effectiveness because concerns or disagreements are not addressed (Brewer
& Lam, 2009; Desivilya & Eizen, 2005). Cohesive groups are ‘relatively inflexible in
negotiations’ often experiencing difficulties in assimilating outsiders’ views (Druckman, 2006,
p. 235); where differences of opinion that conflict with the interests of the group’s central
players are often suppressed (Rao, et al., 2000) with the resultant maintenance of the
current environment in terms of views, policies and behavioural practices.
2.7.10 Heterogeneous Groups
The Beyond Boundaries (WAG, 2006b) philosophy of extending beyond the current network,
together with the communitarianism of the Big Society, necessitates the loosening of
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organisational ties, increasing the complexity of the public service environment for its
inhabitants. The more complex the task environment, the more likely the organisation is to
be subject to competing demands, diverse expectations or pressures (Thompson, 1960).
The most common reaction to diverse demands is to find a way out, to offset the dis-
equilibrium by assessing a few acceptable and bland alternatives with the aim of ‘satisficing’
(Simon, 1957), often within a usual range of stereotypical responses. The depth and breadth
of the active investigation of alternatives is limited by the preserved social order, and by past
experiences and their effects, both for the individual and their immediate peers. The
inclusivity and homogeneity of those within the frame, together with the recruitment protocols
for the group, serve to perpetuate stability and maintain the status quo; resulting in what are
perceived as ‘intendedly rational’ decisions (March & Simon, 1958, p. 170); and reducing
uncertainty for the individual (Druckman, 2006).
However, the increasingly pluralistic environment of public services will promote a porous,
heterogeneous and multifaceted environment, greatly increasing the diversity in both
individuals and organisations delivering public services. This environment will require the
investigation of other frames, and with a lack of stereotypical responses available for the
new and emerging demands, this context will lead to an increasingly complex role for the
public servant, throughout the organisation, by necessitating heterophilous interactions
(Brandsen & van Hout, 2006). The process of intellectual exchange with in- and out-group
member alerts individuals to ‘aspects of their subject that they have otherwise not taken into
account’ (Merton, 1972, p. 38). On the other hand, while getting to know out-group members
may improve relations to that group and may aid understanding, it may also cause an
individual to question their own identity, values and group identification. This questioning can
create cognitive conflict as the current psychological contract and self-image is re-examined
(Pelled, et al., 1999).
Lin (2001) agrees, with his finding that heterophilous interactions demand effort, do not
promote shared sentiment and are therefore ‘less likely to occur’ due to the differing interplay
between psychological and sociological demands (p. 47). The pluralistic public services will,
by definition, require this heterophilous interaction. Structural innovations seldom emerge out
of a hierarchically-organised field, but instead, originate at the periphery, because these
peripheral players demonstrate altered forms of interaction with looser ties (Rao, et al.,
2000). These differing patterns of social interaction and the differing norms facilitate the
development of innovative practices. But to link these networks; within teams, and intra- and
inter-organisationally, requires bridges (Granovetter, 1973). Bridges represent ties between
two social circles, as shown in Figure 2 below, without this interaction there would be a
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restriction in the passing of knowledge and the maintenance of the homophilous state. Lin
(2001) extends Granovetter’s theory by noting the implication that ‘these bridging individuals
tend to be on the margin of their respective social circles, as evidenced by their ties to other
social circles’ (p. 67). The marginalisation of these individuals’ results in them holding weak
ties to more than one group; making them a conduit for the linking of social and intellectual
capital.
Figure 2. The Value of Heterophilous Interaction in Accessing Bridges to Other Social Circles
Source: Compiled by the author, adapted from Granovetter (1973) and Lin (2001)
Employees that possess numerous reference groups are more likely to engage in positive
deviant behaviours, due to their exposure to, and interaction with, a broader range of varying
perspectives and viewpoints. The introduction of a wider range of views has been found to
arrive at superior decisions; identifying potential pitfalls, and with a more thorough
investigation of these views, this leads to more positive outcomes (Cosier & Rose, 1977).
The importance, therefore, of these marginalised individuals, and the information flow that
they represent, resulted in Granovetter’s (1973) recognition of the strength of weak ties. A
more positive term for these marginalised individuals is ‘institutional entrepreneurs’, they are
seen as critical in the process of the de-institutionalisation of existing values, beliefs and
norms, ‘they spearhead collective attempts to infuse new beliefs … thus creating
discontinuities in the world of organisations’ (Rao, et al., 2000, p. 239), and the route to fresh
modes of social interaction.
Yet, conversely, their marginalised status could result in them being classified as deviants
within the group. Resulting in an uneasy state with individuals feeling adrift (Allport, 1962); a
state which can produce disruption for both the individual and the group (Lin, 2001). This
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reaction is likely to be especially strong in the collectivist, altruistic and sportsmanlike
environment of public services (Rainey & Steinbauer, 1999); where CV has traditionally been
constrained by the role the employee occupies (Sewell, 1992), and where a reified hierarchy
is viewed as a structural mechanism for containing CV behaviours (Brett & Rognes, 1986;
Festinger, 1954).
In sum, Wright and Pandey (2008) found the traditional public administration values of:
service, public interest, fairness and equity together with the ‘considerable empirical
support…that public employees place a higher value on helping others’ would maintain the
reciprocal collectivist public service values and behaviours, and thus promote altruistic OCB
(p. 504). The managerialism of NPM, and the performance culture that accompanied the
subsequent Third Way, caused a disruption in the public servants’ psychological contract
with their individualistic notions (Vigoda-Gadot & Meiri, 2008). The current financial
pressures, combined with the Big Society and its drive for civicness and acts of CV,
therefore presents another potentially uncomfortable cognitive dispute for public service
employees; an area which will be explored next.
2.8 Cognitive Dissonance: The Consequence of Heretical Behaviour
‘Asking people to use a new IT system, to vary their work hours or to
change office location can be problematical but ‘asking people to redefine
themselves’, is far more complicated.’ (Rousseau, 1996, p. 50)
2.8.1 Background
Cognitive dissonance theory, as formulated by Leon Festinger in 1957, ‘proposes that when
a person holds two cognitions that are psychologically inconsistent, the person will
experience cognitive dissonance, an unpleasant drive state akin to hunger or thirst. Once
dissonance is aroused, an individual is motivated to reduce it, primarily through attitudinal or
behavioural changes designed to re-establish consistency’ (Dickerson, et al., 1992, pp. 278-
279). Conversely, cognitive consonance is a balance in behaviours and values; with
cognitive conservatism being the general ‘disposition to preserve existing knowledge
structures’ such as schemas, paradigms and memories (Greenwald, 1980, p. 606). Jones
(1976) described the dissonance movement as the most important single development in
social psychology to date. Aronson (1992) notes a variety of theories have emanated from
this initial research such as ‘Self-affirmation theory (Steele, 1988); symbolic self-completion
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theory (Wicklund and Gollwitzer,1982); self-evaluation maintenance theory (Tesser, 1988);
self discrepancy theory (Higgins, 1989); action identification theory (Vallacher & Wegner,
1985); self-verification theory (Swann, 1984); self-regulation theory (Scheier & Carver,
1988); and the concept of motivated interference (Kunda, 1990), see Aronson (1992, p.
307). Aronson suggests that although worthy bodies of work, including links to greatly
influential behavioural theories, they are all variations on the theme of dissonance.
Early research on cognitive dissonance varied the level to which the individuals’ ego or self-
image was involved in the conditions tested, it was found that with low involvement
dissonance did not seem to occur (Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959). Subsequent work agreed,
with studies identifying that the involvement of ego plays an explicit part in the development
of cognitive dissonance. An individual undertaking behaviour that is at odds with these
important beliefs about the self should produce dissonance (Aronson, 1995). Within the
workplace this indicates that where self-image and workplace behaviours hold attributes
which resonate with individuals’ workplace values, and a perceived lack of congruence
exists, that cognitive dissonance is more likely to occur, with its affects being much more
powerful (Sherif & Cantril, 1947 cited in Greenwald, 1980).
In their book Organisations, March and Simon (1958) describe the dissonance phenomena
within the workplace. They noted the result of a lack of perceived congruence between job
characteristics and employee characteristics, and observed that ‘the greater the disparity,
the more pronounced the desire to escape from the situation’ (p. 94). They also found that
the involvement of self-image, linking to internalisation, means the cognition persists long
after the originating stimulus has been removed because values and behaviours become
entrenched as an habitual response. A body of research reviewed by Greenwald (1980)
(including Freedman, 1964; Rhine and Severance, 1970; Sherif and Hovland, 1961; Petty
and Cacioppa,1979) also identified this tendency to maintain the current paradigm, and
therefore resist the persuasion to change prior judgements, they found this drive is
‘especially strong when the topic is important to the person and there is some commitment to
it’ as a construct of self-image (p. 611).
Elaborating on this concept of self, as an integral part of this cognitive process, Aronson
(1992) proposes that individuals strive for three things: ‘to preserve a consistent, stable,
predictable sense of self; to preserve a competent sense of self; and to preserve a morally
good sense of self’ (p. 305). Lipsky (1980) observed that public servants maintained this
consistent cognitive consonance by: routinising their role, maintaining their behaviours, and
accepting their perceived obligations. Greenwald (1980) found that cognitive processes also
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function to maintain and protect the integrity of knowledge by codifying the information, with
individuals’ having a propensity to preserve knowledge in existing categories and thus
allowing their knowledge ‘to link effectively with behaviour’ and thus reduce dissonance (p.
615). This body of dissonance research combines to display a blend of individual and
organisational factors which induce an implicit desire for stability in personal values and
maintenance of knowledge, and which would therefore have an instrumental effect on
behaviours demonstrated within the workplace.
2.8.2 Normative Social Influence
Consideration of the cognitions that drive organisational behaviour opens up the debate
around; do the people make the place? Does the place make the people? Or do they make
each other? Schneider (1987) believes the behaviour exhibited by employees is determined
by the attributes of the individuals not by the external environment or organisational
structure. However, he also notes the ‘inseparability of person and situation’ which appears
to show a sociological foot in both camps. He draws, and cites, the work of Holland (1985)
which clarifies his paradoxical view when he states that individuals select themselves into
situations, they are drawn to both careers and organisations as a function of their
personality. Other studies have shown that employees and their preferred organisations
often ‘have the same “personality” profile’ (Schneider, 1987, p. 441). Schneider further
suggests that organisations actively refine their employees via the recruitment process and
that the outcome is that many organisations can be ‘typed’ with ‘people sharing many
common attributes and differing only with respect to specific competencies’. He observes, for
example, ‘that an accountant in the YMCA would share many attributes with YMCA social
workers, while they would share only some very specific competencies with accountants in
banks’ (p. 444). This commonality in peers within sectors and organisations also has
consequences for the wholesale, ingrained nature of the existing normative social influence,
and group and self-image, and highlights the significant challenge for changing behaviour
within organisations.
Behaviours representative of CV produced stronger correlations to those employees
assessed as the best performers by peers and managers (Greenwald, 1980; Turnipseed &
Rassuli, 2005). Yet Festinger’s cognitive dissonance theory raises the question of whether
maintaining the traditional public service behaviours of loyalty and helpfulness, with altruistic
norms (Rainey & Steinbauer, 1999), reduces employee cognitive dissonance, and via
reciprocal interplay, limits acts of CV and organisational deviance. The combination of which
has the effect of presenting ‘enormous pressures to preserve the status quo’ in public
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services (Moore, 1995, p. 301), avoiding overturning the hierarchical structure (Zuboff,
1988), and maintaining behaviours within the organisational norm. Using Festinger’s theory
Figure 3 below depicts the potential cognitive effect for employees when engaging in acts of
CV within a public service environment.
Figure 3. The Impact of Incongruence in the Dynamic Interaction of the Three Interlocking
Influences within the Public Services Environment
Source: Butler et al., (2009)
The categorisation of behaviour as deviant or outside the organisational norm is also
muddied when considered in the often conflicting context of a public servants’ assessment of
citizens’ needs when compared to that of organisational policy. In his book Street-Level
Bureaucracy Lipsky (1980) directly addresses the conflicting contexts of public service
employees when in contact with the citizen, and appears to contradict the lack of
discretionary behaviour referred to by other scholars, and throughout the present chapter.
He notes employees ‘have impact’ they ‘determine’, ‘oversee’ and ‘mediate’ and in that role
‘hold the keys to a dimension of citizenship’ (p. 4) this observation is in stark contrast to the
conformity and rigidity exemplified by the public servant discussed earlier. But Lipsky’s
analysis has been largely misquoted with its contextual position being ignored. In his
analysis he explicitly includes only ‘those who have substantial discretion in the execution of
their work’ (p. 3). He notes this is far from the reality of many public servants where ‘lower-
level participants will more or less conform to what is expected of them … they are not in a
position to dissent’ (p. 16). In those with little opportunity to undertake acts of discretion, and
therefore unable to perform their role in line with their psychological contract, he found
withdrawal from work, either physically or psychologically, was used as a coping mechanism
to manage ‘the tension between capabilities and objectives’ (p. 142). He notes the
behaviours displayed by those who remain in their role include absenteeism and slowdowns.
But Lipsky (1980) found employees behaving in this way, against their public service values
and psychological contract took action in a bid to reduce the resulting cognitive dissonance.
Public Service
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Public Service
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Dissonance
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He notes that employees’ equate ‘what exists with what is best’ (p. 144). This behaviour
functions as ‘cognitive shields’ (p. 153), allowing the employee to achieve cognitive
consonance, a match between behaviours and values. He warns, however, that this process
encourages complacency, limits innovation and reduces acts of constructive voice which
together ‘institutionalise mediocrity’ (p. 169), and also serves to cement the negative view
that those who ‘deviate from the norm [need to be] brought into line’ (p. 169). This, therefore,
brings Lipsky’s much misquoted study of the autonomy of those employed in public services
into line with other research, and observes the behavioural consequence of the instrumental
relationship between the public service employee and the public service organisation.
2.8.3 Big Society - Big Change?
‘Structures and processes will change when the behaviours of people change’ with
employees achieving cognitive consonance when the behaviour they exhibit within the
workplace matches their expectations and psychological concept of self (Schneider, 1987, p.
446). The notion of the psychological contract, and its ability to assist in conceptualising the
‘mutual obligations’ between employer and employee (Rousseau & Tijoriwala, 1998, p. 679),
and its link to CV, provides the basis for exploring the emerging employment relationships.
The Improving Public Services agenda in Wales (WAG, 2006a), and the burgeoning Big
Society policy agenda, includes greater collaboration and partnership working, bringing
together differing views; where the perceived urgency for change, and an increase in
communitarianism, is likely to lead to a perception of a gulf in the traditional employment
relationship (Guest, 2004). Change can make it difficult for parties to fulfil their existing
contractual commitments providing an opportunity to establish a new psychological contract
(Rousseau, 2001). Social learning theory proposes that deviant behaviour within the group
will encourage others to commit similar acts (Wanous, et al., 1984). Integrating these wide
ranging behaviours and perspectives aids employees’ problem solving skills, a precursor to
the different way of thinking that leads to increased workplace creativity and innovation
(Galperin, 2002); and with it promotes new modes of exchange and a foundation for new
norms.
The nature of the exchange of personally held resources in collaborative activities depends
on the usefulness of the assets to serve the wider interests of both the exchanging parties
(Coleman, 1988). But with individuals typically persisting in behaviours (Janssen, 2003), this
exchange has to be facilitated, promoted as part of the collective norm with effective
interpersonal communication being a critical element in the formation of the individuals’
psychological contract (Rousseau, 2001). The strategy of bridging the gap between current
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norms and new norms is achieved first by individuals who think across the divide and,
following this cognition, by those who tie together this thought with action (Weick, 1987).
Regardless of employee current values, and resulting behaviours, Hatch (1993) raises the
prospect of their ability to change when she noted that ‘values may be based in aspirations,
or they may simply reveal what members assume is normal’ (p. 663).
2.8.4 Public-spiritedness and Speaking-up
Spreitzer and Sonenshein (2004) also questioned whether positive deviance within
organisations is contagious and can be developed via the reconstitution of the psychological
contract. They found that promotional communication and action based on the desired
norms, the institutional shaping of beliefs and behaviours, regulates appropriateness in the
minds of employees. This endorsement helps to amend what ‘members assume is normal‘
(Hatch, 1993, p. 663) and dispel any dissonance that may exist between the current
psychological contract, the new organisational values and the ‘new’ behaviours desired
within the workplace (March & Olsen, 1989; Moynihan & Pandey, 2007). These initial
cognitions have been described as collateral agreements; psychological contracts of a lesser
proportion (Rousseau & Tijoriwala, 1998), and have been shown to influence individuals’
perception of their ability and freedom to alter behaviours, and thus dispel any negative
connotations of revised forms of interaction. Collateral agreements lead to a change in the
psychological contract if the individuals’ perceptions are affirmed by a positive reaction to
their behaviour change from within their referent community.
CV put differently is ‘public-spiritedness’ (Snyder, 2004, p. 51). Robinson and Bennett’s
(1995) definition of workplace deviance states it involves ‘a voluntary behaviour that violates
the norms of an organisation’ but they also found that organisational deviance, in the form of
CV or employee voice, can have several positive outcomes by providing a warning signal to
organisations to changing conditions in the environment (p. 556). With the ‘creative tension’
that emanates from CV behaviours providing a counterbalance to inclusive collaboration,
resulting in better outcomes during organisational change (Prosser, et al., 2006, p. 248).
Buckley (1998) also uses more neutral language and labels behaviours which depart from
the norm as ‘variety’, observing that conformity is neither natural nor normatively preferred.
Positive deviants are situated to the right of a normal distribution curve of behaviours; groups
such as internally driven managers and world-class athletes would often be found within this
range (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004).
Premeaux and Bedeian (2003) also provide an altered construct of CV behaviours when
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examining employee voice, their construct has a distinctive emphasis aiming towards
developing cognitive consonance. The term they use is ‘speaking-up’ defined as ‘openly
stating one’s views or opinions about workplace matters, including: the actions or ideas of
others, suggested or needed changes, and alternative approaches or different lines of
reasoning for addressing job-related issues’ (p. 1538). Their definition removes the critical,
socially negative focus which has been observed as demonstrating a lack of team spirit and
therefore creates a strong disincentive for members of a team to actively participate
(Janssen, 2003; Van Dyne, et al., 2003). As Aristotle (2000) observed, democracy and
citizenship requires active, challenging and questioning participation. Gawthrop (1998)
suggests ‘rather than devising new operating procedures designed to infuse the public
sector with the values of the private sector business community, perhaps a new reassertion
of the values and virtues of democracy should be directed’ (p. 130). In Beyond Boundaries
(2006a), the Welsh Assembly Government appears to be guiding this process with their
democratic citizen-centred approach in the public sphere. This approach is being further
developed by the communitarianism which is encompassed within the Big Society policy.
These policies both call for new forms of citizenship, both inside and outside of public
service organisations, built on an appreciation of publicness but also one which is enabled to
participate in civicness.
2.9 Concluding Remarks
The aim of this chapter is to review the extant literatures which relate to public services: the
organisation, the behaviours and the values and their combined influence on the public
servant and their perception of public service citizenship. These influences, considered in
terms of the current and emerging public service context, led to the exploration of the public
service psychological contract and how it may shape public servants’ perception of acts of
CV.
Rooted in the work exploring organisational behaviour (Deutsch, 1948; Katz, 1964; Mayo,
1930; McDougall, 1908; Simon, 1973), the field of organisational citizenship has seen the
examination of workplace behaviours become a major research topic in the management
arena (Bolino & Turnley, 2003; Brightman & Moran, 1999; LePine, et al., 2002; Moorman, et
al., 1993; Organ, 1988; Peelle III, 2007; Podsakoff, et al., 1997; Smith, et al., 1983;
Turnipseed, 1996; Van Dyne, et al., 1994).
However, the inflection towards a management audience with a penchant for a smooth
running organisation has seen the examination of philanthropic behaviours dominate the
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field; with significant research covering areas such as: employee engagement (Bakker &
Schaufeli, 2008; Macey & Schneider, 2008), creativity (Amabile & Kramer, 2007),
cooperation (Biele, et al., 2008), discretionary effort (Fielder, 2006), motivation (Jurkiewicz,
et al., 1998), loyalty (Luchak, 2003), commitment (Pearce & Herbik, 2004) and helpfulness
(Van Dyne & LePine, 1998). The result of this volume of work with an altruistic and helpful
intonation has made questioning all the more questionable; often being seen as anti-team
spirited and obstructive within the organisational setting (Brown, 2000; Janssen, 2003). Then
again, the research has not all been in this mould; studies of distinctly anti-organisational
behaviours have also made themselves known with crime and deviancy (Appelbaum &
Shapiro, 2006; Robinson & Bennett, 1995), corruption (Palmer, 2008), cheating (Mars,
1983), and general misbehaviour (Vardi & Wiener, 1996) all being examined.
An exploration of the research landscape has made it clear that the field lacks an
examination of behaviours between this range, particularly with respect to CV; with CV being
the least researched OCB (Graham & Van Dyne, 2006). The CV perspective provides a
counterbalance to the behavioural studies which have helped to paint a norm of employee
agreeableness, a norm which smartly halted the early consideration of dynamic
organisations (Follett, 1941), organisational democracy (Slater & Bennis, 1964) and
constructive conflict (Thompson, 1960). Although this theme is latterly being resurrected with
a growing body of research examining employee voice (Bennett, 2010; Dundon, et al., 2004;
Hirschman, 2008; Nikolaou, et al., 2008; Whiting, et al., 2008) and speaking-up (Morrison &
Milliken, 2003; Premeaux & Bedeian, 2003).
While within the terrain of public service research; the management agendas (Brewer &
Walker, 2010a; Dunleavy & Hood, 1994; Hood, 1991), the reform paradigms (Andrews &
Martin, 2007; Bell, et al., 2010; Benington, 2009; Boyne, 2003; Boyne & Law, 2005;
Hodgson, et al., 2007) and the policy churn (Entwistle, 2006; Ranson, 2003) continue to be
fertile ground for research. Yet, it is clear that the organisational behaviour research field
lacks a merging of these two areas; particularly utilising the changing public service
landscape as a backdrop against which to explore public servants’ understanding of public
service citizenship, and specifically their perception of acts of CV.
Graham and Van Dyne (2006) called for contextual factors to be considered in future
research of CV, specifically in relation to ‘norms regarding interaction, openness, critical
analysis, and speaking-up’, together with the influence of ‘organisational structure’ and
‘governance systems’. They note these represent important reciprocal characteristics in the
exposition of CV, and are areas which are still unclear (p. 106).
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The public services improvement schema, emanating from the Third Way and moving
towards the Big Society, promotes partnerships between public service organisations,
citizens, the third sector and other stakeholders, encouraging and requiring public servants
to become more actively involved in challenging the current modes of public service
provision. The policies encompassed within this agenda, together with the financial crisis,
require the renovation of organisational structures but also the reinvention of organisational
behaviours within public services. These policies are accompanied by the viewpoint that it is
the traditional hierarchies and organisational structures that impede free communication
(Festinger, 1954); and thus it is thought that in facilitating the weakening of organisational
barriers, and removing these structural impediments, that this will permit the more effective
use of social capital, leading to improved public services. This view is not yet supported by
evidence (Boyne, 2003; Entwistle & Martin, 2005; Turrini, et al., 2010). And furthermore, the
implicit tenet of this argument is that the barriers are external to the individual.
Research undertaken during the early period of NPM identified a disruption in the
psychological contract with a negative behavioural response to its managerialism (Guest &
Conway, 2000). Yet, little is known about the mechanism of this disruption (Vigoda-Gadot &
Meiri, 2008), and how it impacted upon the perception of apposite behaviours within the
public service environment. Accordingly, it is unclear how the future public service
environment may be shaped by public servants perception of organisational citizenship, and
specifically their perception of acts of CV. Citizenship ‘implies both rights and responsibilities’
(Graham, 1991, p. 251); employee rights to speaking-up but also their responsibilities in
speaking-up (Premeaux & Bedeian, 2003). It is said that ‘the worker has not met his
responsibility by merely obeying’ (Follett, 1949, p. 171). The present research therefore
seeks to explore public servants perception of the notion of CV, with the aim of illuminating
how this perception may shape the public service domain.
This lack of clarity on these wide ranging issues is the nature of the current landscape, and
is indicative of the value of the present research in exploring this under-researched field.
To develop an understanding of organisations requires that ‘researchers have access not
only to what members of the organisation say, but also to what they think but do not say’
(Perlow & Repenning, 2009, p. 3). In additional research often seeks to access the elusive,
implicit factors. Since ‘we cannot hope to integrate our differences unless we know what they
are’ (Follett, 1941, p. 36), how can this blend of subjective perceptions be made audible? In
studying groups Simmel (1955) notes that it is flawed to simply ask members whether
elements of contradiction in behaviours are apparent, since the apparent absence of
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contradictory behaviour alone cannot serve as an adequate indicator.
However, all language is symbolic with communication taking a variety of forms. Greater
understanding comes from the ‘examination of symbols ... the careful scrutiny of the
language used to see what it really means’ (original emphasis) (Follett, 1941, p. 41). But
what if traditional communication pathways are blocked by intrinsic or extrinsic barriers?
Furthermore, these hidden factors are not only often unspoken but they can also be
nonconscious, implicit aspects of identity, often more powerful due to this deep-rooted
psychological status. If, as Harmon and Mayer (1986) suggest, employees are often
‘oblivious to the pathologies embedded in the ways they act’ (p. 215) then a different form of
dialogue is required.
In the present research this dialogue will utilise, as part of a semi-structured interview, the
imagery of projective image elicitation under the auspice of symbolic interactionism as a
method to explore these implicit perceptions and assumptions. The next chapter describes
the operationalisation of the research; presenting the research design and the development
of the research method, before moving on to discuss data analysis and then finally
addressing the issues surrounding rigour and ethics in research.
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Chapter Three: Research Design and Methodology
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter concluded with the clear identification of a field within organisational
behaviour research that requires further development. This relates to the need to explore
how public servants perceive public service citizenship, specifically in relation to acts of CV.
This present chapter clarifies how this will be operationalised.
The present chapter starts with a description of the understanding of the philosophical issues
on which research methodologies are based. This will be followed by a portrayal of how this
philosophical stance shapes both the research strategy and the subsequent processes
undertaken. Any claim to examine and develop theory or practice puts a duty on the
researcher to carefully consider the ontological and epistemological implications. In reaching
this point, this chapter will deal with and describe both the nature of knowledge and the
means of accessing that knowledge, with more detailed consideration of the context of a
research philosophy which is qualitative in approach and underpinned by interpretivism;
specifically utilising the symbolic interactionism perspective of Blumer (1969) along with the
social constructionism of Giddens (1984).
With this aim the present chapter is organised and presented around four connected
themes. These include a review of relevant philosophical perspectives, and a detailed
description of the paradigm of interpretivism adopted for this study. Then a research design
and method consistent with interpretivism is presented, including the previous research from
which this method is developed and extended; clearly identifying how this overall
methodology fulfils the specific aims of this research. This is followed by a description of the
approach to data collection and review. The chapter then addresses issues of rigour in
research before concluding with the consideration of the ethical issues involved.
Part of the methodological approach used in this research is a development on current
techniques; and as will be argued it provides a contribution to knowledge in both method and
practice; consequently its origins will be illustrated and built upon. This approach aims to
redress the predilection of organisational behaviour researchers to rely on observable or
reported behaviours rather than the psychological, implicit characteristics that they purport to
represent.
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3.2 Research Strategy
The choice of research strategy establishes a number of dilemmas for the social researcher
‘for which there is no straightforward answer’, there are many fundamental choices a social
researcher has to make on their research project (Blaikie, 2007, p. 5); and where the
‘paradigms for conducting research seem to be shifting beneath our feet’, it is, according to
Miles & Huberman (1994), ‘good medicine... for researchers to make their preferences clear’
(p. 4). Blaikie identifies four broad influences on the researcher in the process of the
selection of a research strategy; these influences together with their application to the
present research are shown in Table 1 below:
Table 1. Research Influences
Source: Adapted from Blaikie (2007, p. 30)
In terms of the influences identified by Blaikie (2007); the research strategy represents the
choice of approach as a means to an end, influenced by the question to be addressed using
an approach which is contextually, and circumstantially, appropriate. Blaikie suggests the
Research
influences
Methodological impact Present research
Strategy
Design the research
methodology with regard to,
and with the aim of
answering, the research
question.
The present research methodology
explores the concepts, structures and
meanings that individuals’ use in the
formation of their perception of
organisational citizenship and which guides
and orientates their actions.
Worldview
Adopt a methodology
congruent with the
researchers’ ideological
view.
The present researcher believes
knowledge is subjective, with individuals’
experience, meaning and understanding
being constructed via social interaction.
The methodology used is therefore
abductive in seeking to access the
meaning attributed by participants to their
lived experience (Blaikie, 2007).
Personal traits
/ profession
The methodological
approach taken may reflect
an implicit preference for
rationality or ambiguity.
The adoption of interpretivism provides the
interactive and reflexive approach which
supports the discovery of perception,
values and beliefs.
Field of study
Judge the approach most
acceptable to the field of
study, peer and audience
expectations.
The open and dialogic nature of semi-
structured interview facilitates the
exploration of individuals’ meaning-in-situ.
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researcher’s worldview sways the choice of approach on the basis of individually held beliefs
both about what knowledge is, and how it might be accessed. The personal traits, profession
or prior experience of the researcher may influence the selection toward a more linear
positivist approach or to a more complex and causally ambiguous interpretivist perspective.
The field of study, the influences in the broad context of the community of interest, may
guide the research stance and methods; for example, relating to producing work that is
suitable for publication or to improve the researcher’s opportunity for future work in their
chosen field.
In fact, these research influences are not exclusive and the selection of methodology is the
result of an array of influences. The overarching strategy, however, embodies the ‘skills,
assumptions, and practices that the researcher employs’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 25).
Blaikie (2007) hopes that an understanding of alternative approaches will lead to an
informed decision. At the same time he offers no guidelines as to how a researcher might
use the information to make this decision; asserting that the ‘choice becomes more a matter
of weighing up strengths and weaknesses’ (p. 5). Given the lack of a guiding principle and
the plethora of modes and methods available, it is vital that social researchers claiming to
develop knowledge and/or practice are explicit about their perspective on ontology (what
constitutes social reality) and epistemology (how we can come to know or access that
reality).
In pragmatic terms, instead of attempting to identify the best approach, the consideration of
the wide range of approaches should help the researcher to: a) recognise the range of
options and the choices to be made; and b) assess their individual cognitions and ideology,
and in doing so recognise the possibility of their own psychological and behavioural bias. In
undertaking this process the researcher has contextualised the limitations, and so offers the
opportunity to make the most appropriate selection in the circumstances; creating the
conditions for recognising the strengths, weaknesses and limitations of their chosen
research approach.
3.2.1 Research Philosophy
The importance of the knowledge of philosophy in research is essential from two basic
standpoints: firstly, from the researcher’s position; the approach to design and
implementation of the research requires clarification of what information is to be gathered,
but also using what methods, from which source and why the information is deemed notable.
The second viewpoint is that of the audience to the research, who need ‘to know how a
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researcher construes the shape of the social world and aims to give us a credible account of
it’ (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 4), with a need to bring us ‘face to face with the nature of the
assumptions which underwrite’ the research (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. iii).
3.2.2 Ontology and Epistemology
Ontology raises questions about the nature of reality, whether ‘reality is of an objective
nature … ‘out there’… [or subjective]…the product of individual consciousness’ (Burrell &
Morgan, 1979, p. 1); with the approaches spanning positivism at one end to constructionism,
or its closely related position, interpretivism at the other. Whereas epistemology examines
the origins and nature of knowing, along with the construction of knowledge, ‘how one may
begin to understand the world’ (p. 1). The epistemological continuum ranges from the
objectivist (or positivist) where knowledge is ‘hard, real and capable of being transmitted’ to
subjectivist (or anti-positivist) where knowing is ‘softer, more subjective, spiritual’ (p. 1). A
third set of assumptions consider human nature and the influence of the environment on the
individual; the dimensions range from individuals’ actions being determined by their
environment to one where they are the creator, experiencing free will, Burrell & Morgan
(1979) describe these as ‘determinism’ and ‘voluntarism’, respectively (p. 3). The stance
taken on each of the above three continua; ontology, epistemology and human nature,
influences the methodological approach.
In essence the paradigm of positivism contends that the world, including the social world,
exists externally and that its characteristics should be studied using objective methods totally
independent of the observer. The ontology of positivism stems from principles of exact,
precise, and objective science with its historic starting point being the French social theorist,
Comte (1798-1857). Taking this stance there are a number of methodological implications,
such as: a) phenomenalism, where knowledge is based on observed phenomena via
passive, unprejudiced observation; b) pronouncements are made as generalisable, law-like
statements, which are accompanied by cause-and-effect attributions; c) a clear separation
between individual values and facts, within positivism values do not constitute any part of
knowledge due to their inability to be verified and d) the concern with regularities or constant
movement or transition between observable events (Adapted from Blaikie, 2007, pp. 110-
111). Operationalisation in the positivism paradigm requires a detached approach where
observable phenomena must be quantifiable and verifiable with a sufficiently large sample
size to be deemed credible; with the resulting reports being ‘thin’ incorporating summaries,
paraphrasing and reconstructions (Jones, 1996).
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As an integral part of the philosophy of research, the present researcher regards a paradigm
that ‘rejects sensory experience’ (Blaikie, 2007, p. 116) and adopts the passive ‘standpoint
of observer’ (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. 5) as being fundamentally opposed to the
exploration of individuals’ perception. The approaches contained within the paradigm of
positivism have dominated the research arenas of the natural world and physical sciences
but for certain fields of social science, such as organisational behaviour, and in particular the
exploration of individuals’ perception, the present researcher pronounces a clear note of
caution of its instrumentality, and contends that other philosophical positions need to be
considered. Three of the main ontological paradigms are shown in Figure 4 below.
Figure 4. The Ontology Crystal
Source: Compiled by the author, adapted from Blaikie (2007) and Burrell and Morgan (1979)
Constructionism, conversely, at the pure end of the ontological view, asserts the notion that
all social objects are socially constructed (Olsen, 2004) with individuals existing as an island.
However, psychologist Jean Piaget (1985) viewed the process of constructionism as being
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an act of interpretivism, a mixture of elements provided by feedback from the object and the
action of the actor; in this context interpretivism argues for ‘the inseparability of person and
situation’ (Schneider, 1987, p. 439). Within the range of alternative ontological positions,
juxtaposed with positivism and constructionism, is realism as shown in Figure 4 above.
Although in practice realism has closer links with positivism, with its premise of an objective
reality, realism differs in that it accepts different levels of reality. These different levels reflect
multiple perceptions about the single, mind-independent reality (Healy & Perry, 2000).
Blaikie (2007) offers fives levels of realism - shallow, conceptual, cautious, depth and subtle.
Positivism rejects the unobservable, whereas realism seek to explain the mechanisms that
lead to the differences; and in doing so very loosely respects the dualist theories that make
up the approach of Giddens’ (1984) constructionism.
The present research explores how public servants perceive acts of CV and speaking-up
with viewpoints stemming directly from research participants’ perspectives. This can be
claimed as ‘a commitment to some version of the naturalistic, interpretive approach to its
subject matter’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 4). It indicates the nature of the present research,
based on the perception of public servants, as one which is best facilitated within the
interpretivism paradigm in an attempt to explore ‘the sharedness of understandings
…making sense of the other by reference to the community context in which the actions of
the other are embedded’ (original emphasis) (Prus, 1996, p. 35).
3.2.3 Interpretivism
Interpretivism is a philosophical position which can be clearly distinguished from positivism.
Interpretivism has its origins in phenomenology, the study of consciousness of self and
other, and hermeneutics, the act of interpretation (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). An interpretive
approach stresses the importance of studying research subjects in natural settings and
attempting to interpret the meanings research subjects construct or create (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2005). The commitment to an interpretive research position is further strengthened
by its viewpoint that the human world is different from the natural, physical world in that
human beings have the capacity to interpret and construct reality (Schwandt, 1994). Blaikie
(2007) in defining the paradigm of interpretivism states it is the study of social phenomena,
and that the act of exploration requires an understanding of the social world that people
have constructed and which they reproduce through their continuing activities. In examining
the meaning of their ‘inner worlds’ (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000, p. 4), with the aim of
exploring individuals’ lived reality, it is vital ‘to understand their perceptions – their reality’
(original emphasis) (McLean Parks, et al., 1998, p. 697) and this, the present researcher
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believes, is best served within the realm of interpretivism, and specifically utilising symbolic
interactionism and social constructionism.
The interpretivism paradigm is enveloped by the study of acts which build the social world;
the meaningfulness of individuals’ behaviour, the social space in which individuals’ construct
and respond, create ‘intersubjective’ shared meanings (Wieder, 1980, p. 81); highlighting
how individuals’ draw on a different range of rules and resources, and constitute them as a
basis for action. These shared meanings which occupy the social space is a key part of
Giddens’ (1984) structuration theory, which has as its central premise the ‘duality of
structure’, asserting that individuals’ produce and reproduce society via their active
participation.
Giddens’ declares:
‘Social systems are constituted by the activities of human agents, enabled and
constrained by the social structural properties of these systems. The
structures define both the rules - techniques, norms or procedures - guiding
action, and the resources - authoritative and allocative - empowering action’
(Giddens, 1984, pp. 21, 258)
Yet, in line with the present interpretive approach these structures are taken as having a
subjective form being ‘instantiated in activity or retained mentally as remembered codes of
conduct‘ (Whittington, 1992, p. 696). Within organisations, the layering of interactionism with
constructionism has been shown to be instrumental in ‘linking images of ‘internal realities’
(the organisational culture/s), as socially constructed by employees, with images of those
realities constructed by others (stakeholders’ images)’. Using this process results in the
‘organisational identity [being] at one and the same time constructed through the agency of
numerous actors’ (Hatch & Yanow, 2008, pp. 33,32). Consequently, as a fundamental part of
the present research is the exploration of the perception of rules and resources, capacities
and capabilities, and rights and responsibilities, within the workplace, and how they are
subjectively and intersubjectively constructed, then this active process of interpersonal
constructionism (and the level of awareness of this process) is markedly salient.
Demonstrating the contextual application of individuals’ symbolic interactionism Blumer
(1969) puts the matter concisely; ‘the actor selects, checks, suspends, regroups and
transforms the meanings in the light of the situation in which he (sic) is placed and the
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direction of his (sic) action’ (p. 5). Symbolic interactionism, however, attracts conceptual
concern due to its lack of a ‘single integrated body of theory which defines its position’
compounded by the ‘wide range of interactionist thought’ which exists, and are hotly
debated, even within its own field (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. 79). Rose (1962)
acknowledges the diverse origins and disagreements in premises but provides a simplified
frame of reference which identifies the range of assumptions from which the symbolic
interactionism approach is built; these assumptions are shown as building blocks in Figure 5
below.
Figure 5. The Assumptions of Symbolic Interactionism
Source: Adapted from Rose (1962, pp. 5-13)
Blumer (1969) elaborates on the nature of the blocks as, a near contradiction in terms,
subjective objects of life. He contends that individuals’ act in terms of the meaning of their
objects, with groups also having its objects to which collective meanings are attributed. He
further suggests that through the continued interaction of group life, different groups of
individuals develop different worlds. It is the exploration of these underlying contextualised
meanings, together with the construction and interactivity of same, which are then reflected
in individuals’ perception or understanding of their experiences. It is the recognition of this
agency that is directly reflected in the present researcher’s interpretivist research philosophy,
specifically via the conflation of social constructionism and symbolic interactionism, and
which drives the present research approach which will be discussed next.
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3.2.4 Research Approach
An iterative research approach has been adopted which has allowed for personal reflection
and development of the research in response to early trials. The research process began
with initial experiential observations, strengthened by a review of the extant literature, which
led to a theoretical framework and a map of areas for exploration. Early pilot studies gave
feedback which informed both the development of the research approach and the design
and refinement of the methodology. There are four main research approaches, as shown in
Table 2 below:
Table 2. Research Approaches
Approach Main characteristics
Inductive
The establishment of a description of patterns via the initial collection of
data. An inductive approach involves the researcher undertaking
experiments, and analysing the data with no use of hypothesis.
Deductive
Sometimes referred to as the hypothetico-deductive method. This approach
entails the testing of a pre-stated theory, an hypothesis, with the aim of
eliminating those determined as false and corroborating those that endure.
Retroductive The researcher aims to discover and model mechanisms that explainobserved regularities.
Abductive
This approach seeks to reveal actors’ language, meanings and accounts in
the context of their everyday activities with the aim of understanding
motivations, perceptions and behaviours.
Source: Adapted from Blaikie (2007)
Within the present research a modification of the typical abductive approach is deemed the
most appropriate. An abductive approach seeks to describe and understand social life in
terms of social actors’ motives and understanding; ‘the aim is to discover their constructions
of reality, their ways of conceptualising and giving meaning to their social worlds, their tacit
knowledge’ (Blaikie, 2007, p. 10). It aligns to the applied form of phenomenology, a
technique that seeks to make explicit the implicit structure and meaning of human
experience (Atkinson, 1972). An abductive approach would commonly involve the
researcher’s sustained immersion in the specific research setting. However, Hatch and
Yanow (2008) note that although the immersion in the setting is often highlighted; the
abductive approach focuses on context-specific meanings and the processes through which
they are created. They continue that its crux is its interpretive / constructivist approach which
interrogates the organisational processes which actors use to collectively shape meaning.
The salience of the abductive approach is not afforded by the direct immersive status but by
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its desire to explore; ‘the abductive research strategy incorporates what the inductive and
deductive research strategies ignore – the meanings and interpretations, the motives and
intentions, that people use in their everyday lives, and which direct their behaviour’ (Blaikie,
2007, p. 90).
An abductive approach involves the researcher exploring the motives and reasons that
accompany social activities; the researcher in trying to access tacit knowledge would be, in
Blaikie’s (2007) terms, an ‘insider’. As a public servant studying public servants this status is
providentially afforded. Acknowledged, the insider status in the present research does not
incorporate the sustained immersion in the direct lived experience of the specific research
participants that is typical of many abductive studies. It refers to an insider status afforded by
experiential subsistence which provides a familiar association, a common discourse. In
referring to the value of this association Blumer (1969) notes that ‘there are levels of
happening that are hidden to all participants’ in social life but it is in the ‘direction of
movement’ in the expanding and deepening of our understanding of participants’ social, and
organisational, life that is vital, and not the exactness in the duration of interactive study (p.
39). Consequently, it is essential that in order to utilise this status, and gain access to
individuals’ perceptions, that the present researcher adopts the posture of both a peer and a
learner; seeking to discover participants’ viewpoint via a collegial, socio-archaeological
discourse.
Discourse is defined as ‘a particular way of representing the (physical, social, psychological)
world - there are alternative and often competing discourses, associated with different
groups of people in different social positions’ (Fairclough, 2003, p. 17). With the stream of
different discourses, with varying forms of representation and abstraction, the accessing of
individuals’ concepts and meanings-in-situ is a sizeable task but combined with the
exploration of implicit perception, this is a significant challenge for any research study. Data
collection techniques associated with qualitative research includes interviews, diary methods
and action research; and the present research will be no exception with the use of semi-
structured interviews, considered later. Yet, whereas these dialogic techniques may ‘seek to
challenge and, to some extent, ‘deconstruct’ accepted understandings and assumptions’
(Symon & Cassell, 2006, p. 309), in the exposure of perceptions they contend with the
opinion that ‘all interviews will be opportunities for impression management ... they cannot
be treated as more or less accurate reports on some external reality’ (Murphy, et al., 1998,
p. 8); they are often driven by the desire to provide favourable impressions and avoid social
embarrassment (Goffman, 1956).
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Given the present research philosophy and its abductive approach; an approach which
specifically aims to uncover the ‘largely tacit … symbolic; meanings, intentions and rules,
which provide the orientations for [individuals’] actions’, its multilayered nature signifies that
multilayered means are required (Blaikie, 2007, p. 90). It is in the matter of the consideration
of this implicit sphere that Williams (1976 cited in Burrell & Morgan, 1979), asserts that those
engaged in qualitative research, and symbolic interactionism specifically, despite their
psychological and cognitive interest, often fail to do justice. In order to delve into the often
nonconscious cognitions in which these perceptions are embedded, and expose participants’
implicit values and beliefs, ‘the social scientist may have to resort to procedures that
encourage this reflection in order to discover the meaning and theories’ of the participants
(Blaikie, 2007, p. 90). The next section examines the research method, which includes the
account of the advancement of a current method; an approach which has been developed
specifically to focus on encouraging participant reflection and the exploration of these elusive
implicit perceptions.
3.3 Development of the Research Method
3.3.1 Introduction - Projective Image Elicitation - PIE
The choice of method for this research is a direct consequence of the philosophical position
of interpretivism, whilst also reflecting symbolic interactionism and social constructionism, as
outlined in the previous section. The method aims to redress the observational or self-
reported basis on which the findings of research in the organisation behaviour field
predominantly sit. It aims to access implicit perception via the use of an extended image-
elicitation method. The use of imagery in examining the unspoken is not new, its use in
psychological and family therapy, social anthropology and marketing is well established
(Collier Jr, 1957; Epstein, et al., 2006; Zaltman & Coulter, 1995). Additionally, co-created or
self created images, via drawings or photographs, are emerging as techniques to aid the
examination of the workplace setting. These images are often produced in conjunction with
practitioners in the form of rich pictures or collages of organisational life (Checkland &
Scholes, 1990).
The current approach builds on these techniques and progresses into the territory of the
thematic apperception test (Murray, 1938), extending into the niche deserted by ‘the most
reviled and celebrated’ technique in research imagery (Hunsley & Bailey, 1999, p. 266), that
of Rorschach’s inkblot test. Projective image elicitation (PIE) is a method in which the
audiences’ cognitive, and psychological, intrinsic self is projected onto an image. The
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discussion of the connection is said to reveal their implicit interpretations; the often
nonconscious aspects of self; the elusive hidden perceptions.
This section is arranged as follows, it briefly: identifies the importance of communication in
organisations and then moves on, more substantially, to reveal the dialogic use of imagery;
reviewing the origins, modes and functionality of images as an integral part of social life. This
leads to a discussion of the application of images in research and the presentation of the
present PIE method; describing its utility, the image selection process, coding schema, the
methodological process in the field, and the responses to the pilot studies. There follows a
brief review of the learning from the initial pilot studies which enabled an iterative, reflexive
process with the consequential development of the method used as an integral part of the
present research.
3.3.2 The Organisation of Communication
The challenging environment facing most organisations; be it financial, social,
environmental or technological or, more commonly, an intricate mixture of each, has meant
that there is an increased desire to drive the 3E’s; economy, efficiency and effectiveness,
with the fourth E, the employees, providing the fuel. The Human Relations approach, which
considers the importance of the emotional as well as the transactional proceedings at the
workplace, emerged as a serendipitous by-product of the study of scientific management as
part of the classic Hawthorne studies. During these studies, Elton Mayo (1930) and
colleagues identified the significance of sociological and psychological factors within the
workplace, they found a relationship between an individuals’ motivation and satisfaction; and
their participation in the group and the resultant organisational outputs. The highlighting of
these previously overlooked, individually-attributed aspects led to an increased awareness of
the value of human agency to the organisation. Mayo observed that it was ‘urgently
necessary that industry should give as much attention to human as it has to material inquiry’
(p. 176). It was this observation that resulted in a surge in research activity to further explore
his findings; as taken up by a wide range of scholars including Maslow, Katz & Kahn, Weber,
Taylor and Vroom among many others.
Subsequent research has indicated that employees being in-gear at work maximises the
outcomes for the organisation (Argyris, 1957; Luthans, et al., 2008); providing better financial
performance and customer ratings in the private sector, and improved citizen satisfaction
within the public sector (Giardini & Frese, 2008; MacLeod & Clarke, 2008). For that reason,
the greater the understanding that managers and peers have of employees’ subjective
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experiences the better the prospects of facilitating individual, and organisational, value and
well-being (Tannenbaum, 1966). This understanding gives space for organisational
‘sensemaking’; the primary site where meanings materialise that inform and constrain
identity and action’ (Weick, et al., 2005, p. 409); serving as the ‘invisible hand’ in
organisations, shaping conduct and meaning (Gioia, et al., 1994, p. 365). It is through the
process of sensemaking, that employees’ cognitive and social assets form the human capital
available to the organisation (Schultz, 1961).
Human capital is the amalgamation of individuals’ added value; representing knowledge,
skills and experience (Lin, 2001); a proportion of this amalgam is internalised and the
exposure of this tacit understanding is often seen as a challenge for organisations and a key
feature in the art of management. Tacit knowledge represents the know-how and
understanding that employees hold which is often not recorded or shared (McAdam, et al.,
2007). To uncover this implicit understanding, the masked vista, managers are
recommended to move beyond the traditional mono-level, rational communication models
‘otherwise much of the richness and complexity of organisational life is passing them by.
They are simply not seeing what is really going on’ (Morgan, 1997, p. 350).
3.3.3 The Language of Images - Illustrative Conversations
A relationship between manager and employee cannot be effective when they habitually
‘base their actions on seriously differing perceptions’ (Tannenbaum, 1966, p. 55). These
discrepancies make the coordination of organisational activities more difficult and can result
in a decrease in organisational performance (Kahn, 1958). Denning (2004) decries that most
management textbooks espouse the necessity to get people to work together, to gain a
common narrative, an open agenda, ‘their advice… encourage conversations. Yes, but
how?’ (p. 126).
Effective collaboration requires a dialogue built on trust and a shared understanding.
Achieving this open agenda requires a form of communication which is inclusive, accessible
and promotes discussion in an engaging manner, but one which also deflects attention from
participants and allows base assumptions, tacit understanding and core values to be
revealed; aiding integration between members of a group. It is argued that the use of
different linguistic devices open up these multi-layered conversations; they permit different
types of understanding which aim to ‘derail the participants’ normal routine’ (Barry, 1994, p.
194). Exposing these different layers of discourse ultimately enriches conversations; it
acknowledges the complexity, even heightens the complexity, but by revealing the
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multiplicity of viewpoints; it enhances knowledge and understanding that can illuminate
complex situations (Bürgi & Roos, 2003).
Visual media, and imagery, has been shown to develop an increased awareness between
audiences, to enhance rapport and remove the customary barriers in conversation (Epstein,
et al., 2006; Harper, 2002; Kolb, 2008; Schaverien, 1999). The reading of an image
accesses a different form of consciousness and perception (Barthes, 2000); involving a
transference of thoughts, feelings or behaviours; these processes ‘are largely implicit, as
networks or schemas about the self, others and relationships…are activated outside of the
person’s consciousness’ (Barsade, et al., 2009, p. 148). The potential role for imagery in
management research, and within organisations, utilising the capacity of non-verbal
symbols, is therefore both powerful and significant; playing a compelling role in surfacing the
unconscious - ‘making the invisible visible’ (Barry, 1994, p. 1); highlighting truths that are
more felt than thought (Edwards, 1986).
3.3.4 Images, the Rediscovery
The use of photographs, diagrams, grids, charts, figures, matrices, symbols and other non-
prose, non-verbal techniques as an alternative form of discourse has long been recognised.
It has been claimed these techniques reveal ‘repressed or hidden problems and
opportunities’ (Williams, 1998, p. 55); improve memory recall (Swann Jr & Miller, 1982); and
elicit emotions (Kenney, 2009). Barry (1996) discusses symbolic constructivism as a
framework which uses art-like portrayal to catalyse the alternative knowing of conscious and
tacit understanding, together with nonconscious beliefs and feelings; he suggests
participants end up conveying their world in ways they may have purposefully avoided or
never thought to do so. First attributed to Geertz (1973) in his examination of cultures,
symbolic constructivism has historically been confined to art and family psychological
therapy but its use in social and organisational arenas is developing interest.
Visual approaches to sociological research were generally out of vogue from the 1960s until
the mid 1990s, a period when claims of researcher bias and the haziness of interpreting
interpretations were abound (Harper, 2002). Harper suggests its use in areas other than
sociological research, was largely ‘treated as a waif on the margins rather than as a robust
actor in a developing research tradition’ (p. 15). However, with the production of small,
inexpensive digital still and video cameras, social scientists began to re-evaluate the
significance of this diverse data which emanated from an ever-growing range of sources and
perspectives (Prosser & Loxley, 2008). The increased visual nature of society (Kenney,
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2009) has been aided by the arrival of the internet, creating an extraordinary transformation
in the manner of social communication (Jeffrey, et al., 2009), where ‘visual images saturate
contemporary society’ (Davison, 2010, p. 165) and provide a community where exchanges
and dialogue are brimming with images as ‘a tool for self-expression’ (Suler, 2008, p. 555).
This visual explosion, and the rediscovery of the dialogic ability of imagery, in a form that is
more accessible (Warren, 2008), has led to a growing impetus to return to this, the earliest
form of communication; representing a context where ‘the power of the image continues to
grow, or perhaps paradoxically reverts to its primitive pride of place’ (Davison, 2010, p. 179).
A snapshot of the journey of research incorporating images is shown in Appendix A. It
specifically focuses on approaches commonly referred to as photo-elicitation, reflecting their
predominant use of photographs and their surrounding discussion. The table details the
nature of the study, and a note is made of the authors’ key findings on the functionality of
using images as part of the research process. The studies are shown within disciplines, in
chronological order based on the earliest published study in the relevant area.
3.3.5 The Functionality of Images
Images, as metaphor
The functional use of imagery is thought to offer a visual metaphor; Morgan (1980) observes
that metaphors provide a way of presenting climate and culture in a more ‘knowing’ way than
could ever be produced in a traditional, rational, textual way. ‘Used as a supplement to
verbal argumentation, the visual, artistic material opens the discourse of organisational
studies’ (Hatch & Yanow, 2008, p. 36); not only shaping what we see but how we act toward
it (Morgan, 1997). Historically met with unease, due to its non-standard status, Axley (1984)
argues that metaphor is a valid research tool, particularly capable of representing
experience; and as ‘part of a communication process’ used to aid comprehension by using
comparisons and associations both of which provide a mechanism to refer to the unknown in
terms of the known, reviewing both the social and cultural setting (Steger, 2007, p. 7).
The denial of a serious role for metaphor, thought by some to be a deviant form of
expression when set against the ‘objectivist’ assumptions of the logical structure of language
and meaning (Cornelissen, et al., 2008), is being challenged by the desire within many
organisations for employees to be more creative and innovative in their thinking. Metaphors
generate new understanding, and therefore have a key practical and constructive role in
human action and interaction (Schon, 1993 cited in Bürgi & Roos, 2003); via the invocation
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of irony and paradox, metaphor opens up dialogue to new meanings (Ortony, et al., 1978).
Metaphors are thought to use the force of comparison to create something completely
different, just as the arousal of images can ‘facilitate concept discovery’ (Cox, 1999, p. 221).
The prevalence of metaphor as a comparative, a substitutive, form of communication was
championed by Aristotle; Wheelwright (1962) suggests metaphor is often used in a simple,
almost mere, manner - usual meaning for X contrasted against the usual meaning for Y - he
proposes this misses their use as a vehicle for new insights into Z. Wheelwright notes these
insights provide ‘movement through certain particulars of experience in a fresh way,
producing new meaning by juxtaposition alone’ (Wheelwright, 1962 cited in Ortony, et al.,
1978, p. 923).
Collaborative workplaces are becoming more prevalent, and they require the production of
new insights, and collective meanings. Ortony et al., (1978), in referring to the work of Petrie
(1976), note the ‘fact that different disciplinary orientations give rise to different ways of
receiving the same phenomenon’, he argued that the best tool for bridging the
comprehension gap is metaphor due to their ability to ‘cast new things in terms of old’ and to
develop, via the process of discovery, a new ‘cognitive map’ (p. 937). This results in
transferring knowledge from a ‘source domain’ to a ‘target domain’ (Tsoukas, 1993, p. 336).
This transference is ‘a ‘driver’ used to generate innovation and change’ (Pablo & Hardy,
2009, p. 824), and in developing effective integrative and collaborative working in a
pluralistic context (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009).
3.3.6 Images, the Composition
The use of visuals in communication is not confined to images, ‘spoken text is never just
verbal, but also visual, combining with modes such as facial expression, gesture, posture’
(Kress & van Leeuwen, 2007, p. 41); the mode of delivery has a significant impact on the
signification of the message. Barthes (1982) remarks that an image presupposes complicity,
and that this can take two interpretative forms. The first level he describes as the ‘studium’
and is the interpretation of the sign of the image, the signifier, the clearly visible content. The
second level of reading he calls the ‘punctum’, an unintentional and ungeneralisable feel of
the image, the expressive content, the signified, which lies outside the transparent
components and confronts the viewer with an ‘intractable reality’ (p. 182). The ability of an
image to affect this multi-levelled interpretation is also described as ‘denotative and
connotative’ referring to the primary, blunt, obvious meaning; and the secondary, nuanced or
implied meaning, respectively (Kenney, 2009, p. 51), with the foundations of its transference
being based in the composition of the image.
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Halliday & Matthiessen’s (2004) study of image composition, and its affect on the viewer,
has provided a range of accounts of the interactive process; the gaze of the image can
‘demand’ via a direct look or ‘offer’ via an indirect or sideways approach. The demand image
aims to connect emotionally or personally, such as the image on Leete’s “Your Country
Needs YOU” forces recruitment poster, see Figure 6 below, which talks directly to the viewer
and expects a response in the form of action; it forms a ‘pseudo-social bond’ (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2007, p. 118), aiming to invoke a response reminiscent of that evidenced during
communication with someone like ‘us’; maximising involvement. The offer image provides
information, issues for consideration and although asks for contemplation does not aim to
make direct contact; often shown via an oblique angle hence it shows ‘others’, strangers who
are not part of ‘our’ world.
Figure 6. Your Country Needs YOU
Source: Alfred Leete (1914)
The social distances portrayed within the image also affect the message transferred, the
‘proxemics’ works in the same way as everyday face-to-face interaction (Hall, 1964). The
image composition could follow, for example: a) extreme close up; b) close up, c) medium
close; d) medium long, and e) long shot which will vary in their intrinsic power between a)
personal or intimidating; b) directive, expert or close friend; c) personal business or public
social interaction; d) impersonal business or new acquaintance; and e) distant interaction
with those who are to remain strangers. This list format appears, and indeed is, formulaic but
it is representative of the ‘patterns of distance’ which are ‘conventional in visual genres’ and
are revealed within the media, and as part of the rules of common social life (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2007, p. 126). This form of perspective is often unspoken and incognisant but is
definitely heard. These behavioural and cognitive responses to differing perspectives in
social interaction are made all the more powerful due to this nonconscious effect (Goffman,
1963).
Communication is often said to be all about perspective. In the study of cinematography the
power of the vertical angle has been shown to be an important means of expression (Martin,
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1968 cited in Kress & van Leeuwen, 2007); with a low angle, looking up at the viewer,
signifying reverence, supremacy or awe; with a high angle, showing inferiority or
submissiveness. An eye level view represents equality. This incongruent level of interaction
is also shown in many other forms of communication with technical vocabulary and
acronyms in many communities of practice; for example, in the conventional manner of
address in a legal courtroom. The excluding effect of legal lingo was reported by Scrivener
(1999) in his examination of courtroom language. He found it helped to create a situational
mystique, the perspective of which ‘protect lawyers from invasion by the ordinary people’.
Scrivener reported one exchange; ‘Didn't your client know it was res ipsa loquitur?’ enquired
a Welsh County Court Judge. ‘In the valley where he lives,’ said the Welsh barrister, ‘they
scarcely talk of anything else’ (p. 1). Dialogic exclusion is also shown within the narrative
constructed by organisational elites where language ‘is a ritual through which members build
consensus’ and non-consciously orientate strategic direction (Abolafia, 2010, p. 364).
Perspective in an image, as many social interactions, does not change the visual features of
what is seen (or audible features of what is heard) but are suggested, via their modality, to
regulate and generate attitudinal meaning (Rose, 2007).
3.3.7 Images, the Modality
The image modality is what Foster (1988) refers to as ‘how we see, how we are able,
allowed, or made to see’, thus emphasising the role of the individuals’ subjectivity, their
environment and their surrounding social practices in their visualisation experiences (cited in
Rose, 2007, p. ix). Described as the scopic regime, it is the way in which both what is seen
and how it is seen is socially constructed. The social modality of images was studied by
Whitely (1999) who observes the importance of mindful interpretation of the base
composition of images, representing Barthes’ (2000) studium, but crucially he also
emphasises the essential examination that is required of ‘other types of analysis so that the
visual scrutiny of what can literally be seen can be studied in relation to reception, meaning
and content’ (cited in Rose, 2007, p. 39).
The various modes of grammar within images; for example, the use of shapes, colour and
spatiality, are widely discussed by Kress & van Leeweun (2007), amongst others, but in the
present research it will be asserted that the contribution of the current method is a departure
from prior methods instead focusing distinctively on cartoon images and their ability to
enhance the projective interaction between the image and the audience. This present
method, it will be argued, provides the compositional features to maximise contextual
modality; to explore individuals’ situational perceptions specifically focusing on cartoons, the
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employee and their workplace.
3.3.8 The Application of Images
Images, the Audience
Research that use images vary, they range from those who use images as: a photo
documentation record, an aid to provide insights about the cultures and societies that
produced them; part of an individual participant interview as a form of ‘photovoice’
(Hurworth, 2003, p. 1); or finally, as a form of photo or image-elicitation. The most common
use of the image-elicitation technique involves participants creating the images, either
photographs or drawings, which offers a visual representation of how the research
participants see the world. The images then establish a tangible focus for discussion as part
of the subsequent interview process. This form of the image-elicitation technique primarily
relates to, and encourages reflection upon, the participants’ experiences and perceptions in
relation to the external world, often considering their viewpoint in relation to a place or
community (Cederholm, 2004; Collier Jr, 1957; Kolb, 2008); linking directly to the social
cognition of self (Greenwald, et al., 2002).
The projective image-elicitation (PIE) method, conversely, is based on a different premise.
PIE involves ‘a respondent stating their opinions about an image presented to them’
(Warren, 2005, p. 864). PIE is based on the stance that the individual principally assigns,
that is projects, onto the image aspects of self (Anastasi & Urbina, 1997; Murray, 1938); in a
‘call-and-response relationship’ (Cooper, 2007, p. 1569). In the complex dialogue between
the individual in interaction with the image, and the accompanying discussion, the individual
reveals implicit aspects of their perception in the process of definition and interpretation of
the image’s features. This dialogic is a process of contextualised definition, with an individual
undertaking a social act which falls with the realm of symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969).
Blumer describes the process of social action as involving self-indication, based on the
meanings that objects have for the actor. These meanings are invoked by the actor’s
interaction, and are defined and shaped by both prior and current interactions. The
meanings are then made real in the mind of the actor and in their formation they guide the
process of social interaction.
In a practical application of PIE, Lutz and Collins (1993 cited in Rose, 2007) studied the
image viewer at the site of interaction, described as ‘audiencing’; they witnessed viewers
differing reactions, observing the often contradictory meanings the same image may
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articulate to different viewers. This has conceptual links to the Rorschach “inkblot” technique
which has the ‘dubious distinction of being, simultaneously, the most cherished and the most
reviled of all psychological assessment tools’ (Hunsley & Bailey, 1999, p. 266) with this
scholarly tug-of-war still ongoing (Drenth, 2008). As a result of this academic disagreement
Rose (2007) anticipated the likely declaration of the inconsequential nature of this
incongruous response to PIE, foreseeing the dismissive reaction that ‘everyone sees things
in their own way’ but states this ‘obscures the very real power relations in which visual
images - and all social life - participate’ (p. 261).
Yet it is argued that is the consideration of divergence in response to audiencing an image
that offers the vital catalyst in PIE; as mirrored in other forms of discourse analysis, where a
divergence provides the springboard for discussion. The airing of differences allows
development, learning and the integration of views; processes which are essential in
identifying creative ideas, finding new ways of acting and developing effective, dynamic
organisations (Follett, 1941). Whereas the verbal and textual communicative system tends to
involve thinking that is predominantly rational, linear, and consciously managed; in contrast,
the visual or mental imagery communication system tends to be more holistic, emotional,
personal, imaginative, symbolic, and influenced by the unconscious and in that mode can be
divergent (Richardson, 1969).
Images, as elucidation - employees
‘People at work are often willing to say that they are satisfied with their work, but what they
mean is they are satisfied, given that one cannot expect much satisfaction’ (Ackroyd &
Thompson, 1999, p. 42); thus highlighting the inherent difficulty of harvesting a clear voice
which communicates an understanding of employees’ experiences, expectations and
perception. Self-schemata can provide a framework for perception; guiding the interpretation
of stimuli by focusing attention on domains that are relevant to the audiences’ self-concept or
their inherent traits. Images facilitate the link between self-schemata and the stimulus by
triggering the recognition of implicit emotion (Lynn, et al., 1985).
Elucidating these implicit emotions; whether by narrative, artistry or metaphor, are rife with
difficulties, often ending up in the ‘too hard’ pile (Barry, 1996, p. 3). Image-elicitation provides
an accessible way of interacting; of promoting dialogue within organisations, reminiscent of
peeling the onion to expose the deeper layers of conception. This is fostered by developing
an understanding of the agency of situated social involvement, ‘you have to get people
within the situation, within the same picture’ (Follett, 1949, p. 134), then utilise this
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contextualised agency to invoke expansive modes of interaction. Knowledge of the way that
social interactions and social relations are understood, and articulated, can be encoded in
images, as is observed when an image confronts the viewer with a visual representation of a
social relation. For example, when we see a depiction of a smile, we are under no
requirement to respond as would be usual in face-to-face communication. However, we
recognise how we are addressed and instinctively, ‘imaginarily’ respond (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2007, p. 116). Consequently, images that include a person or a face heighten this
interactive process and amplify the connection between the viewer and the image.
Images, as elucidation – cartoons
Referring to the work of Lyotard, Readings (1991) notes ‘visibility is not merely a matter of
passive object and distanced subject. Instead, subject and object come together, bruise
against each other, in an act of perception’ (p. 12). This agency is also observed in the
manner in which individuals respond to stories; reflexively blending the plotline, characters
and setting with their own insights. Individuals then respond to the stimulus involuntarily and
draw parallels between two patterns (Boje, 1991); with meaning being ‘constituted in the
consciousness of the relation’ (Luckmann, 2008, p. 289). Consequently, it is in the
perception of a connecting relationship which elucidates subjective meaning and perception.
Cartoons might lack precision but the power of their unrealness in exploiting the connecting
relationship was identified by Barthes (2000) who noted ‘a diagram lends itself to
signification more than a drawing … and a caricature more than a portrait’ (p. 110). Cartoons
also lack gravitas, yet the modality of humorous communication is ‘excused from the normal
conventions’ (Ackroyd & Thompson, 1999, p. 102); which allows cartoon images to
maximise the metaphoric bruising and create a new insight (Cox, 1999).
An important requirement for metaphor production is that it is ‘contextually anomalous’,
creating strain between the two conditions of the metaphor (Ortony, et al., 1978, p. 939).
These metaphoric conditions are paradoxically required to be both necessary and amenable
to elimination, thus allowing the interaction between the two conditions to be cognitively
linked. An individual’s response to a contextualised stimulus therefore reveals their
perception of the contextual and subjective relation. The use of contextualised cartoon
images within the present PIE method is its key advancement on prior image-elicitation
approaches; due to its ability to maximise this connectivity; via the power of parody,
personification and paradox. The features of image composition, modality and elucidation
directly inform the means of image selection, discussed next.
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3.3.9 PIE, the Image Selection
The image selection protocol in the present PIE approach creates the contextual strain
necessary, to aid cognitive confrontation, whilst pursuing an individual and situational
parallel to better enable the metaphoric transference process. Consequently, and
significantly, the images chosen for use in the present research are cartoons which include a
person or a face, and are set within a workplace context. The images were selected during
May and June 2009 via two sources; the Microsoft clipart website and Google website image
section, in both cases a series of search terms were used to source the images. The active
role of the present researcher in the process of image selection must be acknowledged; this
is often inherent in research in which their role of choice-maker is central, distinctive and
enduring (Albert & Whetten, 1985). Any imposed definitional criteria necessarily include and
excludes certain aspects and is therefore influenced by the cognitions of the researcher as
an integral part of the process. However, this acknowledged, generic thesaurus terms
relating to typical office or workplace environments were used. The terms were specified in a
variety of combinations to locate pertinent images, search terms used were: team, man,
woman, male, female, officer, employee, manager, organisation, workplace, office, and
work.
A total of 300 images were downloaded, saved and compiled in a database for use in the
initial pilot stage of the present research. The images were saved in the database numbered
i1 to i300. The images were reviewed and coded for each aspect of composition, based on
the image composition factors discussed earlier: demand, offer, submissive, oppressive,
male, female, group or single image and the distancing used. This was alongside codes for
categories relating to studium, metonymic and /or synecdochal features. This coding schema
is used primarily as an orientation guide, reflecting both the theoretical basis of imagery in
consideration of the modality factors contained within the image, discussed earlier, but also
aspects which emerged from consideration of the participants’ responses during the initial
stage of the research; the coding schema is shown in Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Projective Image Elicitation (PIE), the Coding Schema
Image features Coding Schema
Studium / signifier -
setting
 Workplace / office
 Workplace / non-office
 Ambiguous
 Meeting - peers
 Meeting - manager / employee
Studium / signifier -
activities
 Undertaking role
 Communication
 Active e.g. sports related or undertaking work role
 Passive
 Metaphors e.g. sleepwalking
Studium / signifier -
manner
 Smile
 Neutral
 Frown
 Positive emotions e.g. laughing
 Negative emotions e.g. shouting
Studium / signifier -
gender
 Lone female
 Lone male
 Lone genderless
 Two female
 Two male
 Two genderless
 Group female
 Group male
 Group genderless
 Mixed group - majority female
 Mixed group - majority male
 Mixed group - mixed gender
Punctum / signified
- perspective
 Demand - direct
 Offer - clear indirect
 Oblique - indirect
 Submissive - High or low angle
 Oppressive - High or low angle
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Image features Coding Schema
Punctum / signified
- proxemics
 Extreme close - personal intimidating
 Close up - directive, expert or close friend
 Medium close - personal business or public social
interaction
 Medium long - impersonal business or new
acquaintance
 Long - distant interaction, to remain strangers
Punctum / signified
- connotive
Features that carry a range of higher-level meanings,
split into two categories:
 Metonymic image e.g. a scientist maybe associated
with intelligence, or a gymnast associated with training
and dedication.
 Synecdochal image e.g. a part representing a whole,
or a whole representing a part; for example a large,
black, high-back leather chair is associated with the
office of a senior manager in an organisation.
Source: Compiled by the author using the terminology of Barthes (1982)
Next, the pragmatics of the PIE process is described before moving to discuss the pilot
study. The pilot study incorporated two stages; with part one facilitating the access to the
participants who were involved in part two.
3.3.10 PIE, the Process
The PIE images were saved as jpeg or bitmap image files on a laptop computer using its
unique reference number (i1 - i300). Microsoft Excel was used as the database to store the
responses relating to each image. Participants’ responses were entered via an Excel
message box and matched against the image using its unique numeric reference. The
responses to each image were noted along with demographic information, as below, as part
of the same message box. Each PIE image is shown in numerical order as saved in the
database (i1 - i300) incrementing by one from the previous image. This sequential
presentation is consistent throughout the pilot study, irrespective of date or work site visited,
with the image ‘counter’ being maintained and re-started with the next sequential image. In
undertaking the PIE method each participant is requested to:
 Consider their usual working day and the office setting
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 To think about themselves undertaking their normal work role and their typical
feelings whilst at the workplace
 Participants are then asked to maintain that mindset and look at the image and
provide five words which link their workplace and the image
 as supplementary information, participants are each asked to suggest any saying,
sentence or phrase which they felt pertinent to link their workplace and the image
 Participants are asked to undertake this process for a number of images. In the pilot
studies this number was typically between five and eight, discussed later.
The final part of the process involved a short conversation to ascertain general demographic
information; i.e. nature of work sector and time spent in work sector; also the gender of the
participant was noted. The participants were thanked for their time.
The next section explains how this PIE process was applied in a two phase pilot study.
3.3.11 The Pilot Study
The term pilot study has a range of meanings; it can refer to an initial small-scale approach,
a trial run or the ‘trying out’ of a particular research instrument and although not
guaranteeing success of later work ‘it does increase the likelihood’ (van Teijlingen &
Hundley, 2001, p. 1). The aim of the pilot study was to inform the refinement of PIE for use in
the present research. Specifically, this refinement involved the consideration of: a) the
specific images to be utilised and b) the number of images to be used. The process of
selection, informed by the learning from the pilot study, is discussed later.
The audience, phase one - the conference
The PIE method was initially undertaken at a week long public services conference which
took place in July 2009. The conference had over two-hundred attendees, seventy of whom
were participants in the first phase of the pilot study. The attendees were predominantly
middle managers from a range of public service organisations in Wales. Participants were
approached at random during the conference, between presentations or workshops, and
requested to take part. If agreed, they undertook the process as described above. Each
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participant typically viewed between five and eight images with the responses being noted in
the database. During this phase approximately 420 images were viewed, with each
participant viewing an average of six images each.
Following their participation, the option of attending their workplace to undertake the same
process with colleagues was discussed. All of those interviewed had said they were happy to
be contacted in this matter. Following the conference all of the attendees were contacted via
a conference email list, many of the recipients had first-hand experience of the technique
and were well informed of its method. The email thanked those individuals who had
participated during the conference, and asked for their further support; and also asked for
the assistance of those who had not been participants in the initial stage. The email
requested an opportunity to visit their organisations to undertake further research, as phase
two below. The background and method of the research was reiterated; they were assured
of organisational and personal confidentiality. A series of visits were subsequently arranged;
with an equal split coming from those who had been participants at the conference and
those who had not. These subsequent visits are now discussed in phase two.
The audience, phase two - the workplace visits
Prior to the research being undertaken at the workplace the main contact had informed their
team members of the research, either during team meetings or via an email. On arrival at the
organisation the present researcher was met by the main contact who then introduced their
immediate team members. Howcroft and Wilson (2003) warn of instances whereby
management choose the most ‘suitable’ members of staff; this was avoided, where possible,
by the researchers free flowing movement between adjacent teams or offices. Informed
organisational consent had been ensured but this was supplemented with a request prior to
undertaking the research with each participant ensuring they agreed and consented of their
own free choice, without pressure or influence. Recruiting participants via managers within
an hierarchical organisation may result in individuals feeling compelled to participate (Jordan
& Henderson, 1995). In reality, a small proportion of individuals felt sufficiently comfortable to
elect not to participate, citing heavy workload or urgent deadlines; however, of these few, a
number subsequently opted to take part following their own audiencing of the process.
A metaphor functions as a lens providing insights, ‘emotions, beliefs, and self-concepts that
are often tacit and unconsciously produced’ (Steger, 2007, p. 5). To gain access to the
appropriate literal meanings, Steger suggests it is vital that ‘to whom the metaphor might be
targeted’ is considered (p. 9); along with the importance of interpreting metaphors from
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within the specific context, individually and organisationally (McCormack, 2000).
Consequently the focus on the organisational setting and the employees’ perceptions when
situated within their workplace is a vital part of PIE; and used in this second phase of the
pilot study. It is these crucial aspects of contextual metaphoric transference which affords
PIE the power of airing individuals’ perception.
The workplace visits took place at ten different public sector organisations, over the course
of twelve days during August to October 2009. During these workplace visits approximately
630 participants took part; viewing an average of six images each. This equates to each
image being viewed by 13 participants in phase two of the pilot study (14 when phase one is
included). To better access employees’ perceptions, the participants were interviewed at
their desks or worksite. All participants were told that, due to the large number of images in
the database (n. 300) and their sequential presentation, they would each see a different
image from their colleagues; and that as a result responses could or should not be
compared between participants. This declaration aims to facilitate more personal responses,
and not responses which have congruence or are divergent from those of peers who may be
in close proximity.
3.3.12 PIE, the Early Responses
Participants expressed a sense of energy when interacting with images rather than a
traditional dialogic, either written or conversational, approach. Despite subsequently stating
that they felt their responses were ‘stereotypical’, ‘unpopular’, ‘deep’, ‘odd’, ‘abstract’ or
‘irrelevant’, participants in the pilot study still expressed the sensitive and revealing notions,
which often continued beyond the short interview process. In providing a mutual reference
point the discussion that followed the surveying of the images aided a more intense
interaction and freed the boundaries of apposite conversation. This phenomenon was
observed by Pridmore and Bendelow (1995) when utilising a draw-and-tell technique in their
research with children; they witnessed that participants felt more comfortable talking about
their emotions and experiences when referring to the images due to the focus shifting from
them to the visuals; enabling a freeing dialogue (Haskell, 1991).
Two images which were used as part of the pilot studies are now discussed. The first
example identifies an opportunity for exploration, assessing differing responses to the same
image by two participants. The image portrays a female army soldier in green combats with
her right fingertips to her temple in the salute stance, see Figure 7 below; it is portrayed from
an oblique viewpoint, with close-up distancing and a superior angle.
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Figure 7. PIE Image - Females at Work
Source: Microsoft clip art
The first viewer, a male in the education sector, stated ‘planning’, ‘organising’, and
‘directing’.
The second viewer, a female in the third sector, responded with ‘command’, ‘control’,
‘submissive’ and ‘controlled’.
The second example, again, identifies a variation in signification from the same image.
Figure 8 below, depicts an organisational meeting. It presents a number of individuals
seated around a large oval boardroom style table. It is portrayed from an oblique, high
superior angle with a medium, interpersonal / business distance.
Figure 8. PIE Image - Office Meeting
Source: Microsoft clip art
The words offered by three participants were:
 ‘meeting’, ‘team’, ‘discussion’, ‘partnerships’ and ‘manager’
 ‘coordinating’, ‘organising’, ‘managing’, ‘directing’ and ‘performance’
 ‘group’, ‘meeting’, ‘directed’, ‘managed’ and ‘listening’
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The contradiction between individuals’ responses is one of the most notable features of PIE.
These meanings are created, and not found, they reveal the nature of individuals’ perceived
subjective and intersubjective form of self and other (Blumer, 1969), denoting both
constructed identity and perceived reality; ‘there are no value-neutral interpretations or
constructions’ (Letiche & Boje, 2001, p. 27). The differing responses to these two images, it
is contended, reveals the participants perception of the images and specifically their
perception of their role and identity within, or without of, it. These two early examples
highlighted the potential utility of the PIE method, and its ability to bestow a distinct mode of
connection with the viewer.
3.3.13 PIE, in a Semi-structured Interview
Organisational conversation is developed with the use of symbolic constructivism; linking
internal realities with socially constructed realities, constructed by both self and others
(Hatch & Yanow, 2008). Using the contextualised symbolism of PIE as a supplementary
component of a semi-structured interview as part of a qualitative research approach
encourages the airing and discussion of participants’ internal realities; freeing the dialogue.
The response to each image provides a catalyst for a wider conversation, facilitating
reflection and wider discussion in an open, conversational style. The responses to PIE can
be: a) compared to the narrative content of the accompanying interview, giving an additional
basis for exploration and b) it can also be contrasted to the responses relating to those
images provided by other participants. These data offer an opportunity to triangulate, ‘a
strategy that adds rigor, breadth, complexity, richness and depth’ (Flick, 2002, p. 5); put
differently, it facilitates the examination of another layer of understanding. Next, a summary
of the PIE method is presented followed by a description of the refinement process which
was undertaken in response to the learning from the pilot study.
3.3.14 Summarising the PIE Research Method: an Adaptation
Freeing the unspoken within organisations is an ambitious goal. It is accepted that visual
communication and images play an important role in social interaction but its ability to
access employees’ perception; the intrinsic, tacit understanding which has a significant effect
on the well-being of the employee and the organisation has not been adequately explored.
‘Analysis might excite the mind, but it hardly offers a route to the heart’ (Denning, 2004, p.
123), a different, deeper form of knowing is required to achieve that. The ability of an image
to epitomise an experience or feeling; to supply the thousand words, the figure of speech,
has seen its use in psychological therapies become common place but explorations in
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organisations and management practice that employ “the visual” in the process of research
are scarce (Strati, 1999; Warren, 2005).
The PIE method considers the connection between the signifier and the signified. The
signified, the concept or reaction that the signifier releases, will be unique to each audience
member. There is no necessary direct relationship between the signifier and the signified.
The connection is developed from the studium features, i.e. the visible components of the
image, but the response, the punctum effect invoked in the individual, is an amalgam of
psychological, cognitive and social responses; firmly grounded in individual experience and
perception. The PIE method explores this ‘intuitive link between the signifier and what is
signified’ (McGrath, 2008, p. 471); advancing previous approaches by further facilitating and
expanding this effect, maximising the process of metaphoric transference, with the
exploitation of the non-threatening comedic properties of contextualised embodied cartoon
images.
The utility of PIE with its representative shift in cognitive reasoning, modification of social
status, and transference of the attendant psychological processes gives an impetus to new
and empathetic understanding, both of self and others. In refocusing self awareness and
providing a change of cognitive gear, it integrates an approach which has a long and rich
tradition in psychological and sociological fields, with contemporary, accessible functionality
and therefore has a practical and noteworthy application in research and in the workplace.
The dialogue which emerges from the PIE method exhibits one outstanding and significant
characteristic, not ordinarily observed in apposite conversation in research or in the
workplace setting; and that relates to - the modification in the relationship between the
audience members. PIE sweeps away barriers, with dialogue becoming more ‘symmetrical’,
teacher becoming apprentice, subordinate becoming educator (Kolb, 2008, p. 11). This new
dialogic creates the conditions which, as has been argued, encourages participants to reveal
their interpretations and perceptions.
Undoubtedly, in order to further examine the PIE method the development of a means to
serve as a form of contextual validation is desirable to many. Despite the call for new ways
of knowing; new reflexive approaches which encompass creative engagement and
unfettered dialogue, much of Western society still craves empirical, positivist ‘evidence’,
claiming cause-and-effect, based on the assumption of one basic truth. Western conditioning
has taught ‘analytical was good, anecdotal was bad’ (Denning, 2004, p. 122) but it is the
very ethereal quality of implicit characteristics and perception, that requires us to challenge
this rational/analytical approach if we wish to progress alternative understandings of
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organisational behaviour; ‘once one admits that the study of organisation falls (at least in
part) under consciousness studies, a very different paradigm is necessary’ (Letiche & Boje,
2001, p. 19). It is contended the present PIE method provides one challenge to the
rational/analytical approach. The next section discusses the learning from the pilot study and
the process of refinement which led to the choice of specific images to be used in the
present research.
3.4 Refinement of the Research Method
Qualitative interviewing is supported with the, not insignificant, ‘assumption that the
perspective of others’ is… able to be made explicit’ (Patton, 2002, p. 341). It is this
assumption that has been challenged by a range of authors (Blaikie, 2007; Burrell & Morgan,
1979; Goffman, 1956; Murphy, et al., 1998); and a challenge it is argued is partially met by
interjecting the semi-structured interview with the PIE method. The experience gained from
the PIE pilot study led to a process of reflection and the subsequent honing of practical
aspects of the method to be used within the latter semi-structured interviews. A wide range
of images were used in the pilot study (300 no.) to maximise the learning and provide a wide
opportunity to develop the method. The numbers of images used were significantly reduced
during the subsequent stages of the research, reflecting the pragmatics of the interview
schedule, and the process began of selecting those to remain.
The insights that emerged from the pilot studies, combined with the theoretical basis of
image connectivity, enabled an informed approach to assess the modality of each image,
and its apparent ability to connect with the viewer. The process of image selection focused
on a number of key aspects of learning from the pilot study:
 Image composition; relating to punctum and studium features, for example, a number
of the images depicted a team meeting,
 the breadth of words elicited during the ‘audiencing’ of each image,
 the participants reaction to each image, including those which had generated the
most animated discussion, and
 the consideration of those responses which resonated with the themes of
organisational citizenship pertinent to the present research.
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The images were reduced to five in number. This number reflected the experience from the
pilot study whereby participants conveyed an increasing ease with the method and a
growing engagement with its approach. The salience of the interaction began to reduce
when six or seven were viewed with participants becoming increasingly reflexive and
cognitive of their earlier responses. Some participants stated that their replies were ‘strange’,
‘very telling’ or ‘coming from left field’. Given this raised awareness it was felt that this may
have an influence on their subsequent responses, where impression management may
come to the fore, and therefore five was deemed an appropriate number. The five images
chosen for use in the semi-structured interview are shown in Table 4 below. Each of the five
images will be shown to each participant; in the specific order as shown. Table 4 shows: the
modality coding for each image, a sample of responses from the pilot study, and the themes
of organisational citizenship with which the image and early responses most closely
associate. The factors of each image are as follows:
 The first image illustrates a scene witnessed in many organisations and is shown at
the outset with the aim of relaxing participants to the use of the PIE method; it aims
to assess official team interaction.
 The second image shows a single male character, and aims to explore the
perception of communication in the workplace.
 The third image portrays peers in a social gathering, and considers unofficial team
interaction.
 The fourth image shows a character that is singled-out; this image explores the
participants’ view of being distinctive within a group. This is a key image used within
the research, placed immediately following the ‘relaxed’ peer group image, to explore
participants’ perception of challenging the group; behaviours of CV.
 The final image progresses from the last and shows two colleagues, with a
connotative modality relating to manager and subordinate. This images aims to
explore participants’ interpretation of their relationship as, or with, a manager.
This progressive modality held within the images meant they were used explicitly in the order
as shown in Table 4 below.
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Table 4. Images used in PIE method as part of Semi-structured Interview
Themes of Organisational Citizenship: EWB – Esteemed Workplace Behaviours, EWV – Esteemed Workplace
Values, GPG – General Perception of Group, GPC – General Perception of Citizenship, GPS – General
Perception of Speaking-up.
Image
name Image Modality coding
Responses –
PIE pilot study Themes
Meeting
Setting: Meeting -
manager / employees
Gender: Mixed group
Manner: Business-like
Activities: meeting,
communication
Perspective: Oblique, High
submissive
Proxemics: Medium long
Connotative: ‘Gathering’
Aims to assess: Team
interaction
Team-work
Meeting
Planning
Listening
Organised
Team
Orders
Directing
Delegation
EWB
GPG
GPS
Voice
Setting: Workplace – office
Gender: Lone male
Manner: Singular
Activities: Communication
Perspective: Oblique, High
submissive
Proxemics: Medium close
Connotative: ‘Suit’
Aims to assess:
Communication /
Speaking-up
Silent
Idea
Ignored
Suit
Talking
Management
Sharing
Hot air
EWB
GPC
GPS
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Image
name Image Modality coding
Responses –
PIE pilot study Themes
Peers
Setting: Meeting - peers
Gender: Group - female
Manner: Conversational
meeting
Activities: Meeting
Perspective: Direct
Proxemics: Close up
Connotative: Equivalent
Aims to assess: Team
spirit
Sharing
Concealing
Confiding
Plotting
Comparing
Planning
Sorting
EWV
EWB
GPG
GPC
Individual
Setting: Ambiguous
Gender: Group -
genderless
Manner: Neutral
regimented
Activities: Lining-up
Perspective: Direct
Proxemics: Long
Connotative: Firing squad
Aims to assess:
Perception of individuality
Different
Trouble-
maker
Individual
Exposed
Star
Isolated
Winner
EWV
EWB
GPG
GPC
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Image
name Image Modality coding
Responses –
PIE pilot study Themes
Office
Setting: Meeting -
manager / employee
Gender: Two male
Manner: Operational
Activities: Working actively
Perspective: Direct
Proxemics: Medium close
Connotative: Size
differential
Aims to assess:
Managers / Management
Busy
Team-work
Stressed
Held-back
Deadlines
Helping-up
Achieving
Dumped on
EWV
EWB
GPG
GPC
Irrespective of research paradigm, methodological approach or methods used, the manner in
which the research is undertaken is paramount, and this will be addressed in the next three
sections. First, there follows a discussion of the protocols observed in data collection and
analysis. Second, the importance of rigour in research is stressed. This is followed by an
examination of the significance of ethical considerations in research.
3.5 Data Collection and Analysis
3.5.1 Introduction
It has been argued earlier in this chapter that interpretivism, incorporating social
constructionism and symbolic interactionism, provides a valuable framework from which to
explore the understanding of employees, and it has also been contended that the PIE
method offers a valuable method to access implicit perception. Moreover, its use within the
present research as a means of revealing individuals’ implicit perception and unspoken
protocols within the workplace context is its key utility. Symbolic interactionism has as its
fundamental approach, the exploration of the stimulus, interpretation and response. The PIE
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method provides a powerful, bias-free image as stimulus, the response relates to the
reaction from the participant, with the interpretation being constructed from and within their
subjective and contextual experience. As shown in Figure 9 below.
Figure 9. The Framework of Symbolic Interactionism - the PIE method
Source: Adapted from Blumer (1969)
Within the present research, the aim is to explore public servants perception of the notion of
CV as part of their public service citizenship. The present task is therefore essentially one of
discovery and exploration, and the data collection process is grounded as a seamless part of
the research process as a coordinated whole.
3.5.2 The Preparation
The collection of qualitative data can be achieved by observation, interview or considering
documentation (Patton, 2002). In abductive research, however, the aim is to access the lived
experience of the participants and in this respect, as Patton suggests, conducting interviews
provides the best opportunity to access this implicit knowledge:
‘The fact is we cannot observe everything. We cannot observe feelings,
thoughts, and intentions. We cannot observe behaviours that took place at
some previous time. We cannot observe situations that preclude the presence
of an observer. We cannot observe how people have organised the world and
the meanings they attach to what goes on in the world. We have to ask
questions about those things’ (Patton, 2002, p. 341).
Patton (2002) describes the three main approaches to interview design, as Figure 10 below:
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Figure 10. Interview Design
Source: Adapted from Patton (2002, p. 342)
Patton’s (2002) general interview guide, often called a semi-structured or focused interview,
is a method whereby the interviewer has a predetermined interest to ensure that the same
themes are pursued with each participant. Within this approach, the interviewer is ‘free to
explore, probe, and ask questions that will elucidate and illuminate that particular subject ...
establishing a conversational style but with a focus on a particular subject that has been
predetermined’ (p. 343). Semi-structured interviews provide rich data, give direction to the
interview and enable the researcher to get similar thematic data from a number of
participants. The approach also crucially allows researchers to ‘follow respondents’ leads
into novel and unexpected areas’ and is a vital aspect of its value. This journey, however,
also highlights a number of the possible disadvantages of the semi-structured interview;
firstly, the variable amount of information that may be obtained from each participant;
secondly, the often large volume of data which is obtained; and third, the prospect of failing
to access data on the research topic (Neergaard & Ulhoi, 2007, p. 83).
The success of the interview is due to researcher’s preparation, contextualisation and
implementation which helps the participant bring the researcher into their world, ‘the quality
of the information obtained during an interview is largely dependent on the interviewer’
(Patton, 2002, p. 341). The interview preparation is described as ‘focusing and bounding’ the
data collection protocols, this process involves: choosing the setting, the participants, the
issues to be addressed and the process to be followed (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 40).
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The interviews were conducted explicitly to explore the ways in which the participants’
conceptualise public service citizenship, including the notion of CV and speaking-up. The
interview themes were therefore led by the literature review and research question, but
additionally the themes directly influenced the choice of images to be used as part of the PIE
method. The themes relate to aspects of organisational citizenship, workplace behaviours
and values and are shown in Figure 11 below. To be clear, the themes were pre-selected for
research salience, ‘informed by theoretical sensitivity’ (Charmaz, 2005, p. 511), but
importantly were supplemented with those which emerged during the interviews as part of
the inherent iterative process of the present abductive research. Additionally, the themes
shaped the interview guide and were used as the key matrix themes in the subsequent data
analysis.
Figure 11. Interview Themes - Organisational Citizenship (pre-selected and emergent)
The format of the interview is crucial in the success of any research project, with asking
questions and getting answers being ‘a much harder task that it may seem at first’ (Fontana
& Frey, 2005, p. 697). Consequently, the loose framework provided for semi-structured
interviews by Zorn (2001 cited in Neergaard & Ulhoi, 2007) sets boundaries, and offers a
useful foundation for the present novice researcher, see Table 5 below:
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Table 5. Considerations in Conducting Semi-structured Interviews
Considerations in Conducting Semi-structured Interviews
Plan the interview; write themes or suggested questions and consider the ways of
arranging them.
Consider the use of appropriate language, ensuring any jargonised words or
phrases are removed.
Stay up-to-date on current issues that may be affecting the community or work-life
environment of the interview participant. Be cognisant of these factors during the
interview process.
Be aware of any misinterpretations / misunderstandings that are possible due to
cultural differences. Don’t be afraid of checking for understanding.
Explain the purpose of the interview; how you will use the interview data, how you
will protect confidentiality and anonymity, of the individual and the organisation,
and also discuss and obtain permission for recording or note-taking.
Explain the format of the interview, where it does not prejudice the interview
process to do so, making the participant aware of any exercises or techniques to
be undertaken. This is relevant to the present research in relation to the PIE
method.
Ask general background questions first, these provide necessary information and
relax the participant by allowing them to answer easy questions.
Questions on the topic of interest should be broad and open ended, encouraging a
narrative response for example ‘Tell me the story of …’
Do not ask leading questions. If following up on a comment you might ask ‘What
did you mean when you said . . .?’ but not ‘When you said . . . did you mean . . .?’
Use probes carefully to get more in-depth answers, for example ‘Can you give me
an example of that?’
Simply being silent, nodding or visibly acknowledging the ongoing conversation
can encourage the participant to continue.
Be aware of any non-verbal, visual communication or other behavioural nuances
demonstrated by the participant during the interview process. Note them as
comprehensively as possible following the interview.
Give consideration to the end of the interview, maybe asking ‘Is there anything
further you would like to tell me?’
Check your recording of the interview, complete any gaps in notes and document
your impressions.
Source: Adapted and extended from Zorn (2001 cited in Neergaard & Ulhoi, 2007, p. 110)
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3.5.3 The Research Participants
The present research holds the individual as the level of analysis and not the team or
organisation, and this stance guided the sampling strategy. There is an ‘erroneous’ notion
that numbers are inconsequential in qualitative research strategies, and irrelevant to some
qualitative researchers (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 12). Qualitative researchers who hold
that they are opponents of a numeric approach note the number of participants,
questionnaires, cases or reports are assigned an evidential tag; created by measurement,
tested by comparisons, and are aligned with the validity and ‘proof’ of the quantitative
paradigm. Yet, questions are often raised about the ability of qualitative research to provide
the same substantive, quantifiable base; with numerals being regarded as ‘the queen of
science’ (Bygrave, 2007, p. 29). The power of numbers, and the influence of their label of
accuracy, is reflected in the behaviour of some qualitative researchers where they undertake
to demonstrate a suitably large sample size, aim for a balanced gender count or ensure they
visit a different number of sites. Granted, the research may require this approach but the
need to offer greater figures to demonstrate a true-to-life picture is a common one.
Qualitative researchers questioned on the number of participants, despite their purported
belief in its irrelevance, often meet this challenge by referring to ‘big name’ studies which
feature small sample sizes such as Piaget’s famous study of his two children, Mintzberg’s
influential examination of managerial behaviours in which he studied five participants, and
Mangham’s inclusion of eight interviewees in his leading research of power in organisations.
Other recent in-depth studies have also recruited eight (Linna, et al., 2010; Pyett, 2003),
fifteen (Jacobson & Choi, 2008), twenty (Yuan, et al., 2009), and five participants; (Harrop &
Gillies, 2007) and with the increase of the univocal voice of autoethnography (Holman
Jones, 2005; Vickers, 2007), these studies show that the small in-depth approach is held as
robust.
Numbers are, however, implied within the terminology and practice of a significant proportion
of qualitative research studies, with the present research being no exception; ‘finding that a
few, some, or many participants showed a certain pattern, or that a pattern was common,
thematic, or unusual in a group of participants’ is an integral part of qualitative research
(Sandelowski, 2001, p. 231). Replication and confirmation in participants’ responses leads to
the categorisation of themes and concepts; with counting being implicit in each of these
terms. Yet the counting has a differing emphasis, descriptions are not increasingly valid
when accompanied by other similar reports; ’it is the quality of the insight that is important,
rather than the number of respondents that share it’ (Wainwright, 1997, p. 13). In qualitative
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research it counts when the process of research increases understanding, represents
meaning-making in the site of interest or explains a phenomenon. With concern being
centred around assessing whether the data is sufficiently rich to bring refinement and clarity
(Polkinghorne, 2005), to what are typically complex social phenomena (Morse, et al., 2002).
The increasing conceptual representation assures the qualitative researcher that meaning-
in-situ has been effectively explored, and thus within the present study data collection
ceased at the point where the present researcher deemed that saturation point was reached.
As will be demonstrated within the later chapters confidence was gained by paying due
regard to a ‘stopping criterion’ (Francis, et al., 2010, p. 1229). In the present research this
criterion was the emergence of recurring patterns and themes, aiding ‘comprehension’
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Morse, et al., 2002, p. 18). This assurance related to the increased
understanding of the lived reality of participants, their perception of doing public service and
specifically their perception of CV.
For the present research fourteen public servants were interviewed, they are employed in a
range of sectors, and at differing hierarchal levels in public service organisations in Wales;
this mix was judged by the researcher and for variety only. The present researcher’s
sampling strategy takes the lead from Stake (2005) who notes ‘balance and variety are
important; opportunity to learn is often more important’ (p. 451). Given statistical concerns,
such as population size or representation, are not of significant concern within the present
in-depth qualitative research, the sampling was purposive (Patton, 2002). Purposive
sampling in this study explicitly focused on accessing participants with whom the research
phenomenon is relevant; specifically that the participants are working within public services.
Consideration was given to geographical location, for pragmatic reasons, and also the
sample reflected the availability of participants; but the aim of the sampling was not to
access and present interesting cases, or to represent a population which could be
generalised but rather to access participants who provided the opportunity to explore the
research question.
Participants were identified via either: a) being attendees at a public sector conference in
July 2009, discussed earlier; or b) were individuals in the researcher’s wider workplace
network; but none were known to the researcher personally. The participants were contacted
via email and requested to take part in the research, which was described as a study of the
perception of behaviour in public service organisations. The participants were told that the
interview was expected to last approximately one hour and would be recorded, specifically
with regard to the desire to accurately record the events, and they were expressly assured of
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organisational and individual confidentiality. Participants received a participant guide /
informed consent form via email prior to the research interview, see Appendix B, which
explains the process. The demographic of the research participants is shown in Table 6
below.
Table 6. Demographic of Research Participants
Sector : LA – Local Authority, NHS – National Heath Service, Central – Central government, Police or Other
governmental body.
Participant
code name
Sector Education
level
Time in
public
services
Current level Gender Age
range
Angela LA Masters 24 years Middlemanagement F 45-54
Bernard Central Professional 8 years Lowermanagement M 35-44
Cal LA Masters 22 years Seniormanagement M 35-44
Dorothy Central Professional 19 years Senior officer F 45-54
Emma NHS School 36 years Lowermanagement F 45-54
Glenn LA HigherEducation 14 years Senior officer M 25-34
Humphrey Central Professional 31 years Middlemanagement M 45-54
Liza Central School 15 years Senior officer F 45-54
Malcolm NHS HigherEducation 19 years
Lower
management M 45-54
Nicola NHS HigherEducation 25 years
Middle
management F 35-44
Ollie LA Masters 10 years Lowermanagement M 25-34
Robyn Central/ LA Masters 25 years
Lower
management F 45-54
Sam NHS Professional 18 years Lowermanagement F 35-44
Terri Central HigherEducation 14 years Senior officer F 45-54
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Each participant underwent the same process, the form of which is discussed next.
3.5.4 The Research Process
The interviews took place during April and May 2010 and were held at the participants’
workplace, within their lunch break or immediately before or after their working day. Locating
the interviews within the site of interest; that is, the workplace, helps to frame and
contextualise the interview and aids more contextually relevant responses (Fontana & Frey,
2005); and is also an important consideration with the PIE method as discussed earlier. A
semi-structured interview approach was used and addressed a core range of topics within
the realm of organisational citizenship but adopted a style which allowed other issues to
emerge. The core topics spanned were; the participants’ perception of doing public service,
their esteemed workplace behaviours and values, their ideal colleagues, their perception and
conceptualisation of acts of CV and speaking-up within the workplace. Given that all dialogic
interaction can bias response, the language and construction of the questions during the
interview were given considerable thought. However, their form and rhythm were simplistic in
that they aimed to move from the past to the future and from the general to the specific.
The quality of data is dependent on the researcher’s ability to facilitate an open conversation
within an atmosphere of trust. The interview was worded in a loose but predetermined
fashion, whilst crucially also allowing reflexivity on the part of the researcher to determine the
appropriateness of exploring emerging issues in greater depth or to flex to new
conversational topics. The following broad approach was taken: a) the researcher adopted a
natural, story-telling narrative which would allow participants to include all the detail they
wished to convey and b) it was aimed to avoid words during the interview process which
directly resonated with CV such as “questioning”, “voice”, “conflict”, “creativity” and
“innovation”. Wherever possible these were replaced with less emotive words such as
“query”, “ask”, “different” and “challenge”.
Protocols followed during interviews which incorporate the repertory grid method (Kelly,
1955) were used as a guide to inform the timing of the PIE method in the interview; this is
due to its similar interjectory nature (Cassell, et al., 2000). The repertory grid technique has
been described as a cognitive mapping tool designed to elicit how people make sense of
their everyday experiences (Wright, 2008). In practice the introduction of the repertory grid is
noted to provide an ‘abstraction;’ which means ‘the interviewer is more likely to get beneath
the interviewee’s view of what the answers ‘should’ be, to a clearer understanding of how
they use their past experience to make judgements’ (Rogers & Ryals, 2007, p. 601). Its
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deflective agency is the key to its ability to access the unsaid. Kelly (1955) used laddering
when applying the technique; ensuring that participants were increasing engaged within the
interview process prior to its presentation; additionally he varied the depth and breadth of
corresponding questions.
Consideration of Kelly’s practical application of the repertory grid method led to the
appreciation of the need to ensure participants were both relaxed and increasingly cognitive
of the dialogue. The PIE method was therefore introduced in the latter part of the interview,
following an earlier dialogue. This also addresses the concern that participants may ‘simply
be baffled by the photos’ or images (Rose, 2007, p. 250), and withdraw from engaging
conversation. This increasingly progressive form of conversation was also explicit in the
consideration of the level of image modality, thus specifically informing the sequencing of the
images used within PIE, as discussed earlier.
The interview guide, showing the broad questions, together with the themes of
organisational citizenship they seek to explore, are shown in Figure 12 below.
Figure 12. Semi-structured Interview - Interview Guide
Themes of Organisational Citizenship: EWB – Esteemed Workplace Behaviours, EWV – Esteemed Workplace
Values, GPG – General Perception of Group, GPC – General Perception of Citizenship, GPS – General
Perception of Speaking-up.
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3.5.5 The Data Analysis
The interviews were digitally recorded and fully transcribed by the present researcher. The
process of self-transcription encourages a more direct connection between narrative and
researcher; offering a deeper form of involvement (Peräkylä, 2005) and thwarting the
‘slippage’ which often plagues third party transcription (Miles & Huberman, 1994). To further
invoke this involvement a simplified form of Du Bois’ (1991) symbolic discourse transcription
was used during this process, see Table 7 below. Discourse transcription is defined as ‘the
process of creating a representation in writing of a speech event so as to make it accessible’
(p. 72). This representation, the present researcher believes, is enhanced showing rhythm
and movement, amplifying the intended meaning of the utterances, by the inclusion of these
symbols. This emanates not only from the act of interleaving the text with the symbols during
transcription but also in the enhancement of the subsequent, almost like being there,
experience of reading the text. For this reason the conversations’ repetitions, incoherences,
um’s and er’s have also been retained; their inclusion encourages the engagement with the
whole data and paying attention to the nuances, the links, associations, hesitations, and
contradictions within that whole.
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Table 7. Symbolic Discourse Transcription Symbols and their Corresponding Meanings
Symbol Meaning
@ Laughter
(H) Emphasised inhalation
(Hx) Emphasised exhalation
, Transitional, speech continuing
. Speech terminator
.. Short pause
… Medium pause
(N5) Lengthy pause, seconds
= Lengthening of word
! Booster
- Truncated word
/ Terminal pitch rise
\ Terminal pitch fall
<X> Undecipherable / uncertain hearing
(( )) Researcher’s comment
Source: Du Bois (1991)
The subsequent data analysis was performed in three phases. A flowchart which visualises
the process of data collection and analysis is given in Figure 13 below. Following each
interview; first, a transcript was produced for each participant and compiled into an interview
document. The transcription of each participant interview was undertaken in the same
timeframe as the next interview; with data compilation, collection and analysis being
concurrent. Secondly, iterative reviews of the transcripts supplied data on the core themes
from the guiding questions of the present research, along with other themes which emerged
during the interview process. Thirdly, the frequencies of themes were assessed and trends
identified.
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Figure 13. Process of Data Collection and Analysis
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The constant comparison method was used to evaluate the various interview documents;
this method is a reflexive approach in which the researcher refines their focus based on
review of data and theoretical ideas. The method employed in the compilation of the
interview documents loosely followed the steps outlined by Boeije (2002) who suggests:
comparison within an interview and comparison between interviews within a group. Using
the conceptually clustered matrix method for data analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.
127), the coding process started with pre-determined set of core codes, the initial themes of
organisational citizenship, but this was supplemented by adding constructs that emerged
during the process of compiling and reviewing the interview transcripts. Having performed
the coding of a single interview, the other transcripts were then examined to assess whether
the codes were relevant across the range of interviews. Where this was found to be the
case, the codes were expanded or refined to be inclusive of thematically similar constructs
across interviews. This coding practice created clusters of participants who spoke about
constructs in similar ways. Yet, during this process it was deemed vital to keep the whole in
mind, to retain a form of ‘free association’ and to prevent the splitting of text into its
constituent parts from hiding the totality (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000). Hence, comparing and
scanning across participants in terms of the perception of behaviour also allowed further
exploration of the ways that the individual research participants conceptualise their public
service citizenship and the role that it plays in their lived realities as public servants.
3.5.6 The Data Presentation
Initially, it was planned to present the data strictly in terms of interview themes; relaying a
series of short and representative points which identified both commonalities and disparities.
The abductive approach and semi-structured interview, with its inherent conversational form,
allowed and encouraged the emergence of new themes; and this expansive approach meant
that a wide range of allied areas were discussed. Consequently it was felt that this process
was trying to impose a structure on the data rather than allowing the data to show the way.
In developing the final approach, it was referred to Herbert Blumer (1969) who said
‘concepts are the means, and the only means of establishing such connection, for it is the
concept that points to the empirical instances about which a theoretical proposal is made’ (p.
143). The difficulty of concepts being ‘distressingly vague’ (p. 144) troubled Blumer but
where he also states ‘formal definitions are of little use’ (p. 144) he suggests that they be
defined as ‘sensitising concepts’ (p. 147) which ‘gives the user a general sense of reference
and guidance in approaching empirical instances’ (p. 148) He notes that concepts guide,
provide clues and suggestions in ‘developing a picture’ and are formulated and
communicated via apt illustrations which are able to grasp the specific reference in terms of
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experience (p. 149).
The notion of sensitising concepts provided a basis for clustering and managing the data but
its ambiguity failed on its own to illuminate the process of formation relating to the
participants perception of public service citizenship. Finally in expanding the perspective of
symbolic interactionism, it was referred to its fundamental approach which is one of seeking
insights via the exploration of the process of formation through the iterative stages of
stimulus, interpretation and response. See Figure 14 below.
Figure 14. The Framework of Symbolic Interactionism
Source: Blumer (1969)
These three stages, Blumer (1969) suggests, model the acts of agents in identifying,
defining and constructing human group life and human conduct and it is in consideration of
the acts of stimulus, interpretation and response, along with sensitising concepts, which
enabled the present researcher to make more sense of the data. A coding structure was
created within NVivo ® which was developed from the initial interview concepts but also
enhanced with emerging themes. A graphical representation of the coding structure from
within NVivo ® is provided in Appendix C.
The presentation of qualitative data can take a whole host of forms (Wolcott, 2009), with its
primary aim being to reduce the background noise to allow the participants’ voices to be
heard. For that reason, the present researcher aimed for simplicity. In the sequence of
questioning the themes moved from the general perception of citizenship to the specific view
of CV. This meant flowing from the exploration of the stimulus to join public service to the
interpretation of its lived reality, and through to the behavioural or perceptual response. The
tone of questioning escalated from purposefully informal before leading to more specific; and
additionally, travelled from the past to future. This movement through stimulus and response,
time and intensity aims to promote a more broad narrative, building trust during the
conversation (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000). The data is portrayed as close to its original form
as possible and, more importantly, informative; and in that presentation offers the evolving
accounts which communicates the process of construction, interpretation and formation, of
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participant ‘sensemaking’ (Weick, et al., 2005) .
3.6 Rigour in Research
The quest for rigour in research is firmly rooted in the positivist paradigm of validity.
Searching for external, internal and construct validity; accompanied by the pursuit of
reliability in research management and analysis (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; Dubé & Paré,
2003). Rigid structures and set frameworks, much revered in quantitative studies, are utilised
in the quest to demonstrate this research validity. These structures have since become
entrenched as generally accepted standards and practices for many within, and without of,
the academic domain. While this paradigmatic conformity is applauded in some quarters for
the ‘benefit of providing a coherent knowledge base’, Symon and Cassell (2006) argue, that
it ‘may also lead to an overly restrictive viewpoint and constrained practices’ (p. 307).
Qualitative researchers have, however, paid due regard to these generally accepted
standards and have sought to offer dependability and academic rigour in their studies by
providing supporting constructions more appropriate to the qualitative paradigm. Tan and
Hall (2007) combine a range of studies and provide a series of factors for researchers to
consider in an interpretivist research approach, these factors are shown in Table 8 below:
Table 8. Considerations for the Qualitative Researcher
Factors Main considerations / questions for the qualitative researcher
Reflexivity Acknowledge the influence of the researcher on the researched.
Relationality Address the power and trust between participants and the researcher.
Reciprocity Respect the mutuality of the process of research.
Credibility Consider the research process and outcome through the eyes of theparticipants or subjects of the research.
Dependability Are the research findings consistent with the data collected?
Transferability Does the research have applicability to other / new contexts?
Confirmability Is the research free from bias?
Source: Adapted from Tan and Hall (2007)
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Following their study Tan and Hall (2007) reflected upon the difficulty of supplying qualitative
validity and looked to techniques and procedures which can facilitate the practical
application of the above factors, the procedures they identified are: prolonged engagement,
persistent observation, triangulation, member checks and providing thick description. The
commonality in these procedures is trust-building which it is suggested will substitute for the
lack of the traditional persuasiveness contained within the oft perceived concrete nature of
distanced, positivist objectivity.
The challenge of paying regard to the need for research validation cannot be
underestimated; the ‘problem of corroborating abstract conceptualisations is common … the
difficulty being patently prevalent in research dealing with social phenomena’ (Wright, 1968,
p. 392). This is made more demanding still with the present research within its interview,
incorporating the PIE method, which aims to access both social and cognitive phenomena.
Nevertheless, this acknowledged, all research is undertaken within the boundaries laid out
by its context, tools and assumptions (Blaikie, 2007). Within the human behaviour field no
single method can claim to comprehensively source the implicit and explicit cognitions and
provide a vehicle for their exposition. As with all research methods, there are also limitations
in its application. The use of non-verbal communication and its ability to convey Morgan’s
(1980) ‘knowing’ message, along with debates around the ability to interpret symbols, have
all been strongly contested (Barry, 1996). The study of imagery-as-conversation depends on
the acceptance of the ability of images to cognitively connect as a linguistic tie between
individuals’ understanding, perceptions and experiences; and also to accept the supposition
of an attributable relationship between the presence of a feature within the image and the
participants’ response.
The methodology in the present research, which blends a semi-structured interview with the
PIE method, guides attention to the duality of layers; the discursive and the reflective, linking
the contextual uniqueness to the theory of the cognitive reflection. Hockney (1993)
addresses the concerns about the ability of images and metaphors to misrepresent, he
suggests distortion occurs ‘only if you think of one particular way of seeing’ (cited in Hatch &
Yanow, 2008, p. 27). In practice the use of images may be used to inform, and to challenge
self and others but as a part, not as a whole (Haskell, 1991). Is it clear that the double
hermeneutic issue of interpreting interpretations presents problems in applying the
methodological rigour of research (Giddens, 1984). Barry (1996) recommends,
pragmatically, to classify the utility of symbols, as suggesting rather than standing for. Steger
(2007) concurs, stating that ‘metaphor analysis requires some texts based on open
communication’ (p. 20); with literal meanings being solicited along with the sub-literal ones to
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aid further understanding (Haskell, 1991); ensuring ‘clarity of discourse’ and avoiding
‘dubious interpretation’ (Davies, et al., 2001, p. 116). The use of the PIE method nested
within a semi-structured interview affords this.
To be clear, the current interpretative semi-structured interview methodology, and PIE
method specifically, is designed to explore meaning in-situ, to generate areas for exploration
and develop contextual understanding; it makes no claim to test or measure. Olsen (2004)
describes the method of mixing data gathering methodologies as triangulation. She argues
that triangulation is not aimed merely at validation but at deepening and widening
understanding; shedding light on any chosen social research topic. The contribution of the
PIE method is afforded by its qualitative richness, deepening understanding, in contrast to
contentions of statistical power. The emphasis in the present research transcends the
positivist pursuit of finding knowledge that exists, instead being occupied with trying to
‘catch’ the nonconscious with the mission to explore, and expose, the participants’ acts of
interpretation and construction. Taking a pragmatic stance, the approach of semi-structured
interview including PIE as an integral part aims to access the literal and the sub-literal; and
adds an important dimension to a dialogic interview, seeking to address Williams’ (1976)
allegation, discussed earlier, that the implicit is often missed in qualitative research.
The interpretive stance is characterised by subjectivity, ‘introspection, reflexivity and
sensitivity ... [whilst paying] … evenly divided attention to manifest and underlying dynamics’
(Prins, 2006, p. 342). The intricacy of providing a construction which will encase but not stifle
these cognitive notions has been examined by Golden-Biddle and Locke (1993) in their
study of the ability of qualitative studies to ‘convince’ the reader. With this aim they
considered three dimensions - authenticity, plausibility and criticality. Their three dimensions
could similarly come under the umbrella term of trust-building but also include the critical
additional feature of mirroring ‘the vitality and uniqueness of the field’ and concomitantly their
dimensions depict a connection to the ‘theoretical world’ (p. 613). Their three dimensions of
convincing qualitative research (Golden-Biddle & Locke, 1993) have been utilised to ensure
and demonstrate rigour in the present research. Figure 15 below notes each feature in turn:
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Figure 15. Features of Convincing Qualitative Research
Source: Adapted from Golden-Biddle and Locke (1993)
Each of these features is underpinned by the continual attention to the integrity of the
research process, and in ensuring the presentation of a faithful account of the data. This
attention is fundamental in maintaining the standing of academia, both in its development of
the work of others and to give a solid foundation for future work, and in its application to
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practice. This is secondary, however, to the consideration of participant involvement. Both of
these issues come under the umbrella of ethical considerations in research, an aspect which
is dealt with in the next section.
3.7 Ethical Considerations
The Academic
Research is not created in a vacuum; one of the greatest truisms that best illustrates the
understanding of the journey of academic endeavour is that commonly referred to as
standing on the shoulders of giants. This is more fully portrayed in a remark attributed to the
twelfth-century theologian Bernard de Chartres:
‘We are as dwarfs mounted on the shoulders of giants, so that although we
perceive many more things than they, it is not because our vision is more
piercing or our stature higher, but because we are carried and elevated higher
thanks to their gigantic size’ (cited in Howard, 1995, p. 790)
It therefore places a clear moral and ethical responsibility on academics and researchers to
ensure that the work of others, through which they have struggled, developed and grown, is
plainly cited and acknowledged. This responsibility has been undertaken throughout the
present research. In addition to the explicit citing of others’ work it is of equal importance that
the present work should fairly portray the research field, it should ‘include a treatment of the
data that is honest and that reveals both the strengths and weaknesses of findings’
("Academy of Management: Code of Ethical Conduct ", 2003, p. 795). And, again, every
effort has been made to ensure that the findings have been authentically represented, and
accurately contextualised, in a manner which faithfully portrays the research field.
The Participants
It is an equally important ethical consideration to recognise that participants are not merely a
means to an end. The preservation and protection of ‘privacy, dignity, well-being and
freedom of research participants’ ("Academy of Management: Code of Ethical Conduct ",
2003, p. 795) with the express desire to reduce exploitation, is a fundamental part of a
researchers’ ethical practice. The Economic & Social Research Council’s (ESRC) Research
Ethics Framework considers ethical concerns surrounding social science in the UK and
specifically with regard to the involvement of human subjects. The ESRC give six key
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principles which have been expressly adhered to in the undertaking of the present research,
they are shown in Figure 16 below:
Figure 16. Ethics in Relation to Participants in Research
Source: Adapted from ESRC Research Ethics Framework (2006, p. 1)
The aim of the present research is to provide benefit to both theory and practice, and
therefore the participants may benefit via improved practices in their workplace. Although
participation may appear simple, the act of managing the process is far from straightforward,
particularly since the PIE method involves encouraging people to enter unknown areas and
adopt unfamiliar roles. Data validation, via transcription feedback to participants, can
improve the quality of the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). However, due to the differing
‘interplay of utterances’ when social interaction is presented in written textual form (Peräkylä,
2005, p. 875) subsequent review and censorship by participants can ‘result in truncated and
distorted conclusions’ (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 48).
Consequently, following the interviews attention was paid to enabling discussion with
participants around the strengths and weakness of the PIE method, its roots and
development; this aimed to depersonalise their involvement, focusing on the participants’
opinion of its application-in-use and any learning points that should be taken for the future.
The deflecting discussion often gave participants reflective space which led to the
broadening of the discussion and to a wider dialogue. This is the significant aspect of this
powerful technique, and the subsequent discussion often included immediate reflections and
validation of their earlier responses.
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The interview, and specifically PIE method, invoked some emotive and revealing notions and
therefore care was taking to ensure a safe environment for further discussion. The interview
processes, both during the pilot study and the semi-structured interviews, were
supplemented with the clear expression that the present researcher was available during the
on-site visits, during lunch or at the end of the day, for further discussion. The participants
were also encouraged to contact the present researcher individually, via email, if they had
concerns with any aspect of their involvement in the research.
3.8 Concluding Remarks
The methodological approach to the present research, shown in Figure 17 below, can be
summarised as follows: The research is underpinned by the paradigm of interpretivism,
specifically using the integrated lenses of symbolic interactionism and social
constructionism. As there is no neutral means to evaluate this selection and no way to
identify a superior perspective, and for that reason attention has been given to clearly
signpost the influences which have driven this approach.
Figure 17. Methodological Approach Adopted for the Present Research
Text
Epistemology
Subjectivist
Paradigm / Ontology
Interpretivism
Incorporating
symbolic interactionism
and social constructionism
Methodology
Abductive
Method
Semi-structured interview
Incorporating
Projective Image
Elicitation - PIE
Pilot study
informed PIE
method
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The research process has been reflexive with an early pilot study giving an opportunity to
provide valuable data and increase the understanding of the researcher; informing later
practice. This reflexivity was particularly important in the development of the PIE method and
in its operationalisation as part of the research. The adoption of a subjectivist mode with an
abductive methodology was considered the most appropriate fit with the present research; it
allowed a free-form style which was proactive and reactive in the pursuit of individuals’
experiences, their meaning making and their perception. In utilising the semi-structured
interview as its research method, combined with the use of the PIE method; this format
offered the security of a supporting, albeit loose, arrangement whilst also providing an
opportunity to discover how the world appears to the research participants.
The PIE method, with its stimulus, interpretation and response is unequivocally linked to
symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969). Its visual metaphorical transference, aims to open
up the discussion within an interview to explore, examine and interpret implicit perceptions;
and encourage the airing of the nonconscious self. Due to the nature of the research,
specifically in relation to the direct involvement of participants, particular attention was given
to the ethical considerations. This included ensuring organisational and individually sourced
consent, and providing an opportunity for further discussion following the pilot study and the
semi-structured interview process.
This chapter has described the research philosophy, the approach, the design and methods,
which involved ‘taking an experimental attitude towards experience’ (Follett, 1941, p. 51) in
advancing the PIE method. Then, within this context, the chapter illustrated how the
research design was developed with the express objective of operationalising the
examination of the research question; the exploration of public servants perception of
organisational citizenship, specifically the notion of CV. ‘Ultimately, however, the value of
any methodological innovation lies less in these formal assessments of reliability and validity
than in its ability to shed new light on the phenomena of interest’ (Brown, 2000, p. 44). The
next chapter describes the findings of the research and, in line with the present interpretive
approach, provides an initial and integrative discussion of the emerging responses.
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Chapter Four: Research Findings
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents and explores the data obtained using the methodology described in
Chapter Three. The primary source of data is the material gained from the semi-structured
interview process, including the response to the PIE method. Throughout the chapter the
data will be presented in its transcribed form including symbolic discourse symbols in an
attempt to convey the rhythm and tone of the conversation, giving life to the responses,
aiding intended meaning and increasing understanding (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000). This
transparency is enhanced by the text being presented in a manner in which the speech
patterns and overlays are clearly visible. The present researcher’s dialogue is identified with
the preface CB, with the first contribution by the participant being indicated with the use of
their full code name. This is followed by the subsequent responses being preceded with the
participant’s first initial. Contributions by the same participant for each question which are not
contiguous will be separated by a new line with a ‘…’ indicator. To further preserve
participant anonymity all proper names cited in the interviews have been disguised. The
narrative contained within this present chapter was induced by the responses to the main
questions posed in the interviews, repeated in Figure 18 below.
Figure 18. (replica of Figure 12.) Semi-structured Interview - Interview Guide
Themes of Organisational Citizenship: EWB – Esteemed Workplace Behaviours, EWV – Esteemed Workplace
Values, GPG – General Perception of Group, GPC – General Perception of Citizenship, GPS – General
Perception of Speaking-up.
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The research findings are split into the three overarching concepts; stimulus to join public
services, the interpretation of its lived realty and the response to its citizenship. In separating
the data in this manner the chronological flow is maintained and participants’ voices are
heard in the progressive form that emerged during the interviews. The arrangement within
the text below is determined with the express aim of communicating the amalgamated
storyline in the most representative manner; and includes participants’ responses to the PIE
method. The responses from a range of participants have been shown in reply to each
question, creating a host of representative voices; there then follows an initial discussion,
thus reflecting and making explicit the present researchers’ interpretive process. In this way
a more complete story of public service citizenship develops than if the individual
participants’ accounts were disconnected from each others, and also if their stories were
disassociated from the researchers’ constructions and interpretations. These initial
interpretations will be more fully developed in the next chapter.
The present chapter is therefore extensive in its arrangement, due to the inclusion of an
early interpretative discussion, but it does not naturally sub-divide into a series of smaller
chapters. This is due to the ‘richness’ of qualitative data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005), its often
‘chaotic soup’ (Boje, 2001, p. 1), and the overriding desire to hold onto the complex whole
and present the data in an informative manner; a manner which best maintains the
substance of the tales being told.
The issues which will be discussed in the present chapter are: participants’ perception of
what it is to be a public servant; the highs and lows of their career; ideal citizenship; apposite
behaviour and their perception of the changing form and function of public service,
specifically partnership working and the impact of reorganisations. The interviews started
with general demographic information to relax both participants; where this section was
informative it will be drawn upon, but the narrative below starts with the first main question.
4.2 General Perception of Public Service Citizenship - the Stimulus
a) Leave ‘a mark on the earth’
CB: Why did you decide to work in public services? And/or why did you stay?
Participants’ experiences of public services are likely to be influenced by their perception of
what it is to be public servant, a building block of their understanding of public service
citizenship. This early abstraction emerges gradually from past experiences and knowledge
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and is then supplemented by new information which develops into a schema or mental
model (Rousseau, 2001); and is a fundamental part of the more established psychological
contract (Nicholson & Johns, 1985; Rousseau & Tijoriwala, 1998) as discussed in Chapter
Two. As a result, an exploration of this underpinning definition lays the foundation on which
later experiences and interpretations are built.
Cal and Liza both cite pragmatic reasons for joining public services, and refer to similar
reasons for staying.
Cal: it was the only opportunity around at that time
Liza: it wasn’t a conscious decision to move to the public sector .. it was a
job
Both: ((reason for staying)) lots of opportunities
Glenn and Humphrey are equally pragmatic but then move to discuss their developing public
service citizenship schema; and the focus on helping the community, in stating:
Glenn: the induction and so on and the ethos that was instilled around that,
you know, that you are the face of this organisation every interaction you
have with a member of the public was about making things better for them
Humphrey: I developed a public sector ethos as well once you’ve been in
the public sector for a long time in terms of you know remembering why
you’re here
Angela, Dorothy and Malcolm are explicit in their desire to help others.
Angela: It was about the kind of injustice around the lack of information
that people have and the lack of choice and opportunity, !simply because
they don’t know what they are entitled to.
Dorothy: well this is going to sound very corny @ but I actually do feel um
a responsibility to use my skills for the benefit of the population in general
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and in particular to improve the services which are provided for citizens
CB: so, what was it about public service that you thought, apart from
wanting to help people, what did you think it would be ?
D: oh I just thought, I just
thought it um .. that I had the right skills or um= enthusiasm to really make
a difference
Malcolm: the reason I came into this job is to actually work with people
Nicola, again, is driven to work with people but also identifies a payback in terms of intrinsic
rewards.
Nicola: to do a job whereby people would remember me
CB: m=
N: so in other words
you’d done something, you’d done something good, you’d helped them with
the situation and obviously you were health ((within the health service)) and
that therefore I suppose, number one you would have made a difference to
people lives in a positive way and number two hopefully they would
remember that difference.
CB: so why is it important that people remember you?
N: I think you know it it just it just !matters that you are on the earth for a
very short period and its !matters that you do something that sort of .. left a
mark on the earth otherwise what was the point of you ever being here..
Neither Bernard, Ollie nor Robyn started their careers with a strong drive for public service.
Bernard: the only jobs going were in the public sector really
Ollie: well ..um .. being completely um .. no plan at all.. I came out of
university, needed a job.. and saw this job advertised .. I had no idea what
it meant @
Robyn: as I think anyone coming out of college in the 1980s, just wanted to
make money
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In response to why they stayed in public service both Ollie and Robyn were moved to
seemingly qualify or propose the progression of these early individualistic reasons, wanting
to add the development of a more altruistic, value-driven approach. Ollie demonstrates how
he ‘understands’ public service with his familial experiences, a theme also identified by
Malcolm.
Robyn: maybe in public service your your drivers are different, or they
become different .. I think that maybe at the start they are the same I think
the drivers are money um…
CB: the drivers are money at the beginning, m=/
R: and I think that somewhere along the line they change
CB: how do you think
they change?
R: because I think in life, money becomes less important .. these
are very .. generalisms oh I don’t know I think it becomes less important,
and when it becomes less important it becomes more important that you’re
doing something you believe in
Ollie : and um I suppose .. my family, who sort of .. all worked in public
sector, teachers or worked for local authority that sort of thing so its
something I understand
Malcolm: um I don’t know I just come from er a long line of public servants
Sam cited her perception of a private sector career as financially orientated and expressed
her dislike for this ethos.
Sam: I mean money is one thing but the job satisfaction is another
Terri also initially stated her pragmatic need for employment but then moved to relay a tale
of family pride and socialist ideals.
CB: I understand you sort of fell into it ((public services))
T: ye=s I suppose
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CB: but then why have you
stayed?
T: I just love civil service work..
CB: why?
T: I enjoy ... working for Wales I
love working for Wales
…
T: when I was a kid my grandpa used to work for the tax office or the DSS
or whatever it used to be called and it was like ((whispering)) grandpa’s a
civil servant and it was .. there was always that kudos around the job then
…
T: .. when you start thinking about it @ cos mum used to say ((whispering))
you get a job in the civil service now ((accentuated nodding to side)) and
you’ll be . it’ll be great. We’re (H) we’re also quite a political family in the uh
you know um its always for the best for the um .. we’re all socialists .. yeah
socialist ideals in life and I suppose when you really analyse it @ it
probably wasn’t as much of a happy accident as um I think it was really..
Emma concurs on this final point, referring to her own perception of public services as akin
to community camaraderie.
Emma: because we come from a very um close working class family in the
valleys where people look out for each other I suppose
…
E: it’s a good thing to do, to be involved in things that are helping other
people
Several themes emerged in relation to the stimulus to join and stay in public service; these
often extended beyond the underpinning practicalities of gaining paid employment, a
pragmatic stimulus for all participants. The supplementary stimulus was reported as a desire
to make a difference within the community, as identified in prior research (Ahmad &
Broussine, 1993). There was also a strong socialist theme of helping each other which is
consistent with the collectivist nature of value driven groups. This perception of collectivism
was compounded and broadened by a number of participants who made reference to
familial traditions; and aligns to Hood’s (1991) ‘keep it honest and fair’ traditional public
service core value set discussed in Chapter Two. This exchange was not wholly driven by
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altruism, it was reciprocated by a reified public service where it provided a career which
bestows Terri with ‘kudos’, gives an environment in which Nicola would be ‘remembered’
and in Angela’s case provides a setting where she is able to be a powerful advocate for
those who ‘don’t know’.
The general perception of public service citizenship is interpreted as one of helping ‘them’,
‘the population’, the amorphous ‘citizen’ or more broadly ‘working for Wales’; and has, in line
with the familial theme, a suggestion of being a parent. The anticipation of reciprocal
rewards from public service is high, offering a context and opportunity, where Nicola can
‘leave a mark on the earth’. Cal and Liza’s public service value set links with ‘keep it lean
and purposeful’ (Hood, 1991) being focused on opportunities for change, with both latterly
referring to the merits of improved performance management. Of those who reported they
‘fell’ into public services, specifically Bernard, Humphrey, Glenn, Robyn, Sam and Terri, they
came to be ‘passionate’, to extol a situational belief, and develop a ‘love’ for their public
service identity. This suggests a transition from the notion of public service as a job to that of
a near vocation. The majority of participants perceive a career built on principled, and value-
laden agency which brings with it high expectations.
4.3 General Perception of Public Service Citizenship - the Interpretation
b) ‘Dunkirk spirit’ and a ‘chance to do things differently’
CB: What are the best and the worst things that have happened during your time
working in public services? What I’m looking for is stories if you can.
Asking participants to recall high and low points of their career in public service encourages
an exchange around those aspects and events that are valued, and that influence their
perception of doing public service. Additionally, this gives an opportunity to discover if the
lived reality has differed from the initial conceptions of public service citizenship, exploring
the congruence of their psychological contact, and how they have interpreted any variation.
Best times:
A number of participants offered examples of instigating and managing change in service
provision as their best times; the rewards varied in terms of better services for clients,
personal rewards in terms of learning, development and career promotion, and a felt
freedom to ‘experiment’ (Emma).
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Angela: in terms of planning those services I had !that role and it was a
!key task and its just !great for me to see that come in cos its doing what it
.. when you plan it you’re always hypothesising its your best guess isn’t it?
CB: yes of course it is
A: based on the evidence you have so when that actually
((taps on table)) and works well
CB: m/
A: it’s a bit of a buzz isn’t it cos its actually
improving peoples lives, not many people go home and feel that do they?/
Cal: ((following the departure of previous director)) I sat on the board, I was
one of the youngest, I would imagine one of the youngest directors in
Wales
…
C: so I completely restructured the department
Dorothy: hands on delivery of bits of organisational development that I did
myself
Emma: ((talking generically, about times when ..)) we had a lot of control
over our over our own destiny as a function … time to experiment …
chance to do things differently
Humphrey: ((following the departure of manager)) I basically had to um,
not formally act up, but to take on a lot of responsibility and I took that
opportunity of getting quite a few things changed around here that I was
unable to do previously
Liza: Not only is it going to be good for the organisation but for me it’s the
fact that you’re doing something that has a !direct effect on people
externally
…
L: you could save lives
Ollie: I mean definitely the best things are where you feel, you know
making a difference, having an impact
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Terri: when we’ve achieved something
The remaining participants told stories of directly helping citizens, service users or clients.
Their stories differ from those above as they clearly show the value the participants put on
receiving encouraging feedback from services users; compounded where they are perceived
by self and others as having made a positive difference; pursuing the common good has
been found to be treasured by public servants (Taylor, 2007). There is a marked difference
in the length and depth of the narrative, often seen in stories where a powerful personal
impact is conveyed where they demonstrate a heightened description with an emotional and
enriched tone (Gabriel, 1995).
Glenn: during that snow ((officer name)) came in with the chief exec[utive]
and said we’ve got to get in touch with all these vulnerable people you
know who’s out there, could anyone be struggling in the snow and cos at
this point it had been snowing for several days/
CB: . m=it was horrendous
wasn’t it/
G: and roads were blocked off and particularly in parts of our er
rural communities and er because I manage staff who were able to pull
information out of our ((department name)) database we could start pulling
this information off for them about vulnerable people so and they were
going to start phoning around so one person said what are we going to do
with this are we going to outsource it to call centre are we going to ((outside
organisation)) or .. oh no we’re just going to do it@ and I thought oh surely
not.
CB: so you actually got on the phone to people in the community?/
G: yeah yeah we we just press ganged and er right said right who’s got
stuff on this morning that they can move, we had 8, 9, 10 of us generated
some lists that I had sort of coordinated and er I suppose it was a sort of
Dunkirk spirit you know it was horrible out there but we just formed a sort of
a virtual team and just started phoning people you know we have however
many thousands of records we just tried a pepper pot approach and tried to
hit someone on every street in every community (H) and just phoned up
and we’re just calling from X sorry for intruding but we know the snow is
falling pretty heavy, how are you doing ? mainly how are things in your
street …
…
G: but it was just an incredible positive experience and everyone dropped
what they were doing because potentially some of our communities were in
difficulty and we were able to !do something .. so that’s a very contained
example of something where we all pulled together and we had great time
of it.
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Nicola: last year I saw somebody a friend of mine who had grown up in
((place name)) and she said do you know ((name)) so and so .. and I said
oh ((name)) you know I can’t answer that and she said well he said he
knows that I know you and he asked to be remembered to you and to tell
you he’s still alive..
CB: m
N: because he had hepatitis this chap and I just thought
!pow that was probably the nicest thing that ever happened the fact that he
had remembered me and the fact that, you know I’d been a small part in
keeping this boy alive because he was the most horrendous injective drug
user and you know if if um sort of if you looked at the odds on.. he should
have been dead a long time ago
CB: m
N: and you think he’s still there, he’s still
there
A number of participants identified those best experiences which aligned to the stimuli for
joining public services; helping citizens, pulling together in ‘Dunkirk spirit’ (Glenn) and having
a positive impact in the community; a powerful force within collectivist cultures (Triandis,
1989). The marked effect of positive feedback directly from service users came through as a
strong stimulus in a number of the stories; these tales demonstrate the meaning attributed
by participants and links to the assurance they receive that their efforts are valued and
worthwhile. This was often a reported stimulus to join public service, and therefore this would
affirm and align with their psychological contract.
Cal was less driven by altruistic notions citing personal achievements, a place on the board,
as his best time but he wanted it made clear that he used his new status to restructure the
department, and make the service more efficient. This demonstrates his public service value
set which aligns to ‘keep it lean and purposeful’ which values ‘frugality’ and banning
‘inefficiency’ and matches with the NPM mode (Hood, 1991, p. 11). He also stated, however,
that the ‘icing on the cake’ was when his manager thanked him for his efforts; thus asserting
the affirmative role of personal rewards.
There was also a strong theme which reflected the best times being in response to fortuitous
circumstances in which participants were given a chance, permission, to act differently; as
referred to by Cal, Dorothy, Emma, Humphrey and Liza. This suggests a routine feeling of
containment which is only occasionally released as discussed in Chapter Two; and is
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indicative of a perception of helplessness, a hierarchal ‘stifling of individual freedom’
(Beetham, 1987, p. 66).
c) Watching ‘people grieve for the old ways’
Worst times:
Continuing the theme of change; the stimulus of an alteration in organisational processes
and policies, and their effect on participants and their colleagues, is a thread which passes
through many of the reported worst times. Participants specifically cite frustration at
‘pointless’ (Glenn) activities and the personal anxieties that surround periods of change.
While Angela, Malcolm and Sam report that their worst times involve a sense of
powerlessness when circumstances prevent them from helping others.
The bureaucracy of public service
Emma: then it became, the Conservative Party came in and we were going
to become trusts, separation between provider and purchaser, and I think
that was an interesting time but I think the worst of times was when um…
we were trying to make it work .. because you could see that all you were
doing was passing pieces of paper around to get you know money from
providers/
CB: yes-
E: … and purchasers and really for me it was about you were all
here for the same thing ((drumming fingers on desk)) the worst times for
me was thinking this is what I’m doing and it’s a bit of a waste of space . I’m
now sen-(ior), in the particular job that I was in at the time was very much
about um I was I just came in at quite a low level and I was thinking God
why am I doing this, this isn’t this is worthless we’re just chasing money
when its creating a job for me that's not very meaningful
CB: yes, yeah
E: that was the
worst
CB: so how did that make you feel?
E: I thought it was just .. not very valuable
CB: m
E: I I just thought well I could be doing . um (N10) yeah it didn’t make
sense I think so I was er I’m talking of that for me is a strange thing to say
that's the worst time but I think it was I’d !never thought of it before/
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CB: no-
E: but I really didn’t like doing that because it !really affected me
thinking (H) this isn’t a really valuable use of time
Glenn: I mean I have to work incredibly hard on some things I think are
pointless but they are some of the most stressful and difficult things but and
I’m not saying they’re ((central government departments)) not working hard
but there’s a huge amount of effort not just there but here that we could
move into delivering front line services and making a difference
Issues around the personal consequence of change
Bernard: ((following reorganisation, and ‘shabby’ HR policies which upset
colleagues)) … I was pretty um disillusioned with the organisation
Humphrey: ((leading up to reorganisation)) so yeah I mean you’ve got that
balance of emotion in terms of worrying about the future but also
understanding that there was a role to do at the time um because of course
we didn’t have a choice in this matter, you had to make the best of it
Nicola: ((following reorganisation)) its been interesting to watch the
process because for some people they have actually !grieved I have
watched people grieve
CB: m
N: for the old ways, that they are clinging on to the old
ways of doing things and it has been an incredibly distressing experience
for them to go through organisational change . um .. and I think what what
as a manager what you must do is sometimes for the people you manage
you have to hold hope !for them when they can’t
CB: yeah-
N: you have to, you
have to keep repeating actually we’re going to be alright this is going to be
alright, this is going to resolve, this is going to you have to kind of keep
repeating that um.. and holding the faith even when they can’t hold it
Ollie: ((during process of organisational change)) this prolonged sense of
anxiety and um um I mean I don’t feel it too much but I see it around me..
you know, people around you.. and how quite quickly they go downhill from
being pretty enthusiastic you know <uncertain words> direction to being
pretty low. Well and you know.. not trusting and you know and cynical and
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you know its quite difficult to be around that.
Inability to achieve goals
Angela: ((following a change in role from a more hands-on post)) I’ve spent
the last 2.5 years .. where.. you know.. feeling totally ((taps fingers on
table)) devalued and I feel .. er a .. if I’m honest I feel demoted
Malcolm: ((referring to helping patients)) when there’s nothing you can do\
Sam: its really hard you know, they’re like people could die you know we’ve
got no money you know and you know..
CB: so how does that actually make
you feel?
S: personally/ .. gutted
Reorganisations and the personal consequence of organisational change on self and others
is a recurring story; described as akin to the grieving process by Nicola. Angela and Bernard
have observed the effect of perceived unfairness in internal policies that surround team
restructuring; they had both benefited financially from the changes but Angela felt ‘demoted’
due to her inability to influence change in her new post. Whereas Bernard regarded the
personnel processes as a ‘bit shabby’ as he witnessed the detrimental effect on peers, this
treatment caused him to reflect on his commitment to the organisation ‘whilst I’m passionate
about the ((organisation)) then it does place me in a bit of a predicament when I see the
realties from the inside I guess’. Malcolm and Sam, along with Angela, referred to an inability
to help others as their worst times.
Ollie found anxious colleagues, who upset the smooth running of the team, ‘difficult to be
around’, Nicola’s approach to easing these concerns is reminiscent of a mother speaking to
worried child ‘you have to keep repeating actually we’re going to be alright this is going to be
alright’ and demonstrates a desire for a unobtrusive working environment.
The undertaking of ‘pointless’ activities, specifically relating to Glenn’s ‘stressful’
maintenance of processes around the increasing central government targets, and Emma’s
perception of the paper chase of internal charging within the NHS which she states ‘!really
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affected me’, causes personal frustration, also highlighted by Allen (2009). These
perceptions are consistent with the literature which notes that public servants are driven to
undertake meaningful activity; activities that are valued (Harmon & Mayer, 1986).
Additionally the personal effect of the separation between behaviours and values, an
example of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1964), aligns with the literature which identified
that techniques of NPM caused a disconnection for many public servants; a disruption in the
psychological contract. Emma returned to the importance of the group with the comment that
this feeling of irritation was heightened because colleagues are ‘all here for the same thing’.
d) ‘Easy to get on with’
CB: How would you describe your ideal colleagues?
Appreciating how participants interpret and define colleagues’ actions gives insights into the
behaviours and values that they hold in esteem. It also helps to elucidate how they define
ideal public service citizenship and apposite behaviour within work groups.
The responses relate to both peers and managers; and report a number of themes. These
range from enabling, guiding and supportive, to strong ideals, capable and enthusiastic. A
colleague with strong principles, a guiding manner, especially in a manager, was seen as
being very important. It was also important to Bernard, Cal, Glenn and Liza that colleagues
were not disruptive, and were straightforward in their approach and would ‘put themselves
out’ (Humphrey) for the sake of the team.
Organised and capable
Glenn: easy to get along with, very well organised, extremely well
structured
Robyn: … able to understand we’re working towards the same goals, you
know knowing and understanding their position in the whole scheme of
things you know that they know their role, they know that what they do is
important and they know the effects of them not doing it, you know that they
are quite conscious of people around them
Sam: um so I like someone who’s organised .. um someone I can delegate
to who if I give them a job with timelines they’ll you know at least have a fair
crack at it and keep me informed really, communicates with me, things like
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that (H) .. um er and is a bit of a thr- has ideas and isn’t frightened to put
they’re head up now and again and say what about this or what about that
Work mutually
Angela: ((referring to traits of an ideal manager)) work mutually on change,
they wouldn’t be obstructive, they wouldn’t be controlling, they (H) (Hx)
would allow people, managers to manage, respect and value people’s um
judgement and er experience
Bernard: very open and engaging . um er er not sort of er you know
somebody doesn’t necessarily bow to everyone else but someone who’s
keen to listen and um er .. um is happy to make time whenever is
appropriate when you need to have a conversation
Emma: supportive of each other and keen to do their best and learn
Not disruptive
Bernard: I wouldn’t want, yeah somebody who’s going to disrupt the
working atmosphere
Cal: I would say people who um people who have the same values as
myself then, the same work ethic
CB: m
C: and the same moral and ethical values
as myself, somebody who is hard working, somebody who is transparent
they don’t play games
Glenn: ((referring to current colleague)) incredibly professional, relates to
people really well, always does an incredibly good job, gets sometimes
difficult jobs done without annoying anyone, in a way that people welcome
the fact that jobs have to be done even though they don’t want to do it
Humphrey: will put themselves out
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Liza: they’ve got to be do-ers .. I like people who are honest and
straightforward that will .. and tell you you know in an honest and
straightforward way so that they’re not going to hide, they’re not hiding stuff
Enthusiastic and ambitious
Angela: ambitious for the people who live here, trying to get .. er people
who are er evidence based who have good humour, trying, who are
focused on trying to get the best outcomes for the people who live here,
who want to improve services, recognising that er that although its not
perfect that we can do better ..and they should always be ambitious, we
should always be striving for change, we should always want the best
outcomes based on what people tell us they want, not what we think is best
for people
Dorothy: they would be engaged in what they are doing, and they would
cooperate and . um they would give good customer service to both internal
and external customers and stakeholders
Ollie: working with people who have enthusiasm for what they’re doing for
me is more important not necessarily working with people who might be,
you know, the sharp- the brightest, the sharpest and most intelligent and
obviously that’s all brilliant as well but if they haven’t got enthusiasm its, its
really .. it is hard work.. and er.. very draining .. so .. eh .. either people that
you manage or, or colleagues and er so for me its all about enthusiasm and
that’s something I’d be looking for… !trust .. um so that er …(N) so that you
can come up with ideas that might .. you might think for a moment .. I can’t
share them and if they’re actually rubbish idea you’re in a safe
environment@ …
CB: and they’ll tell you in an open way/
O: yeah , again if
they’re enthusiastic people and you know that’s coming from a good place,
not trying .. to keep you down or feeling threatened, its coming from a
positive place, from trust
Idealised
Angela: ((referring to past manager)) she was unbelievably difficult to work
for but her practice values in terms of her aspirations for people using
services you kind of could forgive it cos practice standards were very high
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Emma: ((referring to manager within the organisation)) people do
understand that with the particular micromanager that we’ve got that his
intentions are !so honourable that they put up with it cos they understand
where he’s coming from and what he’s trying to do
Liza: I’ve had some really good managers within the organisation .. she’s
quite a difficult manager to work with.. she !has mellowed quite a lot , she
was quite hard-line and definitely home was home and work was work . and
um you know she was a bit of a task master
CB: m/
L: it wasn’t a problem because I I
deliver but what she was very clear about what she wanted, the best ..
Nicola: warm . honest .. (Hx) compassionate .. well organised . principled
Guiding
CB: what about a manager, what would your ideal manager be like?
Sam: …. Um …. (H) .. just someone who everyone respects and someone
who will give 110% and will listen to everyone um.. even if they don’t think
they’re right they’ll still listen and hear them out
Malcolm: ((someone)) l … (H) I guess would be there when you’re in..
when you’re unsure and some- you know wh- yeah I guess someone who
would support you but won’t be breathing down your neck
Terri : I almost need a a almost a .. somebody to hold me
Behaviours that are esteemed include cooperation, helpfulness and being supportive;
summed up by Humphrey in remarking that ideal colleagues will ‘put themselves out’.
Angela values an ‘ambitious’ approach in mutually striving for change, targeted directly at
outcomes that ‘people tell us they want’; and therefore valued. She also craves an active
involvement in decision making, in being ‘allowed’ to use her judgement within the
atmosphere of trust that Ollie refers to. Sam and Ollie both covet a climate in which
individuals’ could raise issues freely, where they are not ‘frightened’ to speak up, and where
any ensuing discussion comes from a ‘good place’.
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Cal prized peers or team members who are the ‘same as myself’, who don’t play games
(although he later extols this behaviour in management as political expertise); Liza also
appreciates straightforwardness. A lack of game playing and straightforwardness depicts
honesty, openness and integrity, an integral part of the Public Service code both past
(Professional Standards in the Public Service, 1972) and present (The Good Governance
Standard for Public Services, 2004), and leads to shared understanding in a cooperative
environment. Glenn and Bernard both cite a desire for colleagues who conduct themselves
in a way that is not going to ‘annoy’ anyone or ‘disrupt’ the working atmosphere. The
amalgam of these views link with the harmony and loyalty discussed in Chapter Two which
previous research suggests is ingrained within the values of those who choose a career in
public service (Mosher, 1968; Pratchett & Wingfield, 1996).
Moving onto an ideal manager, participants reported they would also be supportive, keen to
listen, ‘be there when you’re in .. when you’re unsure’ but not controlling, ‘breathing down
your neck’ (Malcolm) or micromanaging. However, in terms of these reviled behaviours Liza,
Emma and Angela all explicitly refer to an interpretative process whereby behaviours and
their derived values are separately considered. Their response to a ‘difficult’ (Liza)
behavioural stimulus was that of pardoning disdained behaviours if their interpretation of the
origin, the underpinning values, of those behaviours were ‘honourable’ (Emma). This
represents a capacity to forgive or accept bullish or ‘hard-line’ (Liza) acts if esteemed values,
specifically service improvement, fairness and equity in service provision, were perceived to
be at their heart. This interpretative process will be drawn upon in the later discussion.
e) ‘I don’t know if I’d necessarily say I have any rights in what sort of sense would
you say rights?’
CB: How do you perceive your rights and responsibilities as someone working in
public services?
This question aimed to explore participants’ perception of the democratic nature of public
service citizenship; and their perceived standing within the public service. In response,
participants typically hesitated at the term ‘rights’ and struggled to identify their role as a
public servant with this term. The responses usually started with the participant relaying the
answer to their felt responsibilities and then returning to their rights following an additional
prompt. In line with the manner of the replies the participants’ perceived responsibilities are
reported first.
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Responsibilities
Cal: I’ve got a responsibility to ensure that’s done as efficiently and as
effectively as possible
CB: m
C: um I don’t know if I’d necessarily say I have any rights
in what sort of sense would you say rights?
Humphrey: that’s an interesting one !rights !and responsibilities . I think
taking the second one I think I’ve touched on some of them already in
terms of having you know public sector mentality around understanding you
know that we are proving a public service, our responsibility to the public in
general um from my aspect its about ensuring that we try and get as much
value for money as possible.
…
H: the responsibilities at the end of the day if it don’t feel right then I’ve got
to say something about it um you you you know if s-somebody wants to
take umbrage at what I consider to be something that needs to be asked or
said then that is up to them but really you can’t just let things go. I’m not
one, if I feel strongly about something then I !have to say something
Angela: .. um= (Hx) I think integrity is is a key er value for public servants
Bernard: to be customer focused at the end of the day whilst .. and who’s
my customer? well ultimately it’s it’s the public er first and foremost
Dorothy: um my rights and responsibilities, ok well sort of officially there’s
various things like the civil service code of practice and then all the
protocols that belong to ((the organisation name)). you know I feel I have
responsibility to the organisation, to carry out my role effectively and so on .
I’ve got responsibilities to anyone I’m like managing for their er !wellbeing@
if you like !and um very much the sort of responsibility to deliver to citizens
Liza: my !rights and responsibilities?
CB: yes
L: my responsibilities are quite clear I think
and I’ve thrown that back I don’t know how many times but I’m paid by
taxpayers so I have to deliver value for money, at the end of the day
everything I do I’m accountable on someone’s paying tax towards this so I
need to do it in the most efficient way in the most cost effective way and I
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need to do something that's worthwhile and do and do it properly
CB: m
L: so I so I
see that quite clearly as my responsibility within the organisation I’m also
responsible for representing this organisation
CB: m
L: so I need to be brought into.. I
totally believe in corporate obedience
…
Ollie: …(Hx)…um.. rights (H) I’ve not really thought of rights.. but er my
responsibilities I would see as … a responsibility to … public … to our
citizens.. to um… to ensure that we’re um.. I’m not going to try and give an
off pat answer but to .. um to.. deliver .. to deliver the best services we can
um… relatively .. given the resources we’ve got and that historic place
you’ve come from .. um.. responsibility here to to our.. our elected
members and their responsibilities ..um we’ve got a responsibility there..
Terri: my responsibility is always to my, to my mum.. I always think how
would my mum feel . I always put it in terms of how would be mum feel
about this … if she was there next to me.. I suppose I personalise it
Rights
Emma: rights are the things you’d expect of anyone to be treated fairly, and
to be treated with respect in the same way as you’d expect .. I don’t know
about the private sector I don’t know . public sector that you’re a public
sector worker it doesn’t make you special
CB: m
E: it doesn’t make you anymore
special than anyone else I don’t think .. um I’m not quite sure how to
answer the rights question actually
…
E: I tend to think more of the responsibilities to be frank
Liza: … I don’t I think I don’t get hung up.. I don’t believe in unions never
have done
Malcolm: @ (H) (Hx) .. rights and responsibilities.. when you say rights I
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immediately start thinking of trade unions you see right/
CB: right-
M: and so um I think
we’ve got the same rights as anyone else you know you know in all aspects
we’re sort of people first, health serv- public sector employees after
CB: yeah
M: I think we’ve got I think from that point of view we’ve got the same
rights !but having said that we’ve got the same right but we’re its difficult for
us to exercise .. if particularly if you think of ((organisation name)) for
example
CB: m
M: and if you get the so for example like a dispute ongoing or whatever..
there’s do-you know p- (Hx) .. you can’t walk off the job can you, you know
you can’t you can’t s-say .. you can’t you know its <uncertain word> union
on strike so you’re talking to the wrong, so everything rights to me is about
that .. !um the so some things we’ve got the same rights but we !can’t
exercise them because of the position we’re in
Ollie: ((referring to rights)).. you might have to explain what you mean , I
mean did you have anything in mind?
…
O: I’d probably be much quicker about my rights if I’d ever had a problem
but I don’t… I suppose our rights are around equality around, fairness and
er um not being bullied …
Robyn: I suppose I would I veer on the side of the responsibility being quite
high but the rights being just the basic, the legal rights as an employee ..
um I have a right to be paid
Terri: I er I sort of struggle internally with this.. because I used to have this
((organisation name)) or public service thing where, everybody’s guilty of it.
where they think they’re better than the people on the street.. people doing
it.. and then .. um. to think how lucky we are.. to have been given this role .
and the responsibility.. to do the best we can.. I think we.. yeah I don’t know
I don’t think we’re better than anyone else I think sometimes when we are
driven politically whether we lose our worth.. we- we I know its quite an odd
thing because we work for politicians essentially but we !don’t we work for
um. the people for Wales and we are far too politically driven
Responsibilities invoked a range of topics with an overarching prominence relating to a
responsibility to citizens, taxpayers, the team and self. Humphrey feels a responsibility to
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raise his concerns about issues which he doesn’t feel are right even if others take ‘umbrage’,
a theme continued by Nicola who feels a responsibility, a ‘duty to be innovative’. Liza returns
to an earlier topic regarding a responsibility to do ‘something that’s worthwhile’.
Rights where they are vocalised are typically voiced in terms of union membership, as per
Malcolm’s response, and reinforced by Ollie where he noted ‘I probably would I’d probably
be much quicker about my rights if I’d ever had a problem’. Rights were by and large
denoted with negative nuances; as an obstructive or individualistic notion as demonstrated
when participants emphasised the importance of public servants not thinking they were
something ‘special’ (Emma) or ‘better than’ (Terri) anyone else in wanting rights. Fairness
was a term raised by a number of participants; and a core value found in previous research
of governmental employees (Box, 1999) found in powerful group and collectivist cultures
(Earley, 1983).
Malcolm introduces a different aspect with his comment that public servants’ rights are
restricted because ‘we !can’t exercise them because of the position we’re in’. The meaning
Malcolm attributes to public service and the effect on his interpretation and response, links to
those Burnier (2005) found within public policy makers where their defined meanings ‘do not
determine interaction, but they modify, constrain, and otherwise influence the present
interaction’ (p. 505). Malcolm’s interpretation of public service citizenship equates to putting
others’ before self, constraining his action. Terri personalises her responsibility, and returns
to the familial, with her reference to considering ‘how would my mum feel’.
4.4 General Perception of Civic Virtue – the Response
f) ‘Rock the boat’ and then ‘ruffled the feathers’
CB: Has there been a time where you believe authority was challenged within a
public service organisation - could you tell me about it?
Challenging authority, questioning the status quo, expressing opinions and making
suggestions are behaviours representative of CV (Schnake & Dumler, 2003). This question
therefore directly addresses participants’ definition, interpretation and perception of CV and
speaking-up. In light of the fact that this area is the main focus of the present research, then
this section is rich in its narrative.
The responses that follow are those received as a direct result of the question above, but
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also those pertinent issues raised throughout the narrative portion of the interviews; that is,
excluding the PIE method which follows in the next section. The responses offered within the
interview have been contextualised, where appropriate, to aid understanding. In retrieving
and presenting replies from throughout the interviews, and in separating the remarks of each
participant, there is a danger of over blending the views of each participant, and therefore
losing their wholeness. Consequently, in the text below each participant’s responses are
shown separately followed by an initial discussion. The section then concludes with a
reflection of the responses taken as a whole.
Angela: ((referring to challenges in team meetings around revisions to
service)) (H) . (H) I don’t think it would be a problem to have a dialogue of
different opinion… with er ((director))(N5)
CB: ok .. but ? I can a sense a but/
A: do you?@
CB: I do/
A: (H) um= .. there (Hx) .. the issue here is that the ((line manager))
feels we should all sing from the same song- and will and has very strong
views about if people have a different ((taps on table)) opinion or voice a
different opinion to the one she is giving from which there is usually no
debate ((taps on table)) in that environment. So when I said, so when I
talked about career ending conversations/
CB: m
A: the issue will not be for me that
((director)) hears that it will be the consequence from ((line manager))
CB: m= m=
A: but if I don’t say it I’ll !never get
it to ((directors)) attention/
CB: no no
A: because she won’t say it-
CB: no
A: you will have gathered
there is a particular issue/
CB: yes of course-
A: people, there are people here who
((taps on table)) well its just mad .. I’ve never worked anywhere like it
…
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A: ((regarding new plan for service)) it’s a waste of money, yep and we all
know it every single one of us knows it, nobody can say anything.
CB: you don’t say it because of/
A: she’ll go nuts, life would not be ...
everything else would become very difficult
…
A: but actually leadership and tone in these organisations it’s different. I
think its different, ((type of public service organisations)) work slightly
differently you !have to ..woe betide you really if you don’t listen to your to
your lead managers
…
A: there will be no consultation again she’s written the paper and you know
her exact words were the exactly the same as they were two years ago .. I
will take your comments but I can’t see me changing it much, for which you
should read not at all @ cos but actually in the last consultation I er I .. I
had commented on the paper
CB: m
A: I s- I thought the ((revised service plan)) was
really inappropriate as did everybody else ((taps on table))
CB: so you actually
put that in writing?
A: not in those words, oh I put it in writing I have been
consistently critical because I think otherwise people will say well why didn’t
you say anything but it makes me not popular … not with !anyone.
Angela’s role is one of deputy lead in a team. In her recollection of team meetings she refers
to her managers’ desire for the whole team to maintain the same opinion. This behaviour, on
the face of it, could be interpreted as a desire for a strong team spirit and togetherness but
put in context Angela has interpreted this as a silencing and controlling message. She notes
she is of the same opinion as others within the wider team, but in her considered acts of
being critical refers to her status of being ‘not popular .. not with !anyone’. In this she
indicates that disapproval emanates from her managers and peers in disrupting the group
norm. This phenomena concurs with a range of research investigating group dynamics,
those individuals reported as most popular continue ongoing activities rather than suggest
new ones (Putallaz & Gottman, 1981) with questioning behaviours being deemed deviant
within the group (Fay & Frese, 2001; Janssen, 2003). Yet, following a lengthy struggle she
put her measured concerns in writing; an act she felt was a necessary reflection of her
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professional duties, reflecting her overriding concern for the client group.
Bernard: ((referring to a colleague)) he defied what the director had said
which was to submit it in his absence..
CB: right/ ok . so you said he does that sort
of thing quite often, does he/. what does he do and how is he seen as part
of the team?
B: um. er a bit of a @maverick@
…
CB: do you think if he’s, if he’s as you say you described him as a
maverick.
B: yeah
CB: is that seen as being good or bad?
B: um. its not al=ways bad
to be honest, its its good in a way, he he he’s not somebody who goes out
!deliberately to um rock the boat as I say um ..he will um .. he knows he
knows when to er to sort of toe the line in general um
…
CB: how does his line manager deal with with him?
B: same as us, gives him a
lot of leeway really to do that (H) um he knows what is required of him and
he does it so (H) we’re we’re er comfortable with that really as I say the
results get done so..
CB: is he the sort of person people would choose on the
team?
B: No !No I mean he’s ruffled a few feathers . um even with new people
who have joined on our team who have had a bit of a run in with him
before, um er I think he’s a bit like marmite basically ((negative expression))
…
CB: but it seems like, as with marmite, most people don’t quite, most
people don’t-
B: !No no, they don’t.
The term ‘maverick’ is used by both Bernard and Cal (see below); with Bernard’s colleague
being given leeway in his behaviour due to his ability to get results valued by the team.
However, despite his competence, and maverick behaviour being ‘not al=ways bad’, the
colleague is still largely unpopular and when asked if he would be a team choice this was
greeted with an emphatic ‘!No. !No’. This response, the valuing of group welfare over results,
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is representative of collectivist cultures; cultures where Moorman and Blakely (1995) found a
higher proportion of helpful OCBs which includes going ‘out of his / her way’ and ‘showing
genuine concern and courtesy towards co-workers, even under the most trying business or
personal situations’ (p. 132). These behaviours were mentioned by Humphrey in response to
ideal colleagues ‘putting themselves out’ and this represents a recurring theme in this
section.
Cal: so for example if a ((type of public service officer)) put in a grievance
against their line manager their line manager would hear the informal stage
then if its unresolved then the head of department would hear it
CB: right/
C: and then if that’s unstaged then I would hear it and I’d have the final say
it wouldn’t go beyond me which is well ..we try and play the rules if you like,
because if it goes beyond me it goes to my director and it goes to the chief
executive
CB: yeah/
C: and so you try and keep it within your own camp in
some respects
CB: m=
C: um so he ((referring to previous incumbent of post)) was very
very clever at doing that and he would he would implicate himself in all of
the grievances he would sort of, he would try and tell people all the way
down the line what decision they should be making knowing that if it got to
him he would never let it go past him so ((taps fingers on desk)).
CB: so that’s
something you’ve continued to do as much as-
C: well I haven’t implicated myself
but I’ve made sure, because the unions will try and shortcut the system
because they know if they can get the grievance past me they may, I I
wouldn’t say they’d get a different hearing but because they know they’re
getting their voice heard beyond the department/
CB: m
C: so I’ve always try to
ensure that they follow the !right line management routes/@
…
CB: ((referring to current line manager)) but he doesn’t mind who he
upsets?
C: no no absolutely not providing the outcome is right for the
organisation
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CB: m
C: yeah/
CB: so as you say quite a lot of people must dislike him
then
C: yeah I would say about @ 70% of the organisation @
CB: (accentuated H)
C: actually
dislike is probably the wrong word, wary I would say they’re very wary of
him cos again he’s a he’s very much a maverick um..
CB: how does that cause
them to behave though if they are wary of him?
C: well they don’t open up
CB: right-
C: but they do know that they’ve got to comply by it because he is, he has
the power invested in him by the chief exec[utive]
…
C: ((again, referring to participant’s current line manager)), never cross him
you know that’s <uncertain word>
CB: so what would happen if-
C: um, well I see
people disappear out of the organisation .. they go on secondment
somewhere so if . if for example they don’t ..if he wants something done
and they don’t do it then they will be seconded out .. so he is a bit of a .. he
shapes the organisation .. he knows what the end goal is if you like and
he’ll just get that done quickly
…
CB: If he did something you disagreed with what would you do?
C: I’d tell him .. but not publicly, I’d have a conversation like we’re having
now
CB: m
C: if he then said well this is the party line then I’d have to toe it outside
Cal’s maverick is a combination of his admired predecessor who was ‘very very clever’ in
manoeuvring through the bureaucratic obstacles, his current line manager who ‘shapes the
organisation’ and has ‘power invested in him’ by the chief executive, and himself who, as
previously noted, was a high flyer at a young age. Cal shows clear individualistic tendencies
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being proud of knowing the ‘!right’ lines through the organisation, yet remarks that his aims
are sharply attuned to community and organisational outcomes. His response to stimulus is
to play the game, keeping an eye on the end goal, his heralded performance targets. He
respects game playing ability in those with authority, describing his current boss as ‘the best
politician I have ever met’ but within his ideal colleagues he desired ‘somebody who is
transparent they don’t play games’. So, although apparently revelling in challenge as a
positive energising behaviour he nevertheless uses deflective games to avoid challenge
directed at him from both the union and team members. Both mavericks were described as
‘like marmite’ with Bernard indicating a dislike and Cal being more favourable (but only in
those he reveres).
Dorothy: ((referring to perceived lax human resource policies)) oh yes its
well known practice um but you know I think that you know there are things
here which to me um are hard to challenge
CB: m
D: you know I see people sitting at
their desks listening to their ipods when they are supposed to be the ones
answering the phone…
CB: ok/ .. so why is it difficult to challenge?
D: um= because I’ve
done it once and was told by someone more senior than me to leave him
alone he doesn’t get paid very much
…
D: yes the implication was back off, this is how we’ve always done it we’ll
carry on..
CB: even though it-
D: even though it was against policy or outside
the rules, oh !yeah/
…
D: well, well if I see somebody making a lot of personal phone calls I’m
afraid I believe that’s theft
CB: yeah-
D: but I wouldn’t !dare say it to anyone here I er
you know they’d think I’m erm being really grump- .. but I think that’s !theft
…
CB: ((in response to earlier question about rights)) so do you feel you get
your right to be listened to then?
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D: not quite, not always it depends who by
.. is it my right to be listened to/ or my um .. as you can tell I’m not usually
backward in coming forward about things but um I think that you know that
the over how ever many years … and other jobs sometimes you become a
bit reluctant to say anything for ((quietly as if to self)) is it fear? …m=
perhaps not quite fear but for not wanting to stir things up
…
D: I mean personally I think there’s ways of disagreeing without being
disagreeable
…
CB: ((referring to team that participant had shared an office with)) how are
they treated by their manager then?
D: oh I’ve oh I’ve heard can we cut down
on the number of fag breaks, cos they all like to go out for their fags and
things like that and they go ((quietly)) oh yes ok\
CB: so they are fairly
submissive are they?
D: they are submissive to her because she’s so
horrendous because they’ve told me and I’ve sort of listened and couldn’t
really comment or pull grade on her or anything .. um but they made
excuses for her ((quietly, in sympathetic tone)) oh she’s not very well
…
D: ((referring to how an individual would feel in being challenged)) a lot of
people get very defensive when they are criticised or told something but
even if its done in a good way. I think we all do that actually
Dorothy describes her reluctance to speak up as ‘not quite fear but for not wanting to stir
things up’. Dorothy also equates being challenged with being criticised, a distinctly negative
view, and reports this would be an act which would likely result in a defensive stance. The
issue of being unpopular within the group was one of those which Dorothy attributed as the
cause of her silence. This was along with her perception that her hierarchal grade directly
impeded her ability to speak up, or ‘pull grade’ on another officer. This process identifies her
reification of the structural nature of the organisation, and the power it then holds over, in
guiding her subsequent management of appropriate conversation. Dorothy reports that the
manager behaving as a ‘bit of a bully’ is excused because ‘she’s not very well’. The definition
of bullying varies greatly from victimisation to incivility, but with it consistently being
perceived as destructive to its recipient (Burnes & Pope, 2007). Yet Dorothy’s response
demonstrates an ability, and a willingness, to overlook destructive behaviour if the agent is
perceived to be acting under duress, either personally due to illness, or in response to the
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contextual circumstances. This externalisation of the origin of unpopular behaviour, where
this is seen to be in response to factors beyond the control of the agent, results in passive
acceptance.
Emma: I’m not so sure that authority gets challenged (Hx) that that much
here in our experience we’ve had a very autocratic .. command and control
kind of um .. organisation under our chief executive .. and … I don’t think
we do a lot of challenging
…
E: if my boss challenges me its very much um .. in a way that says … if
I've done something he doesn’t like
CB: m
E: he won’t tell me …
CB: he won’t tell you?
E: he won’t tell me that he doesn’t like it , he’ll ask me to do something and
do something else and then you realise afterwards that was because he
didn’t like what you did, he’ll guide you through something
CB: ok/
E: if he doesn’t, he’s
not particularly .. one to … yell at you if you’ve done something wrong, he’s
very much about yeah and could you do this as well
CB: right
E: and then you
realise oh right that's what you meant by that so so he’s got a very good
way of doing it
…
E: ((referring to problems within the team)) so there’s conversations that
need to be happening with the the er boss of the boss.
CB: yes-
E: and that's not
happening so there is there is I have, I don’t often see it but I can see it
going on at the moment but its its quite undermining and they need to get
((taps on table)) to grips with it and I think there’s a bit of weakness on the
part of the the senior manager in not tackling , not supporting the um . for
an easy life really
CB: m m
E: so there is a little bit of that, and you do see that from time to time
they think it’s er easier if I just if I ignore if I just ignore it will go away
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The behaviour of Emma’s line manager indicates his dislike of directness, of CV behaviours,
taking a convoluted route to getting the work he needs. Emma admires her line manager’s
ability to challenge without causing disruptive or bad feeling, but refers to other officers
within the organisation who avoid the conversation ‘for an easy life’. This indicates that in her
experience the discussion of issues is likely to cause difficulties for, and within, the team and
are thus avoided. The manifestation of this avoiding behaviour is indistinguishable; however
Emma remarks on this behaviour positively when she perceives it as seeking to avoid
offence and yet negatively when it she sees it as being driven by laziness. This suppression
of views Emma observes as restraining progress yet both Emma and her line manager
appear to be non-consciously continuing the avoiding approach.
Glenn: ((to self)) challenge? how far do you have to challenge? … how do
you ensure that you=re um ingratiating isn’t the right word but um seen
favourably by the new man at the top, I think that’s a difficult position to be
in..
…
CB: ((challenging an individuals’ decision which was against organisational
policy)) did you do that as part of the meeting?
G: I remember feeling incredibly
uncomfortable and nervous about the whole thing at the time because
when you work in ((type of sector)) then ((named professional group)) are
er incredibly well thought of, well thought of people and it felt quite
uncomfortable challenging that and er .. er that felt awkward
…
G: ((referring to the organisation’s management challenging external
bodies)) it takes quite a lot of courage I think as I said before with the
((organisational management team)) who collectively challenged the
((external organisation)) but came away.. I mean where we have
challenged we have been seen as as resistant to change
CB: m-
G: where we queried
some request we were seen then as not being, or not cooperating with a
range of regulatory requests so in some ways then it was seen as affecting
perceptions of us ... in some places and …um you have to be careful about
er reputational issues..
Glenn expressed that personal challenge may not be seen ‘favourably’, found it ‘awkward’
and ‘uncomfortable’ and has seen this replicated at an organisational level. With these
behaviours being seen as resistant to change and progress; a factor also referred to later by
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Robyn. The effect of hierarchy on the perceived ability to question was another theme, and
links in with Dorothy’s view.
Humphrey: ((referring to ideal colleagues in own team)) and they’re
challenging
CB: how do you find it when they are?
H: oh I encourage it
because I think that’s how you get the best out of people . if you constantly
stifle them if you say constantly say I hear what you’re saying but its not
happening then they’ll stop giving your those sort of suggestions and
creativity . so you know, we agree to disagree on occasion which again I
find healthy but we’ve you know, we’ve had one to ones and we may have
had sort of @ disagreements they’re never long lived
CB: m=
H: they don’t bear grudges,
I’m the same um and we get on with it
…
H: ((referring to cross team meetings in presence of own line manager)) I
might say well I don’t agree with you, I think we need to to look at this
CB: how would that normally work through?
H: (H) … um with difficulty
sometimes @ um it !doesn’t tend to happen too often in this sort of forum
but from my er I have weekly set meetings with ((line manager)) he’ll um
say oh this is what's been decided and I’ll say well … are you um sure we
can do that/
…
CB: ((referring to another team whose work impacts on participant)) how do
they take you questioning them?
H: I I think they’ve been very good about it to be
honest with you
Humphrey states that he encourages challenge within his own team but when dealing with
colleagues in other groups he hesitantly remarks it presents difficulties. He describes his
attempts at challenging behaviour almost as being tolerated, when he declares that ‘they’ve
been very good about it’. This statement highlights his belief that CV behaviour is not typical,
not encouraged, nor appreciated and is thus against the norm.
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Liza: ((referring to meetings with challenging conversations)) its unusual to
have managers that will be brave enough to allow that kind of behave- that
kind of thing to go on
CB: m=
L: what you tend to get is all this kind of juxtapositioning
stuff where people are saying .. its what they’re !not saying.. its what ..this
kind of this hidden agenda stuff
…
L: ((regarding lack of speaking out in meetings)) in a lot of cases and (H)
some people are just parano- about being found out , that they actually
don’t know a lot
CB: m
L: and someone like me doesn’t help because I’m straight there
in your face going come on we need to do blah blah blah blah and they’re
going like get rid of ‘er cos you know she, you know, she .. no stone is
going to be left unturned
…
L: I think people are quite accepting and you know I think some people
here are just a bit .. lazy you know they don’t want to rock the boat
Liza points to a lack of questioning as stemming from a fear of being ‘found out’, and
articulates admiration for managers who are ‘brave’ enough to allow challenging behaviour
to be enacted, and thus exposing themselves to this risk. She reports a climate of silence,
where there are issues which are not being aired ‘what they’re not saying’. Liza reports being
‘in your face saying come on’, and suggests this as an unusual behaviour in meetings which
take place in the organisation. This recognition caused her to comment that colleagues may
wish to ‘get rid of ‘er’, reflecting her belief that there is an inherent desire for cohesion in the
team. She herself perpetuates the same desire, she reports her own challenging behaviour
as enthusiastic and driven in rocking the boat but conversely severely criticises colleagues
for not following the policy rules, stating earlier ‘I totally believe in corporate obedience’. Like
other participants, it appears that behaviours are perceived and interpreted differently in self
and others; depending on the view of the origin of the behaviour, and thus the result of this
assessment initiates a different response.
Malcolm: ((referring to lack of challenge)) I think !the= cos I kinda guess ..
its cos we’ve still got, cos we’re not .. cos people who work in the public
sector I kinda guess have got.. oh this is where the difficulty comes in ..
have got that belief about wanting to to to act in the best interests
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CB: m
M: so there’s al- so by their very nature there’s .. a lot of belief about.
people . I think
CB: m
M: I mean optimism or whatever , I reck’n we’re all psychopaths
we just keep doing the same thing over and over again and we know its not
going to work but we keep having a go, next time it might work-
CB: yeah.
M: you know
.. (Hx) so yeah and so we’ve got this inherent !belief that that what we’re
doing is right and so well .. its some- maybe at the back of our ‘eads
naggin’ us well !they must be doing that as well .. you know that must be
why.. they’re they are .. oh fair play .. oh love em fair play they can’t help
it, you know @
CB: @
M: ah bless
Malcolm makes a direct link between the lack of questioning and public sector values,
reporting is stems from a ‘belief about people’, in their inherent good intentions, and the lack
of a desire to upset colleagues, as summed up by the phrase ‘ah bless’. This story resonates
with Dorothy’s recollection of previous colleagues accepting a manager being a ‘bit of a
bully’ because of their illness.
Nicola: ((referring to question regarding an ideal colleague)) if there are
issues in the organisation she will be the first to come and tell you and
she’s !very honest and upfront, not afraid to have an argument with me
even though I’m you know ((indicating “ ”)) the boss . um.. and I do value
that about her and she can, she can always, she is the emotional
thermometer
CB: m
N: so um yeah honest
CB: m
N: and not afraid to say what they think, I
can’t be doing with game playing, I can’t !stand it
CB: do you think most people
afraid though?
N: of what speaking out to me as a manager?
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CB: I don’t mean to
you personally, I mean within the organisation?
N: !yes !absolutely and I’m not and
I think that’s why its I think that’s why some people struggle with me
perhaps is that I will .. you know . I sometimes go hello there’s an elephant
in the room @ you know ‘n’ you know nobody is acknowledging the fact
that there is an elephant here @ and I think some people find that quite
threatening but I don’t care
CB: m
N: that sort of disapproval doesn’t bother me
because its its affecting the patients ultimately you know so um but yes I
think most people are afraid
CB: so, why do you think you are unusual as part of
the group then?
N: (N10) I don’t know I suppose I’ve got to more of a point in my
life where I don’t actually care if people dislike me um and that used to
matter a lot when I was younger
CB: yeah-
N: and I think it doe-s, it doesn’t it
doesn’t bother me now although you know nobody wants to be disliked so..
!that doesn’t bother me and .. (Hx) you see some people won’t speak up to
perpetuate their own position, that’s the other thing ..
CB: so you think if they
speak up in their role, that their job will change/
N: yes yeah absolutely .. I
think so .. um and the status quo for a lot of people is a very comfortable
place to be you know
Nicola comments that colleagues’ lack of CV stems from their desire to safeguard and
perpetuate their position, to avoid being disliked, and to maintain the comfortable status quo.
This clearly indicates her perception that undertaking CV would lead to a detrimental effect
for those actors. She refers to a similar practice to Liza, pointing out the ‘elephant in the
room’ and also remarks that this represents a deviant behaviour within the group and one
which is not regarded favourably. Her ability to move outside this norm of acceptance
originates, she perceives, from the likelihood that not speaking out will affect the patient;
demonstrating a tendency toward patriotism, a willingness to self sacrifice for public service,
as identified by Brewer et al., (2000). The conversation started with a reference to an
existing, and ideal, colleague one who isn’t ‘afraid’ to tell her the emotional climate of the
team; a later discussion around the remainder of the team, highlights to Nicola a disparity in
her reported democratic tendencies.
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Ollie: larger organisations inevitably become more hierarchical and I think
challenge becomes more difficult/ …um .. Again it does um .. it does
depend on the .. the authority then.. it depends on .. the manager .. I mean
the .. on .. how open are they to? How secure are they?
Ollie states hierarchy and managerial self esteem as factors in challenge, agreeing
with a number of participants who equate CV with a potential disruption in role or
position within the organisation.
Robyn: ((referring to team since recent reorganisation)) I’ve !heard people
say that they wouldn’t say certain things now and I think that, the problem is
that that doesn’t help an organisation move forward because under surface
is all this ((indicating birds legs under the water)) going on and people, you
know even people knowing that things are essentially !wrong are saying oh
well so and so wants to do it
CB: m
R: I find that particularly in the ((organisational department)) you
know, where I have actually sat and thought no I’m !going to say something
because if if it doesn’t really matter how far up the career ladder then it
doesn’t matter when you say those things
CB: m
R: because you just, its its stupid
not to say something um … but that sort of .. I’ve also seen what happens
when one person doesn’t say what everyone else !knows they are thinking
too it it has an effect then on the whole team cos everyone else thinks if
that person is scared to say it, !why are they scared to say it and if I’m
scared to say it well I’m not saying it and the whole thing .. and er I think the
fear level then goes up by a lot if just one person and that one person could
be the real fly in the ointment in the team, you know
…
R: I just think that people are sort of scared to open up in a way.
CB: do you
know what you think they are fearful of?
R: I think they are fearful of not
being regarded as positive can-do people
Robyn observes the power of inter-subjectivity and the perpetuating nature of a lack of
questioning within a group, and its ability to generate fear within the team. Her apparent
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ability to buck this trend and engage in CV is aligned to her lack of ambition when she
remarks ‘if it doesn’t really matter how far up the career ladder then it doesn’t matter when
you say those things’. This indicates her belief, which concurs with other participants, that
there are likely to be negative repercussions directed towards individuals who undertake
acts of CV. Additionally Robyn points out that questioning is seen as not being ‘can-do’. As
discussed in Chapter Two, research has identified that employees feel that they could not
discuss problems with processes and/or suggestions for improvement for fear of being
labelled as ‘complaining and not being constructive’ (Milliken, et al., 2003, p. 1461). Robyn
remarks that ‘can-do’ is a much sought after virtue in public services, particularly in the
current financial climate. This perception and behavioural response is also replicated at the
organisational level, as seen in Glenn’s earlier observation.
CB: ((referring to line manager who participant feels is belittling her)) have
you ever spoken to him? I’m sure that's very obvious question?
Sam: I can’t no. No.
The manner of the participant, and the sensitive nature of this issue, meant the matter was
not pursued in this section of the interview. Allied issues were discussed throughout the
interview. Sam referred to having no respect for her manager and regularly approached his
manager, or others within the organisation, to gain necessary approval for reports, and in
this regard demonstrates an ability to behave in an assertive manner. This confessed
uncharacteristic assertiveness was driven by her desire to ‘deliver’, a word used strongly
throughout her interview. Yet, a direct conversation was deemed too confrontational, caused
by her perception of the possible ramifications both for herself and the team.
Terri : ((referring to a time when an officer challenged a regulating
organisation)) I was angry that they could challenge the ((regulating
organisation)) and the ((central government department)), who the hell do
you think you are.. this is.. because that feels sort of .. you just !can’t do
that ..
Terri reports anger that an individual could challenge a regulating organisation, noting ‘you
just !can’t do that’, emphasising both her deference and acute awareness of correct
behaviour within and towards a reified and revered organisation. This again highlights the
negative connotations of CV behaviour.
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CV and speaking out is interpreted as a deviant behaviour by each of the participants, with
most pronouncing it a negative act; but in each case challenging was seen as an heretical
behaviour, outside the norm. Participants indicated an interpretative process that led to a
restriction in CV behaviours demonstrated both by self or others within the organisation.
Those processes were primarily around: a) a desire to maintain and protect the collectivism
within the group or b) a reflection of the reification of their hierarchal position and the
restriction in challenging that this structural framework affords. Cal is the most committed to
the need for CV; yet from his team he deflects it, from his peers he sees it as a competitive
behaviour and from his manager he sees it as political game playing; he noted he would
challenge in private and toe the line in public; behaviour that Moore (1995) found is
widespread in public service leaders.
The participants’ responses to this question have been followed by an initial interpretation;
the salient themes from which will, as central theme of the present thesis, be explored and
developed further in the next chapter.
g) ‘Afraid to try things in case they go wrong’
CB: What are the opportunities for public servants, including yourself, to improve
public services?
Employees’ decision to embark on action for change relates to: a) their perception of
personal responsibility; b) their perception of openness within the organisation, and c) their
self-efficacy (Fuller, et al., 2006). Participants typically extolled a strong sense of
responsibility to citizens, team and self, discussed earlier. Which calls for an exploration of
the two other factors, organisational openness and self efficacy, and how participants
interpret these two factors.
A discussion around perceived barriers to change within public services is also indicative of
participants’ interpretation of their identity and ability as public service citizens. In looking to
the future this question explores participants’ perceived capacity to respond and effect
change, via CV or other behaviours. It also looks to their perception of likely barriers and
enablers to change, and how they interpret their possible actions towards those factors. A
selection of representative responses are shown below and are indicative of those not
directly reported.
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Organisational openness
Cal: huge opportunities for us to improve public services providing we’re
left to do it without the meddling of the politicians
…
C: so I think the opportunities for the public service, sector are very good
providing it could be run like a business and be left alone
…
C: I also think that sometimes it’s a matter of out doing it regardless of what
the public say because the public sometimes are misinformed
..
C: ((regarding internal changes)) there’s no barriers
CB: m, excellent
C: the barrier I think
((tapping fingers on table)) is the mind set.
Cal sees ‘huge opportunities’ if public services were run like a private company, with the
exclusion of the views of both politicians and the public; but also requiring a changed
mindset of current staff. His view that the transposition of private sector principles to public
sector organisations will result in improvement is a common one (Hood, 1991; Osborne &
Gaebler, 1992). However, the available evidence does not provide clear support for a
fundamental difference in private and public management (Boyne, 2002); their differing
‘businesses’ will make variation necessary but the same applies to different sectors within
the private sphere. The interest lies in Cal’s interpretation of what it means to be within the
private sector and why he feels this transference would be beneficial. This issue is also
picked up by Ollie, discussed later.
Humphrey: m=, I think that’s high on the agenda at the moment we um lots
of organisations are going through !massive change management
programme um there’s lot and lots of theory and and movement towards
innovation you know trying to understand who are the enablers and who
are the blockers within an organisation to things like innovation …you know
what recognition and reward schemes do you have in place, if any .. how
do you encourage this m= and once you’ve encouraged it, really how do
you manage it … to me a lot of it is stifled through blame cultures, you do
have blame cultures in public sector unfortunately where if things have an
impact people like to say oh well it was their fault
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CB: m
H: they did it, you know
because usually and the reason for that usually is somebody is accountable
at the end of the day to somebody or other to deliver a service to the
general public
CB: m
H: and if its gone wrong . I mean you see you see it in the news
with the the child protection issues with social workers etc you you they
always want somebody to blame
CB: m
H: and that’s a difficult .. issue to confront
in public sector in terms of- but I think you need to take away some of those
barriers otherwise you do stifle innovation, you do stifle improvements to
services because people are afraid to try things in case they go wrong
Humphrey talks about barriers both within the organisation via employees as blockers, and
outside of organisation which could be described as the downside of publicness. These
external factors relate to responsibility and accountability to citizens, and the accompanying
‘blame culture’. This culture, he proposes, produces a fear of experimentation. He sees a
programme of recognition and reward as encouraging innovation and yet sees a problem in
managing that innovation. This suggests he has concerns relating to defining and devising a
structure within which to contain new behaviours, and new expectations, of employees and
so demonstrates his fears, his own self efficacy, in encouraging, and then subsequently
managing, differing behaviours.
Self efficacy
Bernard: but in terms of helping this organisation um to be honest its too
large, being honest its too large for any one person to make any real effect
Terri: there is al=ways that underlying er.. I would !love to be able to
change stuff I would !love to but I’m just one little person.
CB: why don’t you
think you can do something internally?
T: cos I’m a little cog in a big wheel
you er there are things, I mean ((Hx)) I suppose there’s cynicism as well
I’ve seen so many changes
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CB: m=
T: (H) I er I suppose it !is cynicism you think you
can change this and that but really.. its its down to (N5) to our masters
changing the <uncertain word> within the civil service .. I mean you know I
contribute in various things and you just get back ..yeah ok and ((indicating
being hushed)) its ok we’ll do it this way.. and you just !know (Hx) that er
its just like yeah\ ((indicates efforts being dismissed))
Both Bernard and Terri describe feelings akin to being a cog in a massive machine; showing
helplessness which is underscored my Terri’s reference to change being ‘down to our
masters’. This perception of an inability to influence the direction of self or organisation is
likely to reduce the drive to enact behaviours of CV.
Ollie: but for me its about real radical, radical change that’s needed.
CB: So, the
opportunity for public servants is to part of that radical change, and do you
think that there’s the appetite within the officers, within public servants, to
be part of that?
O: I think that we’re !tired, I think that people .. we’ve used this
change word and this change is continuous and I think um.. from a sort of
coaching perspective.. I coach ((named sports team)) and I’ve found that I
have to .. when I’m coaching them I can’t expect performance to .. to
continually rise all- or even to rise and then be maintained
CB: m=
O: I find that what I
have to talk to them about is ten minute bursts and the coast and then
bursts then bursts and we’ve talked about change but people are numb to
it, they’re just head down and getting on with it but whereas we have to find
ways of .. um.. talk less about . process and more about . more about what
we actually want them to do . to make it tangible for them.. so …. Um
((previous line manager)) would regularly talk about change.. ((chief
executive)) talks about continually about ((change programme name)) but
its, I understand what their doing .. I understand and I’m supportive but
actually it’s a little bit meaningless to a lot of people we have to be saying to
them this is what we want you to do .. !how do we/ you know? We have to
put it into real terms..for people so .. I would say that every time they use
those phrases it should be backed up by an example.. I’m sorry I’m going
on about ..
CB: no, no that’s interesting because its as though how do we
change, when we feel like we’re continually changing/
O: yeah, yeah, and if you
keep talking about change its just becomes numb .. or or they switch off to
it.. I can’t remember what your question was.. but but I think we have to be
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a part of it.. I think we have to be far more.. again I talked a bit about the
sort of private sector .. um.. private sector um.. principles and we have to
be able to we have to be able to adapt our workforce much more flexibility
than we have done in the past so that people can .. um .. the right people
are in place for the right post and then when they’re not needed any longer
and other skills are and other skills are needed and then the next group of
right people are .. if these people can’t adapt.. does that sound harsh?
CB: no, no..
O: because I think that that’s the .. complex.. activity is in …
sometimes .. people just don’t have the right skills and knowledge .. ability
to do some of that work.
Ollie’s lengthy response is reflective of the emotional effects of change fatigue, but he also
shows a detachment from his identity. He wants to be told, almost parented, in how to
behave, saying ‘!how do we/ you know?’. This reflects a dilemma in his public service
citizenship in the transition from the safety and security of the past and demonstrates fear
and trepidation about the future. His response is reminiscent of that highlighted by Nicola in
her story of colleagues ‘grieving’ for the old ways.
Along with Cal, Ollie mentions private sector principles in terms of increased workforce
flexibility and targeting of resources, he immediate checks himself with ‘does that sound
harsh?’ looking for reassurance and then hesitantly continues his message. This shows an
overriding concern for group over other factors. Both Cal and Ollie allude to their belief that
increased in flexibility, and the reduction in restraint, would be afforded by private sector
status.
Sam: ((referring to the process of change, has made people.. )) be more
cautious , very cautious
Sam has observed increasingly cautious behaviour in meetings which surround the decision
making process in recent work programmes, which links with Nicola’s earlier comment about
the ‘elephant in the room’ often being disregarded with officers hoping that if ‘I just ignore it
will go away’ (Emma). This caution, Sam identifies, as being driven from a fear of upsetting
the norm and putting themselves in a potentially difficult position for the future. She indicates
that challengers, those who demonstrate CV behaviours, are not looked at favourably.
In sum, the reaction to this question reflects a dilemma in future public service citizenship in
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the transition from the security of the past and demonstrates the ‘grieving’ and uncertainty
that Nicola refers to. It also suggests a desire to move from the ‘meaningless’ (Glenn) to the
meaningful which links with the disconnection in the psychological contract caused by the
managerialism of recent public service reform, discussed in Chapter Two. The continuous
nature of change has had an emotional effect on a number of participants, as seen
throughout the interviews with tales of reorganisations, and in this context Terri shows a
regrettable cynicism having previously proposed changes only to be dismissed by her
‘masters’. This lack of self efficacy has been found to have an effect on behaviours
demonstrated within the workplace, those individuals with a low perception of efficacy tend
to avoid the confrontation often associated with CV (Avery, 2003). The salient themes from
this question will be expanded upon in the next Chapter.
4.5 Stimulus - Interpretation - Response to PIE Method
The ability to demonstrate a lack of bias in qualitative research is a concern amongst many
who undertake interpretative studies. In line with the symbolic interactionist approach which
is based on stimulus, interpretation and response then the presentation of an image, as
stimulus, and requesting a verbal response, with the intervening stage of situational
interpretation, is clearly compelling. This PIE method is an integral part of the interview being
contiguous and introduced in the chronological order presented within this section.
The variation in participant response to each image, albeit around similar themes, has meant
that the representations below account for a significant proportion of the total narrative. This
comprehensiveness aims to illustrate the range of responses and portray the heightened
interpretative process afforded by the method. Again the responses are presented in an
unsystematic order; that is, not grouped into themes. Rather, the replies are presented in the
form of a group discussion with diverse views emerging. As per the previous section,
individual participants’ responses are followed by a brief interpretation.
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h) ‘I’d probably be doing more listening than talking’
Figure 19. PIE Image - Meeting
Source: Microsoft clipart
The image aims to discover participants’ view of team interaction; specifically of their
perceived identity within meetings.
Angela:
Meeting .. organised .. is that collaborative, who knows?… engaged\
maybe depend who’s meeting it was @ … I have a feeling of anticipation,
never know how its going to go. .. boredom @ cos they are really really
long
…
A: … very information giving and not interactive
…
A: … there’s no opportunity for debate
Bernard:
discussion …presentation … idea … meeting … direction .
Cal:
Productive ... could we run with happy to be in meetings/ .. inspired ...
enthusiastic .. opportunistic
Dorothy:
feeling part of something…comfortable … good company
…
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D: oh I’d be absolutely fine in that picture, I’d be there in fact I’d probably be
that one@
CB: right@
D: so I wouldn’t be writing anything notes maybe, I’d be
trying to take it all in and I would be looking from one to the other. I would
be engaging with whoever was speaking and listening.
CB: so would you be talking
or listening?
D: I’d probably be doing more listening than talking
Glenn:
Inclusive ... dominating .. engagement .. involved.
Humphrey: frustrated… time conscious …depends what your role is in
that meeting if it’s a meeting that you require to do a piece of business they
you can see the worth in it, if its something that’s been called by somebody
else um.. then we’re back to that clarity of purpose issue I keep referring to
Liza:
Lengthy … time consuming …bored… frustrated
Malcolm:
meeting … bored … disinterested … blanked off … quite authoritarian
Nicola:
drone …monologue .. .the first thing I thought was f*** actually so you can
put that down I don’t care … unproductive ... drivel … as I often say in
meetings I lose the will to live
…
CB: so are you one of the people sitting down
N: yes, I would be
CB: and how does the
person feel who’s standing up?
N: um … frustrated . If I was the person, I’ve often
thought in meetings when they are a (( own team name)) meeting cos I’m
wanting ideas and sometimes I feel really frustrated because I just think
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look this isn’t !my meeting
CB: m
N: you know this is !your meeting or its !our
meeting, its not !my meeting I don’t want to sit here and you know deliver
forth or you know, so yeah frustrated I would say
CB: is that because you don’t
get as much feedback as you’d like
N: yes sometimes sometimes because I
think people sometimes look to you as a manager to find a solution when in
fact I don’t hold the solutions a lot of the time !they do um…
CB: m
N: because I do find
that frustrating sometimes because I’d quite I like people to come with
ideas I encourage it and I know people get bogged down in the day to day
delivery of the service sometimes but you know if they can see something
is going wrong and they think do you know what it would be so much better
if we did it this way well hey you know speak up
CB: so, why do you think
they don’t?
N: some of its inertia, some some people here um I’m very fond
of on a personal level but come to work to pay their mortgage and you
know the job’s ok its not unpleasant that’s why they come, they don’t come
with any um any great consideration for our ((service user type)) I don’t
think.
Ollie:
Debate . time-wasting .. consultation …procrastination.
Robyn:
concentrating on what's being said … anticipation … worry … agreement
… discussion
Terri:
getting ideas …working through issues … sharing … learning
It is evident that participants’ opinions of meeting are split between those who find them
inclusive and productive, for example Cal, Terri, Sam and Bernard, and those who find them
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boring and time consuming, Liza and Emma.
Yet, there is another underlying theme as a meeting being a site of passivity, with Dorothy
and Angela doing more listening, Robyn describing ‘worry’ followed by ‘agreement’ and
Malcolm viewing them as ‘quite authoritarian’. This is clearly evidenced when participants’
discuss their role within the meeting; if the meeting is called by the participant then they are
frustrated by a lack of interaction, however if they are attending a meeting called by a
colleague they anticipate ‘losing the will to live’ (Nicola) and report being unreceptive. This
indicates an inherent lack of communication between colleagues despite their apparent
desire to instigate dialogue.
i) ‘Instructive’
Figure 20. PIE Image - Voice
Source: Google Images
This response to this image offers insights into the participants’ understanding of
communication and personal interaction within the workplace.
Bernard:
communication … conversation… authoritative … direction … instructive
…
CB: do you have anybody here who resembles that?
B: yeah @ yeah my
manager
CB: so is he more instructive or more communicative? They are
slightly different terms
B: I think tends to be more instructive
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Cal:
idea … giving feedback … communication ... relaxed … taking part
Dorothy:
Interested to know what that person was saying cos they are saying
something … I’d be listening .. he’s a faceless bureaucrat .. I’m glad to see
he’s wearing a tie though, quite smart
…
D: how does he feel? ..um I don’t think he knows what he’s saying, I
think he’s unsure
…
CB: tell me why was it important that he was wearing a tie?
D: it was important
that he was wearing a tie um because I think it shows .. um.. well I er just
think that people who work in offices like this should be wearing ties if they
want any, I think I associate a tie with being smart and with um authority,
showing authority and gaining respect so.. I would be more, if you’d shown
a picture next to that exactly the same but with an open neck shirt and said
to me who would you rather speak to or listen to, sorry, talking then I’d go
for the one with the tie @
Humphrey: yeah- .. I suppose again my initial thoughts if that is my why
am I saying something . I may have to deal with another staffing issue. is
there a meeting I’m chairing but I suppose again there’s the frustration
issue there because clearly having to do a lot of talking is is not being that
productive as far as I’m aware (H) um
CB: so you don’t rate communication
then in that sense?
H: oh I do and I um um think when you’ve got something
positive and something that sort of gives clarity to other people I mentioned
before I’m not sure what that is if if I’m just speaking to a group. If its about
giving advice to people, fine.
Nicola:
Corporate .. bulls*** … self absorbed
…
CB: how do you think he feels?
N: full of himself
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Ollie: well they could be feeling nervous if they’re speaking in front of
people.. they could be if it was me I would probably feel nervous if I was
speaking in front of people.(N10). He could be trying to think quickly
..(N20).. um… sort of the importance of speaking-up.. again, getting that,
trying to get your ideas out..
Sam: I see that photo and I think if someone else opens their gob and asks
me to do something else then I’m going to flip my lid
CB: so you saw that as being
somebody who would be asking you to do more work?
S: automatically yeah.
Ollie saw communicating as a nervous experience, ‘trying to get ideas out’. The image
denoted an instruction to Angela, Sam and Bernard; with Bernard seeing his boss. Dorothy
expanding on this feeling with a story of the importance of the character wearing a tie when
she would ‘speak to or listen to, sorry, talking’ unmistakably checking herself when
suggesting she would be talking. Nicola saw arrogance and a lack of integrity around
communication within the organisation. Cal and Humphrey clearly identified themselves in
this one-way information-providing role with ‘giving feedback’, ‘clarity’ or ‘advice’ to others;
talking and not listening. Humphrey also noted frustration in communication, indicating his
view that discussion is often not productive with opinions not being heard, a view also
presented by Angela.
j) ‘Sharing stuff’
Figure 21. PIE Image - Peers
Source: Microsoft clipart
This image shows peers in an informal setting, and aims to explore participants’ perception
of interaction with colleagues.
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Angela: .. they look safe and comfortable don’t they/ and happy
Bernard:
engaging …expressive …attentive … involved … participative
Cal: oh they look like they’re having fun .. enjoying themselves …good
rapport …
…
CB: so if you were sitting there how would you be feeling?
C: relaxed , they
look like they’re all enjoying it, very inclusive , it doesn’t look like there’s
anybody outside
Dorothy: chattering classes who go off to ((named site)) to have their
coffee break .. er they’re not evil or anything but just a bit gossipy
…
D: I feel a little bit outside it, but I also feel quite amused because they are
having a good time.
…
D: I do feel like an outsider
Emma:
Gossipy … quite nice…bright …friendly …sharing stuff
Humphrey: I think they are happy generally yeah chatting so clearly they
have got a consensus between them
Nicola:
Important … funny … exciting …warm … supportive … included
…
Nicola: most of the important conversations I’ve had have been when I’ve
been having a fag outside with staff .. that’s where most of the I would say
you know, this stuff ((pointing at picture)) comes in
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CB: m
N: and sometimes if I’ve
had an idea and I’ll want to know if it’ll work or something it’ll be like come
on lets go and have a fag, and its like if we get rid of this and that and so
that is this is just !so essential
Terri: that’s nice, that’s a nice coffee area @ relaxing, chatting um (N10)
(Hx) I’d say its talking about stuff, we don’t do that .. talk about stuff in a
relaxed way
Emma’s friendly and sharing responses were representative of those which have not been
individually referred to; showing an ease within the peer group. Nicola shared her view of
how ‘essential’ this environment is to discuss ideas and Terri concurs, referring to a lack of
relaxed interaction within her workplace in declaring ‘we don’t do that’. The collectivism of
the team was very important to the majority of participants.
Dorothy expressed her feelings of being an ‘outsider’ within the team and her sadness of
being excluded. Humphrey equates ‘happy’ with a ‘consensus between them’ suggesting a
discomfort with a disparate discord and thus a likely dislike of CV behaviours which would
disrupt this scene.
k) ‘Odd one out’
Figure 22. PIE Image - Individual
Source: Microsoft clipart
This image denotes group and individual, and aims to assess the participants’ opinion on
being an individual within the group. This image conjured up a range of accounts from
participants; with the ensuing discussion providing insights into their perceived identity as
public servants these stories often invoked emotional responses. Consequently, the
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narrative below is lengthy but essential in providing a full account of participants’ views.
Angela: that would be me probably, I'm the odd one out
CB: so how do you
feel being the odd one out?
A: … er on a tight rope cos I’m a good I’m a loyal
((organisation and sector name)) I do my job I'm not the boss so whatever
the boss says is ok but I do feel its my job to say what I think
CB: m
A: so I am
compliant
CB: you are compliant?
A: yeah there’s mischief in me but I am
compliant you know I do what I think I can do, you know the battles you can
win you know
CB: but how do you feel about having to be compliant?
A: uh
frustrated really cos it shouldn’t be like that in an open .. um .. in an open
and collaborative management team where there is depth of debate you
wouldn’t need to worry that you had a different view, that people don’t
agree with you that's normally when the boss always has the shout, that's
fine they are the leader aren’t they/
…
CB: how do you think the green people feel?
A: um. well you know, inevitably at
whatever layer or level you will have different manifestations of discontent
whether they have a voice is another matter.
Bernard: could well be me in some cases because I’m the only one from
my unit who’s come across from the ((organisation name)) and from the um
.. who isn’t from ((department name)) …
CB: m
B: er so as I say, its been a long time and I’m still
adapting to the sort of cultural changes even though I’ve been here for, well
I’ve been in this job for a year working within this department and I’m I’m
still trying to get used to, used to the work style here and preferences.
CB: how does that red person feel though, do you think, being the odd
man out?
B: um … probably not happy, not belonging.. yeah\
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Cal: … somebody who’s singled out, possibly a leader, um . . I would see
that as an opportunity ..
CB: how do you think that red person feels then?
C: different, I think he’d feel um .. I would see that as being different from
the others which gives me a competitive advantage rather than rather than
the opposite side of that where you are feeling singled out
CB: m= how do you
think the green people feel?
C: they probably feel united, together and um
probably depending on the circumstances if that guy is the leader they may
feel like their going to be led so they may feel um united in that respect ..
CB: do you identify more with one or the other?
C: with the red one I would say/
CB: are there any disadvantages to being red?
C: yeah its lonely, it can be
lonely you’ve got to certainly know who you can trust
CB: m
C: and you’ve got to keep
your own counsel over a lot of things .. and I think there’s huge .. more
advantages though because if you are the leader then all the green ones
work for you and so you can get a lot more done so potentially there’s um
15, 30, 44 people there for you to do your work
CB: m
C: as opposed to you’re singly
doing it and being part of the pack
CB: so, if you were one of the green/
C: m m= ((shaking head, indicating no))
CB: if you !were one of the green how would you feel then?
C: I might feel part of the team but I’d want to be trying to become the red
one.
CB: how would you feel in respect of the red one if you were a green one?
C: I think that depends on the red one’s capability and capacity, if they were
good and they were good enough to be there then I’d give them respect but
if they weren’t you’d want to become the red one …
Dorothy: outnumbered feeling outnumbered or um different and yet part of
a crowd so included but different
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…
D: um I mean the picture doesn’t upset me at all its just it doesn’t make me
feel uneasy or anything like that . I think actually its an illustration that um
that sometimes people stand out from the crowd and are more individual .. I
don’t know….
CB: so is that, is that red person happy or not?
D: they could be
extremely happy or extremely sad
CB: in terms of within this organisation?
D: in this organisation (Hx) it would depend on who what um .. there is a
chance they could be feeling very sad.
CB: if you were red and you were here, would it be good or bad?
Emma: I think its
good to be I I er feel that I am different from the rest and I’m I’m I find it
difficult to be different
CB: m
E: but I think its ok. I'm quite glad that I am/
CB: right
E: I don’t see
myself as the same as everyone else here
CB: how are you different?
E: um because my role I er cos we did our MBTI, have you ever done
MBTI ? well I’m the different person the one that isn’t the same as
everybody else ((functional conversation about MBTI workshop))
…
CB: but how has it affected you in the workplace to feel different though?
E:… I think it does affect you because you constantly question yourself as
to why, is what you think the right thing to think because you you quite often
when you’re talking I see everything through a people prism and everyone,
most other people see it through a process prism and that causes
difficulties when you see things being done that you can see will affect
people
CB: m
E: and the others s- well that's not an issue is it that's a process
its got to be done
CB: right-
E: so there is that, I don’t think its bad I think it can be
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difficult, I find it quite difficult so when I say I’m anxious about it in one
sense that’s its not a nice place to be, I’m also happy that I’m not like
everybody else
CB: right
E: I quite like that, so it’s a bit of a strange..
CB: m=
E: I don’t want to be green
CB: but you think most people here are and do?
E: um.. !yeah
CB: m=
E: but I think its anx-
I think it can be anxi- you can have anxieties about it because you don’t
necessarily think the same as everybody else
Glenn:
group .. cohesion … uniform … stand-out . numbers … personally, I never
like to stand out
…
G: but I’m not a natural leader in that respect, ((quietly)) you know some
people are driven and want to stand out from the crowd and be seen to act
differently and I er I haven’t got that aspect in my personality but other
times I like to stand out @ ((louder)) in a fairly structured uniform way@
Humphrey: !oh the odd one out yeah . sticking out like a sore thumb …
that looks like somebody who’s lonely .. because they don’t fit in
surrounded by er cos the trouble is its its because we do everything on a
traffic light system here @ I look at that and I’m going what's wrong with
that person cos they’re red the rest are green and happy and so sad comes
into it as well
CB: so somebody who stands out then/
H: yeah
CB: would be, would
be perceived as positive or negative around here?
H: I think given the number of people that stands out with that would be
seen as negative .. I think if you had more red ones on there it would be
positive if you had another couple, because clearly there must be an issue
why that person stands out so differently from !all the others
CB: m
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H: I’m not saying
that’s good or bad but I think its less, its more likely to be negative than
positive from my perspective … and I think that person could could be
unhappy as a result of that
CB: how do you think the green ones feel ?
H: safety in numbers . depends whether you’re standing next to the red
one@
…
CB: and you’d think the green people would be nervous if they were
standing next to the red person?
H: yeah- I think they would be yeah-
CB: so would a red person be positive or negative here?
Liza: do you know what I think .. we have lots of reds, I don’t there's such a
thing as one red because I might be different in the way I see businesses
operating but you see this is the whole thing where we !allow mavericks …
so I think this organisa- you know you know its quite acceptable for you to
!not quite follow the rules and still be here and in the same way you might
have people who create in meetings
CB: m
L: and but they are st- that's ok and then
Liza she’s a bit scary because she’s just says it as it is occasionally … and
I er haven’t done anything wrong, don’t <uncertain word> really so I
wouldn’t say I’m the one who stands out or anything necessarily but its just
I have a different approach sometimes.
Malcolm: me @ bureaucracy, difficult … opportunity .. leader, alienated
CB: why do you think its you?
M: cos I’m always the odd buggar out anyway. It’s
the obvious one isn’t it
CB: how do you think the red one feels toward the green?
M: (N5) potentially it would depend on what he’s doing there , what his
role is what his purpose is within that it could go either way couldn’t it . so
he could feel superior he could feel anxious he could feel threatened.
Nicola: me @ (N10) stands out of the crowd I’m thinking, stand out from
the crowd which is good … sometimes.
CB: so if you’re thinking of feeling
words, how does the red one feel?
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N: go getter actually or challenger maybe
C: how do you think the greens feel?
N: comfortable
CB: how do they feel towards
the red?
N: uncomfortable
CB: m
N: cos this is, this could this could take away the status
quo and people don’t like that in my experience, they like status quo
CB: m
N: not
always but quite a lot of the time um so uncomfortable, just the opposite
CB: and how does the red feel towards the green?
N: (N10) frustrated
Ollie: standing out . being different . leading (N20) ..
CB: can you think of feeling
words?
O: ok.. (N10) vulnerable ((protracted silence, looking towards floor,
emotional response))
CB: think of colleagues, would they be.. do you think they would feel a
similar way to you about that ?
O: um.. sorry in what way, do I think that they
would - ?
CB: Would they be happier being the red or happier being the green?
O: I’m going to say.. and I don’t mean this in any negative way, I think that
this is alright for some people.. I think people are more than happy to, to be
one of the green. . and er work has a particular role in life, it serves a
purpose.. and they er they don’t want to stand out perhaps
Robyn: oh, odd man out ((Hx)) … shift work, factories, just one of a
number
CB: feeling words-
R: isolated. different.. rebel .. regimented and uniform…
CB: do you think you’re a red or a green?
R: (N10) I put myself in the red
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position in saying those words but I prefer green
R: ((indicating red)) no I wouldn’t
like it no.
CB: how do you think the green people regard the person who is the odd
one out?
R: um with suspicion, with um ((Hx)) maybe envy .. as a potential leader
it could be negative or positive you know someone who’s got individualism,
you know it could be a whole rod of things couldn’t it/
CB: but to you in your
perception of behaviour in public services would the red be positive or
negative?
R: it would be … probably negative, if you weren’t going to toe the policy
line . then it would probably be negative um yeah\..
Sam: @ oh bless odd one out, (N10) I suppose the one with the head
above the parapet really, do you know what I mean/ . the one who stands
out and I see that as a positive thing I don’t see that picture as a negative, I
see it as a positive. Having someone who stands up for themselves and
speaks their mind and you know.. stands by their convictions I suppose
CB: so if you were to give feeling words then to the green people, what
sort of words would come to mind?
S: people who fall in line I suppose um do-
ers rather than thinkers.. more er average
CB: right ok, and the person in red?
S: I don’t know a bit of a free spirit I suppose
CB: so do you feel like a free spirit?
S: sometimes, given half the chance @
CB: how would you get that half a
chance?
S: by having a better boss, absolutely yeah.
Terri: one person in a massive organisation, the support people-
CB: how do
you think they feel then?
T: being that person?
CB: m/
T: me, generally sort of isolated
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With the exception of Glenn, Humphrey and Sam each of the participants saw themselves
as the ‘odd one out’, shown within the quotes above or the wider discussion of the image.
Cal and Liza saw this individuality as a positive state, although as noted previously this
individuality is extolled in self and not in others. With the remainder of participants viewing
standing out from the crowd as being inherently negative.
Glenn expressed his view, stating he’d ‘never like to stand out’. This is aligned with his
opinion that colleagues should not be disruptive, and also his best experience story of the
group effort in ‘Dunkirk spirit’. Humphrey saw the individual character as a sad, lonely figure
and one who should be regarded with nervous trepidation. Sam immediately expressed pity
toward the red character with the expression ‘ah bless’ but then moved to extol the virtues of
individualism, action she proposes she would undertake ‘given half the chance’ if not
restrained by her boss.
The viewpoint from which each of the remaining participants feels like the ‘odd one out’ fits
into two areas:
a) Frustration via the suppression of their views, as offered by Angela, Nicola and
Robyn (Sam’s opinion would match this set); or
b) Being isolated or excluded from the group, as revealed by Bernard, Dorothy, Emma,
Malcolm, Ollie and Terri. Glenn and Humphrey’s views would tally with this area.
Despite this separate presentation, however, the suppression of the views identified by the
participants in a) is informed by caution at the prospect of group exclusion. Angela noted
previously that expressing her opinion ‘makes me not popular … not with !anyone’. Nicola
commented ‘there’s a very fine line between being an agent for change and being seen as a
troublemaker’ a view which she remarks informs and restrains her behaviour. In the earlier
PIE section Robyn responded with ‘anticipation … worry’ when presented with the meeting
image denoting an anxiety when involved in a group discussion.
The powerful drive towards being installed and maintained as part of the group, as
expressed by the majority of participants, is a common theme in the literature and supports a
climate of behavioural norms where individuals show a desire for consensus and
demonstrate higher compliance rates; and has been widely recognised in public services as
discussed in Chapter Two. There has, however, paradoxically, been a preponderance of a
perception of ‘otherness’, which has been aired following the presentation of this image; with
participants feeling within and yet outside the group. This issue will be returned to in the later
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discussion.
l) ‘Helping hand’ or ‘big bad boss’
Figure 23. PIE Image - Office
Source: Microsoft clipart
This final image aims to discover participants’ perspective on their role with, or as, a
manager or colleague. As with the previous image, this portrayal triggered a wide
discussion. Similar themes emerged, and are pooled where appropriate, but more detailed
responses, only where they are informative, are reported.
‘Helping hand’
Cal: I see that as the boss trying to get somebody up the ladder by the look
of it isn’t it/ that’s how I’d see that .. um how do I see it its almost as if its
someone trying to give someone a helping hand isn’t it/ … so its kind of
being a bit of a mentoring role being a bit proud I suppose in some respects
CB: so thinking around the blue one, how do you think he feels?
C: I think the blue one feels quite an achievement that he’s helping the red
one up the ladder .. he‘s quite proud of himself
CB: ok and what about the
pink?
C: um. .he looks like he’s welcoming the hand so he’s um he’s sort of
um looking for the opportunity
Dorothy: oh I quite like that one. It looks like the person at the desk is
giving the little person a helping hand of some sort especially in the way
that the stairs are illustrated on the side of the desk um. I like that one. I’d
like to be him, you know sort of multitasking but pulling somebody, giving
somebody a hand pulling somebody up towards them
…
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CB: and the pink person .. feeling words?
D: um I can’t see if they’re smiling
but I think perhaps they’re no- the pink person is looking up to the blue
person and is bringing along some work, they’ve got a folder of some sort
under their arm and they’re stepping up which is great but they are being
pulled up as well so I think the pink person should be quite content as well
Dorothy’s positive viewpoint is echoed by a range of participants but with Emma
noting caution in closing her response with ‘… am I being Pollyanna here?’
Bernard: that’s what a good manager should do as well, he’s got to make
time for his staff
Glenn:
steps … help … chat … multitask … levels … report
Malcolm:
helping … welcoming … sensible … encouraging ... patient
Robyn: climbing the career ladder, so ambitious um oh he’s helping him
that’s nice, he’s helping him up, giving him a hand um there’s plans they
are working together
CB: so how do you think the blue one feels?
R: he looks happy to
be helping the other one up because he’s going to give him a hand with his
work, and he looks like he’s got lots of work
CB: and how does the pink one feel?
R: the pink one feels, yeah he’s willing he’s sort of thinking yeah ok, I
wouldn’t mind doing that
‘Big Bad Boss’
Angela: well that's how it is . be a good compliant person and everything
will be fine
CB: so the blue person feels what?
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A: well the- they well it’s a gift culture isn’t
it . you be good and I’ll en-gift you with you know a nice job and I’ll support
you I’ll never undermine you and you can do what you want . m. you be
naughty and I’ll block you and I’ll
CB: m
A: so its almost its almost like fealty, if you
are loyal um and sing the same song you will be rewarded
CB: m
A: and if you don’t
give fealty and you are outside there will be consequences. The old term
we don’t hear it so much now, it used to be you want to be careful . non
specific threats oh I !love that.
Humphrey: ah the big bad boss .. I think this one is about um … ambition
.. wanting to climb the ladder .. but the person not having the time to speak
to them, always on the telephone .. um !may be not interested in the work
they are doing, afraid of their position . perhaps … so there’s fear there,
there’s trepidation, I can say that because the person is trying to climb the
stairs, there’s the ambition issues (H) um I think there’s another emotion as
well which is wanting to be accepted … I think that ones easier to
contextualise what's going on there
CB: so thinking again around feeling words,
um how do you think the blue one feels?
H: powerful …. I’m bigger than you
and I my chair is higher, you’ve got to climb up to see me
CB: ok, and the pink
one?
H: um I think I think the pink one is is er um whilst he is subordinate cos
he’s stepping up two steps in one go I think he’s eager and he’s confident
.. but with some trepidation
…
H: and there are people like that ((indicating blue)) here… there’s no doubt
about it
Liza: scared .. but he could feel supported ... it’s a bit of the top , the big
top man dominating the little man because I can see from the size of him
and his desk so is that a bit of um what's it called I don’t know of the word
of how you’d feel but it’s a bit um .. (Hx) what do you call it.. big brother
ish
CB: how do you think the pink one feels?
L: my first reaction was he was
feeling a bit intimidated but because they are holding hands I don’t know he
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could be be feeling helped or supported or …
CB: and how do you think the
blue one feels
L: dominating … but that might be because he’s got his hand out
he might feel he’s being supportive.
Nicola: oh looking at that picture I just feel horrified (N10)
CB: why?
N: because I
don’t understand people who are ambitious and that to me is just trying to
climb up to get to be that person and I so would not want to be that person,
may I am maybe I’ll become that person I don’t know but um I feel horrified
looking at that … but do you know what I think/ . I think that some people
who are trying really hard to get there . don’t have a life and er what I mean
by that is … its interesting at the moment . because you’re looking at very
senior managers within the organisation who may be dropped a tier . and
their behaviour has started to change
CB: m
N: and I’ll give you an example four
frameworks come out from ((organisation name)) there’s about five in all
and I think we’re on about the number three, every time they come out
somebody from within the centre will send it to me and say can you do
comments to the Chief Executive and I’ll say fine, do the comments send
them back. I’ve been sent them !three times in the past week by !three
different executives and <uncertain word> its almost like !hello !hello I’m
here, look what I’m doing I’m sending all this <uncertain word> through and
I’m doing this and I’m doing that. Its almost like de de de de de de dah
((indicating manic behaviour)) you know @ its its !sad
CB: m
N: I find it sad … I I er I just
do I think I think if you’re !so desperate to hang on to your position, to your
level of authority, to your power base call it what you want, you must have,
and this is a really judgement thing here, but I just think you must have very
little else that’s that meaningful in your life
Ollie: stress. I’m trying to think of words to do with emotion. .. um.. some
anxiety .. (N20) .. I’m struggling with this one as well. um.. (N10) isolated
(N30) .. could be some sort of helpfulness in there.. I know that sounds
contradictory.. I just noticed the steps there.. um.. (N35) its not an emotion
but multitasking.. ( mumbling) .. I know its not an emotion but.. um.. its um..
CB: when you were looking at that, I’m really interested to know which
were one were you identifying with?
O: I suppose the person in blue ... ((flat
tone)) he looks to er me.. like .. I don’t know.. I suppose.. I didn’t really see
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the steps.. but I suppose I was thinking about someone coming into the
office.. and you know, you’ve got a pile of work, the phone going, you’ve
got a meeting with someone, so much going.. spinning plates..
CB: and then the
person coming in?
O: I suppose I was thinking they were coming to discuss, they
were coming to um.. provide more work or .. um.. some additional plates to
spin..(N10) ((emotional response)) …
CB: … that’s fine, thank you.
O: I’m sorry that’s
how I’m feeling at the moment.
CB: that’s ok, I understand
Terri: management, hierarchical, power.. um.. I don’t know.. um.
CB: if you
were to identify with one of them which one would that be ?
T: (H) I probably
would be the little person but um .. yes it would be the little person..
although I wouldn’t want to hold anyone in that much regard . to feel like a
little person (Hx)
This final image induced two main schools of thought. Within the negative school, the
viewing of this image invoked Angela’s comment about past threats within the organisation
‘you want to be careful’, this viewing of the image raised the intensity of the discussion
around her, and her colleagues’, concern and resultant passivity within the organisation.
Humphrey’s reference to ‘fear’ and ‘trepidation’ at visiting the ‘big bad boss’ depicts a
differing view to that of an environment of ‘inclusion’ which ‘encourages challenge’ referred
to earlier in the interview. Instead portraying individuals as being ‘afraid of their position’
within a climate of ‘power’ where ‘I’m bigger than you’. He noted that there are a number of
‘blues’ within the organisation. Liza repeats the word ‘fear’ but adds ‘intimidation’ in her first
reaction to the image but then proposes that the opposite viewpoint could also be true.
Nicola provides a story of a perceived change in colleagues’ behaviour, which concurs with
Humphrey’s view of individuals’ being ‘afraid of their position’. And Ollie’s response was one
which directly demonstrated the personal effect of that climate; his desire to keep ‘spinning
plates’ was causing him to become extremely stressed, his emotional response, and later
discussion, was directly opposed to the confident and dismissive comment around the effect
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of change made earlier in the interview, shown below.
Ollie: ((response to question regarding the worst times in public services))
this prolonged sense of anxiety and um um I mean I don’t feel it too much
but I see it around me.. you know, people around you.. and how quite
quickly they go downhill from being pretty enthusiastic you know <uncertain
words> direction to being pretty low
Terri states that she doesn’t want to feel like a ‘little person’ but has previously referred to
herself as a ‘cog’ in a ‘massive machine’ and bowing to her ‘masters’ in the public service.
This declaration demonstrates a discomfort in her perceived identity within the organisation.
m) ‘I think I’ve said enough, don’t you?’
CB: Are there any other issues or areas that we haven’t covered that you would
like to discuss?
This question was typically raised following the introduction of the PIE method; although the
progression of the interview sometimes meant this question naturally followed an earlier
discussion. The question gives a wide forum to raise additional issues around the subject of
behaviours in public services. A number of participants responded with ‘I think I’ve said
enough don’t you/?’ This indicates that the interview had been far-reaching, had explored a
wide range of areas where participants indicated it had released previously withheld
thoughts and feelings. In light of their declaration, the voluntary nature of the interview was
reiterated and the participants’ ability to withdraw at any time. None took up this offer.
During this concluding section Nicola discussed her taking on management responsibility for
a new team based on a different site, and the difficultly she encountered in trying to change
old practices.
CB: but what was it that drove you to carry on going down there when you
probably didn’t want to go?
Nicola: I didn’t want to go believe you me… um there’s
a there’s something around here somewhere, I think it may be on the door
it says do not start with me you will not win @
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CB: @
N: I think that’s the bottom line
really um.. I am prepared to listen to reasoned argument but if at the end of
all of that I’m still of the opinion that I’m right
CB: m
N: I will stand my ground and that’s
probably why ((colleague)) said yesterday that I’m a @ control freak that’s
the bad side of me.. um yeah so so it wasn’t (N10)
CB: have you had positive feedback
from the people in ((the other site))?
N: yes, yeah I have yeah .. I’ve had some and that’s
another thing I often say to staff you know.. I’m one .. I’m very much giving
feedback as I’m running along cos I think its important but for me as a
manager what I find hard is that people don’t tend to come and give me
feedback as often as I would like
CB: m
N: good or bad you know … um and so
staff do now … um not all the time but some of the staff will...
The realisation of the disparity in messages in having a notice on her door saying ‘do not
start with me you will not win’ and yet inviting ‘honest conversations’ caused a visible
reaction in Nicola. Her stilted delivery through the latter part of this short discussion,
indicates her interpretation and real-time reflection on the detrimental effect that this sign
was having, it resonated with Angela’s comment ‘there are repercussions of the messages
you give out’. Nicola resolved to remove the notice.
A similar discrepancy also emerged when Humphrey discussed the opportunities for change
by referring with intended irony to the ‘good old days of respect’ and noted ‘there’s a different
workforce now in public sector than there was before’. The conversation moved onto a story
around an interaction with a colleague earlier in the day.
Humphrey: but it created a discipline as well .. um . not saying that
discipline is the b all and end all but I think it did create that, the way you
you respected people who were above you in the organisation (H) um I
don’t think you get the same level of respect anymore that you used to
have then
CB: but then that’s opening up challenge .. maybe, you know, so
its another aspect of it/
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H: it is, it is but then sometimes I get frustrated if if you
know I get an email off off er (Hx) a clerical officer asking me to do
something and being quite demanding about it. yeah well you !do get em ..
I er @ I er well this is an example
CB: right-
H: right we’ve got an ordering
system here which is automated so somebody goes on the system and
they put an order in the system ((explains mechanical detail of system))
CB: right
H:; and what the system does it is ((sends))
you an email
CB: m
H: automatically and it says there’s an order due to be
authorised so I get that … within two minutes of getting that the clerical
officer that’s put the bloody thing in has emailed me
CB: to tell you that-
H: to !tell me to authorise it/
CB: but does he or she know that you get a
message?
H: yeah yeah so what I did then is I said well I’m not having that,
so I called the supervisor in go and speak to em and tell em <uncertain
word> and !that’s that’s an example of where … thinking back to when I
was a clerical officer I wouldn’t have dreamed of doing something like that
…
H: the fear factor has gone from people completely now
This encounter is in stark contrast to his earlier declaration on inviting debate and open
conversations, when talking about challenge ‘oh I encourage it because I think that’s how
you get the best out of people.’ On hearing the content of the email Humphrey referred to, it
was simple and polite in tone and not one which would be imagined to conjure up such an
adverse response. Humphrey’s behaviour, like Nicola’s, demonstrates a disparity between
his exalting of dialogue and yet, in practice, longing for the days of hierarchal discipline.
Terri reflected on the low confidence demonstrated by officers within a number of public
service organisations;
Terri:and they’re going oo oh no we don’t want to do that, we want to be
told .. so that its done and we have comfort from you or the ((chief officer))
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or whoever to say yes this is how you can do this.
Terri’s role involves liaison with a wide range of public organisations throughout Wales, she
went on to describe this incident as an inherent reluctance in most organisations to go
forward with ideas without the assurance of following frameworks or rules.
Cal mentioned opportunities to improve services within his unit; about joint projects and
shared services. This led to a discussion around his opinion of partnership working, a
discussion which involved the use of the PIE red/green ‘individual’ image to encourage the
conversation and reinforce his viewpoint.
CB: what about partnership working. Its just as you were talking there-
C: oh we don’t do any of that@
CB: well that’s what I thought, I thought how would
you work in a partnership?
C: partnership with staff?
CB: no an equal partnership,
partnership with .. say a local authority if there was a plan to co-join in this
area in say a Total Place type plan
C: m= (N5)
CB: ((referring to the PIE red/green ‘individual’ image)) how would you feel
if there were two reds, how would you work with an equivalent?
C: I wouldn’t
‘ave it @ (N10) very difficult, I would find difficulty, being honest now I
suppose, but I do find difficulty not being in charge
CB: m
C: that’s being honest
…
C: if you were doing a piece of work where you were working in partnership
with another organisation for the greater good then I don’t think I’d have an
issue with that… I !think I could do that ..
Again, this contrasts with his open ‘entrepreneurial’ team approach and demonstrates a
number of disdained behaviours reported by participants. The PIE image moved the
conversation of partnership working to a new, more ‘honest’ and reflective footing.
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This exchange also highlights that although Cal acknowledges a desire to be installed in the
leadership position, he remarked that he would accept a partnership approach if the
outcome was for the ‘greater good’. This statement refers to his acceptance of behaving
collaboratively if the result of this approach is likely to be valued by the community or the
organisation. This demonstrates that his underpinning public service values, the citizen focus
of his psychological contract, overrules his own personal preferences.
4.6 Concluding Remarks
There is no such thing as organisation, only organising and disorganising (Thompson, 2008).
In line with the present researchers interpretive approach, and often inherent in the
presentation of interview data, is the acknowledgement that there are a multitude of vantage
points, multiple realities, from which to view the responses but ultimately no panoramic
perspective. The abductive methodology of the present research meant a range of concepts
emerged bottom-up - and from left field - which made the decision to present a number of
the responses in an apparent hyper-rational alphabetical order maybe more puzzling.
However this regimented presentation, paradoxically it is felt, allowed the participants’
responses to emerge in a more organic, dialogic and conversational manner; reminiscent of
a round table discussion in which assorted opinions are aired and then blended, defined and
interpreted, and then summarised in a closing narrative which constructs the frame to be
used.
The act of framing is thought to bring ‘together insights and theories that would otherwise
remain scattered’ (Entman, 1993, p. 51), the next chapter takes the constructions disclosed
within the present chapter and develops them into a more salient discussion; exploring the
concepts, and the context, of public service citizenship and the process of stimulus,
interpretation and response.
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Chapter Five: Discussion
5.1 Introduction
The examination of public service organisations and the discovery of their bureaucratic and
hierarchical nature is no surprise. Yet the manner in which public servants reify and are thus
influenced by doing public service within this structure, and how they define and interpret the
notion of CV in that context has not previously been explored. The pursuance of this under-
researched field led to the research question, which is:
 How do Public Servants Perceive the Notion of Civic Virtue?
The principal aim of this chapter is to examine how the findings in Chapter Four have helped
to develop a better understanding of public servants perception of the notion of CV. This
chapter develops these findings with the purpose of examining how they enhance the
exploration of the research areas introduced in Chapter Two. It then moves to develop a
model of public service citizenship which emerges from the findings of the present research
and which offers an alternative to the archetypal construct presented in earlier studies.
Since this research has drawn on Blumer’s (1969) structure of stimulus, interpretation and
response throughout the data collection and analysis phase it seems appropriate, and
informative, to use this broad framework to present the discussion. The discussion will be
presented within this framework but split into four emerging, but interrelated, salient themes
namely: idealism and family, otherness, normative social influence and value governance, as
shown in Figure 24 below.
In exploring each of the emergent themes links will be made to extant literature, and to the
contribution the present research makes to the literature. Additionally metaphors, maxims or
other figures of speech used by the participants in their description of public service
citizenship are used to punctuate the empirical standing of each theme. The themes will then
be combined into a model of public service citizenship; which recommends the findings of
the present research as a construction of the lived reality of doing public service.
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Figure 24. Research Findings - Salient Themes of Public Service Citizenship
The present research was an exploration of several constructs of established theory and
therefore before exploring the empirical findings, the basis of the theoretical model is briefly
reviewed. Organisations are socially constructed phenomena; they are intersubjectively
created and maintained by a process of definition and interpretation undertaken by their
inhabitants, who subsequently are impacted upon by the very structures that they create.
This process gives organisations a reified, objective-like characteristic which are designated
by individuals as existing ‘out there’. These processes of formation both mediate and create
behaviour; being sites of joint action (Blumer, 1969) which develops a ‘body of transmitted
recipe knowledge’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1966, p. 83); and as such are sites of co-
construction which play a role in shaping apposite behaviours. It is the result of the agency
of reification which provides the socio-psychological environment within which the present
research sits.
The next section moves onto discuss the most salient and symbolic socio-psychological
themes that emerged from the research findings.
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5.2 Salient Themes
5.2.1 Stimulus - Idealism and Family
Ideals and values were important to participants, a finding consistent with previous research
(John & Johnson, 2008; Kernaghan, 2003; Moore, 1995; Pratchett & Wingfield, 1996).
Angela commented that doing public service is a ‘kind of slippery slope’; the meaning she
attributes to this statement is the development and strengthening of the connection between
her personal ideals and the ideals of public service which, although evident as the original
stimulus, became more powerful over the course of her career. Ideals and values are
conceived as primary forces within self and thus orientate an individuals behaviour in facing
differing situations, helping to develop situated identities (Hitlin, 2003). Situated identities are
a part of the psychological contract, discussed in Chapter Two, which for many participants
began as, or developed into, a desire to make a difference or to ‘leave a mark on the earth’
(Nicola). Many participants reported they were sometimes able to make a difference but this
tended to be despite of, and not because of, the realities of their work.
A number of participants’ best times were reported as occasions when fortuitous events set
them free to enact change and make a difference. Participants relayed their ideals of public
service which referred to principled and collaborative action which focused on the needs of
citizens and the community. For many, these factors were the stimuli to join public services,
or became part of the rewards of maintaining their work role, and the memory of these best
times sustained them through the reality of bureaucracy and process that were,
unsurprisingly, reported as disdained but deemed inherent within public services.
Participants original ideals of publicness were therefore sporadically held and supported;
and, as prior research suggests, were shaped and reinforced by the sporadic activities of
valued citizenship (Burr, 2003).
Defining yourself as a citizen of a group is dependent on a perception of shared social
identity; the result of which is a normative expectation of collectivism, discussed earlier, and
was a view held by the majority of participants. In developing collectivism, as part of a social
comparison process, if common ground is not identified then individuals examine their own
feelings compared to other group members and then often adapt their own feelings
(Festinger, 1954). This adaptation process involves individuals establishing a structural
relationship, thus ensuring they are not left adrift; the result of these tendencies is an
increased emotional security, and a potent feeling of belonging within the group (Allport,
1962). Camaraderie and concern for the group were cited, with ideals of socialism coming to
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the fore with this groupism being another source of ‘best times’, those reminiscent of Glenn’s
‘Dunkirk spirit’. Collectivism was treasured by participants in its functional capacity to
maximise the social capital within the group; additionally it often provided participants with
heightened intrinsic rewards, the positive feedback of undertaking valued activities which
helped others.
Emma identifies her idealised view and the emotional security of belonging which she
believes is instilled in public service citizenship, and one she assesses to be a common view
amongst colleagues. This belief is representative of a number of participants:
Emma: it becomes a way of being, a way of living as well I think most
people are in it because they like that making a contribution
Emma adds to this, a theme which also surfaced from a range of participants in stating the
familial connection:
Emma: I think that public service is ..in my principles.. socialist principles .
good socialist principles I think really yeah yeah and my Dad was very um
socialist, hot red hot socialist
Reference to the influence of relatives when a number of participants discussed the reasons
for joining and staying in public services, together with expectations of security and mutuality
in public services supports earlier research studies (Bellou, 2007; Guest & Conway, 2000;
Hood, 1991). McLean Parks et al., (1998) paint the public service organisation as family; ‘at
least a home, sometimes even a temple to those who work there’ (Moore, 1995, p. 303).
Several participants put themselves in the parental role, also identified by Kissler (1994);
with Nicola as a protective mother, as demonstrated when referring to her method of
managing team stress around change ‘you don’t panic the children’; Angela wanted to shield
the team. Others wanted to be parented, Terri reported needing a manager to ‘sort of hold
her’, Ollie wanted guidance on how to be and Malcolm’s ideal colleagues were those who
could be relied upon to ‘watch your back’. Familial attachment to the organisation, with it also
providing a source of identification, has been recognised in previous research where it was
found that individuals experienced a powerful sense of oneness within the organisation
(Albert & Whetten, 1985). However, in the present research despite this clear powerful
connection to collectively doing public service the sense was, paradoxically, more of
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otherness than oneness.
5.2.2 Interpretation - Otherness
Participants reported a grand-narrative of being a public servant and the collectivism which
formed an integral part of their psychological contract. This context participants extolled as a
near given, and yet was contradictory when set against their reporting of otherness;
specifically highlighted during the discussion of the ‘individual’ image as part of the PIE
method. Considering the immediate audience to behaviour is a social phenomena which
structures the pattern of appropriate conduct in daily interactions (Goffman, 1963). But it is in
the consideration of hidden audiences which led to the examination of the duality of Giddens’
(1984) structuration theory in exploring the emerging views. Structuration theory contends
that individuals employ multiple viewpoints; Giddens argues that in the process of forming
social interaction there is a tension between an individuals’ inner-self reality and their own
socially constructed reality. He refers to the duality of structures, which are taken to be
subjective social structures, and the interaction between the two (or more) social worlds in
which an individual interacts, and which goes on to shape his or her behaviour. And it was in
the consideration of the duality of social worlds that served to explore the dichotomy of, on
the one hand, a source of oneness, as collective public servants; and yet otherness.
Oneness with a group is often built on shared values (Boyt, et al., 2005; Brown, 2000). The
literature of person-organisation fit examines the importance of congruence in the strategy,
goals and values of the organisation and those of the employee. Early research identified the
better the fit with the organisation, the better the employees’ performance, commitment and
satisfaction (O'Reilly III, et al., 1991). However, Kristof-Brown et al., (2005) reviewed over
100 years of person-environment interaction theories and found early work was often too
one-dimensional and they subsequently identified multiple types and sources of fit.
The concept of reference groups, a familiar term used in the literature and which will be used
here but maybe more saliently described as reference relationships, ‘refers to the source of
values selected by an individual for the guidance of his behaviour, especially in cases where
a choice has to be made’ (Rose, 1962, p. 128). Examining the chosen referent group as the
source of an employees’ perceived fit, takes the comparator away from the single
organisation and transposes it to the complexity of alternative sources. Using this revised,
and more individually aligned, focus of the potential source of fit enhances the exploration of
participants’ responses and facilitates a deeper exploration of their perception.
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In constructing their referent group an individual is said to select the source of their
esteemed values. These values are then attributed a meaning by the selecting individual and
they form a part of self. Action undertaken by others is referred to self, where the
subsequent reaction is based on the meaning self attaches to those actions. Put differently,
interaction is mediated by interpreting the meaning attributed to one another’s actions, the
interpretation process being an interaction with self (Blumer, 1969). The reference group(s)
selected by an individual, and thus constituting an integral part of self, are both actor and
audience to the resultant behaviour; ‘an audience, consisting of real or imaginary
personifications, to whom certain values are imputed’ (Shibutani, 1962, p. 132). Individuals
within a community, organisation or group are often, therefore, operating towards different
audiences. This concept of the duality of reference groups is instructive in exploring the
sense of otherness which was referred to by the majority of participants.
The source of otherness for some was explicit and identified in their own team, as shown
when a number of participants referred to colleagues as:
Bernard: they’re the sort of old guard of the civil service
Cal: they’re like old warhorses
Terri: they’re in a different mindset
Otherness was felt more broadly by some participants, and can be considered in terms of
the wide range of multi-faceted roles in public services which can lead to the marginalisation
of employees. Public servants have considerations of budget management versus patient
care, service requirements versus political fall-out, process versus people, varying partner
needs, national performance targets versus local pressures, professional responsibilities
versus organisational policy and in these contexts individuals ‘must violate the norms of one
reference group no matter what they do’ (Hughes, 1958 cited in Shibutani, 1962, p. 140).
Participants perceive public services as a complex environment, comprised of varying
professional groups. These various professions are likely to have differing value sets, aims
and objectives; with the result that diverse referent groups with diverse esteemed behaviours
and values are likely to be commonplace. Hence, the consideration of multiple audiences
represents a credible base from which to examine participants’ sense of otherness.
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As a case in point, in considering Nicola as a health care manager, she was filled ‘with
horror’ when she viewed the ‘office’ image in the PIE method, she discussed her dislike of
management and managers, despite her post as a manager. This would indicate that her
reference group is firmly in the health care sphere and would account for her ability to boldly
point out the ‘elephant in the room’ because she ‘doesn’t care’ when attending management
meetings but be ‘distressed’ at any criticism from a fellow health care professional. A similar
phenomenon is observed in Nicola’s recollection of her best times in public services, she
initially responded with ‘ .. um.. what I !should say is that in 2001 I won a National award for
((management practice))’ but instead continued with her ‘real’ best time which related to a
hepatitis patient who had long since remembered her. This, again, demonstrates her
preferred reference group, her chosen audience. Therefore in inhabiting an environment in
which the behaviours they perform, and those they witness in others, are liable to go against
strongly held values which also form an integral part of self, gives a context which can
promote a feeling of exclusion (Brown, 2000).
In exploring this area for each participant their two most cited referent groups have been
considered, the values that participants attribute to their preferred referent group are
considered as a part of self, see Table 9 below. Against this, the meaning that participants
most commonly attribute to the behaviours of others within the organisation has been set.
This review highlights significant dissimilarities in the values attributed to self and those
values which are perceived and attributed to others; this disparity points to a potential
contributory factor for each participant in their perception of otherness. Glenn, Humphrey
and Sam report a minimal (m) level of otherness, which will be discussed later.
Table 9. Participants’ Referent Groups and Attributed Values
Participant
code name
Referent
group(s)
Referent
group(s)
(preferred)
Main value of self from
preferred referent
group(s)
Values attributed to
others within
organisation
Angela Currentmanagement
Prior ‘eclectic’
team Ambitious for others Ambitious for self
Bernard Current team Previous team Focused on doing agood job
Process focused,
sentence checking
Cal Currentorganisation
Politically astute
manager
Outcome focused,
player
‘Too worried about
upsetting each other’
Dorothy Currentorganisation
Mr X – with a tie,
Past colleagues
Hardworking,
enthusiastic, respectful
Lazy, unenthusiastic,
apathetic e.g.
‘chattering classes’
Emma Administrationteam
Health service
team People not process Process driven
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Participant
code name
Referent
group(s)
Referent
group(s)
(preferred)
Main value of self from
preferred referent
group(s)
Values attributed to
others within
organisation
Glenn (m) Publicservices Senior manager
Outcome focused,
performance
management, collegial
Process focused,
often ‘meaningless’
Humphrey
(m)
Current
organisation Hierarchical past
Respect, pride, policy
and process
Disrespect, loss of
public service values
Liza Currentorganisation Private sector
‘Corporate obedience’,
brand message, rules
‘we’ve got too many
reds’ .. they need to
be ‘reigned back in’
Malcolm Administration Medicalcolleagues People values
Process values,
bureaucracy
Nicola Management Sister / Matron Principled, patientfocused
Unprincipled, self
focused
Ollie Wider team Senior manager Enthusiastic, committed Lacking ambition,‘mostly green’
Robyn Current team
Old boss, he ‘said
thank you on a
Friday’
Kindness, concern with
team wellbeing
Defensive, not
inclusive
Sam (m)
Current
manager /
team
Previous line
manager
Committed, delivers,
rules, black / white
Incompetent, Do-ers,
Grey, wasteful
Terri Public serviceorganisations
Previous line
manager(s), used
as advisor(s) /
‘tool box’
Collaborative,
supportive
Hierarchical,
dismissive, restrictive
For the majority of participants, otherness appears to emerge from: either the behaviour of
others being disparate to those of their preferred referent group / self; or their own inability to
enact the behaviours congruent with their ideal, idealised, type; their preferred reference
group, which forms a part of self and their psychological contract. The process by which
individuals transverse between differing referent groups; where their orientation varies
between, put broadly: self, group or whole society, was examined by Habermas (1990). He
considered the behavioural and cognitive impact of each group orientation, the effect of the
transitional movement, and the outcome of any discontinuities.
Drawing on Kohlberg’s study of ideals and moral development, Habermas’ (1990) model of
communicative action examines interaction and the mediating effect of ideals and morality
within a range of social perspectives. Kohlberg’s research specifically examines the moral
development of children and young people (Kohlberg & Hersh, 1977), and has been
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contested for its prescriptive intonation (Weber, 1991), but Habermas’ adaptation provides
salience to the interactive organisational context; and specifically to the emergent findings of
the present research. Within Habermas’ model the referent perspective moves from
egocentric, primary group, wider collective, principled societal viewpoint and finishes at the
highest level of morality, the idealistic perspective where the principles of society are
questioned. Each perspective is accompanied by a concept of authority and by behavioural
orientations; with each stage building on the one that precedes it; as described below:
a) At the lower stage an externally sanctioned-will exists, this results in an
orientation towards rewards and punishment, authority is offered obedience with an
individual paying regard to both orders and self-interest in abiding with instruction,
patterned behaviours predominate.
b) Secondly, internalised loyalty is given the power of authority where social roles,
and conformity to those roles, determine behaviour.
c) Next, legitimacy of the collective-will holds the authority within a wider system of
collective norms which define conforming behaviours.
d) Then, societal principles which test the collective norms orientate action.
e) Finally, reaching the idealism mode which provides the means with which an
individual questions the, previously uncontested, principled norms and where their
idealised perspective guides agency.
The stages above fit into three broad categories where a) is held by clear rules and
reciprocal action; b) and c) are coordinated by duty and collective inclination; with d) and e)
being conceptualised by reference to ideals and societal validity. Habermas (1990) in
developing this framework refers to Kohlberg in describing the golden rules of the three
categories. Firstly, the categories are each passed through in succession, they cannot be
skipped. Secondly, the transition is irreversible, once an individual has reached a higher
category they do not cognitively or morally revert. Third, an individual is typically in one
category only, barring temporary transitional stages; in addition, an individual does not
normally occupy two categories that are not adjoining.
Within the public service context, the orientation to rules and roles would lead individuals
towards the first category of authority control. Yet the responsibilities of publicness, strongly
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felt by participants in the present research, indicates a requirement and call to reside in the
second category where duty and local collectivism is clear. Still, the values and ideals of
regard for community and citizens, held within the psychological contract and the preferred
referent group of participants, indicate habitation in the third category. The occupation of
multiple, and non-adjacent, categories causes an individual to experience disorientation;
resulting in them reassessing their norms, referent groups and appropriate behaviours. The
transition through each category is accompanied by a process of dissociation from the
previous category and the reorganisation of normative relations (Habermas, 1990). This
process of dissociation, detachment from past and current behaviours and selves; and from
the past and current behaviours of colleagues, who are also likely to be habitually shifting
between disparate categories, could lead to a perception of otherness. This cognitive
dissociation is likely to be heightened and compounded in an organisational context which
can require employees to straddle the three stages; as emerged within the present research
with rule-following, collectivism and a strongly felt responsibility to the citizen all being
prominent in participants’ lived realities.
Participants’ constructions of their own otherness could be best described as idealism meets
realism; but in the pragmatics of this encountering process participants often exhibited a
strong desire to reaffirm their ideals, reiterating what it means to do public service. This
reaffirming appeared to be an attempt to demonstrate that despite not always behaving in
line with their preferred referent group they maintained their preferred, and often idealist,
stance. When participants asserted their values and commitment to public service in some
cases their statements verged towards martyrdom, in either reporting an idealised
separation between self and other, or referring to actions which put the needs of the
collective before themselves. Moore (1995) identified this as a process of ‘psychological
refuge’ where public servants extol deep convictions about the rightness of their behaviours
(p. 306). Restating their idealised behaviours to match their idealised values also provides
an important source of comfort in achieving cognitive consonance, as discussed in Chapter
Two. Festinger (1957) describes this restatement as ‘intensifying the private opinion’ (p. 264)
an act which facilitates the formation of offsetting ‘cognitive elements’ and thus reduces
dissonance (p. 201). A range of reaffirming comments are shown below, the first being
Angela who noted she was willing to sacrifice her career for the good of the service.
Angela: I’ve already had that discussion with my partner, if I give in will that
be alright, if I have to resign on a matter of principle
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Bernard: I usually get focused too much on work sometimes. It’s probably
to my detriment
Dorothy: I don’t expect everybody to be as enthusiastic as I am
Humphrey: I always remember why I’m here
Malcolm: ((referring to the drive to be a health care professional)) you do it
because that's about all you can do
Nicola: !so it matters, yes it matters to the patients but in terms of !your
importance in all of it … not a lot
Sam: ((responding to my thanks for taking part in the interview)) I was just
happy to help, cos that's the sort of person I am and it’s probably one of my
downfalls I can’t say no. Do you know what I mean/, if someone says will
you do this I say yes I will/
CB: yeah-
S: and I suppose that's where people can probably take a
little bit of an advantage because they know I will do things
Robyn and Ollie also felt a need to extol the ideals of public service. When asked why they
had joined public services both stated practical reasons but quickly moved to seemingly
qualify these statements by adding that they had since developed a strong public service
ethos; linking back to the perceived public service idealism. Additionally, as well as achieving
consonance with self, this behaviour demonstrates the powerful effect of the extrinsic
normative social influence of extolling the values of public service. This extrinsic pressure,
which is frequently assimilated as an intrinsic pressure then becomes, or bolsters, self. This
process of assimilation is discussed next.
5.2.3 Interpretation - Normative Social Influence
The socialisation process within organisations instils the concept of behavioural norms onto
its employees; this pressure has been described as the extrinsic normative social influence
(Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). Any ‘mismatch and its accompanying discomfort should lead the
employee to a correction of that misfit by choosing the ‘correct’ (organisationally sanctioned)
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action’ (Bennett, et al., 2005, p. 110). As discussed in Chapter Two, this discomfort can
emanate from a range of sources via perceived group pressure, the disruption of the
psychological contract or via cognitive dissonance resulting from incongruence in behaviours
and values; or as is suggestive within the present research a multi-layered construction of all
three.
Collectivism and regard for the citizen or community represented an extrinsic normative
influence for all participants; with teamwork also being a universally esteemed behaviour
(Moorman & Blakely, 1995) but the intrinsic normative pressure, the values of referent group
/ self, differed. Cal and Liza were atypical within the participants in demonstrating the values
of Hood’s (1991) ‘lean and purposeful’ value set. They were both vehemently opposed to
waste and inefficiency and in this focus were concerned with the outcome for the
organisation and less occupied with colleagues’ views; more process less people, as shown
in Liza’s comment regarding colleagues’ inability to challenge work of a poor standard ‘they
seem to like the underdog’. However, they were not individualistic in the pursuit of these
goals, their overriding concern for organisational outcomes meant they appreciated the value
of the team and the benefits of collectivism. The benefits accrued are the result of the social
capital available to members of a collective where the group ties facilitate the achievement of
valued goals (Lin, 2001). This is observed in Cal’s response to the red/green ‘individual’
image during the PIE method, he stated his desire to be red related to ‘if you are the leader
then all the green ones work for you and so you can get a lot more done’, he added that
‘most people here like to be led, be part of the gang’.
Public servants are said to apply ‘moral reasoning’ in considering the consequences of their
behaviours on their clients, customers or patients (Maesschalck, 2004, p. 473). The impact
of this process of morality, defined by Van Der Wal et al., (2008) as ‘values and norms taken
together’ (p. 468), results in an individual undertaking an act of interpretation when
considering their identity within the workplace and apposite behaviours in that context. An
individual is said to refer to self, their values, and yet before responding they identify what
has to be taken into account, ‘tasks, opportunities, obstacles, means, demands, discomforts,
dangers and the like’ (Blumer, 1962, p. 187). Said differently, an individual’s response to a
stimulus is tempered by their values along with the perceived norms of the environment.
Bennett et al., (2005) studied the relationship between norms and behaviours in the
workplace and considered moral identity as its regulating influence. They took into account
the perceived organisational norms and behaviours, and assessed the likelihood of
individuals undertaking behaviours outside the norm if their moral identity was violated. They
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produced a model which is instructive in developing the discussion of the present research
findings. Their original model is shown in Figure 25 below; this is followed by an extension of
this model which is pertinent to the present research findings.
Figure 25. Relationship among Deviant Organizational Norms, Moral Self-identity, and
Individual Behaviour
Source: Bennett et al., (2005, p. 117)
The extended model which relates to the findings from the present research is shown in
Figure 26 below. Each section of this extended model will now be discussed. The disdained
organisational norms participants referred to include excessive bureaucracy, constraining
hierarchy, the ‘political machinery’ (Glenn) and continual processes of change, as shown
below:
Angela: powerbase was all around systems processes
Emma: yes you just think oh here we go again isn’t it really.. and er I think
perception is, if only they’d take politics out of health, things might be better
Liza: It makes your job harder but people just kind of accept it cos you just
have to get on with it, so you spend half your time working on systems
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Malcolm: … but a lot of the time by the time you’ve justified what, spent all
our time justifying what we do we haven’t got time to do it
Participants referred to behaviours demonstrated by managers within the organisation which
they perceived to derive from these norms; these behaviours included micro-managing,
controlling, power-games, bullying, agreement seeking, excessive rule following and low
trust. The combination of the environment and these managerial behaviours led participants
to interpret their own behavioural requirements which included being ‘enthusiastic’ (Dorothy
and Ollie), ‘can-do’ (Robyn), rule-following and non-disruptive.
Figure 26. Developing the Research Findings: The Relationship between Disdained
Organisational Norms, Perceived Behavioural Requirements, Public Service Values and
Perception of Apposite Behaviour
Source: Complied by the author, an extension of Bennett et al., (2005)
The act of interpreting these behavioural requirement is mediated by the values of public
service citizenship, self, and results in an assessment of the importance of this citizenship
against the perception of the ‘required’ behaviour; a balance between intrinsic and extrinsic
normative pressure on the interpretation process. The extended model in Figure 26 above is
useful in examining the process by which participants in the present research interpreted the
behaviour undertaken by self or others. The response is shown as a clear split between
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interpreting the behaviour as either: a) in line with self and resulting in cognitive consonance
if interpreting own behaviour, or b) if evaluating the behaviour of others, then this alignment
inclines towards a feeling of oneness with colleagues. Alternatively, c) if own behaviour is
perceived as out of line with self then this may establish a state of cognitive dissonance, or
d) if assessing the behaviour of others then a mismatch with self could prompt a feeling of
otherness with colleagues.
The extended model in Figure 26 facilitates the discussion of the present research findings
in accentuating an interpretive process through which the participants in the present
research considered the organisationally preferred behaviours, the extrinsic normative social
influence (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). It draws attention to the interaction with the public
service values that are incorporated within their psychological contract. It shows the struggle
between the duality of the extrinsic and intrinsic normative pressures, often between
bureaucratic pressures and professional responsibilities (Paarlberg & Lavigna, 2010), and
the interpretative process of formation, with its resultant agency; a perceptual or behavioural
response.
However, in the present research, the findings suggest that this extended model is too
simplistic in implying that behaviours are: firstly, considered in isolation in their manifest
state, and secondly, perceived plainly as either disdained or esteemed. Consequently, the
extended model is used as a stepping stone and broadened in consideration of the complex
process described by participants in the present research as they interpreted workplace
behaviours and their underlying values, as discussed in the next section.
But, before moving onto this discussion the interactions shown in the extended model in
Figure 26 are informative in considering the theme of otherness referred to earlier. The
participants who had not expressed a powerful feeling of otherness (either positively or
negatively); specifically Glenn, Humphrey and Sam, had each lauded the virtues of
bureaucracy and rule following.
Glenn: ideal colleagues would be ‘extremely well structured’
Humphrey: ‘whereas I’ll say no that’s what it says in policy, that’s what you
should do’
Sam: ((referring to the rules)) ‘I spelt them out in black and white’ and was
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‘furious’ with colleagues who broke them.
This alignment with structure, policy and process suggests that the bureaucratic organisation
may have been a preferred referent group for these participants and thus they would achieve
a greater person-organisation fit with a congruence in goals, strategies and values (O'Reilly
III, et al., 1991). Consequently when behaving in line with the requirements of the
organisation they maintain a balance in extrinsic and intrinsic normative pressure. This
would result in a perceived alignment and, as a result, they may be better able to achieve
cognitive consonance; feel less adrift, less otherness.
Now, returning to the exploration of the complex process of behaviour – value interpretation
reported by participants, as above, the discussion is now extended.
5.2.4 Interpretation - Value Governance
As noted, the findings of the present research suggests an additional ingredient in the
extended model presented in Figure 26, a process of bifurcation, which emerged from the
data when considering participants’ perception of disdained workplace behaviours when
taking into account esteemed workplace values.
In multifaceted settings, such as an organisational environment, Shibutani (1955) notes that
individuals internalise numerous perspectives and reference groups and in this plurality there
‘are bound to be some incongruities’ (p. 567). This incongruence is normally not noticed,
individuals are able to compartmentalise social worlds and shift from one sphere to another
with little difficulty. Individuals only become acutely aware of the different referent groups
when they are ‘caught in situations in which conflicting demands are made upon them, all of
which cannot possibly be satisfied’ (p. 567). Individuals existing within these dissimilar social
worlds struggle when important sources of identity and values are invoked because the
different behavioural responses ‘cannot always be compromised’ and is generally settled by
referring to the loyalty to the most significant, the most valued, referent group (p. 568).
Lipsky (1980) considered the challenging environment for many public servants in his book
Street-Level Bureaucracy, he referred to a process whereby individuals create a ‘cognitive
shield’ (p. 153). This shield, he suggests, is constructed by public servants to protect
themselves from their inability to attend to the diverse needs of their stakeholders, and from
their clients reaction to service failures; compounded by the behavioural restrictions their
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positions often entail. Lipsky does not explore this concept further but it points to his
recognition of an active process of interpretation and the resulting defensive response that
public servants take in facing the dichotomous behavioural and value-laden environment of
public services (Moore, 1995).
A seminal theory which examines the response to behaviours of self and others, and their
derived values, is contained within Festinger’s (1957) cognitive dissonance theory,
discussed in Chapter Two. Cognitive dissonance theory proposes two opposing poles in
terms of matching values and behaviours; that of balance or imbalance; cognitive
consonance and cognitive dissonance, respectively. Cognitive consonance is achieved
when self or others are felt to be behaving in the ‘right’ way and based on the ‘right’ values.
Cognitive dissonance is the result of acts that are perceived as having an inherent
imbalance in behaviours and values.
The findings within the present research suggest that this polemic view oversimplifies the
process of definition and formation that participants undertook when interpreting the
behaviours of self and others; and it is hereby proposed to extend this theory. The response
to a stimulus within Festinger’s (1957) theory is a cognitive choice between the two poles,
where the actions available to any discontentment are considered to be one of submission or
rebellion. Within the public service sphere, public servants are largely viewed as passive and
conforming (Harmon & Mayer, 1986), with these behaviours being particularly treasured by
managers within public services (Bright, 2005, 2009; Moynihan & Pandey, 2007; Perry &
Wise, 1990). Public servants are therefore presumed to be undertaking the former action.
But this assessment overlooks the complex process that underpins the behavioural
response put forward by participants in the present research; where ideology often meets
and either begrudgingly resists or absolves to accept reality.
Participants when discussing their ideal colleagues, and by association those they found
most demanding, pointed to a process of active definition and interpretation of disdained
behaviours. A number referred to an interpretative process whereby behaviours and their
derived values were separately considered. Participants’ response to a ‘difficult’ (Liza)
behavioural stimulus was that of pardoning disdained behaviours if their interpretation of the
origin, the underpinning values of the individual performing those behaviours, were
‘honourable’ (Emma). This process has a correlation with the Honi phenomena where
revered individuals are viewed more positively than others (Wittreich, 1952); and thus where
an individuals’ values are esteemed, their associated behaviours, despite being disdained,
are viewed more favourably. Given this emerging concept, the analysis was extended to
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further consider this process of bifurcation and this led to the emergence of additional
cognitive forms.
In the pardoning process described above; values eclipse behaviours, leading to a concept
termed value governance. Value governance is defined as the cognitive process whereby
the behaviours of others, or self, are interpreted and those that are defined as disdained
behaviours, if perceived to be underpinned by esteemed values, are more easily accepted.
This cognitive state resulting from this process is termed cognitive acceptance.
A further form is identified where behaviours which are ostensibly esteemed behaviours; if
not considered to be resting on esteemed values, are resisted and are met with a reluctant
detachment. This cognitive state is termed cognitive resistance. An example of cognitive
resistance was identified by Terri who referred to a committed colleague who was seeking to
maintain their own identity as a specialist but in the process was reducing the benefits to the
development of policy by not sharing their knowledge. This behaviour Terri understood but
found it frustrating because it had a detrimental outcome on the service the team were able
to provide to the organisation, and ultimately to the citizen groups they were supporting.
These four broad cognitive states are shown in the conceptual framework in Figure 27
below. The actions of self or others within an organisation constitute the stimulus. The
significance of idealism and values within the public services environment means that the
values have dominance in this interpretive process; as identified within the concept of value
governance. Figure 27 also identifies the arc where Festinger’s (1957) theory moves from
cognitive consonance to cognitive dissonance. Participants within the present research
identified fragmented states of Festinger’s cognitive dissonance and their response varied
between the broad states shown below.
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Figure 27. Conceptual Framework I: Value Governance as Mediator in the Cognitive Response
to a Stimulus
In 1954, Festinger developed his theory of social comparison. In this theory, which was in
many ways overshadowed by his study of cognitive dissonance, he assessed the influences
on individuals within a group. The relevance of this theory to the present discussion is in
Festinger’s reference to the distinction between opinions and abilities, akin to values and
behaviours. He refers to their functional tie but notes it is ‘necessary to answer the question
as to how persons go about evaluating their opinions and their abilities’ (p. 118) (own
emphasis). His theory explores how individuals assess the rightness of the opinions or the
abilities of others, and thus he specifically comments on the disparate assessment of each.
He suggests ‘opinions are evaluated in terms of whether or not subjectively they are correct
while abilities are evaluated in terms of how good they seem’ (p. 128). Hence, indicating that
opinions are evaluated against subjective, internalised states and thus would carry increased
intrinsic salience. Although this segregation of opinions and abilities, values and behaviours,
was not referred to in his cognitive dissonance theory, it highlights his conception of the
phenomenological differences, and the discernment of the differing acts of interpretation
which emerged within the present research.
Stories relayed by participants which serve to contextualise their acts of interpretation, and
their process of bifurcation of behaviours and values, are shown in Table 10 below. For each
participant Table 10 provides exemplars of each of the four cognitive states.
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Table 10. Public Service Citizenship - Cognitive States Mediated by Value Governance
Cognitive Consonance Cognitive Acceptance Cognitive Resistance Cognitive Dissonance
Participant Esteemed behaviours,esteemed values
Disdained behaviours,
esteemed values
Esteemed behaviours,
disdained values
Disdained behaviours,
disdained values
Angela Evidence based team work,targeting client group need
Previous manager, controlling yet
with high practice standards
Partnership working but not
adding value to service users
Current manager’s dismissing
behaviour and lack of integrity
Bernard Ideal colleagues areconsultative and inclusive
Accepts that work needs to be right
and therefore checked
Human Resource consultation
exercise; impersonal and ‘shabby’
Knowledge is power, ‘bugbear’
affects outcome for citizen
Cal Performance systems,targets community resources
Would ‘toe the line’ if policy or
organisation requires
Challenging the norm but not with
service improvement in mind
Laziness which impacts on team
performance measures
Dorothy Collaborative with citizens Colleagues who talk a lot, butprovide very good customer service
Politics – team work to protect the
Minister ‘a turn off’
Colleagues listening to i-pod in work
– ‘theft’
Emma Collaborative outcomes ‘Micromanager’ but with‘honourable’ intentions
Manager not upsetting team but
for an ‘easy life’
Paper chase of NHS – provider /
purchaser - wasteful
Glenn Pulling together in ‘Dunkirkspirit’, to help community
Bureaucracy is a necessary evil in
performance systems
Central government department
work hard at ‘pointless’ activities
Colleague, rule-breaker for person
gain, ‘uncomfortable'
Humphrey Proactive behaviour, changesystem to improve service
Rule bending, if for the right
outcome
Invite challenge but only for
citizen service improvement
Dislikes indolent customer service –
against ‘ethos’
Liza Rule-following, ‘corporateobedience’
‘Difficult’ manager, wanted best
outcome for the team
Colleagues challenging policies,
but for own ends not outcome
Retain staff in post who are not right
for organisation
Malcolm Good patient care, the fewsuccesses
Controlling behaviours to achieve
financial goals and resource plans
Following policy but against
patients wishes Manager there ‘in body only’
Nicola Best time – beingremembered for patient care
Manager, ‘headless chicken’ but
forgiven, thinks of the patient
Partnerships often ‘chewing cold
fat’. Collaborative but often
guarded by self protectionism
Colleagues negative to service
improvement to save own position
Ollie Collaboration for citizenfocus
Dismissing an idea; behaviour
accepted if comments come from a
‘good place’
Officer blocking change to protect
team but also blocking
progressive policies
Bullying manager due to insecurities
and inadequacy – resulting in bad
service
Robyn Following policy andtargeting citizen needs
Admires colleague who resists
undertaking work if they deem it
does not add value
Team member withholding
challenge, but this erodes trust
Working for awards which are of no
value to community, politically
motivated
Sam Collaborative for citizens Minor rule infringement tomaximise ability to ‘deliver’ service
Private sector work challenging
but no valued job satisfaction
Colleagues not following rules,
driven by self focus
Terri Collaborative for citizens Take advantage of others, agreedas its ‘for the better good’
Team member seeking to
maintain identity but avoids
benefits to citizen of co-joining
Private sector work competitive /
superficial, with over-riding financial
aims.
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The findings of the present research highlights that in inhabiting a multidimensional context,
public servants are sometimes in the zones of acceptance, although not for the apathetic or
harmful reasons that previous research proposes (Rowley, 1985; Simon, 1973; Wilson,
1989). They occupy a pragmatic zone of acceptance whereby they weigh-up their context
and in a process of formation assess the needs of their varying referent groups; and through
that process accept that sometimes in doing the right thing you must behave in the wrong
way. They are rarely in the zone of indifference (Barnard, 1938) but often inhabit detached
zones of resistance where they are managing the disparity between undertaking work which
is meaningless or valueless to self or the community, alongside an appreciation that it is
required in organisational policy. This disparity between the ‘substantive rationality’ of
actions directed towards the community and ‘formal rationality’ of the bureaucratic
framework (Bartels, 2009, p. 467) represents the ‘inconsistent images of virtue among public
officials’, sometimes split between democracy and efficacy (Moore, 1995, p. 297).
The often idealised world that participants constructed in their burgeoning schema of public
service citizenship subsequently merged into their psychological contract. This idealised
social world had promise, where participants expected to be enabled to make a difference
and have impact on the community. This led to high expectations for a career in public
services and an expectation of cognitive consonance. Participants’ ideal type is ‘principled’
(Nicola) and has strong collectivist tendencies, ‘Dunkirk spirit’ (Glenn), and within their
psychological contract they constructed self on behaving in the right way, whilst also
reflecting the right values. As remarked by Angela in referring to work undertaken by her
previous team, which considered citizen needs and of which she was proud, it ‘was evidence
based right, well researched .. risk, you know, option appraised, financially profiled’. This
work she describes as solid and produced with integrity, a value esteemed by many
participants in their construction of an ideal type. However the reality of the workplace
means that participants report that they are rarely in this consonant zone.
In the next section the four themes of: idealism and family, otherness, normative social
influence and value governance are merged. This amalgam then goes on to directly inform
the research question in exploring participants’ perception of public service organisational
citizenship behaviours and specifically in terms of their perception of the notion of CV.
5.2.5 Response - the Perception of Civic Virtue
Civic virtue, as a form of organisational citizenship behaviour, is the most controversial, both
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organisationally and individually, since its often critical stance may be incongruent with the
organisational climate and / or the individuals’ values (Graham, 1991).
Participants articulated very clearly their agreement with Graham’s assessment, as above,
perceiving CV as a controversial behaviour; albeit viewing it as controversial yet necessary
under certain circumstances. The metaphors and maxims used by participants crystallise
this sentiment. Nicola talked about her experience of new staff questioning current practice;
she noted ‘they will very quickly fall out of favour like Lord of the Flies stuff’. When
discussing project board meetings Liza recalled that despite colleagues requesting
constructive feedback on known problems there were ‘some people who never said bloody
boo to a goose’. On occasions when CV needed to be enacted; in tackling difficult workplace
issues, specifically poor performance or office politics, colleagues were seen to be ‘pussy
footing around’ (Angela)… ‘ferreting around the edges’ (Liza) … and avoiding having ‘honest
conversations that cut through the mustard’ (Nicola). Robyn discussed her experience of
team meetings, and referred to her perception that people ‘wouldn’t say certain things’ but
that ‘under the surface is all like this’ ((indicating bird’s legs under the water)).
Participants reported that these behaviours were an attempt to restrain the anticipated
negative consequences of CV which would result from violating the organisational norms
and disrupt the team; concurring with the literatures reviewed in Chapter Two (Janssen,
2003; Lan, 1997; Tinsley & Brett, 2001). The restraint on CV is therefore felt as an extrinsic
normative pressure, Ollie referred to his previous workplace as ‘sort of boys club-ish’ where
challenge was muted with the aim of keeping a collegial atmosphere, where social capital is
developed and utilised to achieve goals. Cal extols this containment, ‘keep it within your own
camp’. Dorothy told of being informed by her manager to ‘back off’ questioning a team
member for a rule violation, she conceded and saw persistence in challenging either her line
manager and / or the team member as likely to have a detrimental effect on overall team
spirit. Unanimity of teams is often deemed a result of good management; where managers
‘take great pains to foster a public image of cohesion and shared belief’ (Scott, 1992, p. 55).
Within this context CV is seen as ‘disruptive’ (Glenn) to the smooth running of the team, and
a signal of poor management.
A number of participants referred to their personal desire to maintain a cohesive team; not
wanting to ‘make life difficult for them’ (Angela). Terri refers to her teams’ innate lack of CV
behaviours, as below; this concurs with Moberg (2001) who found a preponderance of
agreeableness in those who pursued a public good.
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Terri: people don’t object they just carry on .. its not a case of they’re
happy to do what they’re doing they just don’t object. It’s just not their way
Robyn reported a conversation she had with her team when taking a project forward; the
behaviours that were requested by her manager were disdained by Robyn and the team. In
relaying this story Robyn succinctly describes her perception of CV, and those that are
representative of the majority of participants. Her comment clearly shows how she manages
both herself and the team away from a potential uncomfortable state of cognitive
dissonance, to settle at cognitive resistance.
Robyn: ok this is what we’ve been asked to do, lets do it in a way that we
can do it properly, that we feel is right but there is no point in arguing
Previous research has identified that CV is more common when employees believe their
efforts will make a difference (Graham & Van Dyne, 2006), when there is a ‘point in arguing’
(Robyn); Graham and Van Dyne note that individuals demonstrate ‘bravery’ in delivering the
message, and have ‘strong justice beliefs’; with those individuals not engaging in CV being
considered as ‘apathetic and lacking responsible participation’ (p. 104). And although
Graham and Van Dyne confess this labelling is a ‘simplistic’ shortcut it is a commonly
regarded viewpoint that associates inaction with inertia; a state not borne out in the present
research.
Making a difference was a strong theme in the stimulus to join public services but the reality
participants encountered after entry to the organisation meant they often feel like a ‘small
cog’ in a ‘big machine’ (Terri) with a widespread feeling of being unable to affect change and
to improve public services. The perceived barriers of systems and processes (Glenn and
Sam), and others within the organisation (Cal, Liza and Humphrey) were often cited as the
cause of frustration in making a positive difference (Angela and Nicola). Humphrey
experienced ‘difficulty’ in questioning; with Glenn reporting that his previous acts of CV were
‘very uncomfortable’ but were driven by a need to challenge a colleague who was rule-
bending for personal gain; a disdained behaviour underpinned by disdained values. These
intersubjective situational barriers restrict the feeling of positive payback from undertaking,
what are perceived as risky, acts of CV.
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Robyn had concerns about business processes which were affecting her ability to deliver a
project. Her line manager was not addressing the issue. Robyn was delaying CV; she noted
this was because she was ensuring that her behaviours were exemplary before speaking-up.
Robyn: it will come to that um and er at the moment what I’m doing is just
getting everything done that is asked of me with no room for criticism and
once I’ve got that on my side then I’ll be in a far stronger position to say
Her delaying behaviour shows her assessment of the risk of CV, and indicates that she
anticipates a negative reaction and a destructive counter-claim from her manager; a reaction
confirmed in previous research (Fay & Frese, 2001). However, her strong desire to complete
the project successfully, in line with promises made to the community, means she feels
moved to CV but this move is not an easy one.
Taken together these views show that while collectivism provides some support to
participants (Allport, 1962; Brown, 2000), it also gives a strong disincentive to them
performing CV. They perceive that CV may result in them experiencing further exclusion
from the local group; reducing the social capital available within the group ties, having a
detrimental impact on their ability to achieve their goals and make the difference they covet
(Granovetter, 1973; Lin, 2001). Consequently, the behaviours of CV were those that
participants felt were only to be undertaken when they ‘have to’ (Humphrey); when facing a
situation in which their values of self, and the accompanying behaviours, are severely
compromised often over a sustained period, and then they feel they ‘should’ (Dorothy).
As discussed earlier, Festinger (1957) noted a fear of dissonance would also ‘lead to a
reluctance to take action’ (p. 31). This fear and discomfort is demonstrated by Angela when
discussing her need to, but delayed action in, speaking to her manager:
Angela: but it has to be said right/ .. I feel very strongly about it it has to be
said !(H) um depending on how its said probably it might be alright, it might
be alright
Another contextual dimension to participants’ perception of CV surrounds the observation of
a ‘blame culture’ (Humphrey) which exists within the acutely accountable public services,
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and was linked to participants’ awareness of another norm; the norm of ‘bureaucrat bashing’
(Lan, 1997, p. 31); a sustaining perception (O'Donnell, 2010). Public accountability often
results in managers restraining public servants from doing anything wrong rather than
encouraging them to do something right (Currie, et al., 2008; Wright, 2001); where public
servants are criticised by some for ‘lacking the courage to challenge’ but by others for
‘challenging current arrangements’ (Moore, 1995, p. 307). This multi-directional nature of
public accountability, where public servants are ‘pulled in different directions’ (Liddle, 2007,
p. 404), adds another unique aspect to the limiting, and felt frustration, of undertaking CV
behaviours in public services. The link between blame and restraint was observed by Nicola
in her request to the central policy team:
Nicola: I emailed somebody in um . corporate and I said you know can I
have a copy of ((the organisation’s)) objectives and she said we haven’t got
any @ .. and I thought ok .. and she said the objectives !are the objectives
of this organisation are to basically um ensure that we don’t get any
complaints .. that was number one.. and number two kind of um you know
hold problems at bay and I thought ... well I don’t know what I thought at the
time .. er .. my jaw dropped a bit I think
In sum, participants have constructed their ideal public servant, the audience to their
behaviour, who acts with concern for the community, organisation, and/or for the team with
layers of identity. The present research has identified that a reluctance to undertake CV is
not the result of submissiveness, passivity or apathy (although of course these cases exist).
Participants in the present research espoused that a reluctance to speak out, to enact
behaviours of CV, is representative of a combined consequence of the challenge to the
ideals of self, a contest to their psychological contract, and an extrinsic normative pressure
toward local collectivism.
The concept of value governance is instructive in examining how individuals define the
behavioural stimulus and the interpretation process which results in the identification of acts
which are likely to produce a response of CV. Offences against participants public service
values perceived on a lower scale are overlooked, with preference given to the extrinsic
normative pressure towards collectivist notions. However, where behaviours move into those
invoking cognitive dissonance this transition means that individuals then feel they ‘must’
(Angela) engage in CV. The next section will look at the factors of, and influences on, this
transition.
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5.2.6 Civic Virtue and the Model Public Servant
Bringing together the earlier discussion, and the learning from previous chapters, this section
presents a model of the public servant with reference to the perception of CV. This model
represents a second conceptual framework of the present research findings and is shown in
Figure 28 below. The model is split into segments of demonstrated behaviours, values and
behavioural classifications, referent groups and the suggested cognitive states, each of the
layers are discussed below. The model is instructive in assessing participants’ interpretation
of the behaviours of others, and in the interpretation of their own behaviour.
The discussion which follows will firstly describe each layer and then move to discuss the
factors that are suggestive in influencing the transition through each layer.
Figure 28. Conceptual Framework II: Value Governance and its Interaction with Acts of Civic
Virtue
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The outer layer of the model identifies the public service values, the combined normative
external and internal social pressure, which is an overarching and ever present force.
Participants held variations in the value sets of ‘lean and purposeful’ or ‘honest and fair’
(Hood, 1991) but the core values of community, ideals and citizen needs were paramount
and this forms the ultimate reference group. Inside this is Idealism which links to normative
social pressure but also interacts with the preferred referent group and forms part of self.
Idealism is constructed from esteemed workplace behaviours and values; specifically within
the present research these included demonstrating integrity and commitment but also being
principled, collaborative and straight-forward; conditions which result in: a) state of cognitive
consonance for behaviours of self and b) a feeling of oneness when considering the
behaviour of others.
Next is the state of Realism which is the mode in which participants and their colleagues
often move to achieve organisational goals, to manage within the bureaucratic and political
process, and to control resources within the restrained public services. Between the states of
Idealism and Realism the concept of value governance is salient; this process of
interpretation results in the bifurcation of the behaviours and their underlying values which
then construct the cognitive response. In considering the acts of others within the workplace,
the concept of value governance between Idealism and Realism is suggestive as the
foundation of the barrier of perceived otherness. Value governance represents the process
whereby the behaviours of others act as the stimulus, which is interpreted and considered
against the preferred referent group/self. Following this interpretation where the perceived
underpinning values are disdained then the individuals are deemed as other; representing a
referent group which is not esteemed.
In considering the behaviour they themselves undertake in the workplace, value governance
also applies. Participants occupied this state of Realism with pragmatic reluctance, either in
cognitive acceptance or cognitive resistance. When individuals occupy either of these modes
their unfavourable assessment against self is suggestive as a factor which contributes to a
disruption in the psychological contract. This process of disruption is consistent with previous
research studies which identified that the changing nature of behavioural requirements in
public services has resulted in detachment between the public servant and the organisation
(Guest & Conway, 2000; Vigoda-Gadot & Meiri, 2008). However, to be clear the reference
group for the disruption highlighted within the present research, was self and not a reified
organisation, with individuals acting against themselves, against their own ideals. In
behaving against the personal promise that is often inherent within an individuals’
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psychological contract (Rousseau, 2001), cognitive resistance is triggered directed at self.
Participants were driven to offset the discussion, and recollection of these disdained
behaviours, via buttressing actions, as demonstrated by participants who cited idealised acts
of sacrifice and near martyrdom.
Once more returning to consider the acts of others within the workplace, the central segment
represents the behaviours and values of others’ which are more likely to lead to a strong
assessment of otherness; and invoke acts of CV. These behaviours are interpreted as
disdained behaviours, underpinned by disdained values which results in a context where
individuals feel that they ‘have to’ (Humphrey) act. Consequently, CV is typically undertaken
against a backdrop of ‘not quite fear’ (Dorothy) but concern and discomfort; these emotions
emerge from participants assessing the behaviour of others and referring to their ultimate
ideals of publicness; along with those of their preferred referent group/self.
Again, reviewing the behaviour they themselves undertake in the workplace, CV is typically
perceived by participants as a deviant act for self, outside both the extrinsic and intrinsic
norm, and against the ideal of collectivism. Yet, as above, this behaviour is invoked if action
‘must’ (Angela) be undertaken, and if participants’ public service values of citizen, client, and
patient focus are interrupted. At this juncture there is a choice, a transitional movement from
acting on collectivism to acting on idealism (Habermas, 1990), and as these ‘cannot always
be compromised’, then ‘behaviour is generally settled by referring to the loyalty to the most
significant, the most valued, referent group’ (Shibutani, 1955, p. 568).
Participants described contexts, behaviours and values which resulted in a series of
cognitive states. They described states which were held in relative comfort to those which
often represented severe discomfort, with CV typically being considered or enacted when
participants move to, and stay in, cognitive dissonance.
5.2.7 Exploring Value Governance and its Impact on the Enactment of Civic Virtue
In exploring the factors which influence the transitional movement, where participants shift to
a cognitive state whereby CV behaviours are considered or undertaken, the work of Turner
and colleagues in examining the association between the self and the collective, is
instructive. Self categorisation theory (Turner, et al., 1987; Turner, et al., 1994) discusses
the relationship between the personal self and the collective self, and in that segregation
aligns to the notion of differing selves, differing audiences and reference groups, discussed
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earlier. Comparing self with others is a central part of human life, a social phenomena
(Buunk & Mussweiler, 2001; Suls, et al., 2002). The definition of personal self is allied to self
/ preferred referent group; with collective self associating with an ‘other’ referent group, in the
present research typically the local team. Self categorisation theory was developed following
the study of individuals’ alignment within groups, and the behaviours this alignment invokes;
it specifically explores which form of self individuals’ accentuate; which self emerges in
which context. Turner et al., propose there is a continual conflict and compromise between
the personal self and the collective self depending on the situation.
In referring to the situational influences Turner et al., (1994) found that ‘as shared social
identity becomes salient, individual self-perception tends to become depersonalized’ (original
emphasis) (p. 455). Suls et al., (2002) describe this in terms of a variation in psychological
closeness; where those with similar attributes are more accessible to self and therefore the
similarity is highlighted with individuality being diminished. In expanding the work of Turner
et al., it could therefore be proposed that the opposite could also be the case; as shared
social identity becomes less salient, individual self-perception becomes more personalised.
Consequently, where individuals perceive others to behave in ways which are disdained, or
in ways which are perceived to be underpinned by values which are disdained, then it would
increase the salience of personal self (self / preferred referent group). The escalating
disparity accentuates the otherness, with individuals being seen as ‘them’ rather than ‘us’.
Turner et al., (1994) found this increased perception of difference, and the incongruence with
personal self has an effect on behaviour, where individuals’ deploy the understanding of the
foremost self. The variability of self ‘affects the relevance of the stimulus to the receiver’ with
the dominant values and behaviours which are invoked controlling individuals ‘readiness to
use certain categories, employ certain knowledge, or entertain certain expectations’ (p. 461).
Turner et al., note that when the collective self is engaged it impacts upon whether the
stimulus is seen as similar or dissimilar to the collective norm, and is a pervasive constraint
on the categorisation of objects and the corresponding contextual behaviours. However,
when the personal self governs behaviour, the values that are engaged shift, ‘self-
judgements will be displaced away’ from the original target (Suls, et al., 2002, p. 162), and
the behavioural response differs.
Within the present research this shift from collective self to personal self heightens the
salience of the idealised public service values and accentuates the disparity between these
esteemed values and the disdained stimulus. The powerful influence of values on
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behaviours in public services; draws on normative-affective factors, commitment and
emotional involvement, and not information or reason. These influences move cognitions
away from the model of rational, logical-empirical factors (Etzioni, 1988). The transition from
logical to affective factors impacts on the behaviours that are undertaken in a fundamental
way; certain behaviours are not simply considered and rejected they are ‘blocked from
conscious deliberation’ (p. 129). When affective factors are engaged a course of action is
chosen because it is ‘what the person believes, feels, prefers and seeks – not something the
person treats as external’ determined by rules and roles (p. 134).
Consequently, the same stimulus may be accepted or rejected by an individual ‘depending
on how they categorise self and others at the time’ (Turner, et al., 1994, p. 461). The
transition from collective self to personal self means the behaviour of others impacts on
different factors / values. This differing interpretation results in a differing response. The
increased values differential together with the assessment of others as ‘them’ is more likely
to result in the source of the stimulus being interpreted as a disdained referent group;
challenging the fundamental ideals, causing cognitive dissonance, and thus invoking a
response towards CV.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
The four salient themes which emerged in the present research were: idealism and family,
otherness, normative social influence and value governance. The merging of these themes
provides an elucidating model of public service citizenship which directly informs the
research question. This is now expanded upon in the final chapter.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion
6.1 Introduction
The aim of this final chapter is to briefly summarise the journey of the present research,
before expanding upon its contribution to knowledge which is considered over three areas; a
contribution to theory, to method and to practice. In developing this proposal it explores the
findings and the new insights; particularly in the light of existing theoretical and empirical
research on organisational behaviour, public service citizenship and civic virtue. Following
this, the chapter turns to consider the limitations of the study from the viewpoint of its design
and execution. Finally, it presents some implications of the research in relation to the
morphing public services environment and thus assesses the utility of the thesis for
researchers and managers alike. The chapter is brought to a close by signposting areas for
future research.
The present research is a study of public service citizenship, examining what it means to do
public service. It seeks to explore what it is about public servants, their experiences, and
their values that shape the way they perceive their organisational domain, and the
behaviours displayed within it, both by self and others. It specifically seeks to build on the
limited extant literature and increase understanding of the perception, and enactment, of CV
(Graham & Van Dyne, 2006) in the context of public services. Through the development of
the research, a conceptual framework emerged which identified areas to be explored;
examining the way that public service behaviours are defined, interpreted and enacted, and
the process of formation through which these behaviours are socially constructed.
The paradigmatic stance which underpinned the research and allowed the conceptual
framework to be explored, along with the methodological approach undertaken, is reviewed
in Table 11 below.
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Table 11. Paradigmatic and Methodological Approach to the Present Research
Research Approach
Research question: How do Public Servants Perceive the Notion of Civic Virtue?
Ontology /
Paradigm
Interpretivism
The paradigm of interpretivism is enveloped by the study
of acts which build the social world; exploring the
meaningfulness of individuals’ behaviour.
Epistemology Subjectivist
The present researcher believes there are multiple and
changing realities. In this context, knowledge is
subjective with individuals’ experience, meaning and
understanding being constructed via social interaction.
Methodology Abductive
The methodology of the present research is abductive in
seeking to reveal actors’ meanings and accounts with
the aim of understanding perceptions and behaviours
(Blaikie, 2007).
Method
Semi-structured
interviews
incorporating
the PIE method.
The open and dialogic nature of a semi-structured
interview facilitates the exploration of individuals’
meaning-in-situ. It is contended that the PIE method
accentuates the discovery of meaning-making by
bestowing a distinct mode of connection with the viewer.
This heightened connection encourages a dialogic shift
and results in a more intense interaction.
Participants
Purposive
sampling
This sampling approach in the present research was
purposive and simple, focused on one criterion; all
participants were public servants.
Next, the contextual and pragmatic process of the present research is considered; the
graphical representation of which is below. Figure 29 encapsulates the whole research
journey; it will be used as a guiding map for the summarising discussion which follows.
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Figure 29. Research Map: How do Public Servants Perceive the Notion of Civic Virtue?
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The exploration of the stimulus, interpretation and response which surrounds participants
entry and experiences of public service citizenship facilitates a chronological movement
through their schema construction; which developed, via contextual ‘sensemaking’ (Weick,
et al., 2005), into their public service psychological contract. The psychological contract is
continually renewed via a process of social construction; creating lived reality. Semi-
structured interviews were used to explore participants’ experiences in discussing:
expectations of public service; valued and disdained events; ideal colleagues; rights and
responsibilities of citizenship; and contextually apposite behaviours, including their
perception of the behaviours of CV. The interview process included a projective image
elicitation (PIE) method which it is contended; via parody, personification and paradox,
revealed insights into participants’ perception, definition and interpretation of public service
organisations and of their place within them.
Public service organisations have a unique place in society, their role is to balance the
needs of the community (Drache, 2006); whilst demonstrating accountability and
responsibility with the aim of gaining democratic legitimacy from its citizens who invariably
have diverse, and sometimes opposing, requirements (Mulgan, 2008). Many of these
requirements therefore cannot be completely satisfied, and are reconciled by rules and
procedures which aim to demonstrate equity and fairness (Farrell & Morris, 1999).
Citizenship within this functional context requires the preponderance of due process (Weber,
1947); a sense of civil inattention (Goffman, 1963) and detached rationality (Boyne, 2001).
Yet the desire to do public service is largely driven by the wish to make a difference and is
based on powerful public service values, a sentiment lauded by prior research studies and
which emerged as the foremost theme in the present research.
Public service values have been the focus of a number of previous research studies. Their
influence has been considered with regard to: the change agenda (Kakabadse, et al., 2003;
Van Wart, 1996); leadership (Ferguson & Milliman, 2008; Paarlberg & Lavigna, 2010);
service to the community (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2000; van Gestel, et al., 2008); and
employee-organisation fit (Vigoda-Gadot & Meiri, 2008). This body of work is accompanied
by a range of studies examining the ‘call’ to do public service which is largely attributed to
public service values (Frederickson & Hart, 1985; Hood, 1991; John & Johnson, 2008;
Kernaghan, 2000, 2003; Perry & Wise, 1990); with their effect on the resultant behaviour
also receiving attention and being deemed important (Ahmad & Broussine, 1993; Moore,
1995), although not always fully understood (Taylor, 2007).
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Yet, the effect of public service values on the perception of behaviours demonstrated by self
and others within the organisation has not received such research attention. Consequently,
the impact of public service values on the perception and enactment of CV has not been
previously explored. The present research has addressed this gap in theoretical knowledge.
Within the present research participants’ public service values were drawn from: a) their
original public service ideals; b) the normative pressure of citizenship; and/or c) the values
attributed to their preferred referent group. This group is the audience to their behaviour and,
as an established part of self, is held in the psychological contract; guiding the agency of
public service citizenship. Much previous research has held that proper and sportsmanlike
behaviours are considered an integral part of the extrinsic and intrinsic normative social
pressure of public service citizenship where helpfulness and team spirit are treasured
(Rainey & Steinbauer, 1999; Wright & Pandey, 2008). This was largely reaffirmed in the
present research where the majority of participants disliked those who ‘rock the boat’
(Bernard), and where collectivism was a universally powerful force.
But this simplistic and polemic assessment belies the complex process of interpretation that
participants in the present research demonstrated when attending to a contextual
behavioural stimulus. The exploration of this interpretative process led to the development of
the concept of value governance. The concept of value governance, and allied areas, are
now expanded upon in arguing the contribution to knowledge offered by the present
research.
6.2 Contribution
The aim of the present research was to explore and enhance the knowledge of public
servants’ perception of CV in public service organisations; and in that process to add to the
research fields of organisational citizenship behaviour, specifically CV, and public services.
While the predominant focus of the research was to provide a contribution to theory, a
contribution to method emerged as the research was operationalised; a method which also
has an application within the workplace, and therefore it is argued that the thesis also offers
a contribution to practice.
The diagrammatical conceptual frameworks which complement the narrative throughout the
discussion and presentation of the research findings are, it is held, to be regarded as
contributions to knowledge in their own right. This has increased salience within the present
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research as their representative nature is aligned to an important aspect of the
methodological approach; specifically with regard to respecting the power of the visual.
The research contributions are shown in Table 12 with further discussion below:
Table 12. Research Contributions
Area Contribution Contribution is
development of:
Conceptual Framework
Theory and
Practice
The concept of value
governance.
Contributes to theory by
describing the mediating
effect of public service
values on the perception
of, and behavioural
response to, a stimulus.
Conceptual Framework II:
Value Governance and its
Interaction with Acts of
Civic Virtue as shown in
Figure 28.
Cognitive states -
cognitive resistance
and cognitive
acceptance.
Contributes to theoretical
knowledge by extending
Leon Festinger’s (1957)
cognitive dissonance
theory.
Conceptual Framework I:
Value Governance as
Mediator in the Cognitive
Response to a Stimulus
as shown in Figure 27.
Method and
Practice
Projective image
elicitation (PIE)
method.
Contributes an
incremental advance on
previous PIE methods;
utilising the metaphoric
power of contextual
cartoon images.
-
6.2.1 Contribution to Theory and Practice
In Chapter Two it was documented that no studies were yet identified that examined the
perception of CV within the public service context. The present research has addressed this
under-researched area and built on the theoretical knowledge of OCB as originally
developed by Organ (1988); and specifically answering the call from Graham and Van Dyne
(2006) to explore the impact of differing contexts, governance arrangements and
underpinning values on CV.
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The present research is, therefore, the first to construct a model of public service citizenship
with regard to the perception, and enactment, of CV. There are two major contributions to
knowledge made by the present research which directly inform the research question, along
with its broad objectives, which were: what it means to public servants to do public service
and how does public service citizenship impact upon the perception of apposite behaviour.
Value Governance
It has been argued that the concept of value governance contributes to knowledge by
increasing our understanding of the processes which surround the perception of apposite
behaviour, including CV, in the context of public service organisations. Put simply, the
concept of value governance identifies that for public servants the perceived underpinning
values of behaviour, why action is thought to be undertaken, is more important in
determining its appropriateness than the manifest behaviour. The concept of value
governance and its implications, as discussed next, meet the underpinning objectives of the
research whilst directly informing the research question.
Through the development of the conceptual framework, and utilising the concept of value
governance, it is shown that the perception of apposite behaviour is affected by a number of
factors; the assessment against public service values, normative social influence and
referent groups. It is also shown that the mediating effect of value governance impacts upon
the perception of the behaviour of both self and others. The model of public service
citizenship, incorporating the concept of value governance, has a range of theoretical and
practical implications, they are:
 It elucidates the process of bifurcation through which public servants define and
interpret a behavioural stimulus, including CV, in the public service context.
 It illustrates that the enactment of CV by others can result in the actor being
perceived as part of a disdained referent group; a ‘them’ rather than an ‘us’.
 It shows that CV is perceived as a deviant act for self due to its placement
outside both the extrinsic and intrinsic norm; against the values of self and the
ideals of collectivism which are deemed a vital part of public service citizenship.
 For self, CV is considered or enacted only when a stimulus severely impacts on
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values of self. This impact increases the perceived differential between self and
other; reducing the steer of collectivism and accentuating the values of self. This
heightened state of self awareness, when compared to the disdained stimulus,
induces cognitive dissonance towards self; thus invoking a response towards CV
in an attempt to offset the dissonance.
Value governance also adds to the wider public service citizenship literature by highlighting
the process through which public servants experience otherness; disengagement, exclusion
or detachment that has been recognised in prior research (Ahmad & Broussine, 1993;
Coyle-Shapiro & Kessler, 2000; Guest & Conway, 2000; Kernaghan, 2000). An extension to
Festinger’s (1957) cognitive dissonance theory is now presented in respect of this aspect.
Cognitive Resistance and Cognitive Acceptance
Cognitive dissonance has been recognised within the present research but the response to
the complex contextual and behavioural dichotomy of doing public service suggests this
theory be extended in the consideration of two additional cognitive forms. Cognitive
resistance and cognitive acceptance provide a wider conceptualisation of the outcome of the
process of bifurcation undertaken by participants in the interpretation and definition of
behaviours, including CV, both of self and others. This represents a contribution to theory
and practice, with Conceptual Framework I being repeated in Figure 30 below.
Figure 30. (replica of Figure 27.) Conceptual Framework I: Value Governance as Mediator in the
Cognitive Response to a Stimulus
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Mediated by value governance and in respect of a variety of behaviours undertaken by both
self and others, including CV; knowledge of the states of cognitive acceptance and cognitive
resistance has implications for:
 Identifying the range of cognitive states reached by public servants in response to
the interpretation of a behavioural stimulus, and thus facilitating a greater
understanding of public servants’ perception of apposite behaviour including CV.
 Increasing the understanding of the factors which influence disengagement from
colleagues in public services; specifically showing this disengagement can be the
result of the behaviour of others or self.
 With regard to behaviours of self, it is proposed that arriving at the state of
cognitive resistance results in an individual constructing a ‘cognitive shield’, a
state recognised but not expanded upon in prior research (Lipsky, 1980, p. 153),
with this act of construction resulting in detachment from self.
Value Governance and its Application to Practice
The changing form and function of public services, along with the current financial crisis, has
led to an increased pressure to facilitate knowledge transfer from the academic community
to communities of practice. This has placed increased demands on scholars of social
sciences, and organisational studies in particular, to produce work that is of some relevance
to practice; to speak with a voice that can be heard. The challenge then is to make both a
theoretical contribution to knowledge, and a functional contribution to practice (Radin, 2010).
This, it is held, has been achieved within the present research.
At the level of practice, an understanding of the concept of value governance will assist
public service managers in seeking to affect change within public services. It is argued that
public servants will more easily accept and enact disdained behaviour, which contests
current practice or local normative pressures, if the benefit for citizens is made clear; and
linked to their public service values. In practice, this means that if the civicness of the Big
Society is going to be aligned with publicness, and constructively challenging interaction to
ensue, then the perception of the notion of CV needs to be moved from that of a deviant
behaviour, against the local collective, to one which benefits the wider collective; the
community, patients or client group.
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The concept of value governance also illuminates the stimulus and cognitive process
through which public servants reach a state of detachment and disengagement within a
public service environment; a state identified in prior research (Ahmad & Broussine, 1993;
Coyle-Shapiro & Kessler, 2000; Guest & Conway, 2000; Kernaghan, 2000). The knowledge
of this process assists the public sector manager in consideration of work design and team
management. Additionally, the concept of value governance focuses on the need to ensure,
and articulate, that the organisational policies and the implementation of practices are
explicitly aligned with valued outcomes.
6.2.2 Contribution to Method and Practice
Interjecting an interview with an elicitation technique to facilitate the discovery of meaning-
making is nothing new; with the introduction of a repertory grid (Kelly, 1955) or the
production of rich pictures (Checkland & Scholes, 1990) having a long history, and the use of
music developing interest (Allett, 2010). The use of images within an interview can have a
different orientation but with a consistency in their aim to establish a tangible focus for
discussion. Images have been used to reflect upon a place or community (Collier Jr, 1957;
Kolb, 2008) or in seeking to explore personality traits (Morgan, 2002) along with a source to
explore subjective understanding via projective image elicitation (Rose, 2007).
Projective image elicitation (PIE) sees the audience project onto the image aspects of self
(Anastasi & Urbina, 1997); it is contended that this projection facilitates meaning-making,
releasing the power of story telling (Gabriel, 1995), metaphors (Morgan, 1983) and imagery
(Barthes, 2000) that previous scholars have identified. The pilot study was used as an active
and reflective learning experience, insight from which led to the maximisation of the image
modality and projective transference in the present research. This learning directly informed
the contribution to knowledge, which relates to:
 The use of contextualised cartoon images which create a metaphoric jarring; with
the images being set within and yet without of the usual experience of
organisational life.
 Image modality and metaphoric transference were maximised via personification,
parody and paradox; specifically relating to contextualised cartoon images which
depicted a person or a face.
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 The consideration of the chronological order of the images, whereby due regard
is given to the area of interest. Images depicting one context following another, it
is argued, facilitated cognitive transfer from one setting to another. In the present
research this learning relates to the ‘individual’ image following that of the ‘peers’
group.
 It is also noted that the number of images presented has salience; with
consideration being given to allowing the acceptance of the method but
preventing a reflective process which results in response management.
The PIE method provides a bias free stimulus which is oft called for in qualitative research
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005); it also matches the interpretive philosophy, and particularly the
approach of symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969) with its movement through stimulus,
interpretation and response. Additionally, the use of imagery is cited as providing a useful
method in exploring behaviour and elucidating individuals’ referent groups:
‘In the analysis of the behaviour of men in mass societies the crucial
problem is to ascertain how a person defines the situation, which
perspective he uses in arriving at such a definition, and who constitutes the
audience whose responses provide the necessary confirmation and support
for his position … at moments of indecision, when in doubt and confusion,
who appears in imagery? In this manner the significant other can be
identified’ (Shibutani, 1955, p. 569).
Moments of indecision, doubt and confusion were encountered by a number of participants
in the pilot study and the present research where they reported awkwardness or puzzlement
of the PIE method. Yet despite this they still offered responses which gave deeper insights
into their lived experiences as public servants. The most notable occasions within the
present research were Ollie’s distress at the ‘individual’ and ‘office’ images which altered his
responses from one of an enthusiastic, can-do approach, which had strong connotations of
impression management, to one of an officer struggling to cope with stress and anxiety. The
use of the ‘individual’ image with Cal provided the focus to explore his feelings of partnership
working. Being unable to articulate how he would feel about cooperating with a peer; the
conversation was progressed when he was asked to refer back to the red/green image and
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was asked ‘how would you feel if there were two reds?’ The response, and subsequent
discussion, showed a glimpse of the concern he had around losing his status and around
changing organisational structures, as below. This concern was previously hidden beneath a
layer of bravado and rationality.
CB: ((referring to the PIE red/green ‘individual’ image)) how would you feel
if there were two reds, how would you work with an equivalent?
C: I wouldn’t
‘ave it @ (N10) very difficult, I would find difficulty, being honest now I
suppose, but I do find difficulty not being in charge
CB: m
C: that’s being honest
It is argued that the PIE method with its comedic cartoon approach eliminates the barriers of
apposite conversation, and leads to a dialogue which moves beyond impression
management and focuses on intrinsic, perceptual factors. The incremental advance on
current methods, while relatively small, is significant in its ability to better create a
contextualised irregular catalyst to shift to a differing level of conversation. The PIE method,
with its infinite adaptability, has the potential to be applied to a range of contexts both within
research methods and organisational practice.
6.3 Limitations
Several limitations of the present research must be acknowledged. Firstly, by the very nature
of the present researchers social constructionist stance it is held that this research study is a
co-production (Burr, 2003). The interaction between the participant and the researcher
during the interview means that the researcher is an active agent in assembling the data
retrieved. This exchange matches the ‘‘in process’ nature of life’; a process which reveals
experience and meaning (McCormack, 2000, p. 295). Yet, over the course of the interview a
different researcher asking the same questions may have received differing replies,
responded differently, and the conversation moved in a different direction. It therefore must
be acknowledged that interview data has ‘boundedness’, it represents a snapshot in time
(Fontana & Frey, 2005, p. 695).
Secondly, the use of a semi-structured interview approach gave a supporting framework to
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the interview and, along with a series of advice points from Zorn (2001 cited in Neergaard &
Ulhoi, 2007), was reassuring in use for a novice researcher, yet it restricts and constrains the
process. Not withstanding every effort to be conversational; question and answer with little
exchange of opinion is not typically dialogic (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000).
Moving onto the data analysis, the third limitation relates again to the interpretative approach
which has an ever-present impact. The research findings are the result of the present
researchers’ constructions which are individual and hence have an innate potential to be
open to other interpretations. The decision to present data in the fullest form, whilst being
cognisant of pragmatics, including incoherences and interspersed with symbolic discourse
analysis, had the aim of partially offsetting this limitation in ‘creating a representation in
writing of a speech event so as to make it accessible’ for wider interpretation (Du Bois, 1991,
p. 72).
Fourth, interviews present the opportunity for impression management. This may be
inherent, especially in the workplace, where interviews are often an exercise in impression
management (Kacmar, et al., 2009). However, given the abductive, socio-psychological
approach taken, it is believed that behaviours and perceptions are best examined in the
setting in which they are felt, where possible; seeing what is ‘natural in happenings, in
settings, in expressions of value’ (Stake, 2005, p. 450). In this respect, the present
researcher considers that basing the interviews within the workplace invokes responses
which are better contextualised.
Fifth, the limited number of research participants restricts the data collected and the views
obtained. Yet, familiar themes emerged which built on prior research, providing confidence
and assurance that saturation point had been reached. The research is also bounded as an
in-depth study of the lived reality of the participants, with no claim or aim towards
generalisation; this, nonetheless, is a limitation in the research.
Sixth, the participants are all public servants based in Wales. Utilising a geographical
boundary in data collection is often the practical approach but also limits the breadth of data
collected.
Seventh, the PIE method acted as a stimulus to invoke a differing form of conversation. It is
maintained that with the majority of participants it promoted the exposure of a deeper layer
of lived reality; and specifically the feeling of otherness that had not been evident during the
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preceding question and answer section. Yet, as discussed in Chapter Three, there are a
wide range of critics of image elicitation as a technique in research. However, it is contended
that the warrants of any method, ethical issues withstanding, are secondary to the responses
they invoke and in this respect it is held that the PIE method was a powerful stimulus to
explore participants’ interpretations of organisational life.
Eighth, the present research explores perception of behaviour and not actual behaviour.
While in the wider organisational behaviour research field there is a presumed correlation
between perception of behaviour and actual behaviour, this link is not examined in the
present research.
Ninth, as a public servant studying public servants it was aimed to utilise peer status to build
trust and rapport but the influence of previous experience and personal perception of public
service citizenship is a factor. In offsetting this concern in the process of interaction the
present researcher was cast as a learner; withholding discussion in pursuit of extraction, as
Merriam et al., (2001) note ‘being an insider means easy access, the ability to ask more
meaningful questions and read non-verbal cues, and more importantly to be able to project a
more truthful, authentic understanding’ (p. 411).
6.4 Future Research
The findings from the present research, together with consideration of the contribution to
knowledge that it provides, has helped to identify a number of potential research
opportunities. The main areas that would benefit from future research are:
Civic Virtue
Despite the wide range of studies of OCB, and the inclusion of just five behaviours, CV has
been neglected. The theoretical research and managerial focus on sportsmanship, courtesy,
altruism and conscientiousness under the umbrella of helpfulness has contributed to these
behaviours being perceived as the way it ought to be. Alongside the effect within
organisations, this orientation has also limited the theoretical field of OCB and CV by
obviating the development of good theory; in limiting the academic debate and restricting the
advancement of knowledge (Whetten, 1989). The conversation about CV has been moved
on with the present research, future work could continue this progress by exploring:
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 What socio-psychological contexts have a determining influence on the
encouragement, maintenance or resistance toward CV?
 What are the consequences of enacting CV? How do these consequences vary
in different contexts?
 If CV is perceived as deviant, is this perception a myth or ‘reality’?
 What form does the ‘Lord of the Flies’ message take? (Nicola, research
participant); that is, in what range of ways do individuals know CV is deviant?
 Perception can change over time (O’Neill, et al., 1998); is this the case with the
perception of CV? If so, what are the factors which affect this alteration?
 Do certain sectors and/or organisations maintain or encourage CV, why and
how?
 What is the impact of a culture of CV for employees, teams, organisations and
the citizen / customer?
Value Incongruence
A surprising finding of the present research followed the exploration of the theme of
otherness. Prior research has identified a form of detachment or disengagement in public
services but the mechanisms which determined this state have not been fully explored or
well understood. It has been largely attributed to the ‘common enemy’ of bureaucracy and
hierarchy, managerialism or central policy dictators. But the ‘enemy’ that emerged within the
present research is closer to home; typically within the local team. Perceived value
incongruence, drawing on the concept of value governance, is provided as one explanation
for the widespread experience of otherness. Further research is needed to explore this issue
and fully understand the manner and context in which this perception of otherness develops,
the form it takes and the impact for the individual, team and organisation.
Doing public service
Doing public service ‘has turned many motivated public sector workers into
disillusioned, weary puppets’ (Cameron, 2010, p. 1)
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The reform of public services is a continuous work-in-progress (Bovaird & Russell, 2007),
with the series of management churns being cited as a contributory factor in the above
disillusionment, resulting in public servants asking ‘how do we/’ (Ollie, research participant).
Consideration of management behaviours moves us toward the issue of organisational
climate / culture, and whether it can be changed. There is some support for the ability of
management practice to influence the climate of an organisation (Litwin & Stringer, 1968).
This organisational literature exists alongside the considerable research which surrounds
group behaviour (Allport, 1962; Brown, 2000; Festinger, 1954); which together delivers the
message of the powerful effect of the extrinsic normative social influence (Deutsch & Gerard,
1955).
In this vein it is suggested that ‘one of the most important ‘institutions’ that needs to be
reformed is our current, conventionally held views of what public managers could and should
do’ (Kooiman & Jentoft, 2009; Moore, 1995, p. 4). The present research identifies that this
process will require a realignment of public service values to correspond to the ‘new’
behaviours. Yet, in spite of its wide study, prior research has ‘told us little about how to
‘manage’ public service values’ (Perry & Hondeghem, 2008b, p. viii). The contribution to
knowledge provided by the present research helps to ‘manage’ our understanding of the
process through which public service values impact upon behaviour, and the perception of
self and others. Yet the changing form and function of public services, and the wide range of
possible behavioural implications for the public servant, indicates that more research is
required.
How will future public services and the future public servant look? The move toward
increased pluralism in public services will disrupt the treasured smooth water of collectivism.
In the current financial climate the imminent budget cuts and denigration of services will
result in a turbulent environment which will be ‘neither costless nor frictionless’ (Talbot, 2009,
p. 24). These costs will be in terms of organisational performance, where the ability to
provide effective services is often adversely affected by change and reorganisations in public
services (Prosser, et al., 2006), and / or costs in terms of employee performance with a
disruption in the agency of citizenship.
Emma talked of her frustration at the deterioration of the service caused by the continual
process of change; and responds to this turbulence with advice to her team in saying ‘you
can’t always swim sometimes you have to paddle’. This behaviour is representative of
cognitive acceptance where behaviours are disdained but where esteemed values, the
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desire for improved service provision, are deemed to be at their core. But it is also
suggestive of a desire to quieten the teams’ concerns, promoting passivity and acceptance,
and therefore limiting CV. Conversely, a number of participants believe that in moving
towards pluralism ‘we should practice what we preach’ (Terri) in embracing partnership
working and open up to the ‘honest conversations that cut through the mustard’ (Nicola),
calling for an increase in CV.
The Conservative / Liberal Democrat coalition government in 2010 is looking to change the
behaviour of public servants in stating they will:
‘…encourage more civil servants to play an active role in their local
communities, by establishing neighbourhood groups and taking part in
community projects. We will transform the civil service into a national ‘civic
service’. We will drive this behaviour change throughout the civil service by
making regular community service, particularly in the most deprived areas,
a key element in staff appraisals. We will achieve this by amending the civil
service ‘competency framework’ on which staff appraisals are based.’
(Big Society Not Big Government, 2010, p. 7)
The Big Society, in conjunction with the tough times facing public services (WAG, 2009),
therefore requires a shift from proper publicness to the challenging involvement of civicness.
The findings from the present research suggests this may be perceived as the right
behaviour for the wrong reasons; helping communities for political gain, compounded with
the promise of a disdained layer of behavioural coercion and increased bureaucracy. This
may therefore be met with cognitive resistance, at best, and cognitive dissonance at worst
where CV may ensue, but directed against the policy and not toward it.
If civicness is going to equate with publicness, and become an acceptable behaviour, future
research could consider the hypothesis proposed, and strongly supported, by Deutsch and
Gerard (1955) in their study of group norms. Their Hypothesis III proposes: ‘Normative social
influence to conform to one's own judgment will reduce the impact of the normative influence
to conform to the judgment of others’ (p. 630). Future research could take the form of
exploring a context where CV is prized, or the process of perceptual transition where CV
moves from a deviant behaviour to one which represents a constructive force, and thus
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linking with the earlier work of Georg Simmel (1955) and Mary Parker Follett (1924, 1941,
1949).
Organisational studies in the early-mid 1900s hailed the benefits of CV; where ‘a group that
permits expression of dissent, and hence conflict … draws strength and cohesion from its
flexibility’ (Coser, 1956, p. 100 & 102); encouraging candidness (Argyris, 1965) leading to
constructive conflict (Follett, 1941). The resulting differences can be settled by domination,
compromise or integration. Domination is a short-term victory for one party; compromise,
often thought of as ‘entirely proper’ (Follett, 1918, p. 115), is a settling state for both parties
but often with neither party satisfied; but ‘integration involves invention, the finding of a third
way … not to stay within the boundaries of two alternatives which are mutually exclusive’
(Follett, 1949, p. 189) but it was noted that integration requires the encouragement of new
voices; act of CV. This requires a socio-psychological setting where individuals who enact
CV and raise ideas are ‘viewed as responsible for having suggested them’ (Moore, 1995, p.
301); amending the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.
An increase in community citizenship has been largely lauded with positive intonations,
understandable given its fundamental role in deliberative democracy, creating public value
(Benington, 2009; Moore, 1995). But could the Big Society, with its drive for increased citizen
involvement, suppress the involvement of the public servant, limiting CV? May a louder
citizen voice drown out those of the public servant; who find themselves with more ‘masters’
(Terri, research participant). Research identified that ‘the shift from the era of
professionalism to citizen governance will inevitably threaten the status quo within many
public services’ (Farrell, 2000, p. 36); where an increase in public involvement has been
found to ‘reduce the power and control exercised by officials’ (Adams, 2004, p. 52). It is
suggested that research be undertaken to examine the impact of increasing citizen voice on
the perception and behaviours of the public servant in enacting CV.
In conclusion, it needs to be emphasised that none of the above opportunities for future
research of the perception of apposite behaviour, and CV specifically, should be considered
in isolation. Many of the issues would be described as ‘wicked’ (Entwistle, 2006, p. 230) and
are the product of overlaps and convergences between disparate areas. An integrated
approach would involve extending the size and scope of the present research and replicating
the research within different sectors, geographical areas. Additionally, the present research
has focused on the individual level with the aim of accessing their lived reality; future
research should not ignore team level study which, although not replacing the individual
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focus, would add another layer of understanding. Furthermore, this area would benefit from
a longitudinal study to explore the changing nature of public services and its impact on the
perception of CV as a part of public service citizenship.
Projective Image Elicitation (PIE)
The PIE method has given illuminating early results which it is contended have provided
revealing insights into employees’ perception, definition and interpretation of their
organisation and their place within it. The exploration of imagery within the organisational
setting promises a panoramic view to a whole spectrum of behaviours and experiences. It is
contended that PIE and its power of metaphoric transference offers up the key to this hidden
world. The organisationally-driven desire for the exploration of employees’ perception, taken
together with the resurgence in the interest in imagery, and calls from interpretivist scholars
who are appealing for, and eagerly await, a new discourse to access the complex multiple
realities and experiences of the workplace, means that an array of audiences await a fresh
viewpoint. With these range of audiences in mind, there are a number of areas that will
benefit from future research:
 The PIE method could be applied in a broad range of organisational contexts and
sectors, assessing its ability to represent and / or reveal key aspects of
organisational life.
 An assessment is needed to explore if the dialogue that emerges in an interview
using the PIE method varies from that revealed in an interview employing
traditional verbal and / or textual communication only.
 It is suggested that attention be given to the range of compositional aspects of
the PIE images, to assess their individual and combined mode of metaphoric
transference.
 Consideration should be given to the wider implications of spatial perspective
within organisations; specifically relating to the issues of performance appraisal
and team dynamics.
 Further work would be constructive in exploring the use of PIE with a wide range
of organisational stakeholders as part of a symmetrical conversation to assess,
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and ultimately improve, customer satisfaction; or, with citizens, to enhance the
provision of public services.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter concludes the thesis. In facing an increasingly complex public sphere, public
service citizenship faces a demanding challenge. The contribution to knowledge provided by
the present research has increased our understanding of what it means to do public service,
and has illuminated the mediating effect of public service values on public servants’
perception of apposite behaviour, including civic virtue, within the context of public service
organisations. The contribution to knowledge offered by the thesis has also suggested
opportunities for supplementary research which it is hoped will further advance the field and
provide greater insights into how we may best advocate doing public service in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Images in Research
Author(s), year Discipline Nature of study Photo-elicitation methodology, the functionality
Boas (1897 cited in
Hinsley Jr & Holm,
1976)
Bateson & Mead
(1942 cited in Prosser
& Loxley, 2008)
Community
cultural studies.
Visual anthropology, with photographs
taken to record rituals in the community.
Facilitated discussion between observers and
observed.
Narrative accounts were found to be insufficient to
reveal and communicate the culture. Using images
loosened the boundaries of conversation.
Collier Jr (1957)
Collier Jr and Collier
(1986 cited in Harper,
2002)
Community
cultural studies.
An anthropological study of migration and
evaluation of community housing. Used
interviewing along with photographs.
Photographs sharpened memories, and elicited
longer and more comprehensive interviews; also
helped participants’ overcome fatigue and repetition
associated with conventional interviews.
Cederholm (2004
cited in Jenkings, et
al., 2008)
Garrod (2008)
Community
cultural studies
and tourism.
Perception of place, both these studies
compared and contrasted the views of
tourists and the local community of a
geographical area. The studies utilised both
photo-logs and questionnaires.
The use of images heightens the explicit nature of
perception, which facilitates further discussion.
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Kolb (2008) Communitycultural studies
Cultural studies studying the co-creation of
place and individual identity. Participants’
photographs are reviewed with researchers
during the interview process. Discussion
centres around their content; encouraging
participants to reflect on their identity
perspectives. Links conceptually to work of
Adorno (2004) and Osborne & Benjamin
(1991), among others, where visuals
provide a framework for examining the
relationship between art, self and society.
The relationship between participant and
researcher becomes more ‘symmetrical’, more
dialogic, with the participants’ assuming the role of
expert.
When extended to a group discussion, this led to
the building of a common knowledge,
embedding the discussion in the group; Kolb found
this practice aided the process of change.
Zaltman & Coulter
(1995)
Marketing and
consumer
behaviour.
Sought to understand consumers;
specifically their thoughts, feelings and
behaviours. Participants requested to take
photographs of brand / service / product,
which showed what the chosen topic meant
to them. Described as the Zaltman
Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET).
Photographs, plus magazine images, were
used; supplemented with an interview which
resulted in a consensual mental map.
ZMET allowed storytelling and attained deeper
insights as ‘most human communication is
nonverbal’ (p. 36) . Revealed ‘ basic reasoning
processes and provide deep, useful insights
about consumers and their latent and emerging
needs’ (p. 49).
Holbrook & Kuwahara
(1998)
Marketing and
consumer
behaviour.
Photographs used to facilitate the
examination of consumer behaviour and
experiences. Photographs combined with
interviews.
Identified that increasing use of images on internet,
and other communication channels, together with
the increased visualisation of society has had an
effect on consumer behaviour.
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Zuboff (1988 cited in
Barry, 1996)
Organisation
studies.
Examining the effect of new information
technology systems on the motivation of
employees. Participants drew pictures of
“before” and “after”. These pictures were
then the focus of subsequent interviews.
Zuboff found participants were more able to convey
their feelings in the images, and also the image
contents enabled the research line of inquiry to
focus specifically on the areas of participants’
concern.
Barry (1994) Organisationstudies - miltary.
Described as an analogically mediated
inquiry, using drawings, collages, and
sculptures - techniques developed from
psychological and art therapy.
Group technique, creating sculptures with military
personnel to explore subcultures within the
military base. Facilitated freer discussion which
engaged and enlightened the group; follow-up
enquiry led to the feedback that the methodology
had a more lasting effect on participants than other
discussion methods.
Buchanan (1998)
Organisation
studies – health
care.
Imagery used as part of a business process
re-engineering exercise at an NHS hospital
which involved interview and observation.
Images were used in two ways. a) the
patient trail was captured photographically
and b) photo-elicitation was used with staff
and patients.
Photo-elicitation enhanced the written accounts
of patient experience, and generated a wider
informal discussion.
Radley & Taylor
(2003)
Lorenz & Kolb (2009)
Organisation
studies – health
care.
Photo-elicitation in a health care setting.
Patients were requested to take
photographs which represented their time
as an in-patient within a surgical hospital
ward.
The use of photographs, as part of the interview
process, was found to be a powerful tool to elicit
patient experiences. Asking people to ‘speak to
the pictures’, gave a common focus, deflected
self conscious conversation and presented a
fresh narrative.
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Jenkings et al. (2007)
Jenkings et al. (2008)
Organisation
studies - military.
The study examined the ability of
photographs to elucidate identity.
Participants selected photographs prior to
research process – the researchers
requested that the images should be
meaningful to their role within the military.
The study found a heightened ability of
photographs to reveal previously hidden or
unconsidered aspects of the individuals’
identity. Findings: a) media identity is typically of
heroes; b) military own identity represented by
professional skills, kinship among military
personnel; and c) the photographs drew attention
to untold stories
Davison (2010)
Organisation
studies -
management /
leadership.
The research considered the use of visual
portraits of organisational elites in official
documents. The study found the increasing
importance of ‘being seen’ in organisations,
where ‘presence and visibility are vital in
order to build up that capital of trust’
Brabeck-Letmathe (CEO of Nestlé )
Images used within organisations are primarily
forms of impression and perception
management in an aim to provide Bourdieu’s three
forms of intangible capital - intellectual, symbolic
and social; via thoughtful poses, imposing
backdrops and group interactions respectively. The
management of images has increased in line with
their increased importance in society as a whole.
Barret and Barrington
(2005) Political studies.
Participants were asked to assess a political
candidate following the reading of a
simulated newspaper article, with the
variable component being the
accompanying image; one favourable, one
unfavourable.
Those participants who viewed the favourable
image evaluated the candidate more positively; the
authors found the image had a significant impact on
the evaluation score.
The significance of images - to access
participants’ unspoken, implicit perceptions.
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Murray (1938)
Psychological
analysis –
personality
disorders.
Thematic Apperception Test; ‘seeks to
assess the interpretations which a person
makes of the events of everyday life
particularly if he ascribes motives to other
objects may be noted.’ (p. 260)
‘ The subject cannot avoid drawing on his past
experiences, his fantasies, his anticipations of the
future’ (p. 728)
Schaverien (1999)
Psychological
analysis.
Schaverien reviewed imagery as
psychological technique - refers to the work
of Jung, 1959; Neumann, 1959; Baynes,
1940, among others, who developed and
utilised imagery as part of psychological
analysis.
Schaverien refers to a psychological
therapy technique where the patient
produces a painting or drawing, aiming to
allow expression to the ‘inexpressible’.
Subsequent discussion centres around
features included or excluded within the
image.
Schaverien describes the pictures as mediators,
and as part of ‘the scapegoat transference’
process; externalising the discussion point.
‘Very often art illuminates the space in-between
analyst and patient, for which there is no other form
of articulation’ (p. 486)
Epstein et al. (2006)
Psychological
analysis –
children and
young people.
Uses of Photo Elicitation Interview (PEI)
images to communicate feelings, emotions
and perception with children.
Use of PEI can challenge participants, lead to new
perspectives, and assist in building trust and
rapport. The use of photographs created a relaxed
atmosphere, and allowed ‘the children to take the
lead in the interview’. The discussion also referred
to things that were absent from the photograph,
which widened the conversation to bring in
perception, expectation and social interactions.
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Swann & Miller
(1982)
Lynn et al. (1985)
Social psychology The effects on memory recall of imagesaccompanying narrative text.
Images were found to increase participants’ recall
by fostering connections between text and image.
Van House (2009)
Social studies -
self and social
networking.
Studied photograph sharing, story telling
and impression of self specifically relating to
on-line communities. The posting of images
to on-line communities has range of
functions for the individual as: memory
storage, shared experiences, family or
group maintenance, involving absent others.
The interactivity of images serves as a form of self-
construction within a social context; where the
individuals’ self and social perceptions meet.
Harper (2002)
Review of the
development of
photo-elicitation
method.
Harper’s paper examines the journey he
and others have made in utilising photo-
elicitation in research. Harper categorises
studies into four main areas: a) social
class/social organisation/family; b)
community/historical ethnography; c)
identity / biography / autobiography; and d)
culture / cultural studies.
Photo-elicitation as part of an interview utilises
either researchers’ or participants’ photographs,
with the latter being more common. The process is
distinguished by the quality and depth of the
discussion of the images. ‘Photo elicitation mines
deeper shafts into a different part of human
consciousness than a word-only interview’ (pp.
22-23)
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Appendix B: Participant Information Sheet
Participant Information Sheet
Research subject: Perception of Behaviours in Public Services
I would like to invite you to participate in my research study which explores individuals’
experiences of working in public services and their perception of the behaviours
demonstrated within public service organisations. This information sheet will give you an
overview of what this means for you and how the information you provide will be treated
and used. Before you decide to take part it is important for you to understand why the
research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following
information carefully. Do not hesitate to talk about the research with other people.
Why am I doing this research?
Researchers have long sought to increase their understanding of the many aspects of
the world of work and I would like to build on, and add to, this knowledge by better
understanding the world of public services. Although there have been a range of studies
considering employees’ perception of behaviour in the workplace, the area of the
perception of behaviours in public services has not been closely examined.
Who is taking part in this research study?
As part of my research, I am aiming to interview a range of people who are employed
within public services; within this specific research this encompasses the NHS, central
government, local authority, police and allied organisations.
What would be involved?
If you choose to participate I would like to discuss your perception of behaviours
demonstrated in public services. I expect this discussion to last approximately one hour.
You do not have to answer any questions that you do not wish to, and you may stop the
process at any time. The interview will be digitally recorded so that I have an accurate
record of what was said. I will also take handwritten notes.
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What will I do with the information?
I will fully transcribe the interview from the digital recorder into a Microsoft Word
document and the interview will also be transferred into NVivo, a computer software
package designed to assist researchers in managing interview data. The transcript will
only be read and used by me and not be used for any other purpose. The information
collected from the series of interviews will be the basis of my doctoral thesis; and it is this
thesis which will be assessed in order for me to gain the doctorate award. The transcripts
may also be used to write and publish articles in academic journals and presentations.
Will everything you say to me be kept private?
Absolutely.
The requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998, along with the University of
Glamorgan and the ESRC’s Research Ethics Framework will be strictly observed.
Specifically, neither the participant nor the organisation they work for will be identified. In
the transcript the names of the participants, as well as those individuals or organisations
that are mentioned, will be changed to ensure they are unidentifiable. The transcript will
be kept in a secure place with password protection.
What if you change your mind about taking part?
Your involvement in this research study is a wholly voluntary process, you are free to
withdraw from the research study at any point you wish, without giving a reason.
Who am I?
My name is Clare Butler and I am a Local Government officer in Wales. I am studying for
my Doctorate at the University of Glamorgan. My research is supervised by two
academics based at the Glamorgan Business School and is subject to the University of
Glamorgan’s research guidelines and ethical code.
I hope you feel better informed about the process of the research and feel comfortable
and confident in taking part. However, if there are any areas that require further
clarification please feel free to contact me email: clare.butler@emailaddress I would be
more than happy to answer any questions.
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Participant Consent Form
Research subject: Perception of Behaviours in Public Services
Name of Researcher: Clare Butler
Please tick box
I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet for the above
research study. I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask
questions and have had these answered satisfactorily.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at
any time, without giving a reason.
I confirm that the interview will be recorded with my consent and that in the
transcript a pseudonym or code identifier will be used and any reference to me
as an individual, or to my employing organisation, will be removed. The data will
only be used for the stated research purposes.
I understand that any data I provide through taking part in this research study will
be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
I agree to take part in this research study.
Signature of participant:
Name of participant: Date:
Signature of researcher: Date:
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Appendix C: NVivo ® Coding Structure
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Appendix D: Publications from the Present Research
(Included in line with University of Glamorgan Code of Practice for Research Students, Appendix III)
The publications which have been produced from the present research are:
Journal papers
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (forthcoming) ‘How do we do?’ The Socio-Psychological
Status of Public Servants, Public Money and Management, (vol. 31, 2011)
Conference presentations
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (2010) Emancipating or Disconcerting? How Might Civil
Servants’ Perceive the Demolition of the Hierarchal Structure in the Emerging, Increasingly
Diverse, Public Services? British Sociological Association: Work, Employment and Society
Conference 2010, Brighton, September.
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (2010) ‘Drawing on Imagery to Illustrate Employees
Perceptions’, British Academy of Management, Sheffield, September.
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (2010) ‘Is It Just What Works That Matters in Public
Services?’ Public Administration Committee Conference , Nottingham, September.
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (2010) ‘In the Mind’s Eye … Exploring the Use of Imagery
in Revealing the Implicit Characteristics of Employees’ Perception of their Workplace’, British
Academy of Management, Sheffield, September.
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (2010) ‘How shall we be – the Development of the
Psychological Contract of the Future Public Servant’, Policy and Politics, Bristol, September.
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (2010) ‘Will Increased Pluralism in those Delivering Public
Services Substitute Behaviours of Cooperative Conflict Avoidance with Obstructive Passive-
Aggression?’, Research Institute for Public Policy and Management - the 17th Annual
MOPAN conference, Keele University, June.
Butler C., Finniear J., and Hill S. (2009) ‘Does Civil Service preclude Civic Virtue? or Does
Yes, First Minister Thwart Improvement?’, Public Administration Committee Conference ,
University of Glamorgan, September.
